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Abstract 
This paper constructs a narrative account of all legislated discretionary policy changes in the United 
Kingdom from 1945 to 2009. Following Romer and Romer (2009, 2010), evidence of the policymakers’ 
motivation is presented from U.K. official Budget documents together with technical notes, press 
releases, Acts of Parliament, the Budget speech by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and related entries in 
the parliamentary record (Hansard). The historical context in which the decision was made is also 
discussed. Using the given motives I isolate tax policy changes which were not responding to, or 
influenced by, current or prospective economic shocks.  This ‘exogenous’ category is comprised of 
actions to improve long-run economic performance, those motivated by ideological or political reasons, 
rulings from external bodies such as courts, and fiscal consolidation measures based on long-run 
considerations. By contrast, the ‘endogenous’ changes are actions to manage demand, to stimulate 
production, to offset a debt crisis and those to fund spending decisions. For all the tax changes I collect 
information on the announcement, implementation and withdrawal dates as well as the type of the tax 
(such as income tax). The dataset contains nearly 2,500 tax changes and is aggregated into a quarterly 
series for analysis. In addition to creating a novel dataset this paper also contributes to the post-war 
history of U.K. taxation. 
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Introduction 
Despite its importance for current macroeconomic policymaking, evidence of the macroeconomic effects of 
tax shocks in the United Kingdom is sparse. This gap is reflected in the newly created Office for Budget 
Responsibility’s first report from June 2010. The tax multipliers used by the OBR are derived, in part, from 
an IMF survey paper from 2009. Of the nineteen studies reviewed by the IMF only two specifically examine 
the U.K. The OBR's other multiplier assumptions come from common large-scale macro-econometric 
forecasting models which often crucially depend on modelling assumptions.3 
While the academic literature has focused on the United States and cross country panel datasets, 
there is no consensus of the effects of tax changes. This reflects the difficulty of identifying tax policy shocks 
uncorrelated with, and uncontaminated by, other fluctuations. One major problem with common tax 
measures is simultaneity. Changes in taxes are likely to contemporaneously affect GDP but commonly used 
tax variables such as tax revenues are also contemporaneously driven by GDP. 
Despite the importance of resolving this identification problem, current approaches are limited. One 
popular method is that of Blanchard and Perotti (2002). This seeks to cyclically adjust the change in overall 
revenues, net of transfers, for changes in GDP. The method assumes policymakers are not informed about, or 
are unable to respond to, shocks within the same quarter. External information is used to calibrate the 
elasticity of output to GDP. A residual term can then be constructed and, under the timing assumptions, it 
can be interpreted as the discretionary policy decisions uncorrelated with other fluctuations. However, this 
approach is not without its problems. First, the timing assumptions may not hold in reality. Second, we need 
to be confident that revenues have been adjusted for all the possible cyclical influences. As many factors are 
likely to affect revenues, it is unclear what a comprehensive list would be. Third, legislated tax shocks are 
not simply shocks to revenues; they alter rates and liabilities, which themselves are likely to affect the output 
elasticity which Blanchard and Perotti (2002) assume to be constant.  
This paper addresses the identification problem directly by constructing a new measure of the tax 
policy shocks in the United Kingdom that should be uncorrelated with current or projected economic 
fluctuations. The source for this dataset is the narrative record in the United Kingdom. I therefore pursue a 
narrative identification approach following Romer and Romer (2010). Other ‘narrative approaches’ have also 
been used to identify government spending shocks (Ramey and Shapiro (1998); Ramey (2008)) and 
monetary policy shocks (Romer and Romer (1989, 2004)).  
To construct the narrative dataset, the first step is to collect direct measures of all the legislated tax 
policy changes in the United Kingdom between 1945 and 2009. The main source for these data is the official 
Budget documents. I then employ the Romer and Romer (2010) strategy of classifying tax changes by 
motivation. This allows me to identify those decisions that were taken for reasons uncorrelated with current 
or prospective economic conditions. I follow Romer and Romer (RR) in calling these actions ‘exogenous’ 
tax changes. Actions which do not satisfy this criteria are referred to as ‘endogenous’. 
There are nearly 2,500 discretionary policy changes over the period. Each Budget usually had both 
overall objectives as well as individual motivations for the specific measures. Motives for all discretionary 
changes are collected from sources such as the Budget speech by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and 
related entries in the parliamentary record (Hansard). A variety of motives are given for actions and I divide 
the exogenous and endogenous groups into subcategories. In doing so, I keep as close as possible to the 
stated motivation. This generates slightly different subcategories from those in RR. The ‘exogenous’ 
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category is split into actions to improve long-run economic performance, ideological changes related to party 
political or social causes, rulings from external bodies such as courts, and fiscal consolidation measures 
based on long-run considerations. The endogenous changes contain actions to manage demand, to stimulate 
production, to offset a debt crisis and those to fund spending decisions. 
In addition to classifying each discretionary policy action, I also collect information on their 
announcement dates, their implementation and end dates, their revenue effects and their type (e.g. income 
tax). In the narrative below I present evidence for the classification of all the major changes. I also provide 
an historical context, informed both by the policymakers’ own statements and the history literature.  
By constructing a new measure of tax changes for the United Kingdom this paper provides a rich 
new dataset dealing with the identification problem. The constructed series is so useful precisely because it 
isolates the policy changes which are uncorrelated with current and prospective economic shocks. This then 
facilitates further research for a country where surprisingly little is known about the macroeconomic effects 
of tax changes (see Cloyne (2010) for an analysis employing the new dataset). 
A number of factors make the U.K. ideal for a narrative approach. Firstly, the U.K. has made 
considerable use of fiscal policy post-war. Secondly, tax policy is highly centralised4 and, since the Budget is 
a major annual event, tax changes are largely saved for this announcement with implementation taking place 
throughout the year. Moreover, unlike in the United States, these announcements almost always become law. 
Third, detailed revenue forecasts are provided for all the Budget measures. Fourth, given the extensive 
political debate around the Budget, there is considerable discussion of the motives. 
The central contribution of this paper is to provide a new measure of tax shocks in the United 
Kingdom. The first part of this paper discusses the construction of the new dataset. I also discuss the more 
technical details, the assumptions made and how the 2,500 changes are aggregated. The second part of this 
paper then presents the narrative. The centrepiece of tax policy in the United Kingdom is the Budget; there 
was at least one a year over the period and the narrative is therefore presented chronologically by Budget. 
For each Budget, I consider the historical context in which the policymakers’ decisions were made. I then 
present evidence on the overall objectives and motivation, followed by evidence of the specific motives for 
individual measures.  
 
Instruments and implementation of tax policy in the United Kingdom 
The centrepiece of the British tax process is the annual Budget. This is a traditional and grand occasion 
which attracts extraordinary media coverage in spite of its technical nature. Part of the attraction is the 
rhetoric and theatre of the Budget speech as well as the anticipation of surprises Chancellors invariably try to 
pull out of their hat. However, the Budget is more than pomp and circumstance; it is also the annual 
presentation of the Government's economic policy. The policy changes are — with the exception of 
emergency measures and recently a second Budget-type event in the autumn (the Pre-Budget Report) — 
stored up for this performance. This process and the other features mentioned in the introduction make the 
U.K. ideal for a narrative study of tax changes.  
On Budget day the Chancellor of the Exchequer – the U.K.’s Finance Minister – presents the 
Government’s Budget to the House of Commons of the United Kingdom Parliament. The speech usually 
contains a review and analysis of the economic situation together with the announcement of most of the 
policy changes. Many publications accompany the Budget speech. These include a comprehensive review of 
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the policy changes in the Financial Statement and Budget Report (FSBR),5 the ‘Red Book’. There are also a 
large number of press releases and technical notes. I discuss the specific sources below. 
The implementation of most Budget changes is legislated in the annual Finance Bill. This is usually 
presented on the same day as the Budget and is debated and reviewed by Parliament over the following 
months. For a March or April Budget, the Finance Bill usually becomes an Act of Parliament and receives 
‘Royal Assent’ (by the Head of State) in July or August. Parliament is allowed to revise the Finance Bill and, 
on occasion (though rarely) this has led to major Budget measures being added or removed. Some policy 
changes can also be implemented before the passing of the Finance Bill. The approval of Budget Resolutions 
permits this to take place. Resolutions are tabled as soon as the Chancellor has finished the speech.6  
Technically some taxes are permanent, such as all indirect taxes; others require annual renewal. As 
every Budget tends to carefully justify all the policy changes, the announcement of annual taxes feels much 
more permanent than this distinction might suggest. For example, when income taxes are raised, the tone of 
the Budget assumes that this is a permanent rise (until otherwise determined), even if technically the rate 
would have to be ‘renewed’ the following year. As a rule I do not consider these annual taxes as temporary 
changes.  I discuss the temporary/permanent distinction below, as well as taxes which are automatically 
renewed or implemented (such as those required to rise in line with inflation). 
The process for emergency or supplementary Budgets is similar to the process above. Sometimes 
there was more than one Budget per year and sometimes there were various mini-Budgets altering specific 
taxes. In the 1980s there was an Autumn Statement which dealt with spending and social security changes. 
Since 1997 there has also been a Pre-Budget Report in the autumn which, in the end, closely resembled a 
Budget (although many of the changes in the PBR were scheduled for the following year’s Finance Bill). 
It is useful at this stage to discuss Social Security contributions. Historically the U.K. has maintained 
a ‘Contributory Principle’ towards welfare: citizens contributed to the National Insurance Fund through 
National Insurance (Social Security) contributions. However, a House of Commons review in 2000 into 
Social Security stated “National Insurance contributions are increasingly described by the Government as a 
form of taxation”.7 Furthermore, the Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) (2009) explains: “the link between the 
amount contributed and the benefit entitlement, which was once close, has now almost entirely gone and 
substantial progress has been made in aligning the NI rate structure and tax base with those of income tax. 
Most of this has occurred in the last 25 years”. 8  The point about the “last 25 years” can be clearly seen in the 
Budgets themselves. Until the mid-1970s it was common for the Chancellor to simply state that benefits 
would be going up but that the Secretary of State for Social Security would shortly be announcing changes in 
contributions to fund this (usually in the annual review of contributions, which also responded to the 
Government Actuaries’ report on the National Insurance Fund).  
At least in theory, the funding of Social Security was supposed to be different from the standard 
Budget process. However, from about the mid-1970s (for example, National Insurance Surcharge in the mid-
1970s was not designed to top up the Fund) changes in National Insurance have been increasingly made in 
the Budget and their character has more closely resembled changes in taxation. In the 1980s National 
Insurance was widely reformed — as the IFS note — and these changes were implemented within the 
Budget process. By the 2000s National Insurance changes were treated in the Budget in a similar way to 
income tax. Circumstantial evidence of this can be seen from the 2010 General Election debate which 
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focused on whether National Insurance should rise to help reduce the Budget deficit in the future. When part 
of the Budget process, I include these National Insurance changes. I am therefore implicitly categorising the 
other changes as spending-driven (see below). 
 
Data Sources 
I collect data on the forecast change in revenues resulting from discretionary changes in tax policy. The main 
source for these data is the so-called Budget Red Book published by Her Majesty’s Treasury (H.M. 
Treasury). Before 1969 this was called the Financial Statement before becoming the Financial Statement and 
Budget Report (FSBR, which contained economic analysis as well as data). Since 1997 there has also been 
an Economic and Fiscal Strategy Report (EFSR). The FSBR contains a key table with projected revenue 
estimates of all discretionary policy changes. In later years it contained as many as 85 changes and in total 
there were about 2,500 non-negligible9 changes in taxation between 1945 and 2009. 
Taxes were, on occasion, altered between Budgets. There are several ways of uncovering these 
changes. In some cases they appeared in the following year’s FSBR; some were referred to in a Budget 
speech; and some were discussed in the Economic Survey (for the early years) or the EFSR (since 1997). 
However, to avoid missing policy changes, I also made use of the history literature. Four useful texts were 
Christopher Dow’s “The Management of the British Economy 1945-60”, Alec Cairncross’s “The British 
Economy since 1945”, Andrew Britton’s “Macroeconomic Policy in Britain 1974-87” and Nicholas 
Woodward’s “The management of the British economy 1945-2001”. Woodward and Dow include a 
chronology with the dates of all major policy announcements as well as key economic events. Using all these 
sources I am confident that I have accounted for all the tax changes between Budgets. 
To establish the implementation date of a change I normally use the FSBR (and if different from 
Budget day, an announcement date is also given). In some cases the implementation date is not reported. I 
then look directly at the Finance Act itself (or, in some cases, the relevant Statutory Instruments) or technical 
notes and press releases. Sometimes the implementation date is the date of passing of the Act (‘Royal 
Assent’), but this is not usually the case. 
To categorise the motivations behind the policy changes I primarily use the Chancellor’s Budget 
speeches and Hansard debates. These discuss the overall Budget objectives and strategy, the policy context 
and motivations for individual measures. It is typical in U.K. Budget speeches to announce most, if not all, 
the measures. In addition, there are other sources which proved useful. In later years the Economic and 
Fiscal Strategy Report provided significant justification and motivation — and this proved more useful than 
the Budget speeches after 1997. I also used the Economic Surveys (in the early years), any relevant White 
Papers (statements of government policy), technical notes and press releases. In addition, the history 
literature was useful in understanding the overall context. However, I almost always take the policymakers’ 
judgements at face value. This narrative is not intended to be an extensive history of all views and opinions 
but rather a narrative of the reasons given for the policy changes, as perceived by the policymakers 
themselves. Similarly, the historical context I give is not intended to be a detailed history but rather to frame 
the economic circumstances for the reader — one cannot understand the actions unless one also understands 
the environment in which they were taken. 
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Classifying the motivation 
Following Romer and Romer (2010) (RR), I distinguish between endogenous and exogenous tax policy 
changes. An ‘exogenous’ policy decision is one that was taken for reasons uncorrelated with current or 
prospective economic conditions. This is the most important distinction given that the objective is precisely 
to isolate these changes. Changes which do not satisfy this criteria are labelled ‘endogenous’. 
As mentioned, I have attempted to keep as close as possible to the spirit of the motivation. I split 
endogenous changes broadly into four categories: those to regulate demand (demand management), those to 
boost production (supply stimuli), those to deal with a deficit crisis (deficit reduction) and those that financed 
spending decisions. 
A demand management change attempts to adjust aggregate demand (or specific components) in 
response to contemporaneous or projected fluctuations in the economy. There are many examples from 1945 
to 1979.10 A classic example is a stimulus to aggregate demand to offset a negative shock to output. 
However, there are many cases where the policymaker was responding to curb inflation or rectify a balance 
of payments crisis. The crucial element is whether demand regulation via a tax change was the key 
mechanism to offset another shock. 
Where a supply-side reform attempts to offset an immediate shock I classify this as a supply 
stimulus. A good example is the 1985 cuts to National Insurance contributions. As a consequence of the 
early 1980s recession, unemployment had been rising sharply to 1985 and this motivated policy action. The 
approach was, however, justified in terms of making it less costly to hire workers and policymakers 
specifically rejected a stimulus to demand.  
I classify a policy as a deficit reduction action if it was specifically triggered by concern over current 
movements in the deficit (for example concerns about the Government’s credit rating) or a clear consequence 
of another shock. For example, the Government in 1993 argued the deficit was a direct consequence of the 
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Group Sub category Explanation and examples 
Endogenous 
(N) 
 1. Demand management 
(DM) 
• Targeting the aggregate level of demand e.g. to boost investment, 
consumption, growth, or curb inflation. 
• Specific help to households and individuals by stimulating 
disposable income. 
• Dealing with a balance of payments crisis via demand. 
 2. Supply stimulus (SS) • Certain help for businesses during a downturn (e.g. NIC cut). 
• Short term sector support (e.g. targeted tax cuts for a sector). 
 3. Deficit reduction/BoP 
crisis (DR) 
• Direct measures to deal with a budget or external deficit 
contemporaneously caused. 
 4. Spending-driven (SD) • Taxes which fund specific spending commitments. 
Exogenous 
(X) 
 1. LR performance (LR) • Measures to improve competitiveness, productivity, efficiency and 
long-run growth (but not taken to offset a shock). 
• Simplification and deregulation measures. 
• Long-term support for business or sectors of the economy. 
 2. Ideological (IL) • Long-term social or political goals, independent of their effect on 
performance and not to offset current shocks. 
• Some anti-avoidance measures (where no other motive is given). 
 3. External (ET) • Court rulings and enforcement of directives. 
 4. Deficit consolidation 
(DC) 
• Measures to lower inherited deficit for reasons of economic 
philosophy or to offset current actions in the future. 
• Does not include actions forced on the government, or decisions 
contemporaneous motivated by a current shock. 
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recession and was rising too fast: immediate action was required and taxes were increased. There is clear 
evidence in the U.K. narrative of policy contemporaneously responding to deficit changes. 
Spending-driven changes explicitly finance a spending action. I only assign this category where 
there is a clear link between a tax change and a spending decision. A good example of a spending-driven 
change was the 2002 increase in National Insurance contributions to fund expansion of the National Health 
Service. 
The exogenous actions are split into four categories: measures taken to boost long-run economic 
performance, those motivated by ideological or political reasons, those enforced by external bodies and, less 
obviously, those to deal with an inherited deficit or for future deficit consolidation. 
Although long-run economic actions are not designed to offset a current shock, these need not only 
be taken in times of calm. The 1979 Conservative Government made a number of supply-side reforms as part 
of their long-term economic strategy even during a recession. Such measures were not designed to offset the 
current recession. In cases where a supply-side action is intended to offset a shock, supply stimulus would be 
a more appropriate categorisation. 
Ideological changes are those taken for political and philosophical reasons, not explicitly to 
influence economic performance. The 1992 Conservative Government’s emphasis on the married couples’ 
allowance (and the 1997 Labour Government's removal of it) is a clear example of this. 
External changes are those imposed on policymakers by rulings from external bodies. Examples of 
external decisions are court judgements and the enforcement of European directives. 
The previous three categories are more obviously exogenous: policy changes do not react to shocks. 
Policy actions in the fourth exogenous category, deficit consolidation, are likely to reflect past shocks (for 
example the effect of a previous recession). RR define a deficit-driven policy change as either dealing with 
an inherited deficit for long-run reasons (for example, a belief that it will support long-run growth) or a 
planned future consolidation to offset a current fiscal action. However, there are no examples in the U.K. 
where an incoming government decided to deal with a deficit independent of the current macroeconomic 
situation. There was always a sense of crisis and this led me to introduce the new endogenous deficit 
reduction category. 
There are, however, some cases where deficit consolidations were planned for future years. This was 
a way of anchoring credibility while spreading the consolidation over time. For example, the fiscal stimulus 
designed to offset the 2008-09 recession was accompanied by planned tax rises several years later. It can be 
argued that, when implemented, these tax changes will be uncorrelated with current and prospective shocks. 
To that extent they are still ‘exogenous’.  
It is useful to note the similarity with the RR categories. Their ‘countercyclical’ category relates to 
demand management and supply stimuli policy changes. ‘Spending-driven’ is a similar category. The new 
endogenous category is ‘deficit reduction’ as there is sufficient evidence of contemporaneous influences on 
deficit actions. For the exogenous changes, long-run, ideological and external can be matched to RR's ‘long-
run’ category and ‘deficit consolidation’ is similar although more restrictive. 
 
Specific issues in applying the categorisation 
Budgets tended to have an overall motivation as well as providing separate justifications for each measure. In 
the narrative below I present evidence of the overall Budget motives. I also present evidence of the specific 
motives given for each discretionary policy action. I carefully weigh up both the overall and specific 
comments to disentangle the primary motivation. Where there is conflict, this is discussed. I therefore 
categorise the Budgets action by action. 
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The ‘alternative’ classification 
In a few cases the overall objective appears in direct conflict with the specific objective. Consider a simple 
example. In 1968 all but two changes were to limit demand (tax increases) but the other changes are 
designed to help the elderly (a tax cut) and this is clearly marked as delivering on a long-run social objective. 
In one sense the latter is exogenous but in another sense it is part of the overall Budget package: the 
remission may have to be offset elsewhere. A similar tension occurs where a Budget aims to reduce the 
deficit, such as in 1997 but still cuts taxes. The problem is that the measures often have different 
implementation dates and do not offset each on in the aggregate. The two actions may therefore be correlated 
if a seemingly exogenous action precipitates a larger endogenous one.  In these more complicated cases I 
provide an ‘alternative’ classification taking the whole Budget package together.  In the 1968 example I 
would classify all measures — including an ideological tax cut — as demand management.  
 
Packages 
Another related but simpler issue is the treatment of packages of measures or actions designed to offset other 
actions. For example, between 1979 and 1997 there were considerable alterations in the balance of taxation 
from income tax to Value Added Tax (V.A.T.). It was argued that the V.A.T. rise was funding an income tax 
cut and the income tax cut was designed to stimulate long-term growth. Rather than categorise the income 
tax cut as ‘long-run’ and the V.A.T. rise as, for example, ‘deficit reduction’, it seems wise to categorise the 
package as ‘long-run’, even if a V.A.T. rise on its own might harm the economy. 
 
Transforming the data into a quarterly dataset 
The objective is to construct a quarterly time series of classified tax changes from 1945 to 2009. The final 
Budget I consider is April 2009. The December 2009 Pre-Budget Report contained measures to be 
implemented in the 2010 Finance Bill, although with a General Election scheduled for the first half of 2010 it 
was unclear at the time of analysis which measures would actually become law.  
The data are derived from revenue forecasts in the Budget documents. These estimates therefore 
reflect the implied change in revenues and will be normalised by nominal GDP to reflect an average tax rate. 
My focus is on the change in tax liabilities. In general, measures which simply alter the timing of existing 
taxes are excluded. Good examples of this are the introduction of quarterly payments of tax for small 
employers or where a reduction in Advance Corporation Tax was “to be balanced by an increase in the 
subsequent liability to mainstream Corporation Tax”.11 However, for some taxes exclusion is less 
appropriate. In the 2000s there were several examples of attempts to raise fuel duty but then, following 
volatility in the oil market or protests, this was deferred. In several cases the postponement was explicitly 
designed to support consumers’ expenditure, a form of stimulus, and it seems prudent to leave these changes 
in the series.  
In keeping with the focus on liabilities I make use of the ‘full year’ revenue estimate. This was the 
on-going annualised revenue effect (rather than any temporary revenue effect in the short run due to the 
timing of revenues reaching the Exchequer). Following RR I assign this figure to the implementation date.12 
In more recent years estimates were given for several years ahead rather than as a ‘full year’ figure. 
However, the figures for the later years’ forecast are usually very similar.  It is normally clear what reflects 
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the ‘full year’ estimate and, where figures did not correspond to a ‘full year’ concept, this is explained in the 
Budget documents. I therefore use the latest year of data, although carefully watch for changes in revenue 
which do not appear to follow the ‘full year’ concept. 
Having assigned a motivation to a revenue change I aggregate the tax series based on motivation and 
implementation date. This requires assigning the calendar dates to quarters. I follow RR by assuming that 
changes implemented in the second half of a calendar quarter have their economic effect in the next quarter. 
For example, a change implemented on 25th March is assigned to quarter two and not quarter one. In terms of 
announcement dates the appropriate dating method is the actual quarter of announcement. 
The resulting aggregate series represents the forecast ‘full year’ change in revenues in each quarter, 
by motive. As mentioned above, I follow RR and scale this measure by the annualised level of nominal GDP 
in each quarter. This is appropriate as the revenue figures are also annualised (hence quarterly revenue 
divided by quarterly GDP would generate the same ratio). U.K. GDP is not available quarterly prior to 1955 
and so the consistent part of the series must begin in 1955Q1. However, annual GDP is available from 1948 
to 1955 and for these years I use the annual nominal GDP figure for the four quarters within that year. 
 
Specific issues in constructing the aggregate dataset 
Temporary Changes 
For temporary changes I do not use the ‘full year’ or latest year figures. Typically temporary changes have a 
very low, if not zero, ‘full year’ estimate. In general, I make use of the estimate for the year of operation 
although the appropriate figure is usually clear from the pattern of the revenue forecast. For example, if a 
change is supposed to last for the next six months, the revenue change in the current year is normally large 
and in later years much smaller or zero. It therefore makes sense to use the figure which most closely reflects 
the dates of the temporary change. On the specified end date I reverse the original change, placing an equal 
and opposite amount of revenue against the end date. In some cases end dates were deferred and I treat the 
deferment decision as a new temporary measure continuing from where the old one was designed to finish. 
Only in a few cases – highlighted in the narrative – is there deviation from this.  
 
Announcement and implementation dates  
The announcement date is taken to be the date when the specific change, the revenue consequences and the 
implementation timetable is announced. Some changes are, of course, rumoured or trailed in advance, for 
example in an election manifesto. However, the specific form of the policy, the rates and the implementation 
timetable are not given. This is also true of consultations but many options tend to be presented and no 
specific implementation plan is set out. One may still worry that the announcements are forecastable, but this 
is shown not to be the case in Cloyne (2010). These announcement dates are usually the date of the Budget 
itself (or emergency speech). 
Implementation dates are normally provided by statements of the form ‘this takes effect on x date’. 
Sometimes the implementation date is implied – for example the start of the tax year or Budget day. To 
confirm this I turn to the legislation itself (e.g. Finance Act or Statutory Instrument). Only in a few, very 
minor cases,13 is it difficult to infer the implementation date (or motivation) and I exclude these.  
There are some changes which have multiple implementation dates. Sometimes the revenue change 
for each progressive implementation is given explicitly and in these cases I treat them as separate measures. 
In some cases different changes can be inferred from the path of revenues over the forecast years. In a few 
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cases it is unclear how different changes affect revenue and, in these rare cases, I assign the ‘full year’ 
estimate to the initial implementation date. 
 
Statutory indexation, revalorisation and indexation 
Some taxes — for example certain duties and income tax thresholds — were either uprated with 
inflation by law or expected to rise with inflation. These changes are virtually automatic and represent the 
default action each year.  
There are two types of ‘default’ changes, the first of which is statutory indexation. This was applied 
to income tax rates, thresholds and allowances from the tax year 1978-9 and for capital gains and inheritance 
taxes (capital transfer tax) from 1983-4. The Treasury presents figures from these dates against an ‘indexed 
base’ which essentially tells the reader the new policy change over and above that which statutory indexation 
required. This is the closest to the definition of a new discretionary policy action and I use these figures.  
The second category applies to many indirect taxes such as excise duties. From the mid-1980s 
onwards successive Chancellors argued that it was right to presume the real value of consumption taxes 
would be maintained in each Budget and then often imposed inflation increases.14 Over the years the 
Treasury also began reporting these taxes against an indexed base and for the first year that the indexed data 
series makes a significant appearance, in 1987, I begin using these data.  
 
Escalators 
One special case of uprating was the so-called duty escalators. These committed the Government to 
increasing certain duty rates by a specific percentage (usually above inflation) each year. One example was 
the fuel duty escalator introduced in March 1993 (and increased in November 1993 and June 1997) which 
committed the Government to a specific above-inflation increase each year (first 3 per cent in real terms, 
then 5 per cent, then 6 per cent). It is difficult to assign a ‘full year’ cost to the first implementation of this 
policy as the revenue yield dramatically rises with each subsequent year. I therefore treat each confirmation 
as a separate implementation date but still use the original announcement date.  
 
Retroactive components 
There are a sizable minority of retroactive changes, although these are by no means significant (about 120 of 
the 2500 have retroactive elements). I follow RR in dealing with this issue. A tax change with a retroactive 
implementation date has two components. First, the future effect on revenues going forwards (the non-
retroactive element) which can be adequately captured by the ‘full year’ estimate. But, second, there are also 
the outstanding liabilities for the period before the announcement. The simplest way to deal with the 
retroactive element is to exclude it and I follow RR constructing the baseline series in this way. For an 
alternative ‘retroactive’ series, I include the extra retroactive liabilities by adding the accumulated liabilities 
as a levy in the quarter of announcement (so it is reversed the following quarter). As the ‘full year’ estimates 
are normalised by annual GDP, it is sufficient to simply multiply the normalised ‘full year’ estimate by the 
number of retroactive quarters to determine the appropriate size of the levy. 
The remaining question is: what implementation date to assign the non-retroactive element. RR use 
the passing of the legislation. However in the U.K. it is not usually this straightforward. As mentioned, many 
taxes are enacted by Resolution, many announced changes take effect close to Budget day and very few are 
reversed before the Bill passes into law. The situation is different when a tax change is announced on Budget 
day with a specific implementation date later but, in this case, the change is announced on Budget day and 
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implemented in the past. I take the division between retroactive and non-retroactive to be the announcement 
date itself. This is the date from which all future tax liabilities have changed. Consequently the tax series 
which excludes retroactive elements simply alters the implementation date of a retroactive policy change 
from the past date given to the announcement date. The series including retroactive changes then includes a 
levy of the accumulated retroactive liabilities on the announcement date and is reversed the following 
quarter.15  
 
Tax credits 
Tax credits became an integral part of the 1997-2010 Labour Government’s social strategy. However, they 
were similar to, and seen as part of, the welfare system. Moreover, according to particular rules, tax credits 
were claimed and were not automatically part of the Pay-As-You-Earn income tax system. Finally, the 
Treasury — as well as the Institute for Fiscal Studies — records these items as expenditure rather than tax 
changes and I follow this procedure. Personal income tax credits are therefore classified as transfers and 
excluded. However, I continue to record the (much more limited) use of business tax credits. These are more 
akin to standard changes in Corporation Tax allowances and deductions rather than to welfare transfers.  
 
Post-war credits 
During the Second World War the burden of taxation was high. In what Her Majesty’s Revenue and 
Customs now describes as “a unique arrangement”, additional taxes paid during the war were credited to the 
payer of tax at the time. These were then repaid during the post-war period.16 There are a couple of instances 
in the narrative where the arrangements of the repayments were altered or sped up – and these were always 
times where the economy needed a stimulus (see 1959 and 1962). As these actions were all endogenous, 
excluding them from the exogenous category is not a major problem. Given their unique nature, that they 
were known in advance as a reversal of a previous (out of sample) tax rise, that they were more akin to 
transfers of money and that the endogenous series is not the object of analysis, I exclude these. 
 
Measures altered or reversed before implementation 
In a few cases there are modifications to announced measures during the Parliamentary debate. If a change is 
completely dropped (or reversed) and had not been implemented I simply exclude this measure. If the change 
had been implemented I construct an estimate of the implied temporary change in liabilities. This latter case 
also applies to measures which were postponed.   
 
The Presentation of the Narrative 
The narrative presented below is chronological. I begin each year with a short discussion of the historical 
context in which the Chancellor made his decision, followed by the overall judgement and tone of the 
Budget. The historical context is not intended to be an exhaustive economic history. Nor is it intended to 
capture all the developments and possible causes and consequences. The purpose is to understand better the 
context of the Chancellor’s statements.  
I also present the individual Budget measures and their specific motivations. The narrative is lengthy 
but this reflects that every year there was at least one major piece of legislation changing dozens of taxes. 
Consequently there are many more legislative bills than in the United States. Furthermore, over the years, the 
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number of Budget measures rose dramatically. Over time, for presentational brevity, I make greater use of a 
distinction between major and minor changes. A major change is defined as one which accounted for more 
than 5 per cent of the revenue gain or loss in a particular Budget. The full categorisation of all the minor 
changes is lengthy, although can be made available on request. This distinction proves useful in capturing at 
least three quarters of all the increases and remissions and often a much higher proportion. 
I begin the narrative account with the first Budget after the end of the Second World War. As 
discussed, the final Budget is April 2009. 
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1945: Budget: 23rd October 1945  
Chancellor: Hugh Dalton; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
The transition from a wartime to peacetime economy weighs heavily on this Budget. The new Government 
of 1945 was faced with high defence expenditure, low domestic production, price controls, food subsidies, 
rationing, high debts which had financed the War and a considerable balance of payments deficit. It is 
against this backdrop that Dalton’s October Budget was a modest and, to some extent, ‘wait and see’ Budget: 
“Next April we shall all see the picture much more clearly than any of us can see it now”.17 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The overall economic concern in the October Budget was that there was too much demand and too little 
production to meet it: “We are now in a transition period, marked by many special, though I hope transitory, 
dangers. In particular we must all be resolute against inflation; we must increase the production of peace-
time goods as rapidly as possible, and we must be prepared to hold back purchasing power until it is safe to 
release it, until there are enough goods to buy”.18  For these reasons above, the Budget did not contain 
significant reductions in taxation (“I have gone slow in tax remissions for the moment, quite deliberately, 
because there is an inflationary risk in any reduction of taxation, either now or in the near future”19) even 
though the burden of tax remained high from the War. The tax remissions which did take place were 
therefore largely to stimulate long-term, sustainable production: “I have selected for announcement now such 
tax remissions, to operate next year, as will, in my judgment, give the greatest incentive to the greatest 
number… If I have judged rightly in this, the inflationary risk involved in these tax remissions is at its 
lowest, and it is worth taking for the sake of giving increased stimulus to economic activity generally. 
Intensified production and a greater abundance of goods is our best counter to inflation”.20 Further evidence 
is provided below but I end up classifying all measures in this budget as exogenous, being aimed at raising 
long-run production. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax was cut to remove disincentives to work and stimulate production, to be implemented on 6th 
April 1946.  It was argued: “There is plenty of evidence to show that it [income tax] has depressed morale, 
reduced incentive, and has, in the aggregate, diminished production. To this extent it has been a bad tax… 
undesirable in relation to its effect upon productive activity”.21 This is therefore an exogenous (X) change 
and for long-run economic performance (LR). Of the £350 million remissions, over £300 million came from 
income tax changes.  
There was some modernisation of alcohol taxes (to be implemented on 1st January and 1st October 
1946) and hydrocarbon duties were cut to lower production costs (“Hydrocarbon oil is a most important 
substance for the future of our industry”22) – to be implemented on 24th October 1945. Both I classify as 
exogenous, long-run. The Purchase Tax (a sales tax) on items supporting the Government’s housing 
objectives was lowered on 23rd October 1945 (I propose to abolish the Purchase Tax completely over a 
certain range of articles of special importance in connection with the housing programme).23 Being socially 
motivated I classify this as exogenous, ideological (X, IL). 
The high Excess Profits Tax was to be lowered on 1st January 1946 in recognition that it was not a 
tax suitable for peace time: “This tax, E.P.T., at the rate of 100 per cent., is the perfect tax for a short war, but 
as the war period lengthens, and still more as we enter upon the post-war period, it becomes less and less 
satisfactory in its general character and incidence”.24 This change is driven by long-term economic changes 
from a war to peacetime economy. As such I classify this as exogenous, long-run (X, LR). 
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1946: Budget: 9th April 1946 
Chancellor: Hugh Dalton; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
By the April 1946 Budget the budget deficit was lower than expected (This is a considerably smaller figure 
than most of the prophets anticipated.25), and defence expenditure had been falling quite rapidly (“Since the 
new year, the reduction has been rapid”26). In fact, on some measures “we shall not be very far off a balanced 
Budget this year”.27 However, the large Balance of Payments deficit continued to pose a significant problem 
for the Chancellor. But, from the point of view of taxation policy, the external problems were largely being 
addressed by securing loans from the United States28 and Canada. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The overall fear in the April 1946 Budget remained inflation (or rather too little production) – and this again 
weighed heavily on Dalton’s Budget judgement: “The Committee will have realised, from what I have said 
earlier, that we must go slow with further tax reliefs this year. Until there are more goods in the shops, the 
risk of inflation will remain serious. Let us not blink that fact. I must be careful not to release too great a 
flow of purchasing power too soon, before there are goods to absorb it.”29 However, the improved situation – 
as the Chancellor deemed it – and the need to stimulate production allowed him to pursue “a series of modest 
proposals” falling “within the bounds of prudence”.30 It is worth noting again here, Dalton’s lack of emphasis 
on budget policy to influence the level of aggregate demand. As Woodward (2004) notes: “the aims of 
Dalton’s budget in the Autumn of 1945 and spring of 1946  were to lower income tax and redistribute 
income  (Pimlott 1985). It is questionable whether this was the most appropriate action, because, although 
tax reductions could be justified on incentive grounds31, the inflationary environment called for tax 
increases”.32 In short this Budget was largely for longer term goals and so the measures were all exogenous. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
On income tax, three measures were introduced, two clearly announced as “reliefs” in the speech and 
justified on the ground that their delayed implementation would have then allowed production to expand 
sufficiently enough to relieve any inflationary pressure. Firstly, workers’ contributions under the National 
Insurance Bill were exempted from income tax from 6th April 194633. The second was an increase in the 
Earned Income Relief, due to be implemented 1st October 1946. Both are classified as exogenous, 
ideological. The final income tax measure was a rise in the Wife’s Earned Income Relief, again from 6th 
April 1946.This was singled out as providing work incentives for women and to raise production so I classify 
this measure as exogenous, long-run (LR). 
On capital taxation, Estate Duty was lowered on 10th April 1946 for smaller estates (on the claim that 
a “moderate inheritance is a reasonable provision for the widow and dependants”), but increased for larger 
estates in light of the observation that “Unless that man has an unusually strong character, he will be tempted 
to become lazy and thriftless, unambitious and un-enterprising.”34 Based on these comments this is 
exogenous and, on balance, ideological rather than long-run. 
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Entertainments Duty was lowered on the 5th May 1946 on various games and leisure activities and is 
classified as exogenous, ideological. The Chancellor also reviewed what specific concessions could be made 
on various goods subject to the Purchase Tax– as such these reliefs are classified as exogenous, ideological. 
Finally, Dalton reaffirmed his view that the Excess Profits Tax “works against incentive and against 
efficiency”, proposing its repeal altogether from 31st December 1946. As such this is classified as 
exogenous, long-run. The income and profits tax cuts made up the majority of the remissions in the April 
1946 Budget. 
 
1947: Budget 15th April 1947 
Chancellor: Hugh Dalton; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
Context 
By the April Budget 1947 the external deficit had worsened considerably— in the Chancellor’s words “No 
other country in the world, without exception, faces so tough an external problem as we do”.35  The country 
had also experienced a fuel shortage, made worse by bad weather and power stations ran short of coal. 
Unemployment also rose temporarily above two million (Dow 1964).  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
In summarising his actions in the Budget speech the Chancellor said “Our internal financial position is much 
better, and our external trading deficit is a good deal worse than it would have been reasonable to anticipate 
two years ago. In this Budget, I have proposed measures which, I hope, will strengthen both the internal and 
the external position”.36 In its discussion, the 1947 Economic Survey prioritised the fuel situation, the need to 
raise productivity (repeating the view that production was still too low to release purchasing power) and 
checking imports while boosting exports. Dalton appeared to understand the need for fiscal restraint, arguing 
“though I shall later propose to the Committee certain changes in taxation, some up, some down, the net 
effect must be to fortify rather than to weaken the revenue”.37 Essentially the Chancellor was rejecting tax 
remissions on the scale of previous years but he was also avoiding large increases in taxation, which a 
demand management policy might have called-for in tackling inflation or the balance of payments deficit.  
Overall the Budget was mildly contractionary on the tax side, suggesting some attempt to control demand. 
Historians have debated when a proper demand management policy began, although many cite the 
November 1947 Budget, not this April one.38 According to Woodward (2004), Dalton’s stated position in the 
spring of 1947 was not to manage demand, but to shift the burden of tax away from income tax39; this can 
clearly be seen in the mix of tax changes below. However, because all remissions had to be offset to control 
demand in the aggregate, I will be assigning an alternative classification of endogenous, demand 
management to all the exogenous remissions. The criteria for the ‘alternative’ classification are discussed in 
the first part of this paper.  
 
Budget Tax Measures 
On income taxes there were a number of remissions starting on 6th April 1947 and costing £87 million in a 
‘full year’. These remissions were to the Earned Income Relief, the Child Allowance and the Dependent 
Relative Allowance.  Although the speech comments that Earned Income Relief increase will “give every 
worker an additional incentive”40, the general discussion of income tax changes states: “I am sure that I shall 
interpret the decided preference of the vast majority of taxpayers in selecting this as the principal field for 
such modest reliefs—and they must be modest—as I can give this year. Most people dislike the Income Tax 
more than any other tax they pay. Such is the evidence we everywhere meet”.41 For this reason, and Dalton’s 
(1962) own comments, I classify this measure as exogenous but ideological rather than for long-run. 
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Comments on the other two measures clearly reveal their purpose as to help specific groups and so these are 
classified the same way.  
On business taxation the Profits Tax on distributed profits was increased from 1st January 1947.  In 
his Budget speech the Chancellor said: “increased dividends are the clearest case, anywhere in our national 
economy, of an inflationary element. I am very doubtful of the wisdom of affording, in this inflationary 
atmosphere, to any section of our population, an increase of money income, without a proportionate increase 
in output or in services rendered in return”.42 Confirming my classification of the income tax changes as 
ideological Mr. Dalton continues “I make exception here for increased incomes through tax reductions or 
improved social services: that is part of public policy”43. The Profits Tax increase partly reflects an attempt 
to regulate demand, but there is also a strong ideological element. Given that it seems more correlated with 
contemporaneous developments in the economy, I classify this change as endogenous, demand management.  
Three capital tax changes were implemented — on 15th, 16th April and 1st August 1947. In some 
sense these appear reforms but they all have in common that they raise revenue and fall under the tax 
increases section of the Budget speech. In light of the Chancellor’s stated goal to more than offset the 
remissions and fortify the budget surplus he notes here: “My task now is to recover all, and more than all, the 
revenue I have lost”.44 Because the purpose is to fortify the surplus, in light of previous discussions I classify 
these capital tax changes as endogenous, demand management. 
There are also a number of consumption tax changes. Duties on fuel and gas oil were repealed on 
15th April 1947 “to encourage the conversion of coal-burning plant to oil-burning plant”. This is classified as 
exogenous, long-run. Tobacco duties also rose on 16th April 1947 as “About 80 per cent. of our tobacco is 
imported from the United States; and, to satisfy this insatiable demand, we are drawing heavily and 
improvidently on the dollars which we earn with our exports, as well as on the proceeds of the American line 
of credit”.45 This measure is therefore endogenous and to deal directly with the balance of payments deficit – 
thus endogenous, deficit reduction. There are some minor changes to the duties on artificial silk on 1st May 
1947, an exogenous, ideological change given the comment: “This, I have always thought, was a stupid and 
inappropriate tax in modern conditions”.46 Finally there were some increases in the Purchase Tax on 16th 
April 1947 on items which worsen the fuel crisis, “In present circumstances, the exemptions can no longer be 
justified. Most of these appliances make heavy demands on the public gas and electricity services, where the 
effect of the fuel shortage is most acute and the need for economy most urgent.”47 This change is clearly to 
influence demand and so is classified as endogenous, demand management. There are also some Purchase 
Tax remissions on the same date, favouring specific items for specific groups and these are thus categorised 
as exogenous, ideological based on their social nature.  
 
1947: Budget 12th November 1947 
Chancellor: Hugh Dalton; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
The balance of payments situation had actually improved during 1946 but in 1947 the recovery was first 
hindered by the fuel crisis, cutting off power to large parts of industry for three weeks48 and knocking 
between £100 and £200 million off exports during the year49. Secondly, convertibility had been restored on 
15th July 1947 (one of the conditions of the 1946 dollar loan agreement) which precipitated a dollar drain so 
that, by August, most of the remaining loan had been used up (Woodward 2004) with the consequence that 
convertibility was suspended again on 20th August followed by a series of imports cuts in the late summer 
and early autumn. Both crises undermined the Government’s ability to deal with the external deficit. By the 
autumn the Government now began to accept the existence of excessive inflationary pressure (Dow 1964, 
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p27). The April 1947 Budget had not been enough to deal with inflation and investment cuts were announced 
in October of about 1.5 per cent of GDP.50 However, an autumn Budget was still required. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The overall motivation for the November Budget is best quoted in full from the introduction of Dalton’s 
speech: “We must strengthen still further, and without delay, our budgetary defences against inflation. This 
need arises from the decisions which His Majesty's Government have taken… to increase exports and reduce 
imports, in order to narrow, as swiftly as we can, the very wide and dangerous gap in our overseas balance of 
payments... The effect of these decisions must be, if taken alone and unsupported by other measures, to 
increase the inflationary pressure by reducing the supply of goods available in the home market without, at 
the same time, reducing the total of purchasing power. To help to counteract this is the purpose of the 
proposals which I am making today”.51 In executing this goal Dalton explained “We must reduce the total 
expenditure, and we must increase the total revenue. If there is a heavier inflationary pressure, we need a 
larger Budget surplus than would otherwise have had to be provided; just as if there were a heavy 
deflationary pressure, we should require a large budgetary deficit to counter it”.52 Furthermore the 
Chancellor announced that the revenue should be raised simply and quickly and this framed the specific tax 
rises. 
 
Budget Tax Measures November 1947 
Taxes were raised on business and consumption but not on income taxes.53 From the headline motivations it 
is clear that all tax rises in this Budget were endogenous, demand management. 
The major business tax change was a rise in the Profits Tax to 25 per cent on distributed and 10 per 
cent on undistributed profits, effective from 1st January 1947. It was also announced that, with effect from 
12th November 1947, the deduction in computing profits from expenditure on certain advertisements would 
be restricted, raising £10 million (around 0.1 per cent of GDP) in a full year. 
Customs and excise duties on beer, spirits, wines and betting were increased as of the 13th November 
1946 (4th January 1948 in the case of pool betting). The Purchase Tax also rose on the 13th November. 
These changes were estimated to raise about 1.5 per cent of GDP (£200 million) in a full year, a considerable 
sum. 
 
1948: Budget 6th April 1948 
Chancellor: Stafford Cripps; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
Hugh Dalton resigned on 13th November 1947 following a (minor by modern standards) leak of the 
November Budget’s contents to a journalist. However, the November 1947 Budget had set the tone for the 
following years.54 After the crises of 1947, naturally both inflation and the external deficit shaped the 1948 
Budget environment: “The very serious economic problems that confront us today fall into two broad 
groups; first, as to the balance of our external payments; and, second, as to the balance between our internal 
resources and the demands we place upon them”, said Cripps in the new Economic Survey section of the 
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Budget speech. The rise in export volumes had not been as great as planned55 – set back due to the 
production falls early in 1947 and 1947 had seen a drain on gold and dollar reserves. The agreement of the 
European Recovery Plan (the Marshall Plan) provided hope but it was clear to Cripps (as noted in his 
Survey) that this only bought time. On the domestic front, inflationary pressure could be observed in the 
excessive demand for labour and materials; costs, prices and wages all rose throughout 1947 and there was 
difficulty “devoting sufficient resources to those types of production which were the most urgent”.56 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Addressing the external imbalance and halting the drain on reserves was a clear objective for 1948, though 
little is said of this in relation to taxation policy. The focus was more on import control (the “import 
programme”), although with comment of  the need to “send more goods abroad even before satisfying our 
home market unless we can increase our production to meet both export and home demands”.57 
Cripps believed “there will… almost certainly be a net increase in inflationary tendencies this year” 
and that while the inflationary problem is not the only one shaping the budget “it certainly is the most 
immediately important”. He goes on to make the clearest endorsement of demand management techniques 
than in any of the previous Labour budgets “there are two ways… by which inflationary pressure can be 
reduced – voluntary withholding of spending and Government taxation”.58 Summarising the objectives 
Cripps states “The Budget must… have two main objectives—first, to obtain, with an equitable distribution 
of the load of taxation, a real and substantial surplus, which more than provides for all Government 
expenditure, capital and current, and leaves over a balance, to be used to counter the inflationary pressure; 
and second, so to adjust taxation as to encourage production, by providing a better incentive to producers”.59 
To prevent further inflation, personal consumption needed to be limited: “When the two claims [Government 
spending and investment] on national income that I have mentioned have been met, the remainder is 
available for personal consumption, and if inflationary pressure is to be avoided, personal consumption must 
be limited to this amount. Sufficient purchasing power must be with-held by taxation and by voluntary 
saving, to offset the purchasing power created by public expenditure and capital investment”.60 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
In introducing his major measures, Cripps repeats the overall objectives of these “to give an excess of 
Government revenue over every kind of Government expenditure, so that that excess can be used to counter 
the inflationary tendencies; and to provide the maximum incentive we can afford for greater production. The 
proposals that I am making must be considered as a balanced whole, and must not be taken one by one in 
isolation”.61 However the overall result is a small rise in revenue overall: just under ½ per cent of GDP in a 
‘full year’, much smaller than the increases in Dalton’s November 1947 Budget. The major tax rise, a tax on 
capital, was unlikely to directly affect consumption so, combined with income tax cuts, this Budget might 
actually have been mildly inflationary on the tax side. 
Income taxes were cut to stimulate incentives and boost production (though focused on the social 
objectives of the Government – the poorest earners). As of 6th April 1948, three reliefs were given with the 
effect “What I have been anxious to do is to remove, as far as possible, the disincentive which arises from a 
high rate of taxation on marginal earnings”.62 These are tricky cases as they are for long-run performance 
(and ideological objectives) but taken against the backdrop of needing to deal with the balance of payments. 
I categorise these as endogenous, supply stimulus measures. 
A large part of the increased revenue came from capital taxes; a charge on investment income for 
higher earners was implemented on retrospective income only for the year beginning 6th April 1947. It was 
motivated as “those who possess large capital assets should make some contribution to help the country in 
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this emergency. Some of them are now spending those assets in a manner that is distinctly inflationary in its 
effect”.63 As justified by the Chancellor, this is an endogenous, demand management change. 
The other main source of revenue was from consumption taxes. These changes are discussed in light 
of the general motivation outlined above. Duties on beer, spirits, wine, tobacco were raised on the 7th April 
1948. Betting duties were also increased on the 7th April and 9th August 1948. I classify these as endogenous, 
demand management. Finally, there was a remission of the Purchase Tax on the 9th August 1948. This is 
tricky to categorise. The motivation appears to be in lowering prices (although in part with a social objective) 
“I am… most anxious to make some contribution to a lowering of prices, and, what is more important still, to 
provide some relief for the hard-pressed housewife”.64 Later it is said that this relief will hopefully help the 
housewife create “the necessary morale for high industrial production”. But the former comment seems more 
tangible. This appears endogenous, supply stimulus, and this will be my primary classification.  
These major changes made up over 90 per cent of the cuts and of the remissions.  
  
1949: Budget 6th April 1949 
Chancellor: Stafford Cripps; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
According to the 1948 Economic Survey, 1948 was “a year of great and steady progress”.65 The Chancellor 
reported some success in dealing with the inflationary pressures in 1948, the previous year’s objective “to 
bring about a comfortable, and not excessive, degree of disinflation… we have succeeded in doing, largely as 
a result of the considerable Budget surplus”.66 There was a high demand for labour, with exports and 
production rising. The balance of payments even appeared to be moving into surplus.67 However, there still 
remained “a serious and baffling problem in our dollar balance”.68 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor summarised his judgement as largely “more of the same”. The 1949 Budget was to follow a 
similar theme to the 1948 one: “it seems that we should follow the same general policy as last year for our 
Budget, though not with so sharp an accent upon the urgent need to check inflation. We shall certainly need 
an over-all balance on the right side, though not so large an over-all balance as we realised last year”.69 As in 
1948, the room for any tax remissions was small: “there is no room, this year, for any substantial alterations 
in taxation in a downward direction. The community as a whole will enjoy extra benefits this year in 
extended social services and defence measures, and cannot, therefore, have them over again in the form of 
remission of taxation”.70 Indeed, imposing a special charge in relation to health services is discussed but 
dismissed at this time. Finally, the Economic Survey highlights the need for higher productivity. The 
Chancellor notes that, without further increases in the labour force, higher productivity will be required to 
boost production. The Chancellor therefore intended to hold inflationary forces at bay and in terms of tax 
changes this meant no significant remissions and some rises to ensure the “surplus”. However, the tax 
changes together implied a slight loosening of policy. In fact, most of the tax changes were remissions. The 
realised surplus at the end of the Budget speech was small. The measures themselves were a mixture of 
measures to raise revenue and some remissions for particular purposes. Given that the tax increases were 
small and did not offset the remissions I classify each remission on the basis of its own motivation and do 
not provide alternative classifications based on the overall Budget objectives. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The largest tax cut was the doubling of the initial allowance in respect of plant and machinery to be 
implemented on 6th April 1949.  This remission was in response to “representations from many quarters”. 
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The Chancellor explains “we are constantly stressing the need for higher productivity, and both sides of 
industry agree that one important factor in this is more and better mechanisation”.71 I therefore classify this 
measure as exogenous, long-run. 
A number of remissions were also made to consumption taxes, for various reasons. Tea and sugar 
duty was cut on 7th and 6th April 1949 respectively following the reduction in food subsidies; this is therefore 
an endogenous, spending-driven change72. Beer duty was cut on 7th April 1949 to counter falling demand 
“there has also been a marked falling off… in the consumption of beer over the last few months, due partly, 
no doubt, to the very high duty which has been imposed by successive Budgets”.73 I loosely categorise this as 
endogenous, demand management. Similar comments74 are made of wine duty and I therefore classify the 
changes to wine duty, implemented at the same time, similarly.  
The tax increases were quite specific. Postal, telephone and telegraph charges increased on 1st May 
and 1st October 1949 respectively – which in part may “also help to reduce the pressure of demand” for these 
services.75 I classify this as endogenous, demand management.  
Some changes to taxation of occasional benefits76 were also implemented on 6th April 1949 – 
described as “tidying up proposals” but raising £10 million of revenue (roughly 0.1 per cent of GDP). Again, 
based on the overall objectives, I classify this as endogenous, demand management.  Finally, there was a 
consolidation of death duties on 30th July 1949 – billed as simplification77 but raising £20 million (0.2 per 
cent of GDP) in a full year. Again, I classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
 
1950: Budget 18th April 1950 
Chancellor: Stafford Cripps; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
In the summer of 1949 the United Kingdom suffered an exchange rate crisis. Trade had been affected by the 
recession in the United States and wider speculation had begun about devaluation of sterling.78 In June and 
July the Government imposed import cuts but devaluation followed in September. Deflationary measures 
were introduced in October by the Prime Minister – consisting of investment and government expenditure 
cuts, with the investment cuts to come in by the second half of the next year.79 Labour’s majority was greatly 
reduced in the General Election of February 1950. However, in the Chancellor’s 1950 survey he reported 
that exports had recovered “sharply” since September 1949. 
 
Overall Budget Objective and Motivation 
The 1950 Budget contained few measures – the ‘full year’ cost of the measures was less than half a million 
pounds (less than 0.005 per cent of GDP). To that extent the Budget’s tax objectives were modest. In spite of 
the Chancellor’s positive survey of the progress in recent months, he was reluctant to introduce remissions 
for fear of inflation: “We must all be agreed that the present danger continues to be one of excessive 
spending or deficient saving80 that is, of inflation”.81 He continued “we must continue to take the necessary 
measures to maintain that balance which is in constant danger of being upset82” by which Cripps meant 
continue to run a surplus. It was clearly the external balance which continued to weigh on the mind of the 
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Chancellor — the Economic Survey 1950 states that “the balance of payments appears certain to remain the 
central economic problem in 1950 and many years ahead”.83 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The Budget’s overall policy was a cut in income tax roughly matched by a rise in fuel duty, together with a 
number of more minor measures; this left the overall stance essentially neutral. To this extent the Budget was 
simply a redistribution of taxation. However, given the overall objectives of the Budget, the case could be 
made that the revenue raisers were designed to offset the remissions for the purpose of demand management. 
In this latter case it makes sense to categorise all the remissions in the same way as the increases – otherwise 
an exogenous change will be correlated with an endogenous one. The main classification will take the 
justifications at face value. The alternative classification will then assign all changes as endogenous, demand 
management. 
First, I deal with the major increases. The Purchase Tax treatment of commercial vehicles in the 
home market was changed from 1st May 1950. To help promote exports Cripps argued “despite all the efforts 
to control the number of these vehicles going on the home market by administrative methods, the excessive 
volume of home sales has continued, and so it has been decided to adopt fiscal measures to help to restrict 
demand on the home market and assist the industry to achieve the desired diversion of its output to 
exports”.84 This measure is then endogenous, demand management for balance of payments purposes. Petrol 
duties were raised from the 18th and 19th April 1950. As Cripps explained “I now come to a major matter 
which has a bearing upon our dollar balances as well as upon our domestic revenues”.85 The measures related 
to fuel duties are therefore classified as endogenous, again for demand management and so assist the balance 
of payments. 
At this point in his speech, taking all measures together (including some very minor revenue raisers), 
Cripps argued that the prospective surplus would now be larger than needed. As such this motivated some 
remissions in income tax. He said “whatever remissions we can manage must, and I hope we shall all agree 
on this, give proportionately more relief to those at the lower end of the income scale”86 and this is what 
followed. “I have come to the conclusion that with reasonable optimism we could just manage to reduce the 
lower rates of Income Tax”.87 This took effect from 6th April 1950. As this change is presented as an act of 
redistribution after the raising of other revenue, this change is classified as exogenous, ideological. However, 
the case could be made that the demand management tax increases were designed specially to offset the 
remissions. The two groups would therefore be correlated and I therefore adopt an alternative classification 
of endogenous, demand management. 
These changes account for nearly 100 per cent of the increases and over 95 per cent of the 
remissions. 
 
1951: Budget 10th April 1951 
Chancellor: Hugh Gaitskell; Prime Minister: Clement Attlee (Labour) 
 
Context 
Hugh Gaitskell replaced Cripps in October 1950. On the economic front, the outbreak of the Korean War in 
June 1950 precipitated large and rapid increases in defence expenditure. In addition, the world economy was 
already heading for a boom and the terms of trade had also moved against the UK. As a consequence 
commodity prices rose rapidly. These challenges were summarised in the 1951 Budget which identified three 
main challenges: the “massive defence programme”, “prices we have to pay for our imports have gone up so 
much more than the prices we get for our exports” and third “shortages of materials with the check they 
impose on higher production”.88 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
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The effect of the above challenges on the balance of payments and inflation motivated action. The emphasis 
was on (and reveals a lot about the demand-led view of how the economy worked at that time) diverting 
resources to exports and defence and away from home consumption: “The task of the Budget in this situation 
is to ensure as far as possible that the necessary transfer of resources from producing for consumption to 
producing for defence and exports takes place swiftly and smoothly”.89 The fear, Gaitskell continued, was 
that “if the Budget fails to limit expenditure accordingly, it will be a case of too much money chasing too 
few goods; excessive demand will either just lead to higher prices or it will pull more goods into the home 
market, but at the expense of exports or of defence or of investment”.90 Gaitskell identified £150 million 
(about 1 per cent of GDP) as the shortfall in savings necessary which must be “made good by the 
Government”.91 This figure rose to £170 million including changes to pensions, but £30 million extra savings 
were estimated as a result of tax changes below – so Gaitskell argued that only £140 million had to be found 
in order to reduce demand. It is clear that the overall objective was endogenous, demand management. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
In total the budget measures raised £138 million of the £140 million required in 1951, and £388 million in a 
‘full year’. Given the above discussion, it makes sense to categorise all the Budget measures as endogenous, 
demand management. This differs from the Romer and Romer (2009) classification of tax rises in the United 
States around the time of the Korean War. They classify these measures as spending-driven on the strength 
of statements that higher taxation was to fund the war effort. However, the tax rises discussed in Romer and 
Romer closely match the extra spending required.  This specificity and clear motivation – although obviously 
pertaining to similar mechanisms – is absent in the British Budget speech or Economic Survey. Policymakers 
were concerned with all forces worsening the balance of payments and the action was to alter home private 
demand, not specifically to lower the budget deficit (although this would be one consequence). Generally all 
the measures were tax rises (or net rises following some consequential losses). As all the measures together 
make up the £140 million earmarked for demand reduction, I classify all the measures as endogenous, 
demand management. 
The standard rate of income tax and each of the two reduced rates were increased by 6d.  However, 
this increase was done “in a manner which favours those with greater family responsibilities and who might 
otherwise suffer most hardship”.92 Consequently, changes were made to the married, child and dependent 
relative allowances. Similarly, the top rate of surtax on incomes over £20,000 was lowered to prevent the 
combined top rate exceeding 19s. 6d. in the pound. These five measures should be taken together – in sum 
raising £81 million in a full year and implemented on 6th April 1951.  
On business taxation ‘initial’ capital allowances were cut from 6th April 1952 as “it is for us to take 
action now so as to restrain investment in 1952 and later years”.93 Furthermore “in present circumstances we 
simply cannot afford such substantial increases in dividends94” — as such the Profits Tax on distributed 
profits was increased from 30 to 50 per cent from 1st January 1951. Also, from the same date, certain public 
utility undertakings — which enjoyed complete exemption from Profits Tax — were to be charged at the 
lower rate of Profits Tax. As a result of the rise in the Profits Tax, in the interests of fairness95, and from the 
same date, a concession increasing the allowance for directors’ remuneration in certain director-controlled 
companies was announced. This measure is also endogenous as it follows the other measures to limit 
demand.  
Consumption taxes were also increased to raise the revenue required: duty on hydrocarbon oils on 
10th April 1951 (“I am satisfied that in our present circumstances there is a good case for a further 
contribution from this source to provide additional revenue96”), Entertainments Duty on 5th August 1951 (“I 
do not think it unreasonable to look to expenditure on entertainment for some modest contribution to the 
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heavy cost of defence97”) and the Purchase Tax on 11th April 1951 (“We need more revenue; that means 
taxing some articles at higher rates; in choosing the articles we must turn to those whose production for the 
home market we want to discourage because their production and sale at home is likely to conflict most 
seriously with the needs of export and defence98”).  
 
1952: Budget 11th March 1952 
Chancellor: Richard Butler; Prime Minister: Winston Churchill (Conservative) 
 
Context 
“A violent and disastrous change took place during 1951 in the overseas balance of payments” opens the 
Economic Survey for 1952. The last months of the Labour Government were dominated by the developing 
external crisis, caused mainly due “to a failure to foresee in full the consequences of the outbreak of the 
Korean War”.99 The main actions taken by the new Conservative Government – elected in October 1950 – 
were to impose import cuts and raise interest rates: a larger emphasis was to be placed on monetary policy 
which, to some extent, had been neglected by the previous administration. The new Chancellor was to argue 
in his 1952 Budget speech that “the state of the internal economy was such as to hamper the expansion of 
exports and to stimulate an increase of imports. Production did not increase so much as was expected and the 
[1951] Budget failed to produce any general decline in personal consumption”.100 In short, the backdrop for 
the 1952 Budget was once again the balance of payments situation.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The overriding theme of the Budget speech was therefore the balance of payments. At several points the 
situation is described as an “emergency”.  Methods for dealing with this were cuts in expenditure, direct 
action on import control and monetary policy, with the Bank Rate being increased. The Chancellor, however, 
rejected more severe cuts in general consumption which would “result not in still higher exports, but in a 
further reduction of activity and employment, which we would all deplore”101 – full employment still 
remained a key objective. This tension highlights the difficulty in unpicking the economic rationale in 
Butler’s Budgets. From a modern perspective, there is a distinct lack of clarity in the economic argument —
perhaps mirroring Butler’s own comments about economics.102 The set of remedial actions also reflected a 
change in economic philosophy from the previous Government: “high Government expenditure accompanied 
by high taxation themselves have an inflationary effect” and “commitments have been piled on 
commitments, and taxation has been raised to the ceiling… if this Budget is to fulfil its main function—to 
restore confidence in the pound—it must further reduce Government expenditure and make a significant start 
in reducing taxation”.103 Taxation was seen as stifling for productivity – key to boosting production: “I am, 
therefore, asking that the nation should throw off some of its crippling load of expenses and taxes, and 
should go into action with its loins girt, inspired by the sense that if we work harder we can earn more.”104 
This particular medicine would become a central theme in later budgets. The approach taken in the Budget 
does not appear to be one of simple demand management in the aggregate; indeed on the tax side, despite the 
need to limit domestic consumption, the overall stance of the Budget was fairly neutral with the full year cost 
of the measures being a tax cut of about £55 million (0.3 per cent of GDP). There were also some large tax 
cuts within this total. I therefore look more closely at the individual measures. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
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Income taxes were cut by nearly £230 million (1.4 per cent of GDP) in a ‘full year’. This took the form of 
reduced rates and higher allowances from 6th April 1952. The Chancellor stated “a true and lasting solution 
for our present troubles can be found only through increased production, harder work and increased output. It 
is by increased production and a new spirit of satisfaction in rewards well-earned that we shall pull through. I 
am convinced that the present weight of direct taxation, particularly on the lower and middle income groups, 
acts as a very positive discouragement to extra effort”.105 The degree to which this is a long-term goal, 
implemented in this form irrespective of the current crisis (which would then be an exogenous, long-run 
measure106) and to what degree it is directly motivated by the current crisis is blurred. I err on the side of 
caution and classify these changes as endogenous, supply stimulus, even if similar measures – in line with the 
new Government’s philosophy — might have been taken anyway. The Earned Income Relief and the single 
and married persons’ personal allowances were increased and reduced rates of income tax were changed. 
These remissions were for the tax year beginning 6th April 1952. Relief for small incomes was granted from 
the same date – although this was specifically “designed primarily to help retired people and people living on 
small fixed incomes107” and so I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Turning to business taxation, an Excess Profits Levy (with compensating changes in Profits Tax 
which I treat together) was introduced at 30 per cent from 1st January 1952. The Chancellor stated “at a time 
like this sacrifices should be equally borne. We are not prepared to see excessive profits being made as a 
result of the injection of rearmament into the economy”.108 This measure is correlated with both the increased 
defence spending and the resulting boom in the defence industry. As it directly follows the rise in defence 
expenditure it is correlated with that spending decision and I therefore classify it as endogenous, spending-
driven.  
With regards to consumption taxes, “since the main objective of the Budget is to relieve our balance 
of payments difficulties I must pay particular attention to a scarce product which costs us foreign 
exchange109” duty on hydrocarbon oils was cut from 11th March 1952. Since the purpose of this is to restrain 
demand this is endogenous, demand management. However, it does not appear to be to offset demand at an 
aggregate level, only on goods pressing particularly heavily on the balance of payments. As a targeted 
measure I assume this is then uncorrelated with the other exogenous decisions in the Budget. 
These changes account for over 90 per cent of the increases and nearly 100 per cent of the 
remissions. 
 
1953 Budget 14th April 1953 
Chancellor: Richard Butler; Prime Minister: Winston Churchill (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By the 1953 Budget, the balance of payments problem had receded. Of economic policy in 1952, the 1953 
Economic Survey commented “the drain on reserves was brought to a stop and has since been reversed”.110 
The UK saw a significant improvement in its terms of trade and the Survey also notes that “price changes 
were probably responsible for something like half of the improvement… in the visible trade balance”.111 
Dow (1964) notes that by the beginning of 1953 “the successive repercussions of the Korean boom had 
largely worked through”.112 On disinflationary policy, Butler said in his 1953 speech “The developments of 
1952 have vindicated the strategy of the last Budget. Employment has been maintained; inflation has been 
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checked; we have created room to expand exports and we have a surplus on the balance of payments”. The 
backdrop to the 1953 Budget was thus a good deal more positive than the previous year. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
In light of the current situation, the Chancellor seemed to believe that output would return to pre-crisis levels, 
though put rather pessimistically “we are unlikely to do much more than make good the decline in output of 
last year”.113 This was a budget to boost longer-term productivity, not offset a contemporaneous shock 
(which is reflected in the recovery of the economy through 1952). In conclusion the Chancellor declared: “I 
can now sum up my proposals in this incentive Budget”.114 The emphasis on productivity and the longer term 
can be seen in the Chancellor’s statement: “Latterly our productive capacity has been increasing steadily; and 
with continuing investment it will go on increasing and is capable of giving us a much greater increase in 
output, in 1953, provided we take the right course now. We must look beyond the immediate export 
difficulties and, whatever happens, plan ahead to improve our competitive position.115 The time and 
opportunities we now have must be used to re-equip and modernise our factories, to expand capacity in lines 
which command a ready market abroad, and to develop new lines and new techniques”.116 Again, given the 
blurring of longer-term supply-side reforms and the language of expansion and stimulus, classification is 
tricky. But in 1953 there appear much clearer grounds for classifying supply-side reforms as exogenous, 
long-run. Overall, this “incentive Budget” cut taxes by over £400 million (2.3 per cent of GDP) in a full year 
so as to “step out from the confines of restriction, to the almost forgotten but beckoning prospects of freer 
endeavour and greater reward for effort”.117 There is also allusion to the fact that monetary policy will take a 
stronger role in the regulation of demand “we shall continue to use the monetary weapon to assist in keeping 
this form of demand within reasonable bounds”.118 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax rates were cut by 6d. Motivating this cut, the Chancellor explained “I have already referred to the 
numbing effect of excessive direct taxation. We must banish the hopeless feeling that extra effort is not 
worthwhile. I have looked for a method which will relieve corporate industry and which will not forget the 
vital human element”.119 I therefore classify this cut as exogenous, long-run. However, accompanying this 
were two more minor measures “of more human interest”120 – an increase in the income limit for age relief 
which “will bring some relief to certain older deserving sections of the community” and an increase in the 
dependent relative and housekeeper allowances: “these proposals will be in line with one of our most 
cherished traditions: they help those who maintain family unity by caring for the old and keeping a home 
together for the young”.121 These latter two measures I therefore classify as exogenous, ideological. All 
income tax measures were implemented on 6th April 1953. 
Turning to business taxation, following the discussion of productivity in industry (cited above) the 
Chancellor restored initial allowances for capital expenditure from 14th April 1953. Secondly, there was a cut 
in the Excess Profits Tax from 1st January 1954. In introducing this change the Chancellor said “It is clear 
that we should, in a great industrial society, look ahead for a period longer than one year. We must be in 
deadly earnest in this struggle for overseas markets; we must go into it as lightly burdened and as nimbly 
competitive as we can”.122 It is also noted that the reasons for the levy no longer applied as before – excess 
profits on the basis of rearmament. The implication is that now the levy is an unnecessary burden and a date 
is thus fixed for removal of this “emergency tax123”. I classify both these measures as exogenous, long-run. 
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Finally, consumption taxes were cut. The Purchase Tax was reduced on 14th April 1953. In 
justification Butler notes: “With the return of more normal conditions the burden of Purchase Tax at very 
high rates now presses almost unbearably on trade and on the community as a whole”.124 I therefore classify 
this measure as exogenous, long-run. 
These changes account for nearly 100 per cent of the cuts. There were no increases in the 1953 
Budget. 
 
1954: Budget 6th April 1954 
Chancellor: Richard Butler; Prime Minister: Winston Churchill (Conservative) 
 
Context 
1953 was a year of growth. According to the 1954 Economic Survey, GDP was 4 per cent higher in real 
terms than in 1952. The tax cuts in the 1953 Budget aided the recovery of home demand and “raised output 
considerably”. As discussed above, it is unclear whether the remissions were designed to boost demand in 
response to conditions or whether a longer-term supply-side stimulus was desired – rhetoric in the 1953 
Budget suggested the latter.125 In assessing the outlook faced at the Budget, the Survey says “demand and 
activity should therefore be well maintained, and production should be higher in 1954 as a whole than in 
1953”.126 There were, however, some concerns about recession in the United States “so far production in the 
U.S.A. has fallen about as far as it did during the recession of 1948-49; and we do not know whether it will 
fall further before it recovers”.127 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The objectives of the 1954 Budget are nicely summarised by the Chancellor: “the economy should be well 
able to respond to any increases in demand, in particular of overseas demand, which may occur. Thus, there 
is no cause for making this Budget especially tough or more disinflationary. We need not impose harsh new 
taxes, since an increase in the level of taxation on initiative and enterprise would hold down and impede, 
rather than stimulate and spur on, our drive for productivity and exports”. On the other hand, he argued “I 
judge that it would be unwise at present to stimulate purchasing power by remissions of taxation designed to 
increase personal consumption”. The changes “I am now going to describe are necessarily concentrated on 
granting certain special claims to relief and on increasing the incentive to productive investment”.128 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
In line with the Chancellor’s “carry-on Budget129”, there were only four Budget tax measures with revenue 
consequences. In all these cost only £10 million in a full year (0.06 per cent of GDP).  Capital taxes were cut 
on 30th July 1954.  Butler had “examined a considerable number of anomalies, and alleged anomalies, in 
other parts of the Estate Duty field130” and some small consequential changes were made costing a quarter of 
a million pounds. More substantially, some extra reliefs were given on Estate Duty, as “I think that business 
assets are a type of property on which the Estate Duty can bear with special severity, particularly in the case 
of family businesses, whose traditional activities mean so much for the stability of our social and industrial 
life”.131 All these changes I classify as exogenous, long-run. 
In the field of business taxation, the Chancellor returns to “our primary need: that is, to improve our 
competitive power. In my survey of last year I have already commented on the inadequate level of 
investment by private industry. Our rate of industrial modernisation is strikingly less than that of America, 
and it seems probable that the Germans are now moving ahead of us. We shall not long continue to compete 
successfully in the export field with these, our principal rivals, unless our plant and equipment is completely 
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up-to-date”.132 Consequently, improvements were made to the capital allowances system – replacing the 
‘initial’ allowances with an investment allowance as of 6th April 1954. I classify this change as exogenous, 
long-run. 
Finally there was a remission of Entertainments Duty on 30th May 1954. The Chancellor notes the 
need to modify duty, “I have been impressed by the difficulties which many cinemas have recently been 
experiencing as a result of increasing costs which are not matched by increasing receipts”.133 This is a change 
to provide long-term support for a sector – accordingly I classify it as exogenous, long-run. 
 
1955 (A): Budget 19th April 1955 
Chancellor: Richard Butler; Prime Minister: Anthony Eden (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The Economic Survey 1955 reports that 1954 was “a prosperous year”: GDP was estimated to have risen 4 
per cent in real terms134 and “the increase in production last year was the result of significant increases in 
both employment and output per man”.135 In the event, the slowdown in the United States did not transmit 
over to the U.K. However, this boom had consequences for the balance of payments. Dow (1964) reports 
“expansion was soon to get badly out of hand”.136 The Economic Survey reported that “late in 1954 and early 
1955… imports were rising sharply in value, while exports lagged behind”.137 Measures were taken in 
response to this. At the end of January the Bank Rate was raised, with a further increase a month later. Hire 
purchase restrictions – abolished in July, were reintroduced. These measures “were designed to moderate the 
expansion of home demand and thereby both to limit demand for imports and give added encouragement to 
exports”.138 
 
Overall Budget Objectives and Motivation 
The 1955 Economic Survey argued “at home the main objective of economic policy is to ensure that, while 
the level of purchasing power is not so high as to interfere with the growth of exports… adequate incentives 
are provided for long-run expansion”.139 On the external situation, the Chancellor declared “the situation has 
been brought under control”, implying that little needed doing. It is noteworthy that the Chancellor favoured 
monetary policy over tax raising policies which entailed “cramping or distorting the natural vigour of the 
economy”.140 It is against these comments that we must evaluate the £156 million (0.8 per cent of GDP) of 
tax cuts contained in the April 1955 Budget. In his Budget ‘judgement’ the Chancellor states: “If we are to 
achieve the full increase in production of which the economy is capable, we must continue to provide 
encouragement to the whole productive effort of the country. We must seek fresh incentives to the forces of 
growth by the stimulation of output and productivity”.141 Given that a pure demand management approach 
would have called for tax rises, and given the tone of these statements, the overall approach appears one of 
supply-side reform and many measures below are thus classified as exogenous, long-run. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The April 1955 Budget was an income tax cutting Budget, at a cost of £153 million in a ‘full year’. There 
was a 6d. cut in the standard rate and 3d. off the reduced rates of income tax from 6th April 1955. It is worth 
quoting the motivation in full: “some of these proposals would, on margin, make no vital difference to 
consumer demand, but would give much needed and much deserved encouragement to individual 
households. So, if my first task is to lighten the sheer burden on the economy, I can think of one measure 
only which would enable me to combine with these objectives the type of direct incentive which I am 
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seeking — one measure only which would be regarded as the most positive and heartening encouragement to 
all, employers and workers alike, who can contribute energy and enterprise to the development of the 
economy. This is a simple orthodox reduction of 6d. in the standard rate of Income Tax, together with 
appropriate reductions in the lower rates…the reduction …will be accompanied by 3d. off each of the 
reduced rates”.142 I therefore classify these rate cuts as exogenous, long-run. 
Income tax relief was also provided to particularly deserving groups. Increases in the personal 
allowance followed (“I have been impressed by the principles which lie behind its proposals for relief for the 
smaller incomes”143) and similar changes for small investment incomes (“a class very deserving of help”144). 
Note that I count investment income tax as a capital income tax. As “further evidence of my firm intention to 
do all I can to help parents of families” the child allowance was increased and “I propose to remove the 
special earnings limit applying to apprenticed children so that the same income limit will apply to all 
children”.145 Based on these comments, I classify these measures as exogenous, ideological. All income tax 
measures were implemented on 6th April 1955. 
These changes accounted for nearly 100 per cent of the remissions. There were no tax increases. 
 
1955 (B): Supplementary Budget 26th October 1955 
Chancellor: Richard Butler; Prime Minister: Anthony Eden (Conservative) 
 
Context 
A supplementary and contractionary Budget was required just 6 months after April 1955. The Economic 
Survey 1956 notes that, although the world economic situation was favourable to the U.K., the balance of 
payments deteriorated significantly. It states: “this external weakness was the result of home demand rising 
to the point at which our productive capacity was overstrained”.146 Monetary policy had been the 
Chancellor’s weapon of choice in February but by the summer “monetary policy was not operating as rapidly 
as had been expected”.147 That said, the sizable April income tax reductions could hardly have helped matters 
although it is notable that these preceded the May General Election. In July a set of restrictive measures were 
introduced, including requests to banks to make a reduction in advances, limiting the capital programmes of 
local authorities and nationalised industries and tighter hire-purchase controls. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor put a gloss on matters in the Budget speech: “The fact that my speech will include budgetary 
matters may lead hon. Members to think that things are more difficult than they had imagined. Actually, 
there has been a distinct improvement during the past month” 148, but this did not alter the fact that there were 
tax rises of over £110 million (0.6 per cent of GDP), largely reversing the April cuts. The Chancellor noted 
the excessive demand and conceded that this required action — action that could have been delayed until 
1956, but “this Government are determined to restore the balance of the economy without delay”.149 In 
introducing his measures, the Chancellor explained “the progressive operation of credit policy will now be 
reinforced by further, and more direct, measures, designed to restrain demand in both the public and the 
private sectors of the economy and to reduce expenditure on both investment and personal consumption”.150 
The overall policy was clearly endogenous, demand management. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
In addition to some reigning-in of government capital expenditure, and incentives given to National Savings 
to relieve the pressure on demand, the Chancellor decided that “some direct restraint on consumption is also 
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required”.151 For this purpose he singled out the Purchase Tax with a general increase in the rates, some 
widening of the base and a few other adjustments. The overall effect was to raise £75 million (0.4 per cent of 
GDP) in a ‘full year’. The measure was implemented on the 27th October 1955. There is little doubt that this 
was an endogenous, demand management measure. 
The other major tax rise was a 5 per cent increase in the Profits Tax on distributed profits, effective 
from 1st November 1955. In justifying this increase the Chancellor argued: “at a time when our resources are 
overloaded and the demand for the products of industry exceeds the supply, the level of profits can 
contribute to this excess demand. It is, therefore, appropriate that profits should make some contribution to 
the effort of restraint which is required of all sections of the community”.152 The tax was not applied to 
undistributed profits “since to do so would tend to impede the necessary replacement of capital assets and to 
discourage future investment rather than current consumption”.153 This measure is also classified as 
endogenous, demand management154.  
 
1956: Budget 17th April 1956 
Chancellor: Harold Macmillan; Prime Minister: Anthony Eden (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By the start of 1956 the U.K. was still in an inflationary position and during 1955 lost nearly £230 million 
(1.2 per cent of GDP) in gold and dollar reserves. In February 1956 the Government announced more 
measures to restrain domestic demand: the Bank Rate was raised, public capital expenditure was limited, hire 
purchase controls were tightened and subsidies on bread and milk were reduced.155 There was one tax 
measure, the suspension of investment allowances and I deal with this below. However, by the time of the 
Budget, the Chancellor noted in his speech that the reserves had been improving – and as Dow (1964) notes, 
the atmosphere at the start of 1956 “was not one of crisis”. However, in describing the internal domestic 
situation the Chancellor still described the U.K. situation as exhibiting the symptoms of “severe inflation”.156 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
There is not one clear section of the Budget speech linking the economic situation to an overall tax strategy – 
sometimes called the “Budget judgement”.  A theme running through the speech is, however, the need to 
tackle the excess demand and restore balance to the external situation. In typically Keynesian language “the 
object of present economic policy, whatever weapons are employed, must be to switch some labour and 
resources from less necessary to basic production — from production for home consumption to production 
for export”.157 In other words: limit home demand, limit imports and boost exports. Boosting production, like 
previous Budgets, was also still seen as an important check on inflation: “the problem of inflation cannot be 
dealt with just by cutting down demand; the other side of the picture is the need for increasing 
production”.158 The central judgement in restricting demand was on the size of the budget surplus: “today, 
we are mainly concerned with another instrument which I have in my hand—the Budget and the Budget 
policy. Is a surplus of £445 million enough? Is it too much?”159 The required surplus was to be achieved by 
cuts in expenditure and some tax rises. Spending cuts appeared to come first: “if I had not been fortified by 
the willingness of my colleagues to co-operate in this task [to cut expenditure], I would have felt it my duty 
to propose very heavy increases in taxation”.160 There was an acute focus on savings: “this is a savings 
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Budget”161, however, it was the overall level of savings that mattered for demand: “what matters, of course 
— the only thing that matters — is whether the total amount of saving by the whole nation, whether 
compulsory or voluntary, is sufficient to meet the needs of investment, and what Budget surplus is required 
to make that certain”.162 In seeking to achieve this, the Chancellor sought to stimulate private, as well as 
public savings. Tax cuts which favoured savings were therefore used as a method of reducing demand. 
Overall the measures in this Budget were therefore endogenous, demand management. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The tax measures can be split into remissions designed to raise savings (and lower demand) and tax rises 
directly aimed at lowering consumption. In a sense it is then misleading to look at the overall balance of tax 
policy decisions which – including the £4 million saving from the suspension of investment allowances in 
February – only totalled just over £12 million (0.06 per cent of GDP). However, within this total both the tax 
cuts and rises were designed to reduce demand.  
Before coming to these measures, I deal with the February measure to suspend investment 
allowances on the 18th February 1956. The Chancellor announced to Parliament: “there is general agreement 
that the combined demands of investment and consumption are growing too fast for our economic health. 
This has held back our exports, swollen our imports, forced us into balance of payments deficit, helped to 
reduce our reserves by a quarter, and driven up our domestic price level…We must make an even more 
determined attack on the roots of the trouble and enforce still further reductions in investment and 
consumption.”163 Being a measure to reduce investment demand, I categorise it as endogenous, demand 
management. 
In the Budget itself there were five remissions on capital (including capital income taxes) tax. In 
introducing his section on savings, Macmillan argues: “If we are to get our balance of payments ‘out of the 
red’ and restore an adequate margin on the right side; if we are to press on with investment in the means of 
production at home and overseas, our first and most urgent need is to restore, maintain and develop, among 
all classes of our people, the habit of saving”.164 He subsequently goes on to announce “the new weapons”165 
for bringing this about. There were four income tax measures: exemption of the first £15 of Savings Bank 
interest, exemption of the capital element in purchases annuities, relief for premiums for retirement annuities 
and exemption of investment income of funds for retirement annuities and reassured superannuation funds. 
There was one measure on stamp duty: “There is no better stimulus to saving than house ownership”.166 The 
income tax measures came in on 6th April 1956 and the stamp duty remission was implemented 1st October 
1956. All these measures were to stimulate savings to reduce demand. I therefore classify these as 
endogenous, demand management. 
The tax increases totalled nearly £60 million (0.3 per cent of GDP) and were roughly equally divided 
between consumption and business taxes. These tax rises were introduced by arguing that, although the 
remissions should lower demand, the surplus must still be fortified: “Even in so good a cause I cannot allow 
my surplus to be reduced by this £20 million. Moreover, I want not merely to maintain the surplus but to 
increase it. I want to send a message which really will be understood that we are determined to protect the 
pound; determined to overcome our present difficulties”.167 In achieving the higher surplus, from 1st April 
1956 the Profits Tax on undistributed profits increased by 1 ½ per cent and distributed profits by 2 ½ per 
cent. In addition, tobacco duty was raised on the 18th April 1956 “I am sure that part of the additional 
revenue which I need at the present time can best be obtained from this source”.168 These two measures were 
to reduce overall demand, so are classified as endogenous, demand management. 
 
1957: Budget 9th April 1957 
Chancellor: Peter Thorneycroft; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
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Context 
The measures taken in 1956 had been designed to check the inflationary pressures. In summarising their 
effect, the 1957 Economic Survey was to state: “on the whole this policy was successful… the main features 
of the economy in 1956 were the progressive check to consumption, and the fact that exports expanded more 
than internal demand, while imports remained stable”.169 The Survey attributed the check to consumer 
spending largely to Government policy. In December 1956, however, came the Suez crisis. This generated an 
oil shortage following the closure of the Suez Canal and the Iraq Petroleum Company pipeline.  Petrol and 
oil consumption needed to be restrained and taxes were raised at the start of December – I deal with these 
measures below. Eden was to resign over Suez and Thorneycroft replaced Macmillan as Chancellor, having 
himself become Prime Minister. However, Thorneycroft was to state in his review of 1956-57 “these events 
[the Suez crisis] in fact affected our commercial position less than might have been expected”.170 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor was to explain “after making full allowance for the factors I have mentioned [in the review], 
I see some grounds for cheerfulness”.171 Disinflationary policies of the last 18 months, he argued, had 
brought the temperature of the economy back to a more normal level and the Chancellor saw now as a good 
time “not for standing still, but for going forward. Expansion must be the theme”.172 In summarising his 
“Budget Objectives”, Thorneycroft set out three goals: “greater industrial efficiency and competitiveness”; 
“the provision of better incentives and opportunities for initiative and effort”; and “the easing of the pressure 
of the tax system where this bears most hardly on individuals and families”.173 He emphasised that room for 
manoeuvre was limited but it seems policy was to be directed towards supply-side reform, engendering a 
longer term expansion of the economy. Almost all the measures outlined below will therefore be exogenous. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Taxes were cut by over £130 million (0.6 per cent of GDP) in a ‘full year’. About a quarter of these “will 
take the form of assistance to our important trading operations overseas”, a quarter “will take the form of 
additional incentives”, another quarter “will give some measure of relief from the burden of indirect 
taxation” and the remainder “is designed to give some general easement of the tax burden”.174 Based on these 
statements, it appears the majority of measures in this Budget were exogenous. 
On business taxation, exemptions were made for the profits of overseas trading corporations, from 
6th April 1957. The Chancellor saw this as a “justifiable reform in our tax system and a legitimate help to 
companies that plough back their profits overseas in competition with those that operate under easier tax 
laws”.175 The goal was improvement of the competitive position of companies and is classified as exogenous, 
long-run. Investment allowances were also reintroduced and increased specifically for ships from 10th April 
1957. This act was to recognise the specific needs of the industry “faced with severe competition in a world 
market, often from ships sailing under flags of convenience with small tax liabilities”.176 This appears an 
attempt to improve the competitiveness of the industry and so I classify it as exogenous, long-run. 
Income tax allowances were cut from 6th April 1957. Exemption limits for the over 65’s were raised 
as “I am sufficiently impressed by the case of the old to feel that I should take some action this year”177 and 
“as a second step, I propose an improvement in the "age relief" arrangements”.178 Child allowances for older 
children were also increased as “children, particularly if they continue in full-time education, cost more as 
they grow older”.179 Being targeted at social objectives, these three reliefs are classified as exogenous, 
ideological. A change in relation to Surtax “also stems from a recommendation of the Royal Commission. It, 
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too, is based upon the proposition that the responsibilities of marriage can be costly”.180 This is also 
classified as exogenous, ideological and was implemented retrospectively for the tax year starting 6th April 
1956. 
A final income tax measure relates to tax treatment of incomes above £2,000. The Chancellor argued 
“in few countries in the world is there less incentive to increased effort after the £2,000 figure has been 
passed”181 and set about implementing a change to the Earned Income Relief: “we are determined that in the 
society which we seek to create there should always be room at the top. There must be rewards there, too”.182 
This measure is primarily to improve incentives and for long-run performance. I therefore classify this as 
exogenous, long-run. 
Turning to consumption taxes, the previous year the then Chancellor had given assurances to 
undertake a comprehensive review of the whole structure of Entertainments Duty: “no one has pretended for 
some time that the present arrangements for the duty are logical or satisfactory”.183 In response to this review 
various changes were made to reform the duty: concessions were given for living theatre, sports, cinemas 
and indoor entertainments in rural areas184. These changes were to modernise the duty by granting social 
concessions and I therefore classify these as exogenous, ideological. They were implemented on 1st August 
1957. Duty changes to television and radio licences were also introduced from 5th May 1957 as “television 
has, in recent years, grown to be a powerful competitor with other entertainments and I have had to consider 
whether it is bearing a share of taxation comparable with its rivals”.185 This being a reform of these licences 
in response to long-run changes in the industry, I classify it as exogenous, long-run. 
Purchase Tax remissions were implemented on 10th April 1957 “designed to benefit the ordinary 
householder and, in particular, those families with low incomes who may fail to derive advantage from 
taxation relief in other fields”.186 I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Finally, I deal with the hydrocarbon tax rise imposed the previous December. Fuel duty was 
increased on 4th December 1956. During the speech that day, the Chancellor stated:  “the interruption of oil 
supplies from the Middle East and the dislocation caused by the Suez Canal crisis will add a fresh burden to 
our balance of payments. We must, therefore, increase our external income, and, at the same time, keep 
internal demand under restraint”. He went on “in present circumstances a commodity as precious as oil now 
is should effectively be guarded by taxation as well as by rationing”.187At the time it was made clear it would 
be temporary188 and raised £30 million. The measure was reversed at Budget 1957 (with a one-off loss of £10 
million estimated). I treat these changes as a single temporary measure raising £20 million, with an end date 
on 9th April 1957 (the day it was removed). The measure is clearly endogenous – as it correlated with the oil 
shortages and was aimed at limiting demand. I therefore classify it as endogenous, demand management. 
 
1958: Budget 15th April 1958 
Chancellor: Derick Heathcoat-Amory; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
1957 was marked by a sterling crisis. The Economic Survey 1958 notes “several promising developments in 
the United Kingdom economy during 1957”, but that “the year as a whole was dominated by the crisis of 
confidence in sterling which came to a head in August and September”.189 The Survey attributed the 
beginnings of the crisis to rumours about world-wide readjustments in exchange rates triggered by 
devaluation of the franc in August. Although it also notes the uneasiness with sterling following speculation 
that wage inflation would lead to general price inflation. Thorneycroft appeared to share this latter view, 
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stating in a House of Commons debate “the value of the pound at home and the value of the pound abroad is, 
in the last resort, the same thing”.190  Thorneycroft introduced a series of measures on 19th September 1957: 
the Bank Rate was raised from 5 to 7 per cent, clearing banks agreed to restrict the level of bank advances, 
steps were taken to hold down public investment and the Government attempted to take the lead in offsetting 
any rise in wages of its own employees with economies elsewhere.191 The September measures — both in the 
Economic Survey for 1958 and elsewhere192 — were regarded as having worked, at least in restoring 
confidence in sterling. However, Thorneycroft resigned in January along with other Treasury minsters, in 
objection to increased government expenditure. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The new Chancellor’s summary of the situation was not one of crisis, nor did it stress the need for immediate 
corrective measures. The Chancellor’s forecast for 1958 was cautious; home demand should “on the whole, 
remain firm” but he noted some possible export difficulties and slowing of industrial production. However, 
he said “I do not believe that a sudden sharp recession in this country during the coming months is likely”.193 
In terms of overall Budget policy the Chancellor stated: “In the light of all this it is clear that it is too soon 
yet to contemplate any general relaxation on the economic front”.194 Keeping inflation at bay and 
maintaining the stability of the external situation clearly weighed heavily on the Budget judgement. 
However, in summarising his objectives, the Chancellor also mentioned the nation’s competitiveness as 
exporters, higher savings and investment, fair taxes and a reduction in the heavy burden of taxation.195 In this 
sense the 1958 Budget followed a similar theme to previous Conservatives Budgets. In introducing his tax 
proposals the Chancellor said “I think that I can justifiably give up some small amount of revenue if, by so 
doing, I can strengthen our economy at one or two points, improve our tax system, and deal with several 
cases of special need”.196 In conclusion the Chancellor notes “these measures taken together amount to a not 
inconsiderable step forward in simplification and reform”.197The overarching motivations therefore appear 
exogenous. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Major tax remissions came in the business and consumption tax fields. The Purchase Tax was reduced on 
16th April 1958. In response to long-running problems with the tax: “I have come to the conclusion that the 
most helpful thing that I can do is to simplify the tax and to adjust it to a more sensible pattern”.198 I classify 
this change – as it is for the purposes of modernising and simplifying the tax system – as exogenous, long-
run.  
The Entertainments Duty was also lowered on 4th May 1958. This measure is endogenous as it 
responds to industry representations that “attendances at cinemas, which had been declining for some years, 
have in the last financial year fallen much more sharply”.199 However, this is tricky to categorise as the tone 
taken by the Chancellor is not one of bolstering demand for cinemas “if people prefer to occupy more of 
their leisure time in other forms of entertainment and less in film-going, some reduction in the number of 
cinemas seems inevitable. However, I am satisfied that the present level of the duty is, in the changed 
circumstances, now too high and should be substantially reduced”.200 Although couched in terms of reform 
and help for industry, the impetus for the measures is the change in the current environment. I therefore err 
on the side of caution and classify this as endogenous, demand management.  
There were three changes in business taxes, totalling £37 million (0.2 per cent of GDP) in 
remissions. Laws relating to ‘dividend stripping’ were strengthened to protect revenue. They were 
implemented retrospectively on 26th October 1955, dating back to announcements “that the Government 
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would not hesitate to legislate against subsequent attempts at dividend stripping”.201 This is classified as 
exogenous, long-run. Initial allowances for investment were increased on 15th April 1958. Several references 
to the importance of investment for competitiveness and exports can be found in the Budget; with specific 
reference to this measure the Chancellor notes: “when I used to work in industry I learnt the prudence of 
writing off the capital cost of new plant reasonably quickly, so as to be in a position to replace it by 
something still better when it turned up. I am sure that that is the right policy for British industry in 
general”.202 This is therefore a measure for the long-run benefit of British industry and is classified as 
exogenous, long-run.  The final business tax measure was a “considerable reform in company taxation”.203  
The split rates on distributed and undistributed profits were replaced by a single rate. The Chancellor 
explained that this is important for “modernising and expanding our industrial system”, listing various ways 
it will strengthen industry and remove distortions.204 As a long-term tax reform, I classify this as exogenous, 
long-run. This change to profits tax was implemented on the 1st April 1958. 
These changes account for nearly 85 per cent of the remissions. The tax increases raised very small 
amounts of revenue. 
 
1959: Budget 7th April 1959 
Chancellor: Derick Heathcoat-Amory; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By the summer of 1958 the economy was turning down. Industrial production had fallen three percentage 
points compared with the year before and labour demand was lower than in the 1952 recession.205 The 1959 
Economic Survey notes “in the early part of the year the Government continued restraints… by about the 
middle of the year it became clear that some increase in home demand was needed to combat the down-
turn… accordingly the Government took a series of steps designed to raise home demand”.206 An increase in 
initial allowances (dealt with below) was added to the 1958 Finance Act; the limits on bank advances were 
lifted in July; public investment was increased from August; hire purchase restrictions were modified in 
September and removed in October; and the Bank Rate was reduced to 4 per cent by November. By the end 
of the year there were signs that these measures had produced a rise in demand.207  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor notes the previous “steps to encourage some expansion of activity”208; the June 
announcement on initial allowances is mentioned in this context. In terms of the overall strategy for the 1959 
Budget, the Chancellor notes that although demand and production had been rising as a result of last year’s 
measures “it might slow down in the second half of the year”209, furthermore “the prospect for home 
production as I have set it out does not represent a full enough use of the capital resources which have been 
created in recent years. Nor can we be content with the possibility that unemployment might continue at 
around the present levels allowing for seasonal changes”.210 In summary, “I have come to the conclusion that 
it would be right for me to seek, through the Budget, to give a further limited but effective impetus to the 
expansion of our economic activity”.211 Noting the slack in the economy, the rise in unemployment and 
strength of statements about the need for remissions to stimulate the economy, the tax cuts below are largely 
classified as endogenous, demand management. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
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Pre-Budget Measures 
I first deal with the increase in initial allowances added to the 1958 Finance Bill. The original April 1958 
proposal was not explicitly argued as a measure to return economic activity to trend or to offset a shock — it 
was framed in terms of providing long-run incentives to industry. The Chancellor’s language in announcing 
the increased measures on the 17th of June — backdated to 15th April 1958 — is equally cagey “it is very 
desirable, as I said in my Budget speech, that plans for  investment in industry should continue to be made 
with confidence if we are to be in a position to exploit the opportunities that lie ahead. Weighing the various 
factors which I have to take into account, I have come to the conclusion that it would be well to make some 
increase in the practical encouragement which I sought to give to industrial investment by improvement in 
the initial allowances”.212 In the debate, it is clear that the Labour opposition regarded this as a stimulus to 
investment demand in the face of a deteriorating situation. In the debate Labour leader Harold Wilson asked 
the Chancellor to clarify whether this is an anti-recession measure but the Chancellor provided a suitably 
cryptic answer: “our policies are flexible and we shall change our policies whenever we feel that change is 
required in the light of changing circumstances”.213 Based on this debate the measure seems endogenous, 
even if the original initial allowances measure in the Budget was not meant to be countercyclical. The 
question is whether this is a supply or demand stimulus. In hindsight, the 1959 Economic Survey notes “the 
Government took a series of steps [during 1958] designed to raise home demand and thus to encourage the 
resumption of economic growth”.214 Initial allowances are then mentioned. I thus classify the measure as 
endogenous, demand management. 
 
Major Budget Tax Changes 
Three tax cuts made up over 90 per cent of the remissions in 1959 and, tellingly, there were no tax increases. 
Income taxes were cut from 6th April 1959: 9d. in the standard rate and 6d. in each of the reduced rates. This 
measure is described as a “stimulus”215 but there is also discussion of how income tax tends to “discourage 
effort and initiative” and being “glad this year to be able to do something to lessen those effects”.216 This 
may suggest it is an endogenous, supply stimulus measure – however, given all the emphasis placed on 
demand in the budget analysis, and the motivating discussions for tax cuts, I classify this as a stimulus to 
demand – endogenous, demand management.217 
A variety of consumption tax cuts were also used to stimulate demand. The Purchase Tax was 
reduced on the 8th April 1959; this will “give a material measure of relief to the consumer”.218 For further 
reductions in the “cost of living” the Chancellor turned to alcohol taxes and reduced the duty on beer. 
Secondary objectives are given for why this was a good tax to cut, although the overall objective remains the 
delivery of sizable aggregate remissions. On these two measures the Chancellor notes “these reductions in 
the Purchase Tax and the Beer Duty will spread widely part of the benefits of the reduction in the burden of 
taxation which I am able to make in this Budget, and they will make a useful contribution in keeping down 
the cost of living”.219 Given these are “major proposals”,220 following the overall judgement and the 
comments about impacting the “cost of living” I classify these as endogenous, demand management. The cut 
in Beer Duty was implemented on 8th April 1959.  
 
1960 Budget 4th April 1960 
Chancellor: Derick Heathcoat-Amory; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
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Total demand had turned down in 1957 and unemployment was to reach its peak in January 1959. At the 
beginning of 1959, it was estimated that there was still “considerable reserves of capacity” and the Budget of 
1959 provided “a more powerful stimulus to the economy than any since the war”.221 During 1959 GDP had 
risen by 3 to 4 per cent, industrial production was nearly 10 per cent higher in the last quarter of 1959 than a 
year earlier, employment rose and unemployment fell.222 The Economic Survey for 1960 notes that “most of 
the increase in output was, however, achieved through the fuller use of existing capacity… with virtually no 
increase in prices as a whole”. However, the Survey also noted that by 1960 “there were signs… that if 
growth in total home demand were left altogether unchecked, too much strain might be put on productive 
resources and on the balance of payments”.223 Recognising this, the Bank Rate had been raised in January. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor explained that “if we look at the economy as a whole there are some dangers that 
expansionary forces already in the economy could lead to overloading”.224 Furthermore “My own judgment 
is that the prospective increase in demand arising from the factors I have mentioned is likely at least fully to 
absorb, and might even involve a danger of outrunning, the increase in production which can be expected”.225 
The Chancellor explained that there was a need “for a moderate amount of restraint on the economy and [I] 
have referred to the additional expenditure which we are likely to have to meet during this year”.226 The 
conclusion was no net reduction in taxation, rather some “modest net increases”.227 The tone of the speech 
also treats many of the remissions as exogenous but these had to be offset in the aggregate; I therefore 
include an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management for these measures. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The overall strategy was modest net tax rises and “such a policy, in my judgment, is justified both by the 
present buoyant level of activity and the prospective expenditure with which I am confronted”.228 The 
Chancellor set about describing his proposals to deliver a net increase in taxation.  
The two (sizable) tax rises were an increase in the Profits Tax from 1st April 1960 and a rise in 
Tobacco Duty from 5th April 1960. Together these measures raised over £100 million (0.4 per cent of GDP) 
in a full year. In terms of the latter the Chancellor argued “I have decided that I must look to the Tobacco 
Duty for the additional revenue I need this year”.229 And following this, “I have decided also to propose an 
increase in the Profits Tax”230, noting that although it “will not bring in any appreciable amount of revenue 
this year. But the knowledge that the higher tax in respect of current profits will have to be provided for will 
influence the decisions of managements, and will thus have an immediate effect on the economy”.231 These 
two measures are clearly endogenous. It is tricky to decide whether they are spending-driven or for demand 
management. In the spirit of checking the growth in demand, and that spending decisions had already been 
taken separately from the decisions over these taxes, I classify these measures as endogenous, demand 
management. 
There were, however, just over £30 million of remissions. Three changes to income tax allowances 
for the housekeeper, dependent relatives and widows and widowers were implemented on the 6th April 1960. 
These changes were for social objectives: “I have very little scope this year, but I am glad to be able to 
propose some useful alleviations for people with responsibility for young children who have lost one or both 
of their parents, and for others who support old or infirm relatives”232 and so are classified as exogenous, 
ideological. However, as these had to be offset to generate net tax increases, I provide an alternative 
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classification in common with the tax rises, as endogenous, demand management.  As an administrative 
change to deal with some difficulties in income tax and National Insurance collection: “I have come to the 
conclusion, after a good deal of study, that the only practicable solution is to have a flat-rate allowance for all 
adult employees”.233 I classify this measure as exogenous, long-run (together with an alternative 
classification as above). It was also implemented on the 6th April 1960. 
On capital taxes, changes on reliefs for Estate Duty on gifts were made and while “there can be no 
question this year of major changes, but I can propose two reforms which, I think, will make the incidence of 
the duty more equitable”.234 Again, this is a social objective and I classify it as exogenous, ideological (with 
an alternative classification as above). The changes were implemented on 4th April 1960. 
On consumption taxes, some modernisation and simplification was carried out to Alcohol Duty on 
wine from 5th April 1960 (“The duties on heavy wines are still out of line to some extent and the position is 
unsatisfactory, both for the trade and for the revenue. I now propose to complete this reform of the wine duty 
structure by reducing the rates for imported heavy wines” and “in conformity with the new structure, the 
excise duty on British wines will be reduced”235), playing cards from 4th April 1960 (“The duty of 3d. on a 
pack of playing cards is now outdated, playing cards being chargeable with Purchase Tax. I therefore 
propose to abolish this duty”236) and tobacco dealers’ licences from 1st October 1960 (“I propose to simplify 
the collection of tobacco retailers' licences”). These measures are reforms to the tax system, so I classify 
them as exogenous, long-run (again with the above alternative classification). 
Finally, Entertainments Duty (which was reduced in the previous year to help cinemas) was 
abolished on 10th April 1960 as “the steep decline in attendances has continued during the past year and 
many more cinemas have closed”.237 This change would seem endogenous as it was to boost demand for 
cinemas as well as to help the industry. As it lowers the prices and is to deal with falling attendance I classify 
this measure endogenous, demand management. There were some changes to the repayments of Post-war 
Credits but, as discussed in the introduction, I exclude these. 
 
1961: Budget 17th April 1961 
Chancellor: Selwyn Lloyd; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The restrictive measures during 1960 were actually monetary: the Bank Rate rise in January then June, the 
April hire-purchase restrictions, and the use of special deposit requirements. The Economic Survey for 1961 
was to argue that “largely as a result of these measures, the rise in home demand slowed down considerably 
after the first quarter of 1960”.238 However, imports rose and exports fell, worsening the balance of 
payments. Heathcoat Amory retired in July to be replaced by Selwyn Lloyd. Mr Lloyd was to note in his 
speech “the other side of the medal was the dangerously high pressure of demand on productive resources, 
the signs of a return of increasing costs and prices, the failure of our exports to increase sufficiently, and the 
consequent serious weakness in our balance of payments”.239 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
In setting objectives the new Chancellor singled out “the first and obvious need is a marked improvement in 
our balance of payments”240 and “we have a long way to go in fostering the growth of our exports. We must 
ensure that opportunities are not lost because there is an overload of domestic demand on our productive 
resources”.241 Furthermore “the danger of chronic cost inflation from which we suffered up to 1958 has 
reappeared”.242 In summing up his judgement, the Chancellor argued that the “broad effect of the Budget 
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must be counter-inflationary”243 but that encouragements to investment must continue and “I must also 
consider whether any additional incentive to effort and initiative can be provided”.244 There appears to have 
been a dual focus on endogenous, demand management and some exogenous changes. However, the 
remissions led the Chancellor to seek offsetting revenue and so, as before, I will include an alternative 
classification for these seemingly exogenous measures of endogenous, demand management. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
The Chancellor first dealt with a number of concessions. Some alterations to the income tax allowances for 
National Insurance contributions were made from 6th April 1961. These were described as giving “relief for 
the taxpayer in the matter of the tax allowance for National Insurance contributions”245 and so in an 
otherwise deflationary Budget I classify this as exogenous, ideological. However, as discussed above, I 
provide an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management (the classification of the increases). 
Income tax relief was also granted in respect of payments by the German Government as 
compensation to victims of Nazi persecution. The Chancellor noted “there is undoubtedly considerable 
sympathy for the recipients of these payments and I have decided to put forward a clause in the Finance Bill 
to authorise relief because of the very special circumstances of these cases”.246 I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological (and with the alternative classification). Implementation was backdated to the 6th April 1956.  
Two measures were proposed for Surtax: “In the modern world, the work of the manager, the 
scientist, the technologist is of increasing importance, not only to himself but to the community. In other 
countries there are much higher rewards for individual effort and skill. Therefore, I want to do what I can to 
ensure that the present incidence of Surtax does not act as a disincentive to those who have positions of 
responsibility in our industries and elsewhere in our national life”.247 The earned income relief allowance 
was raised and a further earnings allowance introduced. Both measures took effect from 6th April 1961. The 
purpose was to reward and stimulate effort and incentives; I classify these as exogenous, long-run (but with 
an alternative classification). 
On capital taxes, a simplification was made to Stamp Duty on bills of exchange from 1st August 
1961: “It has been represented to me that the complications in calculating this duty are an obstacle to trade, 
particularly the export trade. I have come to the conclusion that we ought to get rid of the ad 
valorem scale”.248 This appears a long-run reform to aid exporters and I classify it as exogenous, long-run 
(again with the alternative classification).  
As discussed above, the economic situation called for a deflationary stance. The Chancellor argued 
that all remissions had to be more than covered by increases, “having regard to the economic circumstances 
of which I have already spoken, I have decided that this surplus is not enough…I have, therefore, decided to 
raise an additional £80 million of tax”.249 There was an increase in the Profits Tax: “in the circumstances of 
today, I propose to cover by far the greater part of the cost of the Surtax remission by increasing the Profits 
Tax by 2½ per cent with effect from 1st April, 1961”.250 Consumption taxes were also increased: Television 
Advertising Duty was raised on 1st May 1961 (“I propose to look to expenditure on television advertising for 
a modest contribution to the Exchequer”251); motor vehicle duties were altered on 18th April 1961 (“Next, I 
have decided to turn to Vehicle Excise Duties, where the revenue has been very buoyant recently and where 
the rates have not been raised for some years”252); and finally Hydrocarbon Duty was increased on 17th April 
1961 (“my third proposal for obtaining extra revenue relates to the hydrocarbon oil duty”253). Referring back 
to the overall objectives which frame this, I classify all these increases as endogenous, demand management. 
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1962: Budget 9th April 1962 
Chancellor: Selwyn Lloyd; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Up to July 1961, expenditure (household and government) rose rapidly. By the middle of the year, the 
Economic Survey noted that there was excess pressure of home demand, inflationary pressures and a balance 
of payments deficit (which the previous 1961 Budget had seemingly not stemmed). The pound had been 
vulnerable to speculation, especially after the revaluation of German and Dutch currencies in March, and in 
July 1961 the Government announced measures designed to restore confidence. This included a 10 per cent 
surcharge on the customs and excise duties which I deal with below. Other measures included a check on the 
growth of expenditure, an increase in the Bank Rate, credit restrictions and calls for a pause to increases in 
wages, salaries and dividends. The Economic Survey for 1962 was to note “these measures rapidly restored 
confidence in sterling… At home the pressure of demand slackened between July and the end of the year”.254 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Following the measures in 1961, the 1962 Budget outlook was cautiously optimistic. In reviewing the year 
the Chancellor said “we still have a considerable way to go to achieve a satisfactory surplus on our balance 
of payments... Nevertheless, the underlying position is now sounder; the movement of our costs is under 
better control, and the pressure of home demand is not excessive”.255 What other measures could be taken? 
Incomes policies were seen as an important tool (“keeping the way clear for the growth of exports also 
means continuing and developing the incomes policy”256) but direct export incentives were ruled out. 
Changes in the Bank Rate were again viewed as important. But in terms of overall budgetary policy little is 
said, only statements such as “we should not, through the Budget, give such a further stimulus to home 
demand as would endanger the expansion of exports”.257 Following a set of (relatively small) tax remissions 
the Chancellor evaluated his options: “I have come to the conclusion that this [the resulting] borrowing 
requirement is about right, and that I should not, at this stage, in the Budget, add to or withdraw purchasing 
power”.258 However, in maintaining the tight fiscal stance, many of the changes will be categorised as 
endogenous, demand management. As before, to guard against the possibility that seemingly exogenous 
remissions are correlated with endogenous changes, I provide an alternative demand management 
classification for the exogenous changes. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
I first deal with the Customs and Excise surcharge which had been applied on 26th July 1961. This applied a 
10 per cent surcharge to beer, spirits, wine, purchase tax, tobacco, hydrocarbons, television licences and 
betting duties. The purpose was to limit demand, curb inflation and deal with the balance of payments 
problems. On the 25th July 1961 the Chancellor argued: “home demand has continued to increase and is 
likely to increase even more than was then foreseen... Simultaneously with the increase of pressure on our 
domestic resources, we are faced with a critical external situation. This is the third successive year in which 
our overall balance of payments has been in deficit, and this is, clearly, not a situation which can be allowed 
to continue”.259 Estimates were only given for the total revenue raised by this measure. I therefore estimate 
the relative contributions of each tax – given that it was a 10 per cent across the board rise – based on the 
shares of each tax type in overall Customs and Excise revenue from the 1962 FSBR.  
By April 1962 the Chancellor had to decide what to do with the surcharge. Each year the power to 
impose a surcharge – the so called ‘Regulator’ had to be renewed and the Chancellor argued that it should be 
again. However, to avoid remitting the near £200 million (0.7 per cent of GDP) of purchasing power260: “I 
therefore propose… to impose rates of indirect taxation which will give in this financial year a yield broadly 
equivalent to that which would have resulted had the present surcharge remained in force for the whole 
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year”.261 I exclude the revenue loss estimates given in 1962 from ending the surcharge and set the 10th April 
1962 as the end date for the temporary measure introduced in July 1961. I also make use of the original ‘full 
year’ estimate from July. Based on statements from the July speech, the surcharge was endogenous, and for 
demand management purposes.  
Duty rates were therefore raised on the 10th April 1962 to consolidate the surcharge level. There 
were some adjustments in implementation such as limiting the rise in fuel duty. However, in the aggregate, 
these changes closely replicated the revenue from the surcharge and I thus continue to classify them as 
endogenous, demand management as the Chancellor clearly still deemed them necessary. 
The consolidation of the Purchase Tax was more complicated as revenue was raised in a way which 
also reformed the tax: there was some broadening of the base and rates changes. The Chancellor argued that 
“it will be seen that I am not making these changes for the yield, but to make the tax more sensible and less 
discriminatory”262 although the ultimate reason for raising the revenue was to avoid remissions of purchasing 
power – as stated in several places earlier in the speech. I therefore continue the original classification as 
endogenous, demand management. The additional revenue raised by the changes to the Purchase Tax, over 
and above the offsetting of the surcharge, was about £30 million. The Budget concessions, all minor 
changes, are justified by exogenous motives: they totalled £20 million. This means that the additional 
reforms to the Purchase Tax more than offset the minor concessions, reinforcing the Chancellor’s claims that 
there should be no overall remissions in 1962 for fear of overheating. As the increases offset the (minor) 
remissions, I also provide an alternative classification for the minor changes as endogenous, demand 
management.  
These changes account for nearly 100 per cent of the increases. The remissions — other than the 
removal of the surcharge — were small. 
 
1963: Budget 3rd April 1963 
Chancellor: Reginald Maudling; Prime Minister: Harold Macmillan (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Despite the previous Budget’s about economic prospects in 1962, exports slowed and unemployment began 
to rise in the second half of the year. Cairncross (1994) argues that Maudling, the new Chancellor in July 
1962, had been reluctant to make policy changes too soon “anxious to avoid giving the impression of a 
change in policy”.263 Monetary policy had, however, been eased even prior to the 1962 Budget. 
Expansionary measures finally followed in the autumn and are discussed below. A cold winter was to make 
conditions worse and check industrial activity; as the Chancellor notes “the severe winter after Christmas led 
to a very large addition to the total of unemployed”.264 In February 1963 unemployment hit its highest point 
since the war.265 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
From the outset the Chancellor declares “the theme of this Budget is expansion: expansion without inflation, 
expansion that can be sustained”.266 In summarising the economic prospects Maudling argued “On the one 
hand, we have spare capacity and present trends of demand do not seem strong enough to ensure of 
themselves a full enough employment of our resources in the coming year”.267 In judging the appropriate 
overall stance “the conclusion I have reached is that tax concessions in the current year of the order of about 
£250 million (0.8 per cent of GDP) are required to stimulate the economy if we are to realise our target of 
vigorous expansion without a return to inflation”.268 The target growth the Chancellor set, however, was 4 
per cent — which may have been over-optimistic given that the average growth rate between 1948 and 1962 
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was 2.6 per cent.269 Despite this goal of raising longer-term growth, the Chancellor’s statements reveal a 
desire to stimulate a flagging economy – especially given the comments about spare capacity and 
unemployment. To that extent many of the Budget measures will be classified as endogenous, demand 
management. In all, taxes were cut by nearly £600 million in a full year270 (nearly 2 per cent of GDP). 
 
Pre-Budget Tax Measures 
I first deal with Maudling’s 1962 autumn stimulus. This included a repayment of post-war credits, a cut in 
the Purchase Tax for cars and an increase in investment allowances. Reflecting on the autumn measures in 
the 1963 Budget speech, Maudling explains “in the autumn and winter a number of measures were 
introduced both to relax restriction of credit and to stimulate the economy. Some of these measures, such as 
the release of post-war credits and the substantial Purchase Tax cuts, are already taking effect, as can be seen 
particularly in the demand for motor cars”.271 This sentiment reflects closely the statements at the time. I 
have already discussed why I exclude post-war credits. The investment allowance changes were to take until 
the 1963 Budget to arrange and are dealt with below. In relation to car manufacturing the Chancellor 
explained on 5th November 1962: “I am satisfied that this is a case where a stimulus to the home market by a 
reduction of Purchase Tax will both bring into use resources that at present are under-employed and provide 
the basis for an even more vigorous export drive… I propose, therefore, to make an immediate cut in the 
Purchase Tax on motor cars”.272 This took effect on 6th November 1962 and was endogenous, demand 
management. 
 
Major 1963 Budget Tax Measures 
On the 5th November 1962 it had been announced (and debated) that investment allowances would be raised 
in the 1963 Budget. In November the Chancellor noted “we have more slack in the economy than we 
calculated on, and it justifies further measures to stimulate the economy” but “we need not so much a 
stimulus to demand generally as special encouragement to investment and to the exporting industries, and to 
employment in areas where unemployment is above the national average. The unused resources are not so 
much in the consumer goods industries as in the heavy industries and in sections of engineering, and it is 
these resources, human and material, that we must seek to bring into use…. I am satisfied that, from the point 
of view of encouraging investment, the investment allowance is a good deal more effective than the initial 
allowance”.273 The measures were implemented in the 1963 Finance Act but backdated to 5th November 
1962. In addition, the 1963 Budget proposed some additional changes, also backdated: “in addition to these 
changes, which I announced last November, I propose now to make some further improvements”.274 This 
seems to be a stimulus to investment demand and to be endogenous, demand management. 
A few other business tax measures were introduced. Allowance of free depreciation was introduced 
in regions of high unemployment: “no one can doubt the intense human reasons for making further efforts to 
cope with the problem of regional unemployment. At the same time, however, the need for progress here 
should not be underestimated in the context of economic growth”.275 Dealing with the unemployment is an 
endogenous change and in the overall spirit of the Budget is classified as endogenous, demand management.  
Finally I turn to the income tax measures. Schedule A of income tax – tax on income from land – 
was abolished. The reason cited was simplification: “In the various proposals I have to lay before the 
Committee I have borne in mind the need for tax simplification. Schedule A, I think, is a good example”.276 I 
therefore classify this measure as exogenous, long-run. It was abolished from 6th April 1963. However, I 
provide an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management given this measure’s sizable 
contribution to meeting the Chancellor’s £250 million current year target. 
Introducing the other income tax measures the Chancellor argued: “The cost of all the tax changes I 
have so far announced amounts to £83 million this year. On the Budget judgment that I explained to the 
Committee, this clearly leaves room for a further large impetus to demand this year to take up the existing 
slack in the economy…. this further relief in the field of direct taxation, as this is the method best calculated 
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both to stimulate the economy and to encourage individual effort…. The reliefs will be concentrated on 
individuals”.277 The Chancellor notes here the role of incomes policies in stimulating the expansion “without 
inflation” and also notes that his tax remissions will be “giving particular attention to those with family 
responsibilities or other special claims”.278 Consequently, various allowances were raised: those relating to 
National Insurance contributions, single, married, child (three measures) allowances, the age exemption 
limit, the income limit for age relief and the income limit for small income relief (a capital income measure 
aimed at small investment incomes). All changes were enacted on 6th April 1963. Based on the overall 
statements about the stimulus, I classify these all as endogenous, demand management. 
These changes account for over 90 per cent of the remissions and make up £232 million of the target 
£250 million. 
 
 
1964 (A): Budget 14th April 1964 
Chancellor: Reginald Maudling; Prime Minister: Alec Douglas-Home (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By April 1964 the Chancellor was able to report a 5 per cent rise in production and a fall in unemployment of 
over 150,000 since the previous Budget. Cairncross (1992) noted “the effect of this powerful fiscal stimulus 
was… a rapid expansion in production followed after a time by a relatively slow growth as capacity limits 
were approached”. However, while it is argued that the stimulus aided a strong recovery, the balance of 
payments was to deteriorate.279 Cairncross (1994) explains that the expansion of demand was actually faster 
than appreciated at the time but some check to expansion was still appeared necessary by April 1964.280 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
From the opening of his speech Maudling reiterated the Government’s goal as sustainable expansion, 
expansion without inflation. The Chancellor clearly saw some overheating: “the rate of growth of real output 
in recent months of around 6 per cent has been possible while we have been taking up slack in the economy, 
but, clearly, it cannot continue indefinitely. We must aim at transition to a growth rate which can be 
sustained of something like 4 per cent” and consequently “demand seems likely to be rising at substantially 
more than 4 per cent and, therefore, something must be done to reduce its growth”.281 Part of the problem 
came from increasing public expenditure (and the Government’s “ambitious” expansion of expenditure 
programmes) not being matched by increasing tax revenues. If he was to avoid “what the economists call 
‘overheating’ the economy”, then the Budget would need to seek “to finance a larger proportion of this 
public expenditure out of taxation”.282 However, offsetting the public expenditure growth was not the only 
purpose of raising taxation: “there is also the fact that our current rate of expansion is one that cannot 
continue indefinitely without leading to the familiar difficulties internally and externally”.283 While some 
motivation for tax rises appears spending-driven, in other cases it seems to check various current demand 
pressures, and this is in keeping with historians’ comments regarding the effects of the 1963 stimulus.  
Furthermore, the Chancellor’s objectives were classic demand management, as can be seen in his final 
judgement “the effect of tax changes on this scale should be to moderate the present rate of expansion, and to 
make it possible for real growth to continue at the rate we all wish to see”.284 I will therefore classify many of 
the measures as endogenous, demand management.285 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
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The Chancellor set himself the task of raising £100 million (0.3 per cent of GDP) “to moderate the present 
rate of expansion”.286 And, having discussed the relative merits of direct versus indirect taxes, he concludes: 
“I have, therefore, decided to raise the additional money by increasing the duties on tobacco and alcoholic 
drinks by amounts broadly equivalent to 10 per cent”.287 Consumption taxes on tobacco, spirits, beer and 
wines therefore rose on 15th April 1964. This raised just over £100 million and I classify all these changes as 
endogenous, demand management. 
There were some other changes in the Budget and these were covered before the Chancellor’s 
discussion of demand management. They were introduced as “incidental matters, including certain tax 
changes which must be dealt with now, but which are extraneous to the main economic argument”.288 
Numerically they are also over and above the required £100 million and for these reasons I will not provide 
an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management.  
The first of these was on business taxation. The surpluses derived by companies from mutual trading 
were to be taxed from 6th April 1964 — this “matter is of greater importance now than it was when the Royal 
Commission reported because a recent legal decision has opened up the possibilities of abusing the present 
position for purposes of tax avoidance and this is already being exploited”.289 Being a tax reform this is 
classified as exogenous, long-run. 
In the 1963 speech, the principle of relief for industrial use of light oils was accepted – the matter 
was considered and put into effect in the 1964 Budget, effective from 1st September 1964. This is a relief to 
industry and was set in motion a year earlier (although only confirmed at this Budget). As such, I classify it 
as exogenous, long-run. 
Betting Duty was also reformed as “information published earlier this year as a result of the 
Customs’ inquiry into gaming. I think that the whole picture is now a good deal clearer”.290 Reforms were 
designed to address various problems with the current tax, such as loopholes. These changes took effect from 
3rd August 1964. These are clearly long-run reforms to the tax structure and are classified as exogenous, 
long-run. 
Three changes were also foreshadowed. First, as part of obligations in the European Free Trade 
Association, certain hydrocarbon duties were abolished from 1st January 1965. Second, following the 
introduction of the Television Act 1963, additional rental payments became due from 30th July 1964. Finally, 
consequential to the new rental payments, Television Advertisement Duty was to be ended from 30th July 
1964.291 Again, these are exogenous to the current economic climate and are reforms to the tax system. The 
first I classify as exogenous, external, the other two as exogenous, long-run. 
 
1964 (B): Budget 11th October 1964 
Chancellor: James Callaghan; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
The balance of payments was to worsen as 1964 progressed. The National Institute put the deficit for the 
next eighteen months at £375 million (1.1 per cent of GDP) in February and £300 million (0.9 per cent of 
GDP) in May but, by August 1964, this estimate had grown to £500 million (1.5 per cent of GDP). As 
Cairncross (1992) notes, the Treasury forecasts also showed a rise in the deficit every time they were revised 
during 1964. The Government, Cairncross argues, had put off the election of 1964 until the last possible 
minute to gain maximum benefit from popular opinion of rising prosperity. By October, however, the 
growing crisis in the balance of payments was becoming clear. Cairncross (1994) argued the Conservative 
Government had sustained the pressure on demand rather than put a stop to expansion once the balance of 
payments problems emerged. By October the new Labour Government elected in October 1964 was facing a 
prospective overseas deficit of £800 million (2.4 per cent of GDP).292 
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Overall Budget Objectives 
The new Chancellor opened his Budget Statement stating: “The immediate object of this Budget Statement is 
to seek the authority of Parliament for the measures announced by the Government to improve the 
unsatisfactory balance of payments”.293 These specific measures were import restrictions and export rebates. 
The Chancellor seemed aware that he should prevent undue pressure on demand but favoured these direct 
measures over general deflation. The next urgent matter discussed was the prospects for public expenditure. 
The Chancellor stated that they had inherited too much expenditure given the realised growth in tax 
revenues; however, little was said about reducing it, only that the composition would be under review.294 
Increases in expenditure were also announced to address “the condition of the elderly, the sick and the needy 
in this country”.295 National Insurance contributions were to rise to accompany increased welfare payments. 
However a shortfall of £130 million from the increased social spending was identified. In light of the extra 
spending commitments and the balance of payments situation, the Chancellor decided that demand needed 
curtailing. Callaghan concludes: “I do not see how, taking together the effect of the action needed to correct 
our balance of payments deficit and the cost of increases in social benefits which I have announced, I can 
avoid asking the Committee for more taxation”.296 In the debate, when asked why income tax needed to rise 
(see below) he responded “if I had increased the borrowing requirement [instead] I would, in my view, then 
have put such inflationary pressure on the economy”.297 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
First I deal with direct import and export measures, announced on the 26th October and mentioned in the 
Budget speech. After explaining the external position the Chancellor argued “It was against this background 
that immediate action was required to correct the balance of payments”.298 Consequently, a temporary charge 
of 15 per cent implemented on 27th October 1964 was imposed on virtually all imports (with some 
exceptions). The powers were to run until 20th November 1965 but could be renewed. However, the import 
charges were only temporary, there was a pressing need to “discover what were the obstacles to higher 
exports during the last nine or ten months”.299 In the meantime, the Government took “steps to relieve 
exporters of certain handicaps in the form of indirect taxes which have so far fallen on export costs as well as 
home sales”.300 These export rebates were effective from 26th October 1964. These were direct measures to 
deal with the balance of payments and so I classify them as endogenous, (balance of payments) deficit 
reduction. 
Two other measures were taken. Firstly, fuel duty rose on 11th November 1964. The Chancellor 
explained: “this increase in duty will exercise an appreciable and immediate disinflationary effect and will 
make an important contribution towards my general objective of preventing an increase in the pressure of 
demand”.301 I therefore classify it as endogenous, demand management. 
Secondly, there was an increase of 6d. in the standard rate of income tax from 6th April 1965. There 
were offsetting changes at the bottom end of the income distribution and the Chancellor defended the choice 
of income tax on the grounds that it was fairer. In summary the Chancellor argued that “I hope that it will be 
recognised by all that they are making a contribution that will assist in the difficult task of climbing out of 
our balance of payments deficit and will help to ease the lot of the most needy in the community”.302 The 
income tax measure appears to have been designed to offset the effect of the spending increases mentioned 
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above. This can be more clearly seen throughout the debate in the House of Commons on the 30th 
November.303 I therefore classify this measure as endogenous, spending-driven.  
There is a question whether the fuel duty rise was also spending-driven. However, firstly I take the 
statement about fuel duty at face value: it was to limit demand. The balance of payments situation called for 
limits to demand anyway, irrespective of the spending increases. Secondly, by raising £122 million, the 
income tax rise essentially offsets the £130 million shortfall in spending and the rise in fuel duty would have 
been unnecessary.  I therefore continue with the above classifications. 
 
1965: Budget 6thApril 1965 
Chancellor: James Callaghan; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
A general deflationary policy had been avoided the previous October and this seemed to concern the 
financial markets.304 Some deemed the Budget expansionary due to the increases in expenditure,305 even 
though the increases in tax more than offset the rise in expenditure. Indecision was to follow on whether to 
raise the Bank Rate; eventually this did occur – but only after negative market reactions – on the 23rd 
November 1964. Speculative pressure continuing, the Governor of the Bank of England was forced to seek 
financial assistance from other central banks.306 The economy also continued to grow strongly but reflecting 
the view that expansion was still too great the growth rate in 1964 had been over 5 per cent.307 In February 
1965 it was announced that public expenditure would be allowed to grow at 4 ½ per cent a year in real terms. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Near the start of his 1965 speech, the Chancellor tacitly acknowledged the need for restraint: “First, I intend 
to reduce the net outflow of long-term capital from this country by at least £100 million a year. Secondly, I 
intend to decrease the pressure on our resources, through lower public expenditure and higher taxation, by 
£250 million”.308 However, the Budget still struck an optimistic tone, claiming “we have already made 
considerable progress” in dealing with the balance of payments problems.309 And in summing up his review 
of the outlook the Chancellor noted “Although there is some slack in some regions, industry generally is 
already working at high pressure. Unemployment is now below 1½ per cent and order books in many 
industries are long. I am confident that productive capacity will grow as new investment and new techniques 
bear their fruits. But we must ensure that the extra output can go to correct the foreign balance and is not all 
pre-empted by expanding home demand”.310 The Budget also had other objectives: significant reforms 
introducing Capital Gains Tax and Corporation Tax.311 Introducing his measures the Chancellor argued: “In 
limiting the demand pressure and hoping for an improvement in the balance of payments “I have concluded 
that we must act so as to reduce home demand in that period by £250 million at an annual rate”.312 Many of 
the measures were therefore endogenous, demand management. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Expenditure measures raised nearly £67 million, leaving about £183 million left to find. The remainder of 
the Chancellor’s speech was spent announcing measures which were to raise that revenue. There were 
increases in tobacco, alcohol and motor duties. These changes in consumption taxes account for £182 million 
of the tax increases in a ‘full year’ and £172 million in the current year. All these tax rises were implemented 
on 7th April 1965. In terms of alcohol taxes, very little is said specifically except for the technical details. In 
terms of motor duties the Chancellor argues “I believe that it is right, in these circumstances, to ask motorists 
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to make increased contributions to general revenue”.313 In doing so, he also implemented some simplification 
of the tax. In light of all the above comments, I classify these measures as endogenous, demand management. 
The remaining measures (with one exception) contributed to a minor remission in the current year. 
Part of this was due to them not generating revenue until later years. These will all (again, with one 
exception) be classified exogenous on the basis of their individual justifications. I do not provide an 
alternative classification for two reasons. First, the exogenous increases largely offset the exogenous 
remissions. Second, the consumption tax changes raise the required aggregate sum and the net increase from 
the exogenous measures was then more than required. 
The Government introduced a Capital Gains Tax (CGT). On introducing a lengthy section on CGT, 
the Chancellor announced “the failure to tax capital gains is widely regarded, outside as well as inside the 
Labour Party, as the greatest blot on our existing system of direct taxation. There is little dispute nowadays 
that capital gains confer much the same kind of benefit on the recipient as taxed earnings more hardly won. 
Yet earnings pay tax in full while capital gains go free”.314 This was a long and complex reform, and not one 
which features in the Chancellor’s estimates of revenue (or contributing to his £250 million figure). The 
FSBR 1965 reports the yield “will eventually build up to £125 million a year”315, raising £12 million in 
1966-7 and £30 million in 1967-8. Given this, I classify the change as exogenous, ideological. It features as 
part of the Labour Government’s long-term tax reform and is not included as a measure to raise revenue 
immediately. For the tax series, I make use of the £125 million as it more closely reflects the future liabilities 
implied by the new tax. 
There were also reforms to the income tax and National Insurance system. Callaghan argued that the 
system of allowances for a person’s own National Insurance contributions makes them “regressive” and 
should be abolished. However, “to withdraw the allowances completely without giving any alleviation 
elsewhere would be unreasonable”316 and the measure was offset by a rise in the single and married 
allowances. Both measures were effective from 6th April 1965. These measures offset each other in terms of 
revenue and so do not contribute to the reduction in demand. I classify these as exogenous, ideological on the 
basis of their social objective. 
Two income tax remissions had been trailed in the November Budget: the increase of age exemption 
limits and the dependent relative’s allowance.  In November the Chancellor said “The nation will be called 
upon for fresh efforts and this will give our people tangible evidence that even in times of economic 
difficulty ours is a society where the weakest and neediest are cared for”.317 These are then social objectives; 
they are small remissions and were pre-announced. I therefore classify these as exogenous, ideological. 
These were implemented on 6th April 1965. 
There were some measures designed to deal with tax avoidance – announced before the £250 million 
figure is discussed – and described as “another way of bringing greater fairness into our tax system”.318 Some 
changes were made to the tax treatment of business entertainment and business cars. Both measures were 
implemented on 6th April 1965. I classify these measures as exogenous, ideological. 
Finally I should mention the import surcharge which had been imposed in November 1964 at 15 per 
cent. The rate was lowered to 10 per cent on 22nd February 1965, taking effect on 27th April 1965. The 
Chancellor argued that “we have now decided that enough progress is being made to enable us to reduce the 
charge after it has been in operation for six months”.319 However, historians320 — and the Conservatives in 
the debate on the 22nd February321 — suggested that this retreat was due to resistance from trading partners. I 
continue to follow the original categorisation and take the Chancellor’s statement at face value, thereby 
erring on the side of caution that this change is endogenous, deficit reduction. Furthermore, for balance of 
payments reasons, the end date was also extended (and I now use this date for its reversal) on 29th November 
1965 to 30th November 1966,322 but on that date it was allowed to expire.323 
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These changes account for 90 per cent of the increases and all of the concessions. 
 
1966: Budget 3rd May 1966 
Chancellor: James Callaghan; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
According to Cairncross (1992), the 1965 Budget had failed to impress continental opinion and there was a 
widespread expectation that the pound would soon be devalued.324 Woodward (2004) argues “the markets, 
which believed the balance of payments problems were the consequence of an overheating economy, took a 
dim view of the budget”.325 Devaluation was rejected, but a package of measures was put together on 27th 
July 1965 including public investment cuts – estimated at £200 million (0.6 per cent of GDP) together with 
stricter exchange controls. The measures were put together hastily and speculation continued. Fresh 
international effort to support the pound led to agreements announced at the World Bank and I.M.F. on 10th 
September.326 However, unemployment was still falling and output still expanding into 1966. The 
Government deemed the situation improved enough to call a General Election for March, which it was to 
win. That said, a look at the National Accounts for late 1965 and early 1966 reveals quite a slowdown in 
GDP growth from its faster rate in 1964.327 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor was typically upbeat about the economic situation, arguing that the Government’s actions 
over the last 18 months had been a success: “the balance of payments deficit was halved; full employment 
was maintained”.328 Looking to the future, Callaghan acknowledged “on present prospects, the rate of 
increase in home demand is likely to rise again later in the year”329 which raised the crucial question of 
“whether these prospects, with all the uncertainties surrounding them, are consistent with the improvement 
we need in the balance of payments”.330 The Chancellor concluded that further action was needed. This was 
to take the form “both directly and by inducing the redeployment of resources. I have looked first to the 
capital account”.331 This approach was not entirely relied upon; in summing up his judgement about 
prospective taxation the Chancellor stated “the improvement we made in 1965 must be sustained until we 
generate a surplus. It is my judgment that we shall not do this unless we take firm action at home to release 
more resources for exports and for the substitution of imports…. It is against this background that I have 
considered what additional taxation I should propose.”332 A number of the measures below were therefore for 
endogenous, demand management purposes.  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
In raising the required revenue, the Chancellor closed down his options, ruling out income taxes, the Surtax, 
the Purchase Tax, Vehicle Licence Duty or the other Customs and Excise duties (including alcohol and 
tobacco). The Chancellor gave economic reasons for avoiding these although Woodward (2004) notes that 
his reluctance may have been a consequence of the recent election campaign.333 The conclusion was that 
“having stripped myself of this valuable armoury I need a new source of taxation”334 and a Selective 
Employment Tax was introduced on 5th September 1966. Primarily this appears to have been driven by the 
immediate need to raise revenue. However, the tax also introduced considerable changes to incentives 
between industries. In summary the Chancellor declared “it will prove in future years to be a very valuable 
addition to the measures available, first, as a means of raising revenue, and also as an incentive for labour 
economies and manpower redeployment. The scheme will produce an easing in home demand this year, will 
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open the way for a progressive strengthening of manufacturing industry, and will make more resources 
available for exports with a beneficial effect to our balance of payments”.335 As the primary catalyst for its 
introduction is to deal with the balance of payments by reducing home demand, I classify this as endogenous, 
demand management. 
There was also a change to business tax relief which “it has become apparent that in relation to 
groups of companies these concessions were drawn too generously, and that relief might be due in 
circumstances for which it was never meant”.336 The total potential loss prevented is about £85 million and 
so I treat this as a one-year temporary measure and assign this value to the implementation date. The 
Chancellor notes “if we did not do this we should have to raise the equivalent amount of money 
elsewhere”.337 The correction was implemented on 3rd May 1966. In the current circumstances this was 
designed to prevent having to raise more money elsewhere. I err on the side of caution and therefore classify 
this as endogenous, demand management. 
These two changes accounted for over 90 per cent of the increases. The remissions were very small 
and are dealt with in the minor changes appendix. 
 
1967: Budget 11th April 1967 
Chancellor: James Callaghan; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
The June 1966 trade figures were to show a large gap between imports and exports as a result of the 
seamen’s strike and this was to cause new pressures on sterling. On 14th July the Bank Rate was raised but 
the pressure continued. Eventually, deflationary measures were announced on 20th July to reduce domestic 
demand by £500 million (1.3 per cent of GDP) and raise unemployment to 2 per cent. The two tax measures 
were a 10 per cent surcharge on Surtax and full use of the duties regulator – both discussed below. There 
were also expenditure measures such as cuts in public investment. Cairncross (1992) was to argue that “in 
total it was impressive and had a powerful effect on domestic demand”.338 Consumers’ real expenditure 
remained lower for a year and the balance of payments went into surplus. Real GDP growth slowed in Q3 
1966 and was negative in Q4.339 Unemployment was still at 2 per cent by April 1967, although some easing 
had begun with reductions in the Bank Rate between January and May. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
In reflecting on the check to output in 1966, the Chancellor argued “It is my judgment that activity is now 
likely to resume an upward movement. The problem for the Budget and for economic policy later in the year 
is to see that this movement is neither unnecessarily stunted nor unduly stimulated”.340 The Chancellor noted 
“there will be two main expansionary forces at work — higher exports and higher public investment”.341 He 
forecast output growth close to 3 per cent in 1967 and not much different from the economy’s perceived 
productive potential, “to put the matter another way, I expect demand to rise almost at the rate we can sustain 
in the medium term”.342 Consequently, the Budget judgement was no “substantial action to influence demand 
just now”.343 This is mirrored in the tax measures which were broadly neutral. However, taken with the 
increases in public expenditure, the Budget appeared more expansionary.344  
 
Budget Tax Measures 
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It is useful to consider the July 1966 measures together with their 1967 counterparts as the duty surcharges 
were consolidated into standard rates in the Budget. On 21st July a 10 per cent surcharge was imposed on the 
Purchase Tax, oil and alcohol duties. There was also a one-year 10 per cent surcharge on Surtax from 6th 
April 1965. In July 1966 these were introduced by saying “I will begin with the measures needed to restrain 
private demand at home”.345 These are therefore endogenous, demand management. 
As discussed, the overall tax stance in the 1967 Budget was neutral. However there was a question 
about what to do with these surcharges. The Surtax surcharge was set to end on 5th April 1966 and no action 
was taken to renew it. In relation to the duty surcharges the Chancellor argued “I cannot, in present 
circumstances, forgo the revenue of over £150 million a year which the 10 per cent surcharges yield”.346 
However, rather than maintaining the 10 per cent surcharge, it was to be consolidated into general duty rates 
and the regulator power renewed for another year. This consolidation shows up in the revenue tables with 
some minor changes (resulting from implementation). As the consolidation was to maintain the higher tax 
yield to limit demand, I classify these changes as endogenous, demand management. These changes took 
place on the 11th and 12th of April 1967.  
There were no other increases to restrain demand and, being a previously implemented set of 
measures, I feel confident in classifying other Budget measures as exogenous based on their individual 
justifications.  
Income tax allowances were modified for social objectives: while “I cannot improve personal 
standards of life this year by general tax reductions… I can make few concessions, I am acutely aware of the 
difficulties of many groups of our fellow citizens”.347 The additional personal allowance and the dependent 
relative allowance were increased. Both took effect on 6th April 1947. I classify these as exogenous, 
ideological based on their social motive. 
There were also three minor alterations to capital taxes. First, “I have a proposal to help some would-
be house buyers”348, and certain rates of Stamp Duty were lowered. This I classify as exogenous, long-run. 
There was an extension of the duty on issue of loan capital and little motive is given other than “This will 
produce £6 million revenue in a full year”.349 In addition “but I also propose to exempt local authorities from 
duty on both issue and transfer of loan capital, and this will cost £2 million in a full year”.350 Nothing else is 
said of these measures, but they appear ideologically driven, so I classify them as exogenous, ideological. All 
these Stamp Duty measures were implemented on 1st August 1967. 
Accompanying the changes in Alcohol Duty, certain requirements regarding liquor licences were 
abolished from 1st October 1967 as they “produce only £1 ¾ million a year and are expensive to collect”.351 
As a simplification measure I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Finally, the Chancellor had undertaken to review the new Selective Employment Tax and a few 
reforms were proposed to deal with specific cases in certain industries. Refunds were made available for 
part-time workers (“The reports I have received show that there is a strong case for modifying the tax in this 
respect. I also recognise that a number of part-time workers are elderly people who can make a most useful 
contribution but who no longer wish to work full-time”352) which was noted to be of particular help to retail 
distribution, tourist and hotel trades. Refunds were also given for companies with employees abroad, of 
particular help to the construction industry. Being reforms to the tax’s operation and not correlated with 
economic conditions, I classify these  as exogenous, long-run. They took effect on 4th September 1967. 
 
1968: Budget 19th March 1968 
Chancellor: Roy Jenkins; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
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The economy grew strongly through the first half of 1967. However, as the year progressed GDP growth was 
slowing down.353 Export growth, by contrast, had either been low or negative through 1967. In May the 
Government announced Britain’s intention to join the European Economic Community. Suspicion arose that 
joining may be accompanied by devaluation. The Six Day War in the Middle East, an oil embargo and the 
closure of the Suez Canal occurred in June. Interest rate relaxations were also reducing the incentive to hold 
sterling. By the end of the year the balance of payments was showing a significant deficit. Cairncross (1992) 
argues that at some stage in 1960, almost regardless of government policy, devaluation was perhaps 
inevitable.  The U.K.’s competitive power had simply failed to keep up in the post war period.354 Devaluation 
occurred on 18th November 1967 and Callaghan resigned on the 29th. A deflationary package of measures 
accompanied the devaluation (dealt with below). In January the new Chancellor Roy Jenkins announced 
large expenditure cuts of £500 million (1.1 per cent of GDP) in 1968-9 – reversing the trend of growth in 
public expenditure.355 Still, in the first quarter of 1968, real household consumption was 7 per cent higher 
than it had been in the first quarter of 1967.356 Speculative pressure on sterling was to continue all the way to 
March 1968. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor set straight to work in the Budget speech: “this Budget is concerned with the structural 
changes in the pattern of economic demand and activity that are required to enable us to take full advantage 
of devaluation and establish a substantial and continuing balance of payments surplus… These measures are 
in themselves severe”.357 On the external position the Chancellor was frank “we are still in a position of great 
difficulty”, although mediated by “but also of great opportunity”.358 In his Budget judgement, Jenkins 
explained “we must check the growth of public expenditure and private consumption, which were the main 
expansionary forces last year, and release the resources necessary to sustain as large an increase in exports 
and industrial investment as possible”.359 Succinctly, “the vital thing this year and next is to put the balance 
of payments into substantial surplus. This can only be done by sacrificing the normal claims of home 
demand on our resources.”360 Jenkins decided he needed to raise a “very large sum of additional taxation”.361 
In total this amounted to £923 million (2.1 per cent of GDP) in a full year and was in addition to significant 
cuts in expenditure and a tough incomes policy. Blackaby (1978) described this as “perhaps the most 
formidable deflationary budget since the war”. All but two of the tax measures in the 1968 Budget were a tax 
rise and there can be no doubt that all of these were endogenous, demand management. 
 
Pre-Budget Measures 
First I deal with the deflationary measures which accompanied the devaluation on the 18th November 1967. 
These were an increase in the Bank Rate, a limit on bank advances, an increase in hire purchase deposits on 
cars, an increase in Corporation Tax to 42.5 per cent (although this was justified in the 1968 Budget speech 
and FSBR), abolition of the export rebate and withdrawal of some of the Selective Employment Tax rebates. 
As these measures accompany the devaluation I classify them as endogenous, demand management. The 
removal of the export rebate and the changes to the S.E.T. appear in the data series. 
 
1968 Budget Tax Measures 
All the tax rises follow the Chancellor’s statement about the need to raise a considerable sum of money. 
Income tax allowances were reduced from 6th April 1968. From 6th April 1969, a child’s investment income 
was to be considered together with the parent.  There were very heavy increases in consumption taxes having 
concluded “that I ought to look for obtaining the bulk of my additional revenue from indirect taxation, but 
that it should be levied in as selective and non-regressive a way as possible”.362 The Purchase Tax went up 
from 20th March 1968; duties on spirits and wine also went up on the same day. Hydrocarbon duties rose 
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from 19th March 1968. Betting and gaming duties rose from 25th March 1968 and motor vehicle duties from 
20th March 1968. In all, these duty increases raised £440 million in a full year (1 per cent of GDP). 
On the business tax front, as announced in November, Corporation Tax rose to 42.5 per cent – 
raising nearly £100 million. This was applied retrospectively, as was typical, from 1st April 1967. There was 
also a significant rise in the Selective Employment Tax on 2nd September 1968, although accompanying 
rebates also rose leaving the net revenue increase at just over £150 million in a full year. 
A significant amount of revenue was raised from the one-year ‘special charge’: “it is right, in the 
context of this uniquely rigorous Budget, to propose a special charge to be calculated and expressed as a 
charge upon investment income”.363 This was implemented on 6th April 1967 retrospectively and for one year 
only, raising £100 million (0.2 per cent of GDP). But there were also a number of other capital and capital 
income tax measures, together raising £13 million in a ‘full year’ and implemented on a variety of dates 
Based on the overall objectives of the Budget I classify all these tax increases as endogenous, 
demand management. 
There were two concessions. On income tax the age exemption limit was increased “I believe that 
when what I hope will be a relatively short-term stringency has to be applied the elderly are entitled to some 
special consideration”.364 Second, having ruled out an increase in Capital Gains Tax, the Chancellor 
announced “certain limited changes in the incidence of the tax which I propose. In making these proposals I 
have particularly in mind the need to simplify the tax wherever possible”.365 On face value these final two 
measures I classify as exogenous – the first as ideological, the second as long-run. These remissions were 
very small compared with the increases. However, to ensure that these were not sums needing to be offset by 
the increases, I assign an alternative justification of endogenous, demand management. 
 
1969: Budget 15thApril 1969 
Chancellor: Roy Jenkins; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
Of the 1968 Budget, Cairncross notes it “slowed down the rapid expansion in progress but did not put an end 
to the pressure on sterling”.366 The 1969 FSBR also noted that while the balance of payments was improving 
during 1968, the “results came more slowly than expected”367 at the time of the 1968 Budget. Continuing 
speculative pressures forced extra tightening through 1968. Monetary policy was tightened in May and by 
November hire purchase and lending restrictions and import deposits were introduced. The Chancellor also 
made use of the regulator, raising consumption taxes by 10 per cent (covered below).368 However, “the 
indicators for the months following the November [1968] measures suggest some slowdown in demand”.369 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor noted that, although previous measures achieved some progress, there is “clearly still a long 
way to go” in dealing with the balance of payments.370 While not as stringent as in the previous year, more 
corrective measures would be needed.  The Chancellor forecast that “output would grow slightly in excess of 
productive potential” and noted that “the balance of payments should cross the line from deficit into surplus 
fairly soon, but in the absence of further action it is unlikely that within the next year we would attain the 
substantial rate of surplus which is essential… I must therefore limit the growth of home demand”.371 In 
short, the main purpose of the Budget “is to restrain current consumption”.372 However, unlike in the 
previous year, a number of concessions were granted – and were typically focused on particular social 
groups. It is also worth noting the Chancellor’s interest in simplification “I am constantly urged to produce 
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simplification. I am instinctively sympathetic to such pleas”.373 In general, there were some reforms, some 
social concessions and a sizable number of revenue raisers. As a rule of thumb below, the tax rises were all 
to limit demand — and while no direct, explicit link is made in this speech between the overall objectives 
and the specific measures — comments about the need ‘to seek the required additional revenue’ this year are 
a useful indicator.  
 
Pre-Budget Measures 
On 22nd November 1968, and effective from that date, it was announced that the regulator would be used to 
impose a 10 per cent surcharge on the Purchase Tax, tobacco, oil and alcohol duties. Currency speculation 
had been rife but also “the speed of our movement into balance of payments surplus has been insufficient”.374 
In justifying use of the regulator, the Chancellor continued “Despite high exports, our trade figures, while 
improving, have not done so as fast as necessary. One reason is the continuing high level of consumer 
spending… In order to accelerate our progress, particularly in view of the international events of the past 
week, we need to take firmer action to curtail demand, especially demand for imports”.375 I therefore classify 
the November measure as endogenous, demand management.  
By the April 1969 Budget, the Chancellor had to decide whether to maintain this increased revenue. 
Though no specific motivation is given, the Chancellor consolidated the 10 per cent rise into main duty rates 
on 15th and 16th April 1969. Given the original motivation and the Chancellor’s overall Budget aims, 
discussed above, I continue to classify this 1969 measure as endogenous, demand management.  
 
Major Budget Tax Changes  
In addition to maintaining the surcharge there were further increases in consumption taxes in the 1969 
Budget. Fuel duties increased on 15th April 1969 as “I am not… able to avoid some further contribution from 
road users. Consumers' expenditure on motoring has been rising very sharply in recent years”.376 Wine duties 
rose on 15th April as well: “very much against my own personal inclination, however, I have decided that 
these considerations against a further increase do not apply to wine. Consumption has grown at a remarkable 
rate”.377 Having rejected a rise in Purchase Tax rates beyond the consolidation of the November surcharge, 
Jenkins states “I do not, however, believe that these considerations apply to some broadening of the base of 
Purchase Tax”378 and more items were brought into the tax to raise revenue from 27th May 1969. There were 
also changes to betting and gaming duties from 1st October 1969. Again, having rejected increases in rates, “I 
nevertheless think it reasonable to seek more revenue from this source”.379 Given the overall objectives of the 
budget – and all these changes being revenue raisers – I classify these as endogenous, demand management. 
Corporation Tax was increased by 2.5 per cent to 45 per cent from 1st April 1968 as “after a very 
buoyant rise in company profits, I cannot exclude companies from some further contribution”.380 The 
Selective Employment Tax was also increased from 7th July 1969 as “I need more than £100 million more, 
and I need it in a form with a substantial demand or resource releasing effect”.381 This also increased the 
amount of refunds, so the net effect of the tax rise was £136 million (0.3 per cent of GDP) in a full year. As 
revenue raisers, faced with the overall objectives of the Budget I classify these as endogenous, demand 
management.  
On capital income taxes, relief for interest was removed for new loans from 15th April 1969. The 
concluding justification was “by attacking the problem of loans for personal expenditure at both ends, 
discouraging borrowers as well as lenders, I expect to secure a substantial reduction in consumer demand”.382 
I therefore classify this measure as endogenous, demand management. 
However, there were some concessions given in the Budget. Five remissions were made on income 
tax allowances and bands from 6th April 1969 and “I must concentrate this year on more vulnerable sections 
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of the community”.383 There were increases in the single and married persons’ allowances together with a 
change in bands as “I believe that the level of income at which tax starts to be paid is too low”.384 There were 
other “concessions” for those with single-handed care for children and on age relief “to help elderly people 
living on a fairly modest income from their savings”.385 “Taken together, these concessions will have a 
significant effect on the living standards of people who are particularly vulnerable to increases in taxation 
and the cost of living”.386 These measures I classify as exogenous, ideological. There were also some 
changes as a consequence of reducing the age of majority to 18 – namely consequences for the tax rules 
aggregating a child’s unearned income into that of the parent and “corresponding changes should be made 
[to this] new tax rule”.387 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. However, given the strength of the overall 
objectives, I also provide an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management. 
Two measures were introduced to help businesses. Some close companies are “the soil in which 
major industrial and commercial initiative may develop and I am persuaded that they have some legitimate 
grievances”.388 Changes were made to restrict directors’ remuneration and to make some allowance for 
interest paid to directors. I classify these changes as exogenous, long-run. Some changes to the 
classifications within the Selective Employment Tax were altered as “there are bound to be hard cases at the 
borderline. Many of these have already been resolved administratively… There are certain other steps which 
we can take”.389 I classify this measure as exogenous, long-run as it improves the tax. This change occurred 
with the other S.E.T. changes. Again, an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management is 
given. 
On Estate Duty “I am anxious to find room for some lightening of the burden of duty in the smaller 
cases” and to introduce some reforms providing “a smoother progression, and, in particular, remove a 
difficulty of the present system in dealing with marginal cases”.390 The motives here both appear exogenous 
– the first is more ideological and the second more long-run. Without a way of splitting these up I classify 
them as exogenous, ideological (and with the alternative classification). The changes came into effect on 16th 
April 1969.  
Finally, gilt-edged securities were also exempted from Capital Gains Tax from 15th April 1969 
which “should make gilt-edged more attractive to investors and will encourage a more active market in gilts 
— a necessary condition for a successful selling policy”.391 As this measure is listed under monetary policy 
and related to sterling to deal directly with the balance of payments, I classify the change as endogenous, 
deficit reduction.  Finally, relief was given for capital gains arising from devaluation and was effective from 
19th November 1967. 
 
1970 (A): Budget 14th April 1970 
Chancellor: Roy Jenkins; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
The fiscal policy tightening led to a negative Public Sector Borrowing Requirement in 1969 and 1970. This 
was further reinforced by June 1969 measures to control the growth of expenditure. These domestic 
restrictions, combined with a rapid growth in world trade, helped the balance of payments record a surplus in 
1969. The Chancellor in his 1970 Budget speech declared “the improvement in the balance of payments has 
been dramatic… Today, it is one of the strongest in the world”.392 However, domestic unemployment still 
remained relatively high in the run up to the April 1970 Budget. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
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Facing a better situation than in previous years, the Chancellor argued “I believe that we now have an 
opportunity, such as has not occurred for a good many years past, to set the economy on a path of sustained 
and accelerating growth”.393 However, he was keenly aware that “the growth of total demand must be kept in 
line with the increase in our productive potential”.394 A second requirement for growth was “an improved 
and sustained growth of industrial investment”, and thirdly “that we preserve our competitive position”.395 
However, the forecast increase in private consumption “necessarily imposes caution on me in my Budget 
judgment”.396 The Chancellor summed up his judgement as “it is right to give a moderate stimulus to the 
economy, but to spread this between monetary and fiscal measures. On both, I intend to proceed fairly 
cautiously”.397 The fiscal stimulus was to cost just over £200 million in a ‘full year’ (0.4 per cent of GDP). 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax cuts made up most of the stimulus — about £185 million. From 6th April 1970 the single and 
married persons’ allowances, the additional personal allowance for single women with sole responsibility for 
a young child and the age exemption limits all increased and the reduced rate of tax was abolished. Some of 
these are discussed in terms of social objectives; however in the aggregate they are stated as contributing to 
the £200 million figure. As such I classify these as endogenous, demand management.  
There was also “a short-term stimulus to investment in industrial buildings” as “investment in 
industrial buildings shows signs of increasing less rapidly in the immediate future”.398 This measure was 
temporary, for the period 6th April 1970 to 5th April 1972. I classify it as endogenous, demand management.  
The tax increases were all small.  Firstly, on business taxation, an anti-avoidance measure was 
introduced relating to building sub-contractors from 6th April 1971 as “the uncontrolled spread of sub-
contracting has led to evasion of income tax”.399 As a major revenue raiser, this offsets some of the demand 
effect of the stimulus. I therefore classify this as endogenous, demand management. Secondly, there was an 
increase in the rate of interest on unpaid Estate Duty that was implemented on 29th May 1970. Little is said to 
justify this measure, only that “in present-day conditions, I think that an increase is appropriate”.400 As such 
it appears to be designed to raise revenue. Thirdly, on betting and gaming duty the Chancellor argued “that 
the duty should in future be paid twice yearly on six-monthly licences, instead of in one annual lump 
sum”.401 No other motivation is given, it raises a very small amount of revenue and is listed under minor 
changes. These measures, as small revenue raisers, can only be to offset other remissions and I therefore 
classify this as part of the overall package and as endogenous, demand management. 
 
 
1970 (B): Extra measures 27th October 1970 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The Heath government came to power in June 1970. Through 1970 and beyond, inflation was beginning to 
rise sharply along with unemployment – the beginnings of the 1970s ‘stagflation’. However, the incoming 
Government also had a new philosophy which Cairncross called “less but better government”.402 
 
Overall Objectives and Motivation 
In his October 27th speech, the Chancellor explained the Government’s new objectives: “our object is to 
concentrate their activities and their expenditure on those tasks that they alone can perform; and to enable the 
individual citizen to keep more of the money he earns, have greater incentive to increase his earnings, and to 
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have greater freedom in how he spends or saves his income”.403 The Chancellor announced net expenditure 
reductions of £330 million (0.6 per cent of GDP) for 1971-72. Furthermore, the accompanying Investment 
Incentives White Paper explained “it is the Government’s objective to secure an improvement in the long-
term rate of growth of the economy”.404 The overall theme of these measures was therefore to free up the 
private sector and foster long-run growth. In the speech the Chancellor said “I believe that the whole House 
will agree that it is right to take action to break out of the depressing cycle of high taxation and low growth 
which has bedevilled our country in recent years”.405 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
The centrepiece of the Investment Incentives White Paper was the abolition of the investment grants scheme 
(recorded as expenditure) and the introduction of a new system of capital allowances. These capital 
allowances were implemented on 27th October 1970. Based on the statement above regarding long-run 
growth, and the tone of the White Paper itself, I classify this change as exogenous, long-run. The cost of this 
measure is given in the White Paper, building up over several years. I take estimates from the final year 
given as a proxy for the ‘full year’ cost — £470 million (0.9 per cent of GDP).  
Corporation Tax was also reduced by 2.5 percentage points from 6th April 1969. The White Paper 
makes it clear that the Government wanted to offset cash flow problems introduced by ending the investment 
grants. However, this cut was also motivated by the need to increase cash flow in general, in his speech the 
Chancellor notes “both the C.B.I. and the T.U.C. have expressed to me their concern about the prospective 
level of investment; and it is the case that the trend of company profits has been downwards, and that in 
some sectors there is an inadequate cash flow”.406 This measure therefore appears endogenous. However, it 
partly reflects a spending-driven change and partly the low profitability, investment and cash flow of firms at 
the time. As the objective appears to be a stimulus to productive capacity I classify this as endogenous, 
supply stimulus. 
The final tax measure was a cut in income tax from 6th April 1971. The Chancellor notes “I am very 
conscious that it is now 11 years since there was a cut in the standard rate of Income Tax”.407 It is explained 
that reductions in expenditure allowed for this reduction. However, the ultimate reason for the spending 
reduction was ideological (on the strength of the statements above about reducing the State). Again, on the 
basis of statements about incentives and citizens keeping more of their own money, I classify this measure as 
exogenous, long-run. 
In all, these tax reductions were sizable (£925 million or 1.8 per cent of GDP) although offset by the 
expenditure reductions. Cairncross (1992) notes that the October measures were “designed to be neutral in its 
effect on demand but made many changes in keeping with the Government’s philosophy of less but better 
government”.408 This seems to reinforce the classifications chosen above. 
 
1971 (A): Budget 30th March 1971 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Reviewing the previous year, the FSBR 1971 notes “the relatively slow growth of output in 1969 continued 
in 1970… this rate of increase was below the rate of growth of productive potential”.409  Partly as a result of 
this slowdown in growth, Cairncross (1992) reports that unemployment, which had been creeping up, began 
to rise at a much faster rate. In addition, wages were rising at over 10 per cent per annum and prices at about 
7 per cent.410 Woodward (2004) notes: “when it came to power in June 1970 the Heath government faced the 
simultaneous problem of rising inflation and rising unemployment – stagflation. The former was due to the 
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combined influence of the rise in world inflation and the wage explosion. The latter was partly due to the 
deflationary policies introduced by Chancellor Jenkins”.411  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The 1971 Budget began with an analysis that “for many years, under one Government and another, the 
economic performance of our country has been poor”.412 On the tax system the Chancellor explained that it 
“too often it stultifies enterprise. Too often it discourages the pursuit of profit. Too often it penalises savings, 
on which the nation's wealth and the growth of our economy so largely depend. Moreover, the difficulty of 
understanding it adds to the feeling of the oppressive and ever-growing burden of taxation… What is needed 
is a plan for radical reform over the next few years. And these must be our aims”.413 These aims were 
therefore to reduce the “excessive burden” of taxation; simplify the system; encourage “initiative, enterprise 
and effort”; and encourage savings.414 However with regard to demand management, demand inflation was 
regarded as different from cost inflation, and required different treatments.415 The central judgement was that 
“it is much more probable that, in the absence of any change in policy, the pressure of demand would fall, 
and I do not believe that the fight against inflation would be aided at present by any further lowering of the 
pressure of demand”.416 The Chancellor decided he should “provide some addition to demand”417 and this 
should be adequate to raise the rate of expansion of output to the rate of growth of productive potential – 
estimated at 3 per cent. Furthermore, linking together supply-side reforms and this demand stimulus, the 
Chancellor explained: “The need for this degree of addition to demand this year provides the opportunity to 
do certain things which are in themselves highly desirable… my aim is that this Budget should not only 
maintain an adequate rate of expansion of output in the year ahead but that it should also make some 
contribution to our capacity to grow in the longer term”.418 These statements suggest that policy was being 
designed both to return growth to trend and to raise growth capacity over the longer term. However, although 
these were supply-side reforms, many of the major changes appear endogenous. I discuss this below. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax allowances were increased. Both “are highly desirable in themselves and in line with the 
immediate need, which I have already explained to the House, to give some additional stimulus to the 
economy”.419 Child allowances were raised and the earned income relief was also increased. Both took effect 
from 6th April 1971 and I classify these as endogenous, demand management. 
The major business tax reduction was a further reduction in the Corporation Tax rate of 2.5 per cent, 
effective for the financial year starting 6th April 1969. In the Budget speech the Chancellor made clear his 
objections to the current system of Corporation Tax and the need for future reform. However, “we need not 
only to reform the structure but also to reduce the burden of the tax”.420 Motivating the cut, the Chancellor 
continued “I have already referred to the marked fall of the share of company profits in the total of domestic 
incomes, and this in turn has contributed to a slow-down of industrial investment. Sustained growth can only 
be based on an adequate level of profitability not only before tax but after tax as well”.421 I therefore classify 
this measure as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
In the Government’s election manifesto they had pledged to abolish the Selective Employment Tax. 
“We have frequently explained why we consider S.E.T. to be a thoroughly bad tax. It is unfair and it is 
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arbitrary. It discriminates between one employment and another in a way which is quite indefensible”.422 It 
was decided that total abolishment was not possible in the current year but from 5th July 1971 it would be cut 
by half. In justifying this cut the Chancellor said “this reduction… will help in the fight against inflation… it 
will strengthen the liquidity of companies in manufacturing as well as in service industries and so help with 
the financing of working capital and investment”.423 This reform is stated as being one step towards 
abolishing both the S.E.T. and the Purchase Tax in favour of a Value Added Tax (V.A.T.). This measure 
seems to have a short-term and long-term justification and as such it is difficult to classify concisely. 
However, I opt for endogenous, supply stimulus, it being directed at business and seemingly influenced by 
contemporaneous factors. 
The one major increase (although the increases in tax income were very small) was, from 6th April 
1972, the introduction of a scheme to collect tax by deduction from payments made to certain sub-
contractors in the construction industry. This followed “concern about the extent to which some sub-
contractors… have been evading the payment of income tax”.424 As an anti-avoidance measure, I classify this 
as exogenous, ideological. No specific target for the stimulus package was stated and there was a very small 
increase in revenue. I therefore do not assign an alternative classification.  
These changes account for nearly 90 per cent of the remissions and over 90 per cent of the increases. 
 
1971 (B): Extra measures 19th July 1971 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath (Conservative) 
 
Context 
During the months following the March Budget, unemployment and inflation continued to rise. The 
Chancellor noted in his statement that, without any policy action, unemployment would be higher next year 
than was expected at Budget time.425 
 
Overall Objectives 
While the need to reduce inflation “remains paramount”426, Barber noted a levelling off of the rate of 
increase of money earnings since the beginning of the year. An informal deal was also struck with the C.B.I 
to limit or avoid rises in prices over the next 12 months. Consequently, the Chancellor felt able to announce a 
stimulus:  “as a result of my review of the economic situation and after taking into account all the relevant 
factors, including the new situation created by the C.B.I. proposals, the conclusion that I have reached is that 
it is now right to take action to provide some further stimulus to demand”.427 
 
Tax Measures 
Two tax measures were announced immediately following the above comments. Firstly, the rate of first year 
capital allowance was increased as “in the absence of new action, industrial investment would be likely to 
continue on a downward trend for a time”.428 As a deliberate incentive to speed up this investment, the action 
was temporary from 20th July to 1st August 1971. Free depreciation rules were also altered from 20th July 
1971. Being unable to separate the revenue effects of the two changes, I exclude the end date and simply 
assign the total full year cost estimate to the 20th July. 
The second stimulus measure was a cut in Purchase Tax rates. This cut was sizable, the rates were 
“reduced by almost twice the amount permitted by the regulator”.429 Again, this was implemented on 20th 
July 1971. 
Both these measures were aimed at stimulating demand and so I classify these as endogenous, 
demand management. 
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1972: Budget 21st March 1972 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath  (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By December 1971 the number wholly unemployed was nearly 260,000 more than a year earlier.430 Inflation 
policy had begun to turn towards incomes policies despite rejecting them in the 1970 election. By the second 
half of 1971 the Government sought to influence the level of wage settlements in the public sector, a policy 
which became known as ‘N-1’ and resulted in several industrial disputes. The FSBR 1972 reports that the 
monthly index of earnings showed a smaller increase, 9.5 per cent, in 1971 than in 1970 when it had been 14 
per cent.431 The rate of increase of retail prices over the first 6 months of 1971 had been 11 per cent but also 
fell back, to 5.75 per cent, by December (and to a similar figure in January). However, a glance at the retail 
price index over the whole of the 1970s shows that this easing around 1971/72 was the calm before the 
storm.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor set out three objectives: giving industry the encouragement to be efficient and forward- 
looking; to achieve growth at a sustained and faster rate leading to a permanent improvement in employment 
and living standards; and to make progress with tax reform: “taxation reform is an essential element of our 
strategy for increasing our rate of economic growth”.432 The Chancellor was, however, concerned about a 
prospective slowdown over the coming year: public investment and private consumption – having been 
stimulated by previous tax cuts – were believed to be slowing down. In summing up, Barber concludes “the 
implications of such a slowing down in the growth of output for the general prosperity of the nation and for 
the level of unemployment in particular are obvious. Such a situation would not be acceptable. I have 
therefore come to the conclusion that a further boost to demand is required”.433 The stimulus was aimed at 
raising output “in the first half of next year”434 by about 2 per cent. The measures were to “ensure a growth 
of output at an annual rate of 5 per cent”.435 In terms of the inflationary effect, Barber seemed relaxed: “I do 
not believe that a stimulus to demand of the order I propose will be inimical to the fight against inflation. On 
the contrary, the business community has repeatedly said that the increase in productivity and profitability 
resulting from a faster growth of output is one of the most effective means of restraining price increases”.436 
These statements reinforce common beliefs about the understanding of macroeconomic policy in the 1970s. 
For all the earlier discussion about sustained, long-term growth, the overall judgement is quintessentially one 
of demand management. It is worth noting the target of “first half of next year” as many of the tax reforms, 
which were significant remissions, did not take effect until April 1973. This provides help in unpicking the 
immediate stimulus measures from the longer-term tax reforms. I will classify the major, immediate 
measures as endogenous with the 1973 reforms being exogenous. Below I discuss this for each change. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
 
1972 Major Changes 
Increases in income tax personal allowances take the lion’s share of the stimulus measures. Introducing 
these, Barber argued that the other tax changes (covered below) “would raise output in the first half of next 
year by under ½ per cent. But the House will recall that my Budget judgment was that output should be 
raised in that period by around 2 per cent in order to increase our rate of economic growth to 5 per cent”.437 
Following this, Barber announced increases in the married and single persons’ allowances and the income 
limits for age exemption from 6th April 1972. These two changes alone made up £1200 million (2 per cent of 
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GDP) of the £1800 million (3 per cent of GDP) 1972 tax cuts. I classify these as endogenous, demand 
management. 
On business taxation, there were increases in the allowances for expenditure on plant and machinery 
and on industrial buildings from 22nd March 1972. The stated objective of these measures was “to help 
British industry to expand and modernise and to improve its efficiency…The hard fact is that for years now 
the level of productive investment in this country has been low by comparison with that of our main trade 
competitors”.438  At face value, these changes appear to be exogenous, long-run. But given the Budget’s 
emphasis on immediate stimulus and the need to raise growth, some part of these cuts are likely to be 
correlated with output. I therefore opt for endogenous, supply stimulus as the classification. 
Finally, cuts in the Purchase Tax were directly mentioned as a means to raise growth the following 
year “I have said that the stimulus to demand needed in this Budget should be sufficient to raise output in the 
first half of next year by about 2 per cent. As one means to this end—and to help to keep down prices—I 
have decided to take some further action on Purchase Tax now”.439 They took effect on 21st March 1972. 
Based on this motivation, I classify the changes as endogenous, demand management. 
 
1973 Reforms to the Taxation System 
Corporation Tax was to be reformed from 1st April 1973: “In last year's Budget speech I announced my 
intention to reform the structure of Corporation Tax in order to remove the present discrimination between 
retained and distributed profits. I explained that this discrimination distorts the capital market, tends to 
misallocate scarce investment resources, impedes companies that need to raise equity capital, and lessens the 
pressure for efficiency”.440 The form of the reform was announced in this speech, so I take the announcement 
date to be Budget day 1972. The new system was also to include a special rate for small companies as “small 
companies comprise a sector which is of crucial importance to the economy, and they must have every 
reasonable incentive to expand and develop”.441 There were also announcements about how these reforms 
would affect special cases such as building societies. In addition, the Chancellor announced some 
simplification of the rules governing close companies — the new Corporation Tax system enables some 
simplification as it is but “it is right that the simplification of the system should go well beyond this”.442 The 
final change mentioned in relation to the Corporation Tax reforms is how to treat capital gains under the new 
regime. All these changes began on 1st April 1973 and are related to the Corporation Tax reforms, which are 
exogenous, long-run changes. 
The Selective Employment Tax and Purchase Tax were to be replaced by a Value Added Tax as of 
1st April 1973. This was announced in the 1971 Budget and, as it was specific, I take the announcement date 
to be 30th March 1971. The reasons for reform were set out in the 1971 Budget speech. On the S.E.T.: “We 
have frequently explained why we consider S.E.T. to be a thoroughly bad tax. It is unfair and it is arbitrary. It 
discriminates between one employment and another in a way which is quite indefensible — both in general 
and in detail”.443 Reform of the Purchase Tax was also desirable: “Purchase tax has some obvious 
advantages, but it also has one major disadvantage, and that is that it bears particularly heavily on a limited 
number of goods and not at all on services. The desire to broaden the base of indirect taxation was, I believe, 
one of the reasons why the previous Government decided to raise additional revenue from the S.E.T”.444 For 
these reasons V.A.T. was preferred. I classify all these changes exogenous, long-run; they are meant to be 
long-term improvements to the tax system and did not take effect until April 1973. 
Special consideration was given to V.A.T. on cars, “motor cars represent a major source of revenue 
from Purchase Tax — at present more than £300 million a year. To forgo a substantial proportion of this 
revenue would inevitably mean a significant increase in the rate of V.A.T. on all other goods and 
services”.445 As this is part of the overall package of V.A.T. changes, I classify it the same way, as 
exogenous, long-run – but assume an announcement date of Budget day 1972. 
Income taxes were also reformed from 6th April 1973. The previous year the Government legislated 
for a unified tax structure for income tax, doing away with taxes such as the Surtax. In the 1971 Budget the 
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Chancellor had noted that “Few people would deny that our existing system is too cumbersome, too 
complex, and in many respects absurd… I am convinced that, despite the difficulties, nothing but a root and 
branch reform will meet the need for a more sensible and intelligible system of personal direct taxation”.446 
The Chancellor postponed setting the new rates until 1972 (although a provisional rate was included in the 
legislation). I therefore take the announcement date to be when the new rates were announced. This differs 
from my decision on Corporation Tax, where I took the announcement date to be when the implementation 
date was announced. This is because Corporation Tax rates were normally set for the year just ended 
whereas income tax rates were set for the year ahead. These reforms were to aid the long-run workings of the 
tax system. In keeping with the Government’s desire to simplify the tax system to improve economic 
performance, I classify the reforms as exogenous, long-run. 
There are two changes for 1972 which are consequential to the 1973 tax reforms. The first relates to 
the running down of the Surtax office. To limit the administrative costs, the exemption limit for Surtax was 
raised for 1972-73. Second, “because the Inland Revenue is so heavily committed to work in preparation for 
the unification of personal taxation”447, the increase in pensions payable in 1972-73 was tax-free. These 
changes directly follow from the tax reforms. As both relevant triggers were classified as exogenous, long-
run reforms, I classify these two measures the same.  
 
1973 (A): Budget 6th March 1973 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Through 1972, growth performance was generally strong. The FSBR 1973 noted that unemployment had 
fallen by 200,000 during 1972 and the period of expansion between 1971 and 1973 was to become known as 
the Heath-Barber boom as the Government went for 5 per cent growth. A consequence, however, was a 
deterioration in the balance of payments which, under heavy pressure in June 1972, had led to the floating of 
sterling (following a record drain in reserves). Inflation also remained high, although it was not until 1974 
and 1975 that it was to rocket. Coopey and Woodward (1996) noted that the expansion, coupled with the fact 
that “the Treasury had overestimated the degree of spare capacity in the economy, led to an unsustainable 
rate of expansion”.448 Monetary policy had also become expansionary over the period and, combined with 
the “temporary” flotation, the boom was allowed to proceed.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
There is a slight change of tone in the 1973 Budget speech, with dual objectives of expansion but also “the 
attack on inflation”.449  The Chancellor noted his achievement in boosting the rate of growth and lowering 
unemployment. The next objective was to sustain the higher rate of growth and the Chancellor mentioned 
three conditions: a higher level of industrial investment to grow productivity; not halting growth to tackle 
difficulties which ought to be tackled in other ways; and conquering inflation. The overall growth objective 
was to “keep the economy growing, and to keep it growing over the next year or so at a rate comparable with 
that we have now achieved”450, so there is no admission that 5 per cent was overly ambitious. However, the 
section of the speech on inflation largely deals with incomes policies. On encouraging investment, the 
Chancellor — as in the previous year — emphasised the importance of providing the certainty of a sustained 
rate of demand “this means aiming at a growth of demand over the next year or 18 months which is 
sufficiently high to maintain a steady movement towards the full use of our productive capacity”.451 This 
statement seems to reflect Coopey and Woodward’s claim that the Treasury had overestimated the degree of 
spare capacity. The Chancellor’s final judgement was that “the Budget should on this occasion be broadly 
neutral” as “I believe that on this basis the economy will continue to grow at an annual rate of around 5 per 
cent over the 18 months from the second half of 1972 to the first half of 1974”.452 This implies no 
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discretionary stimulus or slowdown and the individual justifications below back up the exogenous nature of 
the tax changes. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The two bigger changes in taxation were to V.A.T. and Corporation Tax. These accounted for over 90 per 
cent of the remissions and 80 per cent of the increases. There were some changes in the coverage of V.A.T. 
from 1st April 1973, although the provisional rate announced the previous year was confirmed. Young 
children’s clothing and footwear was zero rated. The footwear change comes from a report commissioned to 
“consider to what extent the price of children's footwear contributes to the incidence of foot abnormalities”453 
and the changes to V.A.T. follow from recommendations in the report. The clothing change follows an 
admission: “I can sum up my decision by saying on Shrove Tuesday, the traditional day of repentance: "I 
was wrong". It will be zero-rated”.454 In addition, there were changes to food, currently charged to Purchase 
Tax. This tax, “falls heavily on families with children” and “The day has passed when these items can 
seriously be regarded as luxuries in the old sense of the word”.455 The Chancellor announced they were to be 
relieved of V.A.T. All these changes appear social objectives, so I classify them as exogenous, ideological. 
The V.A.T. concessions are offset to a significant degree by the closing of some loopholes in the 
structure of Corporation Tax and, for this reason it would make sense to classify both as exogenous. In the 
past the Chancellor had been unable to consider further relaxation of the treatment of groups “unless I could 
also take action to counter certain artificial manipulations of the group relief provisions involving in effect 
the sale of capital and other allowances at a discount. This abuse was spreading rapidly and there was reason 
to fear a possible loss of tax of the order of £100 million a year”.456 A solution was found to this loss and 
implemented on 6th April 1973. I classify this as exogenous, ideological as it offsets the V.A.T. measure and 
because it plugs tax loopholes.  
There were also some increases in the income limits for the age exemption. The Chancellor 
explained “The purpose of this exemption is to recognise the special position of the elderly. The limits will 
be raised so that no married couple, where either spouse is aged 65 or over, will pay any tax on an income of 
£1,000 or less”.457 I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
 
1973 (B): Extra measures 17th December 1973 
Chancellor: Anthony Barber; Prime Minister: Edward Heath (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Over the previous couple of years the Government did, not only, “engineer a major boom, but the stimulus 
was applied over a relatively short period”.458 Cairncross argues that as 1973 progressed there were good 
grounds to check demand.459 Indeed, in May cuts were announced to government expenditure of £100 
million in the current year and £500 million (0.7 per cent of GDP) for 1974-75. The FSBR 1974 explains 
“the purpose of this [the cuts] was to ensure that adequate resources would be available in that year for 
exports, industrial investment and a reasonable growth of personal consumption”, indirectly acknowledging 
that demand was now too high. Monetary policy also became stricter: by November the Bank Rate stood at 
13 per cent, a level never previously reached and more public expenditure cuts followed on 9th October 1973. 
On 7th October oil production was cut by Arab oil ministers, precipitating an international oil crisis and a 
sharp rise in oil prices. In November mineworkers and electric power engineers began industrial action.460 A 
state of emergency was declared on 13th November. A three-day week was imposed on 13th December, to 
begin from 1st January to conserve energy as well as other measures. 
 
Overall Objectives  
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The December outlook was that “although the supply situation in 1974 is unpredictable, it is now only too 
probable that there will be an energy shortage in all the oil-importing countries leading to stagnant, if not 
falling, output accompanied by rising unemployment”.461 And “in the case of our own country these 
problems have been compounded by another factor, specific to the United Kingdom — the industrial action 
in the coal and electricity industries and on the railways”.462 The Chancellor explained the need for fiscal 
action: “the fall in output will be greater than the fall in demand… If nothing is done there will be pressure of 
excess demand which will draw down stocks and hold back exports… In this situation the Government have 
decided to take steps now to reduce demand by some £1,200 million in the coming year”.463 
 
Tax Measures 
The Chancellor ruled out action using direct tax measures as “any increase in the basic rate of income tax is 
bound to hit millions of ordinary people”.464 The Chancellor decided that “those on higher incomes will, in 
general, obviously be better able to cope with the situation we face”.465 Consequently a 10 per cent surcharge 
was to be levied in Surtax for the year 1972-73. Following the overall objectives, I classify this as 
endogenous, demand management. The measure actually only raised £35 million (0.04 per cent of GDP) in 
the current year. The vast majority of the £1200 million (1.6 per cent of GDP) reduction in demand came 
from cuts to public expenditure: “I am sure that it is right that the main weight of the action I am taking 
should lie not on persons or private sector industry but on public expenditure”.466 
 
1974: Budget 26th March 1974 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
Following the December measures the situation remained dire. In February a coal strike was called and 
Heath called a General Election which he was to lose. The incoming Labour Government faced quickly 
rising prices and wages, falling output and a record balance of payments deficit.467 In his speech the new 
Chancellor quoted the National Institute Economic Review for February 1974, prior to the General Election: 
“It is not often that a Government finds itself confronted with the possibility of a simultaneous failure to 
achieve all four main policy objectives — of adequate economic growth, full employment, a satisfactory 
balance of payments, and reasonably stable prices”.468 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Unsurprisingly the tone of the March 1974 speech was one of urgency. However, the Budget judgement 
itself remained fairly mild. In terms of reflation, Chancellor Healey argued “At this moment, if I were 
concerned only with managing the domestic aspects of our economy, I should prefer to risk having a bit too 
much demand rather than too little… But we cannot shut our eyes to external economic problems, as the 
previous Government discovered to their cost”.469 The Chancellor explains “Everyone is agreed at least that 
in the immediate situation there is excess demand”.470 However, views about the future prospects were more 
uncertain which led the Chancellor to argue for a Budget “broadly neutral on demand, with the bias, if any, 
on the side of caution”.471 That said, the Chancellor continues — interestingly — to conclude that public 
borrowing was part of the excessive monetary expansion and therefore aimed “at a massive reduction in the 
public sector's borrowing requirement, a reduction of about £1,500 million compared with 1973–74”.472 The 
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Chancellor also sought to redistribute the fiscal burden and Britton (1991) argues “the main effect of the 
changes was to redistribute to the relatively poor from companies and from the relatively well off”.473 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
A considerable expenditure measure was introduced in March 1974: food subsidies. This was an important 
part of the Government’s redistributive objectives arguing that he and Labour colleagues “have felt for some 
time that in the current situation the most immediate and effective way of helping the family budget is to 
hold down and even, if possible, to reduce the prices of essential foods”.474 To fund this expenditure 
consumption taxes were increased: “I deal first with indirect taxation. Here my aim is to help pay the cost of 
reducing the price of the more essential goods by increasing the tax on the less essential”.475 The total £680 
million raised in a full year “goes a long way to cover the demand effects of the increases in food subsidies 
and represents a shift of price from essential to less essential goods which I hope the House will approve”.476 
In making up this £680 million, tobacco and alcohol duties were increased from 27th March 1974 (with 
consequential V.A.T changes).  Changes to the coverage of V.A.T. took effect on 1st April 1974. General 
Betting Duty and Pool Betting Duty increased on 31st March and 1st April 1974 respectively. Given the 
objective to cover the food subsidies, I categorise these as endogenous, spending-driven. 
The FSBR 1974 shows that, as a result of the Budget changes, the increased expenditure almost 
exactly matches the increased tax receipts.477 Whilst the numbers are not explicitly stated in the Budget 
speech, this objective is reflected in the Chancellor’s statement on introducing his tax measures “I now turn 
to the only method by which I can cover the remaining cost of our expenditure proposals”.478 As such, even 
though other measures are justified for – sometimes seemingly – exogenous reasons, I will classify all tax 
rises in this budget as endogenous, spending-driven. 
The largest of the remaining revenue raisers was an increase in Corporation Tax to 52 per cent: 
“Companies have in general been doing rather better in the last year or two…In these circumstances, it is 
only right that companies should bear their share of the cost of putting the economy back on course”.479  This 
measure was implemented for the tax year 1973-74. The rate of stamp duty on conveyances and transfers and 
similar duties was also doubled on 1st May 1974, raising £67 million in a full year. 
On income tax, “as I have already made clear, I require to raise from the taxpayer a substantial 
amount of additional revenue for the coming year”480 and consequently 3p was added to the basic rate of 
income tax and 8p to the top rate. This also had the knock-on effect of “an increase in the rate of Advance 
Corporation Tax, which will be adjusted to keep in step”481; however, this does not alter liabilities in a full 
year as it is set off against Corporation Tax and I therefore exclude it. A new higher band was also 
introduced at 5p above the basic rate. These changes occurred on 6th April 1974, raising nearly £1000 million 
(1.2 per cent of GDP).  
Interest relief was once again withdrawn on 27th March 1974 – having been reinstated in 1972 – “it is 
obvious nonsense for the Exchequer to subsidise inessential borrowing at any time, let alone in the current 
state of the economy”.482 This clearly could be classified as demand management; however, in the spirit of 
the overall strategy discussed above – and that it raises £100 million of the funds required, I classify this, as 
with the previous measures, as endogenous, spending-driven. 
There were two anti-avoidance measures “which are designed to prevent individuals or groups from 
escaping taxation which the community as a whole undoubtedly believes should be paid”.483 The first relates 
to the taxation of foreign income “it is clearly imperative that we should put a stop to the avoidance of tax by 
artificial devices”.484 The measures were implemented on 6th April 1974. Secondly, the Chancellor 
announced his intention to go ahead with the measures announced by the previous Government on the 17th 
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December 1973 defining charges of certain capital gains as income. This measure was backdated to 18th 
December as originally intended. These measures were to protect revenues and, in the spirit of this Budget, I 
also classify them as endogenous, spending-driven.  
I exclude three measures from the tax series. The first, mentioned above, is the consequential 
changes in Advance Corporation Tax which are offset against Corporation Tax liabilities. This is also the 
case with a second A.C.T. measure. Finally, the lowering of the Investment Income Surcharge was rejected 
in the Finance Bill debate and reintroduced in the November 1974 budget. 
I now turn to the remissions. “To relieve those at the bottom of the scale”485 the main income tax 
allowances were increased from 6th April 1974. The child allowance was increased from the same date as 
“this is the only way open to me of giving early help to the great majority of families”.486 As another 
concession, “I propose to give further help to the worse off in relation to age exemption”487 and the income 
limits for these allowances were raised, again from the 6th April. I classify these changes as exogenous, 
ideological. To guard against the possibility that the revenue raisers had to offset these remissions, I assign 
these remissions an alternative endogenous, spending-driven classification. 
 
1974 (B): Extra measures 22nd July 1974 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Overall Objectives 
The second budget of 1974 came only four months later. The Chancellor had made it clear in March that “I 
would make fresh proposals at any time if they were required. I consider that the time has come to take some 
further action”.488 The “first and main objective” was to attack inflation “at its source” as “retail prices have 
risen 16 to 17 per cent. in the past year”.489 
 
Tax Measures 
Inflation was the target of the emergency policy measures. Firstly, V.A.T. was cut from 10 to 8 per cent from 
29th July 1974. This measure will “enable manufacturers and retailers to reduce prices of a very wide range 
of goods and services. It should initially cut the cost of living by about 1 per cent”.490 Secondly, the 
Government sought to provide relief from domestic rates (local taxation), “we shall introduce an immediate 
relief for those domestic ratepayers whose rates go up by more than 20 per cent. this year”.491 There were 
also some changes in expenditure, food subsidies were increased, there was a rise in the regional 
employment premium and the needs allowance. 
In summarising the purpose of these measures the Chancellor explained “the measures I have 
announced so far will not only help to cut the cost of living and to increase employment. They will also help 
industry both in their effect on demand and by reducing labour costs through their effect on thresholds, and 
through the REP”.492 I therefore classify these measures as endogenous. Interestingly they are direct attempts 
to deal with inflation as well as to stimulate the economy. These measures essentially tackle firms’ costs 
(although there is a strong element of demand management here too) and so in my categorisation these are 
closest to supply stimulus measures. I therefore classify them all as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
 
1974 (C): Budget 12th November 1974 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
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Context 
On reflection, the FSBR November 1974 noted “the losses in the early part of the year had been over-
estimated and that the pressure of demand was easing a little…the measures of 22 July were designed 
primarily to cut into the rate of increase of prices. They were intended also to help industry and employment 
by taking up some slack”.493 But the economic situation in the autumn was “extremely worrying” according 
to Britton (1991), even though the depth of the forthcoming recession was not foreseen. Inflation was now 
running at over 15 per cent, the balance of payments was in severe deficit and unemployment had risen.494 
Unemployment rose by over 30,000 from July to November and was to hit nearly 1 million within the next 
year.495 In all, GDP fell during 1974 and 1975. Inflation was also causing particular problems for industry 
and oil prices had risen fivefold in just over a year.496 In nominal terms it seemed profits were relatively high 
— and this was the motivation for raising Corporation Tax the previous March — but inflation-adjusted 
profits were falling rapidly, with companies in an increasingly illiquid position.497  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Regarding the balance of payments the Chancellor argued: “consumer countries must therefore accept the 
inevitability of massive payments deficits on oil account for the time being, and finance these deficits by 
equally massive borrowing”.498 There was a belief that this could be achieved by recycling “petrodollar 
surpluses” from producer countries. A widespread deflation was also rejected “there is no real evidence that 
in this situation the adoption of deflationary policies will produce a worthwhile impact on the rate of 
inflation” although interestingly Healey continues “at any rate within a timescale that democracy will 
tolerate”.499 There was some optimism about the domestic prospects for growth, and so “I expect the House 
is as puzzled as I am by some aspects of the unemployment figures”.500 In introducing his tax changes, 
Healey explains “I believe that the action I took in July and the further measures I will announce this 
afternoon will ensure that the overall level of demand in the economy will be sufficient to prevent any 
danger of mass unemployment in the coming year”.501 However, he also notes the major problem that 
inflation poses for the company sector and “I intend to take steps to reduce the financial pressures now 
bearing heavily on these firms so as to avert the real and immediate danger of cuts in investment, stock 
building or employment”.502 In all, November 1974 was a modest tax cutting Budget – and certainly not 
deflationary. In fact, the 1975 Budget speech was to note that July and November 1974 measures had 
introduced “compensating measures to increase demand”.503 Based on the above comments, the November 
Budget had a mix of endogenous demand management measures and some to stimulate production.  
 
Budget Tax Measures 
On the business tax side, the Chancellor first dealt with “the burden thrown on to industry by the effect of 
inflation on the operation of Corporation Tax”.504 The problem, the Chancellor explained, was that the cost 
value of the closing stock – in times of high inflation – is much larger than the opening stock and this causes 
“acute liquidity problems”.505 Healey decided that there should be some deferment of tax on “that part of the 
profit which corresponds to the abnormal increase in the value of stock and work in progress”.506 This relief 
was for the financial year ending 1973-74. I classify this measure as endogenous – relating to inflation – and 
as a supply stimulus as it addressed the way inflation interfered with the incentives and costs of industry, and 
hence production. As “another, but minor, relief for industry” and which will hopefully be “some 
encouragement to companies to modernise their buildings and will be of some assistance to the construction 
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industry”507 the initial capital allowance was increased from 40 to 50 per cent. This was implemented on 13th 
November 1974. I classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
A number of capital tax reforms were undertaken, “to ensure that the estate duty fulfilled the 
function first laid down for it 80 years ago, and to introduce an annual tax on large concentrations of 
personal wealth”.508 The Chancellor introduced a new capital transfer tax applying to all lifetime gifts from 
26th March 1974. As accompanying changes, the new rates were applied to Estate Duty but there was an 
exemption for transfers between husband and wife and there was a reform of some special reliefs after 13th 
November 1974. These are clearly redistributive and social objectives and had been in the pipeline since 
Labour took office. I classify these as exogenous, ideological. As their implementation was only announced 
in this Budget, I take the announcement date to be the 12th November 1974.  
V.A.T. on petrol was increased under a section of the speech entitled “energy conservation”. The 
Chancellor explained “the price of petrol in Britain, though it has already risen sharply in the last twelve 
months, is nevertheless below that in other European countries. I believe it is right to consider the price of 
petrol as a means of discouraging its wasteful use”.509 I classify this as endogenous, demand management as 
it is to affect the demand for oil. The change occurred on 18th November 1974.  
There were also some redistributive actions on income tax. The proposal to lower the threshold for 
the Investment Income Surcharge was reintroduced as of 6th April 1974 (having previously been rejected). 
To give priority to investment and exports while public expenditure is rising, “private consumption [must be] 
held at existing levels for the great mass of the population…I believe that [the House] will now recognise 
that the burden of personal tax should fall that much more heavily on investment income than on income 
which is earned by current effort”.510 I classify this measure as endogenous and, as it was in March, 
spending-driven. 
Furthermore, over the years, inflation had meant higher taxes as the real value of tax allowances had 
been falling. In recognition of specific needs, the Chancellor explained that while he would not deal with tax 
concessions in this Budget, “there are two exceptions”.511 The first was a special allowance — the age 
allowance — for the elderly. The second, following a Government commitment to review the blind 
allowance, was an increase in that allowance. Both were implemented on 6th April 1975. Little further 
motivation is given but these measures were to protect the income of vulnerable groups, offsetting the effects 
of inflation and boosting incomes which had been falling. I therefore classify these as endogenous, demand 
management.  
 
1975: Budget 15thApril 1975 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: Harold Wilson (Labour) 
 
Context 
Between November 1974 and March 1975 unemployment had risen by nearly 100,000 and the retail price 
index had risen nearly 8 per cent (and 20 per cent on the previous March).512 Healey had budgeted for 
reductions in the PSBR but by the end of 1974-5 was faced with a PSBR of nearly 10 per cent of GNP in 
1974-5 and 11 per cent in 1975-6.513 The Government’s strategy for inflation had been a series of subsidies 
and controls and as discussed above the fiscal stance had been mildly expansionary. That strategy had 
seemingly failed by 1975. Inflation had rocketed and the UK was in the grip of a severe recession – Britton 
(1991) notes “the depth of the recession was unprecedented since the war”.514 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The tone of the Chancellor’s statement was very different in March 1975: “I fully understand why I have 
been urged by so many friends both inside and outside the House to treat unemployment as the central 
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problem and to stimulate a further growth in home consumption, public or private, so as to start getting the 
rate of unemployment down as fast as possible. I do not believe it would be wise to follow this advice 
today”.515 July and November 1974 had seen reflationary measures but now “I cannot afford to increase 
demand further today when 5p in every £ we spend at home has been provided by our creditors abroad and 
inflation is running at its current rate”.516 Budgeting for a higher PSBR “would involve unacceptable 
risks”.517 The Chancellor announced a reduction in the PSBR of £1 billion in 1975–76 and £3 billion (nearly 
3 per cent of GDP) in 1976–77.518 In funding this “I shall rely on higher taxation, which can take effect at 
short notice and that the reduction in public expenditure should take place in 1976–77”.519 The overall 
strategy, at face value, was to tackle the rising budget deficit – caused by contemporaneous shocks, that is 
endogenous, deficit reduction. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
On consumption taxes the Chancellor argued: “at a time when some sacrifices are required of all of us, the 
consumer has to play his part”520 and V.A.T was increased. First, the higher rate of 25 per cent was to be 
charged on more items from 1st May 1975 and second, from 1st September 1975, V.A.T. was applied to 
gaming machines. Duties were increased on tobacco and alcohol from 16th April 1975, on gambling from 
29th September 1975 and 1st October 1975 (which I assign both to 29th September without a method of 
splitting the revenue gain over the two dates) and on motor vehicles  from 6th April 1975. Given the 
overriding objectives, I classify all these as endogenous, deficit reduction. These changes raised over £1 
billion (nearly 1 per cent of GDP) both in the current year and in a full year. 
The Chancellor did something to offset the costs of inflation as the employee and pensioner, “if 
nothing is done, can find that he has begun to pay tax even though in real terms, as distinct from money 
terms, his income has not increased”.521 As a measure to offset the current rise in inflation and protect real 
incomes, the main personal allowances were raised from 6th April 1975. I classify this as endogenous – the 
most fitting sub category seems, somewhat imprecisely, endogenous, demand management. 
The final proposals relate to income tax rates. “I made it clear in my Budget speech last November 
that if wages rose above the level laid down in the guidelines of the T.U.C I would find it necessary to raise 
taxation in order to remove the excess demand involved”.522 I could classify this as deficit reduction given 
that it raises a considerable amount of revenue. However, the motive is clearly stated as demand 
management, with obvious implications for the deficit. Furthermore, this offsets the cost of the income tax 
allowance remissions, leaving the income tax proposals less important in terms of raising revenue than the 
consumption tax ones. I therefore classify this measure as endogenous, demand management. There was a 
consequential effect on Advance Corporation Tax but, as this was set against Corporation Tax liabilities in 
future years, I exclude the revenue effects in the current year.  
Two measures relating to oil taxation were announced in the 1974 White Paper on oil and gas policy. 
The revenue yield is highly uncertain and not listed in the FSBR figures. I therefore exclude these measures. 
These changes accounted for nearly 100 per cent of both the increases and the remissions. 
 
1976 (A): Budget 6th April 1976 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth in the Retail Price Index peaked during 1975; annual inflation in 1976 was to be 16 per cent 
compared with the 24 per cent in 1975.523 GDP also began to rise in the second half of 1975, although 
unemployment continued to rise well into 1977.  Woodward (2004) notes that by the middle of 1975 the 
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economy had reached a turning point and towards the end of the year the Chancellor turned his attention to 
the still rising level of unemployment.524 A few, more microeconomic, reforms525 were deployed to tackle 
unemployment but Britton (1991) argues that at the end of 1975 policy was still a question of waiting for the 
appropriate moment to bring in a reflation that would restore full employment in the 1950s and 60s sense.526 
Spending and monetary measures had been announced the previous September, December and February.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The Chancellor rejected a general reflation in April 1976: “whatever other issues may divide rival schools of 
economists who contend so publicly for our attention these days, they all agree that a massive reflation on its 
own could lead only to disaster. It would reduce unemployment temporarily but at the cost of increasing the 
balance of payments deficit intolerably”.527  The key to dealing with the balance of payments constraint 
longer-term was “to ensure that our manufacturing industry performs much better in the future than it did in 
the past”.528 The ‘analysis and strategy’ section of the speech reiterates this point many times, emphasising 
the importance of reducing costs and higher productivity. Familiar themes are also present: “we are well 
placed to sustain an expansion which is led by exports. But we shall not succeed in this unless we hold down 
the domestic claims on our resources, particularly consumption, both private and public”.529 In summarising 
the judgement, Healey concludes “It follows from this and from the constraints I have described that my 
Budget must not on balance add much to demand or change its pattern”.530 Instead, Healey said he would 
focus on creating conditions in which “output and productivity are most likely to increase” and “wage costs 
can be kept as low as possible” without unnecessarily reducing real take home pay.531  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Overall the tax measures reduced taxes by nearly £1 billion (0.8 per cent of GDP) in a full year. However, 
this was mostly conditional on (and these tax cuts were implemented on this basis) pay agreements holding 
down wage increases. All the other measures left the budget neutral on the tax side, so a general 
classification of the measures as an endogenous stimulus would – at face value – appear inappropriate. 
Indeed, Healey argued “This is an almost neutral Budget”.532 
The unconditional income tax reliefs were designed “primarily to help sections of the population, 
like the old and children, who will not be involved in the coming negotiations on incomes policy”.533 The 
three major components were a rise in age allowance, the age allowance income limit and in child 
allowances. As measures to help specific sections of society, I classify these measures as exogenous, 
ideological. These changes occurred on 6th April 1976.  
The conditional income tax cuts included increases in the main personal allowances, the additional 
personal allowance and the higher rate threshold. These changes were subsequently implemented for the tax 
year beginning 6th April 1976. These tax cuts “must be conditional upon agreeing — I hope at the latest by 
early June — a pay limit which is consistent with a further halving of our inflation rate in the coming 
year”.534 The purpose of the policy was therefore to induce wage restraint, lower costs and allow firms to 
employ more workers (“inflation is the great enemy of full employment… Excessive pay increases are not 
only bound to increase unemployment.”535), so I classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
The other major remissions were on V.A.T. which had been increased in the previous year and 
“Although the severity of the 25 per cent. rate was necessary in the especially difficult circumstances of last 
year, I have decided that in the longer term the 25 per cent. rate is too high. It could damage some parts of 
manufacturing industry and jeopardise employment”.536 This reduction to 12.5per cent took place on the 12th 
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April 1976 and reversed the previous year’s action implemented to reduce the deficit. Being designed to 
support industry, I classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
Turning to the major tax increases, alcohol duties were increased from 7th April 1976 and “increased 
revenue in this area will help make room for the socially desirable expenditure I shall be describing later in 
my speech”.537 I therefore classify this as endogenous, spending-driven.  
On fuel prices, if left unchecked the fall in V.A.T. would have lowered the price of petrol 
considerably, “At a time when it is essential to conserve oil, I cannot allow this to happen”.538 Consequently, 
Fuel Duty went up on 9th April 1976. As this measure was aimed at limiting demand for oil, I classify this as 
endogenous, demand management. 
Tobacco Duty also increased on 10th May 1976 and “There is a strong case on health grounds as well 
as revenue grounds for increases in the taxation of tobacco… the real burden of the specific duty falls at 
times of inflation, giving an unwelcome boost to consumption of a product dangerous to health”.539 Being 
correlated with the current rise in inflation, I classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
Finally, there were two major sources of revenue from income tax. Firstly, allowances in the year of 
marriage were altered from 6th April 1976 “to correct an anomaly which has caused a lot of unnecessary 
work”.540 I therefore classify this at face value, exogenous, long-run. Secondly, the taxation of fringe benefits 
was altered from 6th April 1977. The reason given was that “I undertook last year to review the legislation on 
fringe benefits”541 but little else is said. On car benefits, the changes “will bring a much-needed 
simplification into this part of the tax system and will also make it more equitable”.542 Furthermore, 
implementation was deferred until the following year, so this change could not offset any remissions 
contemporaneously. I classify both the previous changes as exogenous, ideological. 
It should be clear that the 1976 Budget measures are tricky to categorise neatly. There was no overall 
target for stimulus or for deficit reduction. Very few measures were said to offset others and many had 
differing motivations. I therefore stick with these specific justifications at face value. 
The above changes account for nearly 90 per cent of the remissions and 100 per cent of the 
increases. 
 
1976 (B): Extra measures 22nd July 1976 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
 
Context 
The Chancellor’s method of dealing with inflation in the 1976 Budget had been by increasing demand (the 
conditional tax cuts). This also meant increasing the PSBR. Sterling was to come under pressure and interest 
rates were raised in April and May but, as noted by Britton (1991), this did not satisfy the markets — 
believing the whole Government’s strategy was ill-conceived and worrying about the size of the PSBR and 
the control of expenditure. Coopey and Woodward (1996) argue that the Chancellor’s attempt to engineer an 
export-led boom, and the cutting of interest rates between January and March, was “the immediate cause of 
the sterling crisis that dominated the economic history of 1976”.543 
 
Overall Objectives  
In his July speech the Chancellor argued “the 12 per cent depreciation of sterling since March will inevitably 
worsen the balance of payments in the short term, and make it more necessary than ever for us to maintain 
the confidence of those from whom we may have to borrow to finance our external deficit”.544 While 
claiming that “there is no call for major action in the current financial year”545, measures were still 
announced. Reducing the budget deficit seems to weigh most heavily on the Chancellor’s mind and he 
argued “unless the deficit falls steadily over the next three years as expansion proceeds, the financing of the 
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public sector will pre-empt private savings which productive industry is likely to require on a substantial 
scale to finance stock building and investment; or it will lead to an excessive growth of the money supply, 
which would refuel inflation”.546 Expenditure was reduced by £1 billion (0.8 per cent of GDP) for 1977-78.   
 
Tax Measures 
To accompany the expenditure reductions there was a single tax increase. The Chancellor explained: “In 
addition to the public expenditure measures which I have just announced, further action in the tax field is 
needed to reduce the PSBR to £9 billion”.547 An increase in income tax or indirect taxes would “be disastrous 
for our counter-inflation policy, particularly since the effects would be felt immediately in the middle of the 
next pay round”.548 The favoured option was therefore to add 2 percentage points to the employers’ National 
Insurance contribution, to be implemented on 6th April 1977. This is the first time National Insurance 
contributions were used to directly deal with anything other than increases in National Insurance 
expenditure. The tax change is clearly endogenous. There is a blurring of whether this was to limit demand, 
reduce the deficit or deal with the balance of payments. In a sense it deals with all three. However, the 
Chancellor repeats several times the need to reduce the PSBR and so I categorise this as endogenous, deficit 
reduction.  
 
1976 (C): Extra measures 15th December 1976 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
 
Context 
The July measures failed to stop the pressure on sterling: in October alone sterling fell nearly 5 per cent on 
the effective exchange rate index, by which time it was down 23 per cent on the previous year.549 The Bank 
of England’s minimum lending rate hit 15 per cent in October in an attempt to defend sterling. Woodward 
(2004) notes that “underlying the crisis, of course, was apprehension about British financial policy. In the 
mid-1970s both public expenditure and the PSBR were high by historical standards”.550 The FSBR 1977 
contains a rather different view on the causes of the crisis, citing the slowdown in growth during 1976, the 
depreciation feeding through into higher inflation and “fears of inflationary monetary expansion”.551 
Whatever the cause, in September Healey announced the Government’s intention to apply to the IMF for a 
loan.  
 
Objectives and Specific Tax Measures 
To a large extent the December measures were forced on the Chancellor. After various negotiations with the 
International Monetary Fund, £2.5 billion (2 per cent of GDP) of cuts were agreed on 2nd December. These 
were to take the form of expenditure reductions and tax increases. 
It is worth quoting the Chancellor on introducing his measures: “The latest forecast prepared before 
the measures showed a PSBR of £10½ billion in 1977–78 and £11½ billion in 1978–79. These forecasts 
embodied unrealistically favourable assumptions on several important points. Even so, the PSBR figures 
were unacceptably high and the immediate objective of the measures which I am announcing this afternoon 
is to reduce the public sector borrowing requirement to about £8.7 billion in 1977–78 and to somewhat less 
in the following year — on present forecasts I expect a figure of some £8.6 billion”.552 The savings were to 
come “mainly from savings in public expenditure rather than increases in taxation”.553  
However, there were increases in expenditure to “promote industrial investment and expansion, and 
measures to reduce unemployment”.554 Consequently, “To finance this additional expenditure on investment 
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and employment, I must look for some contribution from the specific Revenue duties”.555 The regulator 
power was used to increase by 10 per cent the duties on tobacco and alcohol. For customs duties on tobacco 
they were put into effect at midnight on the 15th December; for all other duties, 1st January 1977. As this was 
to finance extra spending I classify these measures as endogenous, spending-driven. To estimate a split in the 
yield between the two taxes, I use the proportions of each tax in revenue from the FSBR 1977. 
 
1977 (A): Budget 29th March 1977 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
Context 
There were promising signs at the start of 1977; GDP was growing (at over 2 per cent in 1977) and 
unemployment seemed to be levelling out.556 The FSBR 1977 had a positive take on the December 1976 
action arguing it had led to a “rapid return of confidence in financial markets”.557 However, inflation 
remained a problem having risen about 15 per cent over the 12 months to March.558 1976 was also the year 
Britain moved away from demand management, although Healey was to argue he had abandoned Keynesian 
policies in 1975.559 Much was made of Prime Minister Callaghan’s speech to the Labour Party conference 
arguing that ‘you can’t spend your way out of recession’ and monetary targets were introduced in July 
1976.560 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
From the outset Healey notes “a high and sustainable level of output and employment, [which] remains this 
Government’s overall economic objective”.561 The Chancellor announced two key aims: “getting our 
inflation down to the level of our main competitors and improving the performance of our manufacturing 
industry”.562 The centrepiece of the Budget was to be the use of conditional income tax cuts to ‘buy’ the 
agreement of the T.U.C. in another round of wage restraint. Wage restraint, rather than deflation, was the 
preferred method of dealing with inflation. Unpicking the overall motivation for the rest of the Budget is 
tricky. The Chancellor had decided a stimulus was needed: “There is all too much spare capacity in the 
economy…The balance of payments should have moved into surplus by the end of the year. The forecasts 
for the public sector borrowing requirement and domestic credit expansion give me significant headroom. So 
there is scope for a carefully controlled fiscal stimulus, to make at least a start in expanding domestic 
demand by reducing the burden of income tax”.563 At face value this seems a classic demand management 
policy. However, the degree to which income tax cuts were a supply-side reform and also a social objective 
for offsetting the negative effects of inflation is unclear. The Chancellor explains that achieving the 
Government’s objectives will require reductions in the general burden of income tax. He notes the T.U.C. 
view that it is essential to a successful pay policy and the CBI view that it assists the industrial strategy. He 
also notes the need to “increase incentives at all levels of industry”.564 For whatever reason, the overall 
Budget strategy appears one of endogenous stimulus. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
The stimulus instrument was largely a cut in the burden of income tax. The package had an unconditional 
part costing nearly £1300 million (0.9 per cent of GDP) and a conditional part costing a further £1 billion 
(0.7 per cent of GDP). The above comments suggest these were endogenous, demand management changes – 
although this requires exploring further. Income tax formed the “the heart of my Budget—the reductions in 
income tax and their relevance for pay policy… Given the size of the fiscal stimulus I consider justified and 
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the net revenue resulting from the tax changes I have just described, I shall be able to make reductions in 
income tax amounting to some £2¼ billion in a full year”.565 The makeup of this £2 ¼ billion tax cut was an 
increase in various allowances, changes to the basic and higher rate bands, a conditional cut in the basic rate 
of income tax and an increase in the Investment Income Surcharge. These measures now require further 
discussion. 
The conditional income tax cut of 2p in the basic rate was clearly stated as an anti-inflation policy. 
The objective was to ‘buy’ wage restraint: “I believe that the advantage which working people will get from 
the tax reliefs I have proposed should make it easier to reach agreement on a pay policy which will reduce 
inflation substantially in the coming year”.566 The primary objective of this particular measure does not 
appear to be a stimulus, but rather the reduction in inflation. In previous years I have classified this type of 
measure as endogenous, supply stimulus as the Chancellor viewed wage restraint as an important component 
of lowering industrial costs and increasing labour demand. I continue with this classification.  
The other income tax cuts are justified in various ways, partly as a supply-side reform to remove 
disincentives, and partly as a social objective of lowering the tax burden made worse by inflation raising 
nominal incomes.  However, on the strength of statements about a need for a stimulus, I will classify all the 
remaining income tax changes as endogenous, demand management.  
 Before reaching the income tax section however, various other changes in taxation were proposed. 
Of the other major changes, indirect taxes played an important role as “I believe that in two fields some 
increase in indirect taxation is desirable to support important objectives of national policy”.567 Firstly, fuel 
duties were increased as “energy conservation must remain a major objective throughout the industrialised 
world”568. The rise in fuel duties and consequential changes in V.A.T. occurred on 29th March 1977. I 
classify this as endogenous, demand management. Second, Tobacco Duty was increased from 4th April 1977 
as “There are compelling health arguments for increasing the duty on tobacco in real terms”.569 I therefore 
take this at face value and classify it as exogenous, ideological. Finally, Vehicle Excise Duty was increased 
from 30th March 1977 but “as I am already going a long way to meet the Government's objectives in 
transport and energy policy by substantial increases in the duty on petrol and derv, I am proposing a more 
limited increase in VED”.570 This change appears related to the Fuel Duty changes and so I classify it in the 
same way as endogenous, demand management. 
 The structure of the Budget speech suggests that an alternative classification should be given to the 
exogenous measures. The Chancellor left the income tax cuts until last and it is worth repeating the quote 
from there: “Given the size of the fiscal stimulus I consider justified and the net revenue resulting from the 
tax changes I have just described, I shall be able to make reductions in income tax amounting to some £2¼ 
billion in a full year”. This suggests that all the other changes (including minor ones covered in the appendix) 
— in the aggregate — allowed Healey to pursue the specific income tax remissions. It is therefore sensible to 
provide an alternative classification of endogenous, demand management for all the measures.  
These major changes account for over 95 per cent of the remissions (all income tax) and 100 per cent 
of the increases (all indirect taxes). 
 
15th July 1977 alterations during the Budget debate 
Unusually there were some alterations during the Budget Parliamentary debate. First, the actual reduction in 
income tax was less than 2p as a result of the wage negotiations. The basic rate was only lowered by 1p. I 
therefore take this announcement on the 15th July 1977 as a separate measure which was actually a tax rise 
on 1p. I maintain the original classification as endogenous, supply stimulus. Second, income tax allowances 
were increased by more than in the Budget by an amount which actually offset the, less than expected, fall in 
income tax. Third, the House of Commons agreed to reverse the petrol duty rise from 8th August 1977. These 
latter two measures were explained by the “improvement in the economic prospects since the Budget — in 
particular the improvement in the balance of payments — makes it possible for me to make the following 
proposals in the field of tax relief”.571 I therefore classify these two measures as endogenous, demand 
management. 
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As a final aside, the Rooker-Wise amendment in the House of Commons indexed personal 
allowances each year unless otherwise stated by Parliament. From 1977 onwards, inflation-only rises in the 
personal allowances are not included as new discretionary policy decisions. 
 
1977 (B): Extra measures 26th October 1977 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth picked up in the second half of 1977572 and by this time inflation was falling, although remaining in 
double digits. Unemployment, however, remained a problem with over 1.1 million on the claimant count in 
October 1977.573 Britton (1991) noted that “it was still believed by many economists that the pressure of 
demand in the economy was low, giving ample room for macroeconomic expansion”.574 
 
Overall Objectives 
The October 1977 measures were intended to bring growth back to trend and reduce unemployment. From 
the outset the Chancellor stated “Since the House debated the economic situation in July, the improvement in 
our financial position has been greatly strengthened. Confidence in Britain's future has been powerfully 
reinforced both at home and abroad. As a result we are now in a position to take further measures to improve 
the outlook for employment and to bring the growth of output on to its intended path”.575 Healey noted that 
the recent meetings of the IMF and the Finance Council of the European Community had agreed the World 
should take steps to stimulate demand and “Britain is in a position to join in this collective effort”.576 There 
was scope, Healey argued, for measures costing just over £1 billion (0.7 per cent of GDP) in the current year 
and £2 billion (1.4 per cent of GDP) next financial year. 
 
Tax Measures 
In introducing his tax measures, the Chancellor said “We can now be confident of substantial headroom 
below the ceiling which I set for the PSBR this year. It is important that we should take advantage of this 
headroom by measures which are quick acting and which have a maximum effect in bringing unemployment 
down as soon as possible. The measures should also, if possible, reinforce our attack on inflation and our 
commitment to the industrial strategy. This points strongly to the speediest possible reduction in income 
tax”.577 As in the March budget we can see the Chancellor’s belief that income tax reductions serve a variety 
of purposes, although the overriding objective here seems to point to a stimulus to demand. 
Following these statements, the Chancellor announced the bringing forward of the 12 per cent 
increase in personal allowances due in April 1978. These reliefs therefore had effect for the current year 
beginning 6th April 1977. As mentioned above, this will be the last time an indexation increase in the 
personal allowances is included in the policy decisions series. The implementation of this decision created 
extra work and “In order to make room for the additional work”578 the Chancellor excluded from tax, for the 
current year, the increase in National Insurance pensions and social security benefits which were to come 
into effect in December 1977. I therefore classify both these measures together as endogenous, demand 
management on the strength of the introductory comments quoted in the previous paragraph. 
Two other measures were announced. The Government had been conducting a review into the 
problems for small firms and the Chancellor announced some of its first conclusions: “It is argued that the 
taxation of business transfers is an inhibition on the growth of small firms”579 — the Capital Transfer Tax 
relief was therefore increased from 27th October 1977. The threshold for apportionment of trading income of 
close companies was increased from 6th April 1978 “to encourage business men to retain their profits in the 
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business”.580 I classify these measures as exogenous, long-run as they follow from an existing review 
designed to give longer-term help to small businesses. These announcements were also made before the main 
tax section which covered tax reductions to stimulate the economy and to lower unemployment. 
 
1978: Budget 11th April 1978 
Chancellor: Denis Healey; Prime Minister: James Callaghan (Labour) 
Context 
The economic position in April 1978 was, in many ways, similar to that of the previous October. By April 
though, the economy had grown nearly 2 per cent between the third quarter of 1977 and the first quarter of 
1978 and inflation was falling consistently: the Retail Price Index had risen just over 6 per cent between 
April 1977 and March 1978.581  The 1978 FSBR was to note that “1977 saw a turning point in the British 
economy”. However, as in October, unemployment was still very high.582 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor explained the Government’s main objective “must be to reduce the intolerable level of 
unemployment by stimulating demand in ways which create jobs at home without refuelling inflation”.583 
Healey recognised that demand itself was not enough; without the supply of goods, higher demand would 
lead to inflation: “unless British industry can produce and sell the goods required to meet the demand created 
by any Budget stimulus, that increase in demand will be met by imports and set inflation going again”.584 
Indeed, ‘stimulus’ was not just seen as a demand side phenomenon: “It can be larger to the extent that it is 
clearly designed to improve our industrial performance and to strengthen our prospects of success in the fight 
against inflation”.585 But the tone is still generally one of stimulating demand, with some measures seemingly 
more aimed at boosting industrial performance. I unpick which is which below. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Almost all of the 28 tax measures were tax cuts – reinforcing the comments about a stimulus above. The size 
of the stimulus is reported as about £2 ½ billion, which is the same size as all the Budget measures together. 
On this basis I will classify these endogenous unless I can provide evidence to the contrary.  
The Budget speech divided largely into two parts: a business taxation section and a section on 
personal income taxes. The former was largely concerned with improving performance but was more minor. 
The major remissions came in the second part of the speech dealing with the personal income tax remissions: 
“the proposals I have announced so far leave £2,400 million for reductions in income tax”.586 These were: an 
introduction of a lower rate; changes to the basic rate band; changes to the higher rate bands; changes to the 
main allowances, the additional allowance and the age allowance; increases in the Investment Income 
Surcharge thresholds and exemption of maintenance payments from the National Insurance surcharge. 
Many of these tax measures were justified in terms of social objectives. In addition, the Chancellor 
clearly viewed the supply-side effects of income tax cuts as desirable; he noted: “I have considered carefully 
how they should be distributed so as to further the objectives I have set myself, to increase the incentive for 
greater effort and to promote social justice”.587 However, these would appear secondary objectives about 
how best to split up the £2,400 million of tax cuts earmarked to stimulate demand. As such I classify all 
these measures as endogenous, demand management. 
To avoid adding to inflation, raising indirect tax rises was ruled out as way of funding even larger 
income tax cuts (“I cannot believe it would make sense for the Government themselves deliberately to raise 
the inflation rate and increase the cost of living”588). There was one exception; “to discourage the smoking of 
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cigarettes which have a higher tar yield”589 a supplementary duty on cigarettes with a higher tar yield was 
introduced from 4th September 1978. This is the only tax rise and is small relative to the remissions. I classify 
it as exogenous, ideological. However, in keeping with the overall objective I assume an alternative 
classification of endogenous, demand management. 
 
Amendments during the 1978 Finance Bill debate 
During debate the Conservative Opposition forced a 1 pence cut in the basic rate of income tax. The 
Government opposed this but lost. On the 8th May 1978 Geoffrey Howe – the Shadow Chancellor – attacked 
the Chancellor’s claim of providing an environment which encourages work; introducing the amendment he 
argued: “The way in which that ought to happen should be… by securing a reduction in the basic rate of tax 
and by doing something to restore incentives to the skilled worker, to the manager and to those who had their 
hopes raised last year by the Chancellor and have seen them as readily dashed this year”.590 I therefore 
classify this as exogenous, long-run –forming part of the Conservative Party’s long-term economic policy 
once in Government (see later Budgets). 
There is an interesting passage in which the Financial Secretary to the Treasury (Mr Sheldon) 
responds to the amendment. It, to some extent, reinforces my categorisation of Labour income tax cuts as 
demand management and deserves being quoted in full: “The argument [in favour of the amendment] would 
presumably be that through incentives we would boost supply without having the changes of demand. I 
understand this argument. It is basically an argument that demand management is what Labour does and 
supply boosting is what Conservatives do. Either way it reduces the levels of taxation, but when the 
Conservatives do it, that is boosting supply, and when Labour does it, we are boosting demand…These 
convolutions of thought by the hon. Gentleman are not acceptable. When we examine them, we see them for 
what they are. Tax cuts, whatever they are, whoever they are done by, result in people going out to buy 
goods that they otherwise might not have bought. We also hope that they will produce more goods”.591 
On the 5th July 1978, the Government responded by increasing the National Insurance surcharge to 
pay for the amendment (though it did not fully cover the cost). In a lengthy discussion of this issue, the Chief 
Secretary to the Treasury, Mr Barnett, argued that the cost of the income tax remission must be financed.592 
At various points the size of the PSBR was discussed. Britton (1991) noted that “market concern about the 
loss of revenue during the progress of the Finance Bill obliged the Government to announce an increase… in 
the National Insurance surcharge”.593 Being to offset a specific exogenous change, I classify it in the same 
way. 
 
1979: Budget 12thJune 1979 
Chancellor: Geoffrey Howe; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context: a new era in macroeconomic policy 
Overall growth in 1978 was the strongest for five years and unemployment fell throughout the year. Whilst 
still high by post-war standards, the unemployment rate fell throughout 1979 as well. However, the 
Government had serious problems containing pay inflation during the second half of 1978 and the Winter of 
Discontent of 1978/79 was to epitomise the final months of the Labour Government. The Government lost 
the May 1979 General Election and Margaret Thatcher became the U.K.’s first woman Prime Minister.  
1979 marked the beginning of a new economic paradigm in the United Kingdom. The old fiscal tools 
of demand management were shunned in favour of monetary weapons. The fiscal reform which took place 
over the 18 years of Conservative rule was to radically alter the tax system to foster business and individual 
incentive. As I have discussed, these themes were also strong in previous Conservative Budgets, but the 
important difference after 1979 was the complete lack of emphasis on demand or any attempt to control it. 
The list of Budget tax measures was also to become much longer and more technical. There were very few 
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endogenous, demand management actions; most of the reforms were for long-run purposes and so this marks 
a distinct break from the previous 34 years of post-war macroeconomic policy. 
 
Overall Objectives in 1979 
The new philosophy is nicely summarised by the new Chancellor’s comment: “it is our belief that many of 
these failures are themselves the result of actions and interventions by the Government themselves”.594 Four 
principles were set out to reverse the “years of decline”595: strengthening incentives; enlarge freedom of 
choice and reduce the role of the State; reduce the burden of financing in the public sector; and ensure those 
taking part in collective bargaining understand the consequences of their actions, to promote a proper sense 
of responsibility.596 Priority was given to monetary policy and the importance of “sound money” through 
“firm monetary discipline and fiscal policies consistent with that, including strict control over public 
expenditure”.597 This included progressive reductions in the growth of the money supply. On the fiscal side, 
Howe planned for a reduction in the PSBR as a percentage of GDP, “from over 5½ per cent. last year to 
under 4½per cent. in the current year”.598 Fiscal policy was to support the overall monetary and 
disinflationary strategy. There is no discussion of the ‘right’ amount of fiscal tightening so as to influence 
demand: no ‘Budget judgement’. In a rejection of the old stimulus/contraction terminology the Chancellor 
noted that the Budget cannot be seen as contractionary as “To make that claim is to argue that an alternative 
course of fiscal policy would produce more growth and more employment”.599 The overall tax changes were 
relatively neutral but altering the balance of different taxes within that total. The deficit reduction measures 
then largely fell to the control of expenditure: “In order to reduce the borrowing requirement and the burden 
of direct taxation, we must make savings in public spending and roll back the boundaries of the public 
sector”.600 Tax changes supported the Government’s long-term objectives: “At this stage, we have 
concentrated on tax changes of strategic importance”.601 Most of the tax changes are therefore exogenous. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Most significantly, income taxes were cut and indirect taxes increased as: “We made it clear in our manifesto 
that we intended to switch some of the tax burden from taxes on earnings to taxes on spending. This is the 
only way that we can restore incentives and make it more worthwhile to work and, at the same time, increase 
the freedom of choice of the individual”.602 Consequently V.A.T. was increased and rates unified at 15 per 
cent from 18thJune 1979. This measure raised over £4 billion (2 per cent of GDP), which was then very close 
to the total value of the income tax remissions. The income tax reductions were “the keystone of our policy. 
Excessive rates of income tax bear a heavy responsibility for the lack-lustre performance of the British 
economy”.603 The higher rates of tax above 60 per cent were abolished and there were changes to the bands 
from October 1979. The main personal allowances and the additional personal allowance increased above 
indexation from 6th April 1979 (and I now use the above indexation figures in the tax series as the indexed 
rise had been statutory since 1977).  “To help the elderly”604 the age allowance was increased from 6th April 
1979. The investment income surcharge thresholds were raised from October 1979, a measure which 
combined “a considerable simplification of the tax with a measure of justice that is long overdue”.605 The 
Chancellor also proposed “to implement immediately our election pledge to war widows”606 and exempt 
their pensions from tax as of 6th April 1979.  Finally, the basic rate of income tax was cut by 3p and there 
were extensions to the band from October 1979. With the exception of the age allowances, the investment 
income surcharge and the war widows pensions, which appear exogenous ideological changes, the others I 
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classify as exogenous, long-run for economic purposes. The V.A.T. cut was to fund this switch in the tax 
burden and was also for exogenous, long-run economic purposes. 
There were a few other changes to indirect consumption taxes, namely increased fuel duties from 
12th June 1979. These are listed separately from the V.A.T. rise to fund the income tax cuts, although the 
revenue gained clearly offset cuts elsewhere. Taking the Chancellor’s justification at face value these 
changes appear endogenous and to manage the demand for oil in response to continuing troubles with supply 
and prices from the Middle East. The Chancellor explained that there is a “general case for measures that 
will help us to meet the growing and undoubted need to conserve oil. At a time when there is a worldwide 
shortage of crude oil, it is essential that we should play our full part in achieving the 5 per cent. reduction in 
consumption to which the previous Government rightly committed us”.607 I therefore classify this as 
endogenous, demand management. However, given the overall comments about control of the public 
finances, these may well have been to offset the exogenous remissions – with V.A.T. and fuel duty increases 
almost exactly matching the income tax cuts. I therefore provide an alternative classification of the Fuel Duty 
increase as exogenous, long-run, in keeping with the majority of the income tax cuts608.  
These changes accounted for over 95 per cent of the remissions and nearly 95 per cent of the 
increases. 
 
1980: Budget 26th March 1980 
Chancellor: Geoffrey Howe; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
Context 
Real GDP growth in 1979 was 2.7 per cent with real consumption growth still high at 4.7 per cent. However, 
in the first quarter of 1980 real GDP growth turned downwards (although the third quarter of 1979 had also 
shown a sizable fall), a trend which was to continue for five quarters.609 Inflation remained high, bolstered by 
the oil shocks in 1979: crude oil prices almost doubled.610 Unemployment started rising towards the end of 
1979 and was to increase sharply through 1980. There was also monetary tightening over the course of 1979; 
the Minimum Lending Rate rose from 12 per cent in April 1979 to an unprecedented 17 per cent in 
November, where it was at the time of the March 1980 budget. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The 1980 Budget announced the Medium-Term Financial Strategy with paths for spending and taxation 
consistent with the monetary objectives of reducing the growth rate of money supply and inflation. It was 
judged that excess monetary growth must not be curbed by “excessive reliance on interest rates. The 
Government's financial strategy, therefore, plans a substantial reduction over the medium term in 
Government borrowing as a percentage of national income”.611 Crucially, however, the Chancellor argued 
that even though the recession had raised the deficit, it was still imperative to cut borrowing in the current 
year, otherwise borrowing would be inconsistent with the monetary target.612 The overall tax objective was 
thus to reduce borrowing and was responding to the contemporaneous rise in the deficit due to the 
slowdown. However, “Many [of the tax changes] are made necessary only by the impact of inflation upon 
the tax system” and “Three developments in particular have influenced me: high pay settlements, high oil 
prices, and the high exchange rate… those developments have swung the balance strongly in favour of 
consumers and against companies”.613 In dealing with the effects of inflation, the Chancellor was not in 
favour of demand management: “I see a stronger case for reducing the real burdens on companies and small 
businesses than on private individuals… I shall concentrate the limited funds available to me on encouraging 
enterprise and on relieving specific pressures which are particularly damaging or unfair”.614 
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Major Budget Tax Measures 
Inflation increases in three of the personal allowance thresholds, from 6th April 1980, accounted for over 70 
per cent of the 1980 tax remissions.  However, these were statutory rises with inflation and not discretionary. 
I therefore use the indexed series and so exclude these changes (being zero). However, even the nominal loss 
could not be allowed to raise the deficit so “in order to afford this I intend to remove the lower rate band of 
taxation”. I classify this change as endogenous, deficit reduction.  
On the business tax side there were two major measures. Firstly, Petroleum Revenue Tax rates 
increased from 1st January 1980 as “world oil prices have increased dramatically… This substantial change 
has greatly favoured the oil companies”. Secondly, the closing of several anomalies with regard to capital 
allowances for leasing from 1st June 1980 noting that “leasing effectively extends the benefits of tax 
incentives to certain users…who would not qualify for tax incentives if they had purchased the equipment 
themselves”. I classify these as endogenous, deficit reduction as they both raise sizable amounts of revenue 
given the Budget’s overall objectives. 
The revenue raising and real revenue protection themes equally applied to consumption: “I turn now 
from companies to my other proposals for finding extra revenue. I begin with the indirect taxes” and he 
intended “to ensure that the real yield of indirect taxation is not eroded”.615 All the measures following this 
introduction I classify as endogenous, deficit reduction – it being the Chancellor’s purpose for higher 
revenue. From 23rd March 1980 tobacco, alcohol and rebated oils were increased. From 1st October 1980 
gaming duties were altered and from 29th September 1980 Bingo Duty was raised. From 27th March 1980 
vehicle excise duties were altered and increased, although there were some minor adjustments.  
Road fuel duties were raised from 23rd March 1980 as “if we are to ensure that our oil resources are 
not wasted, a duty increase is justified this year”. I therefore classify this as endogenous, demand 
management as it aimed to reduce road fuel consumption. 
These changes account for nearly 75 per cent of the tax remissions and 95 per cent of the increases.  
 
1981: Budget 10th March 1981 
Chancellor: Geoffrey Howe; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
Context 
Inflation began to fall from mid-1980. For the year it was 18 per cent, falling to 12 per cent in 1981. The 
1981 FSBR notes that the previous year was difficult against a “world recession, a higher exchange rate and 
lower inflation. The immediate costs of this adjustment are falling output and sharply rising unemployment”. 
By March 1981 unemployment was about 2 million. Despite the previous year’s efforts, the FSBR also notes 
that public expenditure and the PSBR in 1980-1 were both well above expectation; Woodward (2004) argues 
that this was largely due to the recession.616 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The 1981 Budget was to be the famous ‘hair shirt’ Budget.617 The overall strategy, as Cairncross (1992) 
notes, “was the raising of taxes and tightening of fiscal policy in a depression to cut the money supply”.618 
Inflation remained the Chancellor’s number one priority “Some have urged that I should abandon the battle 
against inflation as our top priority and look instead for ways of expanding the economy… But to change 
course now would be fatal to the whole counter-inflation strategy. Our problem in recent years has not been a 
lack of final demand… There is now world-wide recognition that inflation is the enemy of growth and 
employment”.619 To achieve lower inflation and lower interest rates, the Chancellor argued that the 
Government must borrow less. On that basis Howe argued “if the figure is to be brought down to £10½ 
billion from £14 billion, some harsh decisions are inescapable”.620 The Chancellor set himself a reduction 
figure of about £3½ billion (1.5 per cent of GDP) in the current year and set about finding this sum. 
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Major Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax allowances were not raised by statutory indexation: “In the circumstances of this year that simply 
is not possible”.621 Given that uprating was statutory this ‘raised’ taxes by about £2.5 billion (1.1 per cent of 
GDP) in a ‘full year’. Following the overall objectives I classify this as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
There were three major sources of extra revenue. Firstly, a supplementary petroleum revenue duty 
was introduced from 1st January 1981. The measure was introduced as being “necessary to raise the extra 
revenue for this year”622, although justification for focusing on North Sea oil is given in terms of higher oil 
prices and profits. I classify this measure as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
Secondly, a special tax was levied on banking deposits. High banking profits are a “direct 
consequence of high interest rates in recent years”623 and “in present difficult circumstances, I cannot avoid 
the conclusion that I should require the banks to make a special fiscal contribution”.624 The charge was for 
1981-2 only, effective from the 6th April 1981. I classify this measure as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
Thirdly, indirect consumption taxes were raised considerably: “it is necessary to look principally to 
the personal sector for the additional revenue needed. People in employment have in general had more 
money to spend. Extra tax will have to be levied on that expenditure”.625 Fuel and alcohol duties were 
increased from 10th March 1981. Tobacco Duty was raised from 13th March 1981 and on matches and 
lighters from 13th March 1981. The car tax increased from 1st April 1981 and Vehicle Excise Duty was 
altered and raised on 10th March 1981. In all, these consumption tax changes raised 75 per cent of the 
increased revenue in 1981. I classify all these as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
On business taxation there were some major remissions but the new system of stock relief was to 
account for nearly 70 per cent of this. The Chancellor discounted lowering the National Insurance surcharge 
and implemented a general reduction in Corporation Tax instead, “I therefore propose to bring help to 
business and to encourage enterprise”.626 The new system took effect from 1st April 1981. As a long-term 
measure to help business and encourage enterprise I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The final major tax remission was “an entirely new tax incentive to attract individual investors to 
back new enterprises”.627 The Chancellor noted that considerable sums of risk capital were needed to finance 
the starting of a business and “The individual private investor has for many years had little encouragement to 
help fill that gap in the capital market”.628 This became known as the ‘Business Start-up Scheme’ and 
initially applied from 6th April 1981 for three years. I classify this measure exogenous, long-run. 
As any exogenous remissions had to be offset in the aggregate, I provide an alternative classification 
of endogenous, deficit reduction, classifying the whole package together. 
These changes account for nearly 80 per cent of the remissions and over 95 per cent of the increases. 
 
Changes during debates of the Finance Bill 1981 
During debate the rate on derv was cut as “a reduction in the duty would therefore be of particular benefit to 
that industry [haulage]”. This took effect on the 2nd July 1981 and I classify it as exogenous, long-run as it is 
to provide long-term support to that sector. However, the Chancellor offset the cut exactly (“I made it clear 
that I would have to recoup the revenue lost in some other way”), with a rise in tobacco and gambling duties, 
implemented on 8th and 12th July 1981 respectively. The gambling changes were actually staggered over the 
months to October, but without a method of splitting the yield I assign it all to the 12th July 1981. There was 
also no ‘full year’ cost given and so I use the current year estimates, which sum to zero over the three 
changes. I assign the same classification to the whole package. 
 
1982: Budget 9th March 1982 
Chancellor: Geoffrey Howe; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
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Context 
Over 1981 real output continued to fall, although there was some variation between quarters. The continuous 
quarter on quarter fall in GDP came to an end in the first half of 1981, though real consumer spending fell 
after the 1981 Budget. The inflation trend was downward; in 1981 inflation was more than 6 percentage 
points lower than in 1980. However, in January 1982 the twelve month change in the Retail Price Index was 
still 11 per cent, the same as a year earlier. Unemployment, however, rose to reach nearly 2.5 million by the 
March 1982 Budget,629 albeit a smaller increase than over the 12 months to March 1981.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Familiar themes were restated in the Budget speech: public borrowing “cannot make excessive demands on 
the funds available without putting upward pressure on interest rates”.630 However, there was to be no large 
rise in taxation, in fact “I shall be proposing substantial reductions in taxation while at the same time 
reducing the Government's borrowing requirement”.631 This was not, however, a demand stimulus. Indeed, 
Britton (1991) notes “fiscal policy was not tightened further, but on the other hand little was conceded to 
those who argued for a large stimulus to help the economy climb out of recession”.632 Rather “this will be a 
Budget for industry — and so a Budget for jobs”.633 ‘Borrow, borrow, borrow’, the Chancellor argued would 
not help the unemployed, better to secure lower borrowing and stable prices and at the same time “to achieve 
substantial tax reforms, to promote the wider ownership of wealth, and to encourage the productive private 
sector”.634 Essentially this Budget began work on the Government’s exogenous, long-term objectives. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Cuts in personal income tax made up over half the nominal cost of the tax remissions. The Chancellor 
considered all six of these measures together in his speech, and introducing them explains “the paramount 
aim of this Budget is to help industry, to encourage business, and to create jobs… We remain firmly 
committed as ever, over the years, to reduce the burden of direct taxation. It is essential to do so to improve 
incentives, to remove disincentives and to reduce the poverty trap”.635  The main, additional and age 
allowances were then increased, as was the basic rate limit, the further higher rate threshold and the 
investment income threshold; all from 6th April 1982. A sizable amount of this remission was however, 
statutory indexation and so I only include that which was additional in the tax series. Being to stimulate the 
supply-side of the economy, I classify these tax cuts as exogenous, long-run. 
Changes were made to the Petroleum Revenue Tax (P.R.T.). The supplementary petroleum duty was 
abolished and the P.R.T. rate was reduced from 1st January 1983. In the previous year the changes made the 
taxes more responsive to changes in price. With the fall in oil prices over 1982, the Chancellor noted that he 
could not reduce the burden of tax as much as industry had wished for. However, “I do agree with it on the 
need for some change of structure. I see, in particular, the advantage of profit-related taxes in relation to 
additional investment in existing fields… My hope is that the new tax structure that I have proposed will 
provide a more secure and stable regime for the future, permitting development to go ahead uninhibited by 
major fiscal uncertainties”.636 I classify these changes as exogenous, long-run. 
The National Income Surcharge (N.I.S.), imposed by the previous Government, was cut by 1 
percentage point from 2nd August 1982. Howe explained: “our prime purpose is to help private commerce 
and industry to help itself, by cutting its costs”.637 To provide more relief during the current year, there was a 
further ½ per cent reduction between August and 5th April 1983. The purpose of this was to effectively 
reduce by 1 per cent payments for the whole year 1982-3. I therefore do not treat this as a temporary measure 
and make use of the ‘full year’ cost. The purpose was to lower the long-term burden placed on industry by 
the tax; I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. The changes in income, P.R.T. and N.I.S. account 
for over 80 per cent of the tax cuts. 
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Almost all the tax rises were on indirect taxes. The Chancellor noted: “For the Excise duties there 
has grown up in recent years a sensible presumption that they should be adjusted in line with the movement 
in prices from one year to the next…That is the basis of my approach to Excise duty changes this year”.638 
Following this comment, fuel and alcohol duties rose on 9th March, tobacco duty from 11th March, gambling 
duties increased from 1st April and 1st October and Vehicle Excise Duty from 9th March 1982. Little is said 
other than the need to maintain real revenue or to raise revenue. Given that the overall stance of the Budget 
provides significant remissions for exogenous, long-run reasons, I assume the above changes are part of the 
package to fund the remissions and classify these as exogenous, long-run.  
 
1983: Budget 15th March 1983 
Chancellor: Geoffrey Howe; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Real GDP growth resumed at around 2 per cent in 1982. Inflation was also falling, with the 12 month 
inflation in January 1983 having fallen to around 5 per cent. Unemployment, however, was relentless: the 
claimant count reached 2.7 million by March 1983, although the rise had slowed. The recovery in 1982, 
however, appeared to be hampered by poor world growth.639 On the monetary side interest rates had been 
allowed to fall from October 1981 to November 1982. In the Autumn Statement of November 1982 the 
National Insurance Surcharge was cut again, and I deal with this below. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The Chancellor opened his statement by announcing “I shall today be proposing further significant cuts in 
the taxes paid both by businesses and by individuals. These proposals will be consistent with our medium-
term strategy for effective control of the money supply, for lower public borrowing, and for further progress 
on inflation”.640 There was a specific section on unemployment and a series of microeconomic measures 
were announced to help combat it. But there was no return to the old view that the economy required a short 
term stimulus. The primary fiscal judgement was regarding the size of the public deficit and the strategy of 
fiscal policy supporting monetary policy is again clear “On interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for 
continued fiscal restraint”.641 And again the Chancellor budgeted for a PSBR for the coming year of 2.75 per 
cent. This figure allowed for “further real tax cuts with a net cost to the PSBR of some £1 billion. The full 
year revenue costs of my proposals will be rather larger than that”.642 The tax cuts were focused on the 
Government’s long-term objectives and most will be exogenous. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
In November 1982 the Chancellor announced his intention to lighten the burden on, and reduce costs of, 
business. The National Insurance Surcharge (N.I.S.) was reduced by 1 per cent and ½ a per cent of this was 
also brought forward to between January and March 1983. The Chancellor argued that the N.I.S. “has long 
been criticised, and rightly so, by commerce and industry. As I said in my last Budget statement, it raises 
production costs, it is not rebatable on exports, and it either puts up prices or cuts into profits”643 and that “I 
am sure that it [the cut] will commend itself warmly to the House as providing a substantial reduction in the 
costs faced by private sector commerce and industry”.644 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The largest tax cuts in Budget 1983 were again on income taxes. The Chancellor argued that “the 
burden of tax on people, under successive Governments, becoming so unacceptably high… But the fact is 
that reductions in personal taxation themselves help business and employment… Yet for years in Britain the 
tax system and the tax burden have discouraged individual effort, commitment and enterprise. By 
strengthening incentives through lower personal taxes, Government can help increase the commitment to 
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business success at every level….Cuts in personal tax provide a vital stimulus for lasting growth and 
jobs”.645 Changes were then made to the main additional and age allowances, the basic rate limit, the further 
higher rate limit and the Investment Income Surcharge threshold from 6th April 1983. I classify these changes 
as exogenous, long-run. Again, I used the data against an indexed base. The nominal reductions totalled over 
£2.5 billion (0.9 per cent of GDP) but some of that was statutory and not a new policy change. Against the 
indexed base these remissions cost about £1.5 billion (0.5 per cent of GDP) — still a sizable reduction. 
The other major tax cut was a further reduction in the N.I.S. from 1st August 1983. The Chancellor 
explained “Our living standards and jobs depend on our ability to sell and compete, producing the right 
goods and services at the right time and the right price. The main responsibility for achieving this lies with 
industry and commerce. But the Government can help by reducing the burdens they place on business.”646 I 
classify this as exogenous, long-run.  
There were also some tax rises. On indirect taxes it was argued “In successive Budgets I have sought 
to establish the sensible presumption that the excise duties should be adjusted broadly in line with the 
movement of prices”.647 The Chancellor raised fuel and alcohol duties from 15th March, Tobacco Duty from 
18th March and Vehicle Excise Duty from 18th March 1983 in line with inflation. Little else is said but these 
changes covered part, but by no means all, of the other tax remissions. I therefore classify these as part of the 
overall package, exogenous, long-run. In addition, taxes on company cars increased from 6th April 1984 as 
“Recent increases have been at a rate of 20 per cent., but the levels still fall short of any objective measure of 
the true benefit”.648 Again, little else is said so I classify this as part of the overall package for similar reasons 
as above: exogenous, long-run (as in previous years with changes from indirect to direct taxes). 
These changes make up over 85 per cent of the remissions and over 90 per cent of the increases. 
 
1984: Budget 13th March 1984 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The Conservative Party won the June 1983 General Election and Lawson replaced Howe as Chancellor. The 
1982 and 1983 Budgets had provided some sizable remissions in taxation, as Britton (1991) notes “the fiscal 
contraction of 1981 had been substantially reversed”.649 1983 saw real GDP growth grow by over 3.5 per 
cent and real consumption growth of over 4 per cent. Inflation also remained relatively low, although there 
had been some inching upwards towards the end of 1983. However, unemployment was higher than the 
previous March but only by around 100,000 – a smaller increase than in previous years. The second term of 
the Thatcher Government saw the famous miners’ strikes. In October 1983 the Government published the 
Trade Union Bill aimed at the expansion of union democracy. In March 1984 the miners’ strike began. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The objectives in 1983 were “first, the further reduction of inflation; and, second, a series of tax reforms 
designed to enable the economy to work better, reforms to stimulate enterprise and set British business on 
the road to profitable expansion, reforms that will help to bring new jobs”.650 Again there was a rejection of 
“a self-defeating stimulus to monetary demand”.651 Borrowing had been above forecast and so “We now 
need a further substantial reduction in borrowing in order to help bring interest rates down further as 
monetary growth slows down”.652 However the Chancellor noted that there should be room for tax cuts 
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provided firm control over public spending was maintained.653 1984 was a hugely tax-reforming Budget and 
almost all the changes were for exogenous, long-run or ideological goals.  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
 
Reforms to personal taxation 
Personal income tax cuts made up nearly 40 per cent of the nominal remissions in 1984. The Chancellor 
argued that, since 1979, good progress had been made: “we have cut the basic rate of income tax from 33 per 
cent. to 30 per cent. and sharply reduced the confiscatory higher rates inherited from the last Labour 
Government... It is a good record, but it is not enough. The burden of income tax is still too heavy… During 
the lifetime of this Parliament, I intend to carry forward the progress we have already made”.654 
Consequently, the main, additional and age allowances all increased by more than indexation, the basic rate 
limit and the further higher rate limit were raised. In line with the previous Budgets I classify these reforms 
as exogenous, long-run. These changes took effect from 6th April 1984. 
This package of income tax reductions was again closely linked to the increases in indirect 
consumption taxes. The Chancellor argued “The broad principle was clearly set out in the manifesto on 
which we were first elected in 1979. This emphasised the need for a switch from taxes on earnings to taxes 
on spending… To reduce direct taxation by this means is important in two ways. It improves incentives and 
makes it more worthwhile to work, and it increases the freedom of choice of the individual”.655 To this effect 
the zero rating of various goods with respect to V.A.T. was removed from 1st May 1984 and 1st June 1984. 
Without a good way of splitting this yield I assign the ‘full year’ gain to the 1st May 1984. Additionally fuel, 
alcohol, tobacco and vehicle excise duties rose from 13th March, 15th March and 14th March 1984 
respectively. In conclusion: “The extra revenue raised in this way will enable me, within the overall 
framework of a neutral Budget, to lighten the burden of income tax”.656 As part of the overall income tax 
reform package, their motivation is exogenous, long-run. 
Whilst on income taxes, life assurance premium relief was abolished from 14th March 1984 “the 
main effect of life assurance premium relief today is unduly to favour institutional rather than direct 
investment. It has also spawned a multiplicity of well-advertised tax management schemes and no fewer than 
50 pages of legislation attempting to deal with its abuse”.657 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
 
Capital tax reforms 
There were some sizable remissions in the taxation of savings and investment: “The proposals I am about to 
make should improve the direction and quality of both. And they will contribute further to the creation of a 
property-owning and share-owning democracy, in which more decisions are made by individuals rather than 
by institutions”.658 Of the large remissions, firstly there were reductions in the rate and the increases in 
thresholds of Stamp Duty from 13th March 1984. This was in part to help and encourage home buyers but 
also to reduce the rate of duty on share transfers. It “will remove an important disincentive to investment in 
equities and increase the international competitiveness of our stock market”.659 I classify this as exogenous, 
long-run. Secondly, the Investment Income Surcharge was abolished from 6th April 1984. It “is an unfair and 
anomalous tax on savings and on the rewards of successful enterprise. It hits the small business man who 
reaches retirement without the cushion of a company pension scheme and impedes the creation of farm 
tenancies”.660 I therefore also classify this change as exogenous, long-run. 
 
Reforms to Business Taxation 
The 1984 Budget contained considerable reforms to Corporation Tax. The Chancellor explained “the 
Government have two responsibilities towards British business and industry. The first is to ensure that they 
do not have to bear an excessive burden of taxation. The second is to ensure that, given a particular burden, it 
is structured in the way that does least damage to the nation’s economic performance… My purpose, 
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therefore, is to phase out some unnecessary reliefs in order to bring about, over time, a markedly lower rate 
of tax on company profits”.661  
The reforms involved: the abolition of stock relief from 13th March 1983, which was designed to 
help firms in times of high inflation and was no longer needed; a reduction in the rate of first year allowances 
for plant and machinery; the rate of initial allowance for certain buildings and other further reductions in the 
first year and initial allowances as “there is little evidence that these incentives have strengthened the 
economy or improved the quality of investment”.662 These were implemented on several dates beginning 14th 
March 1984 but I assign the full year cost to this date. The changes allowed the Chancellor to lower the rates 
of Corporation Tax both this year from 1st April 1983 and from 1st April 1984, 1985 and 1986. The small 
companies’ rate was also reduced from 1st April 1983. Taken together the overall changes “hold out an 
exciting opportunity for British industry as a whole: an opportunity further to improve its profitability and to 
expand, building on the recovery that is already well under way. Higher profits after tax will encourage and 
reward enterprise, stimulate start innovation in all its forms, and create more jobs”.663 I classify all these 
changes as exogenous, long-run being part of the reform package. While the stock relief was unnecessary as 
inflation had fallen, I deem its abolition exogenous in that the prior motivation for abolishing unnecessary 
reliefs was to reform business taxation. 
The N.I.S. was abolished from 1st October 1984. The Chancellor argued that “given the impact that 
this tax has, not only on industrial costs but also — at a time of high unemployment — on jobs, I have 
decided to take the opportunity of this my first Budget to fulfil that pledge”.664 This may appear endogenous 
but it had been a Government aim to abolish the N.I.S. for a long time and the Chancellor noted that “we are 
pledged to abolish it during the lifetime of this Parliament”.665 In previous years various long-term reasons 
why it should be abolished were deployed. On balance I classify this exogenous, long-run. 
These changes accounted for nearly 90 per cent of the tax rises and 97 per cent of the cuts. 
 
1985: Budget 19th March 1985 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The Chancellor faced a familiar environment in 1985: 1984 had been another year of decent growth at 2.7 
per cent. This was 1 percentage point slower than the previous year but may well have been affected by the 
miners’ strikes. Inflation was edging up but still comparatively low at 5 per cent in 1984. Unemployment 
was again around 100,000 higher than the previous March. Britton (1991) noted that the PSBR presented a 
problem but was disguised by increased revenue from various privatisations — a key ideological objective of 
the Government.666 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
From the outset unemployment was acknowledged as a problem: “my Budget today has two themes: to 
continue the drive against inflation and to help create the conditions for more jobs”.667 However, a demand 
stimulus was not the answer. The Government published an employment White Paper in March as well – 
unemployment was viewed as a microeconomic problem: “boosting demand without the necessary 
improvements to the performance of the economy would only generate higher inflation”.668 In short, “The 
Government’s economic strategy has two key components: a monetary policy designed to bring down 
inflation and a supply-side policy designed to improve the competitive performance of the economy”.669 The 
higher PSBR was justified by the cost of the coal strike but this year Lawson planned to keep to his previous 
plans; there were to be no giveaways “for the coming year, a substantial reduction in the PSBR must take 
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precedence over our objectives for reducing the burden of tax”.670 However, the Budget was designed to 
carry “forward the theme of tax reform I set out last year… reform designed to improve our economic 
performance over the longer term, on which the jobs of the future will depend”671 and almost all the tax 
changes were, in the end, exogenous long-run changes. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The Chancellor continued the switch from personal income tax to indirect consumption taxes: “My Budget 
last year shifted some of the burden of personal taxation from earnings to spending. Today I propose to make 
a further move in this direction”.672 As a consequence, the Chancellor sought the revenue required from 
excise duties. Alcohol, fuel, tobacco and vehicle excise duties all rose on the 19th March 1985. In choosing 
which taxes to cut, the Chancellor argued “this year, a Budget for jobs and for enterprise has to give high 
priority to raising the tax thresholds”.673 The main, additional and age allowances all increased by more than 
indexation. There were indexation increases in the basic rate limit and the further higher rate thresholds. All 
these changes took place from 6th March 1985. Based on the comments here, those above and those from the 
previous year I classify this package of measures as exogenous, long-run. 
There were also a number of changes to V.A.T. which, the Chancellor explained, (combined with the 
excise duty increases) “will help me to lighten the burden of income tax”.674 V.A.T. was extended to 
magazines and newspapers from 1st May 1985; changes to V.A.T. on credit cards and similar payment cards 
also raised revenue from 1st may 1985; and “I propose to include in this year’s Finance Bill legislation to 
implement most of the recommendations of the first two volumes of the Keith report on the enforcement 
powers of the revenue departments, including measures to deal with the problem of the late payment of 
V.A.T.”.675 I classify these changes together with the excise duties as exogenous, long-run. 
There were also reforms to Capital Gains Tax. The Chancellor explained “I have a number of other 
important proposals for tax reform to announce today, which will both simplify the system and encourage 
enterprise”.676  These took the form of changes to indexation relief from 6th March 1985.  In terms of revenue 
they were minor remissions, however; they followed a change, announced on 28th February 1985, that 
prevented the conversion of income into less heavily taxed capital gains. As reforms to Capital Gains Tax, I 
classify these changes as exogenous, long-run. 
Finally the Chancellor announced significant cuts to and reform of National Insurance:  “I want to do 
more to improve job prospects for young people and the unskilled, among whom the problem of 
unemployment is most severe…I have concluded that an effective response to this problem must include 
direct action in two related areas — to cut the costs of employing the young and unskilled, and to sharpen 
their own incentive to work at wages which employers can afford to pay… They tackle the problem of 
unemployment where it is most acute”.677 I classify this measure as endogenous (related to current 
unemployment levels), supply stimulus. 
These changes account for 95 per cent of the increases and nearly 90 per cent of the remissions. 
 
1986: Budget 18th March 1986 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Real GDP had grown by 3.6 per cent in 1985 and by 1.5 per cent between the end of 1985 and the first 
quarter of 1986. However, inflation had edged up to just over 6 per cent in 1985. Unemployment was still 
increasing despite the 1985 Employment White Paper and other supply-side measures. That said, the 
claimant count was to peak in June 1986 at just under 3.1 million. 
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Overall Budget Objectives 
The Budget speech started with a significant degree of optimism as “The strength and durability of the 
current economic upswing continues to confound the commentators… At the heart of this success lies a 
remarkable turn-around in productivity”.678 The now familiar fiscal objective was reiterated “monetary 
policy must always be supported by an appropriate fiscal policy. That means, in plain English, keeping 
borrowing low”.679 The Chancellor announced that the Government would broadly stick to their pre-
announced plan for the PSBR but err on the side of caution given uncertainties over the oil price. He 
budgeted for a PSBR of 1¼ per cent of GDP. The Chancellor argued that this year he was able to 
accommodate a modest net reduction in the real burden of taxation of just under £1 billion (0.3 per cent of 
GDP). The long-term solution to unemployment would, the Chancellor argued, come from “the creation of a 
climate in which business and industry flourish”.680 Once again, the overall theme was one of fostering long-
run productivity and growth and almost all the changes were exogenous, long-run or ideological.  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Again income tax cuts made up the lion’s share of remissions. Lawson argued “It is no accident that the two 
most successful economies in the world, both overall and specifically in terms of job creation — those of the 
United States and Japan — have the lowest level of tax as a proportion of GDP. Reductions in taxation 
motivate new businesses and improve incentives at work. They are a principal engine of the enterprise 
culture, on which our future prosperity and employment opportunities depend”.681 The Chancellor confirmed 
the statutory indexation rise in all the main thresholds and allowances.  The major new measure was a cut in 
the basic rate of income tax from 30 per cent to 29 per cent. The higher rate thresholds were raised but not all 
in line with statutory indexation. All these took effect from 6th April 1986. I classify these changes as 
exogenous, long-run. 
On indirect consumption taxes “the overriding question this year is how far I should recover from 
the oil consumer the tax revenues I have lost from the oil producer, as a result of the massive fall in the oil 
price”.682 Whilst the real value of revenue obtained from the motorist was to be maintained “I will not 
increase it. But I do believe it makes sense to look again, in the light of the radically changed circumstances, 
at the relative weight of petrol tax and vehicle excise duty”.683 Consequently there were increases in fuel 
duties from 18th March 1986 but no change in most vehicle excise duties. The purpose being to offset the fall 
in oil producer revenues, I classify this measure as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
The other major consumption tax change was on Tobacco Duty. “In the light of the representations 
that I have received on health grounds”684 the Chancellor increased Tobacco Duty more than was needed to 
keep pace with inflation, from 20th March 1986. I take this justification at face value and classify the measure 
as exogenous, ideological.  
There were two other larger changes in taxation. Firstly, “to correct an anomaly in the taxation of 
international entertainers and sportsmen”685 it was proposed to “withhold tax at the basic rate on the earnings 
of overseas entertainers and sportsmen in the United Kingdom”.686 This came into effect from 6th April 1987. 
I classify it as exogenous, ideological as a reform to the balance of the tax system. Secondly, there were 
changes to the rules for pension fund surpluses: “The absence of clear rules on how surpluses should and 
may be dealt with, and the consequent reliance that has to be placed on the exercise by the Inland Revenue of 
its discretion, have created considerable uncertainty and have unnecessarily constrained trustees' freedom of 
action”.687 This took effect in the current year starting 6th April 1986. As a longer-term reform to improve the 
tax system, I classify this exogenous, long-run. 
These changes made up over 85 per cent of the remissions and over 80 per cent of the increases, 
although there were a significant number of small changes. 
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1987: Budget 17th March 1987 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Growth in 1986 was even faster than in the previous year at 4 per cent. Unemployment had finally peaked 
and was now falling, although still near 3 million. Inflation also fell to 3.4 per cent in 1986. Strong growth, 
falling unemployment and low inflation made for a very good outlook in March 1987. Part of this may have 
been reflected by oil prices hitting a 12-year low in July 1986.688 However, Britton (1991) claims that by the 
end of 1986 “what had been a well-sustained recovery was turning into a boom”.689 But by the time of the 
June 1987 General Election it was difficult for the Labour opposition to make the argument that 
unemployment should be dealt with by reflation. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The 1987 Budget repeated themes from previous years: the central objective of monetary and fiscal policy 
was to squeeze out inflation “this requires monetary discipline buttressed by low public sector borrowing”.690 
The argument for fiscal stimulus was again discounted: “our critics have consistently maintained not only 
that a fiscal stimulus would produce real economic growth but that without an expansionary fiscal policy 
sustained growth was impossible. They were wrong, and have been proved wrong”.691 The Chancellor again 
budgeted for a low PSBR at £4 billion, having come in under forecast. However, “Inevitably, this greatly 
diminishes the scope I have this year for reducing the burden of taxation, which of course remains a major 
objective of Government policy”.692 The tax changes were again largely for supply-side reform and “I shall 
propose some changes in taxation designed to improve still further the prospects that lie before us”.693 All the 
tax changes will therefore be exogenous long-run or ideological and further evidence is given below. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The major tax remission was a 2p cut in the basic rate of income tax. This made up 70 per cent of the tax 
remissions measured from an indexed base. The allowances and thresholds were also increased, with 
indexation making the nominal income tax cuts even larger. The age allowance was increased by double the 
statutory requirement. The Chancellor argued “There is now a worldwide consensus on the economic 
desirability of tax reform and tax reduction, and in particular the reduction of income tax…Lower rates of 
tax sharpen up incentives and stimulate enterprise, which in turn is the only route to better economic 
performance”.694 These cuts I classify as exogenous, long-run. The further higher rate thresholds were not 
raised by as much as indexation. There is no specific motivation given but it is included in the discussion of 
the income tax cut package. I therefore continue to classify it as exogenous, long-run, even though it counts 
as a major tax rise. 
The other major real tax cut was the decision not to increase petrol duty in line with inflation.695 No 
motive is given for this change or the decision to freeze most rates of duty – despite setting the expectation 
of inflation rises each year. The decision does not appear correlated with macroeconomic factors but may 
reflect the impending General Election. I argue that it is safe to regard this as an exogenous decision, and 
probably a political choice, so I classify it – and all the other duty freezes — as exogenous, ideological.  
There were three measures implying sizable increases in revenue from businesses. Firstly, there was 
harmonisation of payment dates for Corporation Tax from 17th March 1987. This measure, however, relates 
to the timing of payment, not the amount. I therefore exclude this. Secondly, the taxation of indexed gains 
would now be taxed in full at normal Corporation Tax rates from 17th March 1987. The Chancellor argued 
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“the low rate of Corporation Tax enables me to introduce a further simplification into the system”.696 I 
therefore classify this measure as exogenous, long-run. Finally, there were changes to the rules for dual 
resident companies from 1st April 1987 as “in any ongoing programme of tax reduction and reform, where 
much still remains to be done, an essential element must always be the elimination of unintended or 
unjustified tax breaks, which cause rates of tax generally to be higher than they need to be”.697 I therefore 
classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
By far the largest revenue raiser was the introduction of new rules relating to V.A.T. from 1st April 
1987. In justifying the changes the Chancellor again argued “In any ongoing programme of tax reduction and 
reform, where much still remains to be done, an essential element must always be the elimination of 
unintended or unjustified tax breaks”.698 I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the tax increases and 70 per cent of the remissions – 
there were a sizable number of minor exogenous changes, not specifically discussed here for brevity. 
 
1988: Budget 15th March 1988 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Real GDP growth in 1987 was over 4.5 per cent and the strong trend continued into the first quarter of 1988. 
Unemployment had also fallen by around 500,000 since the previous March. Both consumer spending and 
fixed investment continued to rise despite the October 1987 stock market crash. However inflation was 
edging up, 4.2 per cent in 1987 from 3.4 per cent in 1986. Britton (1991) argues that the boom had got out of 
hand; and the growth of personal credit following deregulation was “at first maintained and encouraged by 
the authorities”.699 The boom showed up in both a current account deficit and a collapse in the household 
savings ratio which fell from over 11 per cent in 1985 to 3.3 per cent in the third quarter of 1988.700 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Familiar themes continued from previous years. In terms of tax changes: “I shall propose a number of 
measures designed to improve the performance of the economy still further, by changing the structure of 
taxation. For this will be a tax reform Budget”.701 Once again, “a sound monetary policy needs to be 
buttressed by a prudent fiscal stance”.702 Indeed the Chancellor estimated that the final outturn for the PSBR 
in 1987-88 would be negative (surplus). Moreover, there had been increases in expenditure and “over the 
coming year, we will be spending at least £1,100 million more on health than in the year now ending, at least 
£900 million more on education, and at least £500 million more on law and order”.703 These increases 
reduced the scope for tax reductions and “it will not be possible in this Budget to reduce the burden of 
taxation; that is to say, to reduce taxation as a share of GDP”.704 However, in keeping with the introductory 
comments, there were a number of supply-side reforms sizably reducing tax revenues – all being exogenous. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Reductions in income tax made up nearly 85 per cent of the tax remissions in 1988. The Chancellor again 
argued: “The way to a strong economy is to boost incentives and enterprise. And that means, among other 
things, keeping income tax as low as possible”.705 The main, additional, age and widows’ bereavement 
allowances were all increased by more than statutory indexation. The basic rate limit also rose by more than 
indexation. Two pence came off the basic rate of income tax and the higher rates of tax above 40 pence were 
abolished as “excessive rates of income tax destroy enterprise, encourage avoidance, and drive talent to more 
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hospitable shores overseas”.706 These changes were all implemented on 6th April 1988. I classify these 
changes as exogenous, long-run. 
There were also some sizable increases in income taxes. Firstly, the relief on life insurance 
premiums was reduced from 6th April 1989 as “it has traditionally been given at half the basic rate of income 
tax. I therefore propose to reduce it”.707 I classify this in the same way as the income tax change, exogenous, 
long-run. Secondly, car benefit scales were increased by a considerable amount as “independent studies, 
based on figures supplied by the AA, suggest that an employee with a typical company car may be taxed on 
only about a quarter of its true value. This discrepancy is too great to be allowed to continue”.708 As this was 
designed to raise a considerable amount of revenue and thus offset the rest of the reforming package, I 
classify it with the other measures, exogenous, long-run. Thirdly, tax relief on new home improvements was 
abolished as “Most of these loans are for fittings such as double glazing, and have played a significant part in 
the recent growth of consumer credit without in any way contributing to the expansion of home ownership. 
This may be partly due to the substantial scope for abuse, as loans ostensibly taken out for home 
improvements are used for other purposes, a matter which was the subject of a recent report from the Public 
Accounts Committee”.  I classify this as exogenous, ideological. Finally, tax relief on non-charitable 
covenants was also abolished, although this was from 15th March 1988.  This follows the removal of 
covenants and maintenance from the tax system which will “greatly simplify an unnecessarily complex part 
of the tax system”. The consequence was that “people receiving payments under covenants will not be liable 
to tax on them, and those making the payments will not be able to claim tax relief on them”.709 I classify this 
as exogenous, ideological. 
The final sizable measure was on Capital Gains Tax. The Chancellor announced “a fundamental 
reform. Subject to the new base date, capital gains will continue to be worked out as now, with the present 
exemptions and reliefs. But the indexed gain will be taxed at the income tax rate that would apply if it were 
the taxpayer's marginal slice of income. In other words, I propose in future to apply the same rate of tax to 
income and capital gains alike”.710 This change follows Lawson’s analysis that income and capital gains 
should not really be treated differently and “taxing them at different rates distorts investment decisions and 
inevitably creates a major tax avoidance industry”.711  This change was implemented on 6th April 1988. I 
classify this measure as exogenous, long-run as it attempts to modernise and reform the tax system. 
These changes account for 85 per cent of the cuts and three quarters of the increases. 
 
1989: Budget 14th March 1989 
Chancellor: Nigel Lawson; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The 1987 trends continued into 1988: real GDP growth was an impressive 5 per cent with real consumer 
expenditure growing by 7.7 per cent. However, the savings ratio hit a low at 3.3 per cent in the third quarter 
of 1988. The current account deficit as a percentage of GDP widened to its lowest point in 1989. 
Unemployment was now falling considerably, with over 500,000 fewer at Budget 1989 than in March the 
previous year. By the early part of 1989 the 12 month inflation rate was creeping up towards 7 per cent by 
Budget time. However, by 1989 growth was beginning to slow. In May 1989, shortly after the Budget, the 
National Institute Economic Review wrote: “the behaviour of the UK economy, faced with a surge in 
domestic demand is all too consistent with past experience. Less has changed since the 1970s than might 
have been hoped”.712 On monetary policy, Woodward (2004) notes that during 1988 the monetary policy had 
changed from shadowing the Deutschmark to fighting another inflationary boom; monetary policy sought to 
reign in consumer spending by keeping the exchange rate relatively high.713  
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Overall Budget Objective 
Some slowdown in demand was expected but “the question of just how ‘soft’ or ‘hard’ the so-called landing 
will be is not in the hands of Government alone. The Government’s task is to reduce inflation by acting, 
through monetary policy, to bring down the growth of national income in money terms. The task of business 
and industry is to control their pay and other costs. The more successfully they do so, the less costly in terms 
of output and employment the necessary adjustment will be… The best contribution the Government can 
make to this is to carry forward the process of supply-side reform”.714 On fiscal policy “A balanced Budget is 
a valuable discipline for the medium term…Having achieved it, I intend to stick to it. In other words, 
henceforth a zero PSBR will be the norm”.715 In weighing up debt repayments versus continuing to reduce 
the tax burden the Chancellor explained “it will not be possible in this year’s Budget to reduce the burden of 
taxation; that is to say, to reduce taxation as a share of national income”.716 But in many ways this Budget 
then carried on the previous years’ work: fiscal policy was to support monetary policy together with supply-
side reform of the tax system. Again, the reforms were all exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The largest tax cut was from reforms to National Insurance from 5th October 1989. The rate of contributions 
below the lower earnings limit was reduced to 2 per cent: “This will abolish altogether the steps which at 
present exist at earnings, for 1989–90, of £75 and £115 a week, and thus remove a serious work disincentive 
from the system… This reform will significantly reduce the burden of employees’ National Insurance 
contributions across the board”.717 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The major income tax allowances and thresholds rose with statutory indexation, but this implies no 
discretionary change in policy. Small deviations from this are discussed in a longer list of minor changes 
available on request. The other major remissions were the non-indexation of excise duties. There was no 
change in tobacco, alcohol and some fuel duties. No motivation is given for this, so I must assume that it was 
a political decision. I therefore classify it as exogenous, ideological. The above cuts accounted for 85 per 
cent of the remissions. 
Three groups of tax rises raised over 85 per cent of the increased revenue. Firstly, car scales were 
again raised from 6th April 1989 as “when I doubled the car scales in last year's Budget, I made it clear that 
this still left this benefit significantly undertaxed. Accordingly, I propose to increase the car scales by one 
third”.718 I continue with the standard classification of this as an offsetting measure and thus exogenous, 
long-run. 
Secondly, there were changes to the taxation of life insurance companies from 1st January 1990 as 
“there is clearly a powerful case for reform, with a view to securing a tax regime which is more equitable 
both within the industry and as between life assurance and most other forms of savings”.719 I classify this as 
exogenous, ideological. 
Thirdly, there were changes to the VAT tax regime as “Her Majesty's Government are obliged to 
implement the European Court’s judgment that certain of our zero rates of VAT on supplies to business, 
notably on non-residential construction, but also on fuel and power and on water, are not lawful”.720 This was 
to take effect from 1st April 1989 for construction, buildings and land and from 1st July 1989 for fuel, power 
and water. The Government made some changes to lighten this burden but the overwhelming effect of the 
originally enforced changes remained. I therefore classify this as exogenous, external. 
 
1990: Budget 20th March 1990 
Chancellor: John Major; Prime Minister: Margaret Thatcher (Conservative) 
 
Context 
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In 1989 inflation had hit 7.8 per cent. Real GDP growth also slowed to 2.3 per cent in 1989, although 
unemployment continued to fall up to March 1990. The figures suggested that the economy was turning 
down, although growth did not start falling until autumn 1990. Throughout 1989 interest rates were raised, 
reaching nearly 15 per cent by October 1989 and Lawson rejected early entry into the European Exchange 
Rate Mechanism (E.R.M.) as an alternative to high interest rates. The E.R.M. debate had its cost: Nigel 
Lawson resigned in October following considerable disagreements with Prime Minister Thatcher over her 
economic adviser Sir Alan Walters, who was publicly critical of Lawson’s policies.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Government’s first objective was “to bring inflation down again… this Budget will take no risks with 
inflation. It will maintain a strong fiscal surplus”.721 In addition the Budget was described as a Budget for 
savers: “It will provide a range of incentives to save and a novel incentive to give”.722 On tax reform: “It will 
introduce important new measures for business and keep up the pace of supply-side reform. It will remove an 
old grievance from the tax system and make the social security system fairer, and it will abolish two 
taxes”.723 In many ways Major’s first Budget followed similar themes to Lawson’s. On the slowdown, Major 
argued “No one likes to see the economy slow, but it is inevitable if we are to push inflation downwards”.724 
In terms of the overall fiscal stance “a tight fiscal policy is also essential. It cannot do the work of monetary 
policy, but it can and must support it… fiscal policy is not, in my view, a flexible instrument which should 
be altered to meet short-term contingencies”.725 The motivations were therefore multiple and so we must turn 
to the individual measures to unpick the motivations. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Income tax allowances and thresholds were raised by statutory indexation with the exception of the basic rate 
limit. Failing to implement indexation in full is effectively a tax rise (and is a discretionary change given 
statutory indexation). No specific justification is given, although earlier comments about the need to fortify 
the surplus imply that the Chancellor did not believe he could afford all the statutory increases in allowances 
and limits. I therefore classify this change as endogenous, deficit reduction (or more precisely surplus 
fortification). Based on Major’s comments about not using fiscal policy as a short term instrument, I opt not 
to classify this as demand management. However, the tight fiscal stance is clearly motivated by current 
inflationary problems. 
The scales for tax treatment of private use of company cars were again, as in previous years, 
increased from 6th April 1990 as “the tax treatment of this benefit remains generous”.726 As in previous years, 
little further is said about this. I now choose to classify this as endogenous, deficit reduction as it raises a 
sizable amount of revenue given the Budget’s overall objectives. 
The composite rate was abolished from 6th April 1991 as “independent taxation has thrown into 
sharp relief another aspect of the tax system that affects all savers, and which no longer deserves to 
survive… This change will significantly reduce the amount of tax paid by millions of married women, 
pensioners, children and others with small savings, and by removing the penalty of composite rate tax, it will 
play an important part in encouraging the savings habit”.727 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
There were some changes to the taxation of life insurance originally announced on 20th December 
1989 and which took effect from 1st January 1990. These “put the taxation of life assurance companies' unit 
trust holdings on a sounder footing, and make a number of technical improvements”.728 Given that these 
were announced as part of a reform package months earlier, and on the strength of this statement, I classify 
this as exogenous, ideological in keeping with the life insurance reforms in the 1989 Budget. 
Tax relief for doubtful sovereign debt was removed from 20th March 1990. This measure is first 
justified to “clarify the tax regime for banks”729 but problems with the current arrangements are said to be an 
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“extremely unsatisfactory position for the banks, for the Inland Revenue, and for the taxpayer”.730 Little 
other direct justification is given, although it raises a considerable sum. I therefore classify this as 
endogenous, deficit reduction in line with the overall strategy of the Budget. 
On consumption taxes: “Given the need to keep a tight fiscal position, I have decided that the excise 
duties, taken as a whole, must rise broadly in line with inflation”.731 But within this total there were some 
changes. Vehicle Excise Duty (V.E.D.) changes “will greatly simplify the system”732 and took effect from 
21st March and 1st October 1990. In addition, some V.E.D. rates were again held fixed. To fund these “I will 
recoup the cost of this by increasing petrol and derv duties by rather more than strict revalorisation would 
justify”.733 This rise therefore serves two purposes, to prevent a lower budget surplus from the V.E.D. 
changes and to fortify the surplus anyway. Alcohol and tobacco duties also increased. I therefore classify 
these duty changes as a package and as endogenous, deficit reduction. These increases took effect from 20th 
March 1990 (except rebated oils, from 1st July 1990). 
There were three other sizable remissions. Firstly, Stamp Duty on share transactions was abolished 
from 1st January 1992. This decision was taken in the light of a new, forthcoming stock exchange share-
dealing system known as TAURUS. “As we approach 1992, we can expect even sharper international 
competition in financial services, much of it from other European centres. Competitive and practical 
arguments point in the same direction”.734 I classify this change as exogenous, long-run.  
Secondly, there were a few changes to simplify V.A.T. registration requirements from 20th March 
1990 and revised bad debt relief provisions from 6th April 1991. The justification for these changes stemmed 
from the observation that “cash flow is particularly important to new and growing companies of this size. I 
have two measures that should help to improve it”.735 I therefore classify these changes as exogenous, long-
run. 
Finally, tax exempt special savings accounts (TESSAs) were introduced from 1st January 1991 as “I 
wish to do more to encourage the saving habit among taxpayers — all of them”.736 I therefore classify this as 
exogenous, ideological.  
Given the overall objectives and the desire to fortify the surplus to fight inflation, it is possible that 
the seemingly exogenous changes are in fact then offset by higher increases in the endogenous, revenue 
raisers. In addition to the specific motivations given below, I also provide an alternative classification for the 
exogenous measures of endogenous, deficit reduction – classifying the whole budget package together. 
These changes made up over 90 per cent of the remissions and 98 per cent of the tax rises. 
  
1991: Budget 19th March 1991 
Chancellor: Norman Lamont; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The second half of 1990 — the Government’s 12th consecutive year in office — was a turbulent one. After 
considerable divisions within the Government the U.K. joined the E.R.M. in October. Geoffrey Howe’s 
famous criticism of Margaret Thatcher and her subsequent resignation occurred in November. The first Gulf 
War began in January 1991. In the third quarter of 1990 real GDP started falling and was to continue to fall 
until the end of 1991. Unemployment, which was falling until June 1990, began rising again, hitting nearly 
2.1 million again by the time of the 1991 Budget.  Nor did this slowdown initially stem inflation, which hit 
nearly 10 per cent by the end of 1990. The public finances were also hit by the recession: in 1990 the budget 
surplus turned into a deficit and there was to be an annual budget deficit until 1998.737 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
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Despite the change of Chancellor this was a typically Conservative Budget: “My central economic aim is to 
bring inflation down and keep it down. Beyond that, my objective is to encourage enterprise by creating a 
broadly based tax system that allows markets to do their job with the minimum of distortion and Government 
interference”.738 However, not all the tax remissions were exogenous – “my Budget today will include 
measures to help business through the recession in the short term and to encourage it to invest for the longer 
term”.739  On monetary policy “squeezing out inflation means high interest rates, frustrated hopes, 
bankruptcies and lost jobs”740 and the E.R.M. was seen as the appropriate monetary straightjacket to support 
this. However, on fiscal policy there was a decision to allow the budget deficit to help stabilise the economy 
– and this was a very different tone to Howe’s 1981 Budget: “Those cyclical swings in the budget balance 
can play a useful role in offsetting the swings in private sector borrowing, and in stabilising the economy”.741 
The Chancellor planned for the recovery and consequently the Budget measures were to be of “broadly 
neutral effect in the coming year, but will produce a modest increase in revenue in 1992–93”.742 The overall 
strategy appears to be continued supply-side reform, some measures to support the economy during the 
downturn and tax increases to reduce the deficit in later years: there was a mixture of exogenous and 
endogenous measures. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The biggest tax change was a shift from local to central taxation. In 1990 the Government had introduced the 
unpopular Community Charge – the ‘Poll Tax’. On this the Chancellor argued “I have concluded that local 
taxes are being asked to bear too large a burden and that the level of the Community Charge is still too 
high… I propose, therefore, to make a substantial switch from local taxation to central taxation”.743 The 
charge was cut from 6th April 1991. This change was not correlated with macroeconomic changes (although 
it may well have reflected recent popular unrest over the ‘Poll Tax’) so I classify it as exogenous, 
ideological.  
The cut in the Community Charge made up 70 per cent of all the tax cuts in the 1991 Budget. This 
sum was to be recuperated by raising consumption taxes, notably V.A.T., from 1st April 1991. The 
Chancellor argued “The switch requires a substantial increase in central taxation. I have decided that this 
should be achieved by raising indirect taxes — that is to say, taxes on spending… [and] Since much 
consumer spending is zero-rated, it bears less heavily on poorer households than on the better-off, so raising 
VAT is not only an efficient but also a fair way to raise the necessary finance”.744 The motive for this 
change, like the Community Charge cut, was ideological – so I categorise the V.A.T. rise accordingly.  
On income tax: “I know that there is a widespread view in the House and in the country that more 
should be done to help families with children. I propose to use the resources released by not increasing the 
married couple's allowance for that purpose”.745 Consequently, child benefit was raised using these funds and 
so I classify this change as endogenous, spending-driven. 
The final major cut was in the Corporation Tax rates both from 1st April 1990 and 1991. The 
Chancellor claimed that he was doing this as “My main concern in this Budget is to encourage profitable 
firms to go on investing in Britain's future. The best way in which to do that is to increase still further the 
post-tax return on successful investment projects”.746 I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Putting aside the switch from local to central taxation, the increases largely offset the remissions. In 
general the Budget’s tone was not one of deficit reduction – noting that it made sense to allow deficits in bad 
times. The revenue raisers were designed to reduce the deficit in the future – especially as many of them only 
yielded their full revenue in later years. The only major revenue raiser was on car scales. In setting the car 
scales (a measure which each year Chancellors had argued was still not tough enough and which raised a 
sizable sum of money) the Chancellor turned to avoidance of National Insurance payments as well. Company 
cars and fuel were now to be liable for National Insurance from 6th April 1991 and “this will reduce an 
anomaly in the National Insurance contributions system, making it more neutral between different kinds of 
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payment, and will widen the National Insurance contributions base”.747 Based on the overall tenor of the 
comments above, I assume these revenue raisers were designed to offset the remissions in later years and I 
categorise this as exogenous, deficit consolidation. There are some more examples in the minor changes 
appendix. 
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the total increases and remissions. 
 
1992: Budget 10th March 1992 
Chancellor: Norman Lamont; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Real GDP fell in the first three quarters of 1991 and remained almost flat in the two quarters leading up to 
the 1992 Budget. Unemployment was nearly 600,000 higher than in the previous March. The 12-month 
inflation rate had, however, fallen to around 4 per cent by March 1992, providing some positive news albeit 
on the back of a recession. As expected, the budget deficit had taken a hit now reaching 3 per cent of GDP in 
1991 – it was to hit nearly 8 per cent of GDP by 1993. Interest rates had been falling over 1991; however in 
December the German Bundesbank – a key force in the E.R.M. – raised rates to their highest level since 
1931.748 The diverging objectives between E.R.M. member states, particularly of post-unification Germany, 
put significant strain on the E.R.M. throughout 1992. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor rejected the idea of a demand stimulus to deal with unemployment: “There are those who 
would put this at risk by seeking to pump up demand, but I am not prepared to take steps which would call 
into question the Government’s determination to match or better the inflation performance of our 
Community partners” indeed “it is not remotely feasible for Governments to try to target the level of demand 
month by month or quarter by quarter”. 749 The challenge, Lamont argued, was to “to continue the supply-
side reforms of the 1980s. Low tax and light government have produced an economic environment which 
spurs competition and rewards enterprise. Our job now is to build on them to help people and businesses 
make the most of recovery”.750 On fiscal policy, the budget deficit was defended “In a recession borrowing 
will tend to rise. But there is nothing wrong with that, providing that the underlying position is sound and the 
budget moves back towards balance as the economy recovers”.751 So there was to be no large fiscal 
correction to deal with the rising deficit. The Budget in fact cut taxes, largely for supply-side reform and to 
provide supply-side help to businesses in the short-term. In total the tax changes provided a significant 
remission, though many of these remained exogenous changes. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The most significant remissions were on personal income tax. Income tax was cut by 5p to 20p in the pound 
from 6th April 1992 as “It is neither necessary nor desirable that anyone earning more than their personal 
allowances should start paying income tax at a rate of 25 per cent…I believe that we can and should reduce 
that burden… That will improve their work incentives and make it more worthwhile for those not currently 
in work to take lower paid jobs”.752 In keeping with previous years, I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
There were also some more minor offsetting income tax increases. Income taxes were increased 
against indexation by not uprating the basic rate limit and not changing the married couples’ allowance for 
the over 65s, the additional personal allowance or the widows’ bereavement allowance. No justification is 
given for keeping these fixed but it saved a sizable amount to revenue. This partly offset the income tax 
remissions and I categorise this as part of that set of changes – exogenous, long-run. 
The car tax was halved from 11th March 1992. The Chancellor motivated this change by explaining: 
“The motor industry is and will remain at the very heart of British manufacturing. Facing a sharp fall in 
domestic demand over the last year, the industry responded in exactly the right way, by switching production 
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to exports… None the less, I recognise that the last year has been a difficult one, and the measures I am 
proposing today will help the industry…[The car] tax distorts consumer spending, and car manufacturers 
have long complained that our taxes on new cars are higher than those of other main European producers. 
This Government have always sought to reduce distortions in the tax system”.753 I therefore classify this as 
endogenous, supply stimulus. 
The final major remission was on business rates. The Chancellor explained “I am well aware that 
many of the businesses which face large increases [in business rates] next year have also been hard hit by the 
recession”.754 As a consequence the Government announced relief which meant no real increases in rates for 
the year 1992-3. I classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
A loophole in the taxation of rent was closed from 10th March 1992 “to prevent the business tax 
rules from being manipulated to secure an unjustifiable tax deferment when rent is paid between connected 
persons. The manipulation which has already occurred has involved tax of some hundreds of millions of 
pounds. This loophole will be closed immediately”.755 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
The other major tax rises were on excise duties. Fuel duty on leaded petrol was raised by more than 
inflation from 10th March 1992 so as to “continue our long-standing and successful policy of encouraging 
motorists to move away from leaded petrol”.756 Tobacco Duty was increased from the same date and Vehicle 
Excise Duty from 11th March 1982. On tobacco the Chancellor noted “Benjamin Franklin once remarked 
that nothing was certain except death and taxes, but for some people the latter may help to delay the 
former”.757 These duty changes help offset the remissions. The total increases in taxation only partly offset 
the major income tax remissions. I therefore categorise these duty changes as offsetting the income tax cuts: 
exogenous, long-run. Based on their face-value motivations they would be exogenous anyway. 
These changes account for over 90 per cent of the increases and of the remissions.  
 
1993 (A): Budget 16th March 1993 
Chancellor: Norman Lamont; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
Output growth was just 0.15 per cent in 1992 and unemployment rose by around 300,000 over the previous 
12 months. Unemployment did peak in January 1993 but remained near 3 million for much of 1993. The 
budget deficit was nearly 6.5 per cent of GDP in 1992 and was to hit nearly 8 per cent in 1993. Retail price 
inflation, however, fell to 3.7 per cent in 1992 and by the 1993 Budget the retail price index had only 
increased by about 1 per cent over the previous 12 months. 1992 was one of crisis for the Government. 
Despite winning the 1992 General Election, irreparable damage was to be done to the Government’s 
economic reputation later that year. Over the summer an exchange rate crisis was developing and on 9th 
September the Government had to borrow £7.2 billion to maintain sterling’s position within the E.R.M. On 
the 16th – Black Wednesday – Britain was forced to withdraw entirely.758 
 
Overall Budget Objectives and Motivation 
Mr Lamont opened his speech with two main objectives “first, to support the recovery in the year ahead; and 
secondly, to set out a clear medium-term strategy for bringing the borrowing requirement back towards 
balance”.759 Inflation was a key concern and to that end inflation targeting was adopted as the new monetary 
regime. In terms of fiscal policy the Chancellor issued a warning about the deficit: “Unless action is taken, 
large deficits will continue over the medium term”.760 The cause of this increased deficit “is largely due to 
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the recession”.761 Lamont argued that the greatest threat to sustained recovery was not a lack of demand but 
excessive Government borrowing.762 However, tax reform remained firmly on the agenda: “The proposals I 
shall be announcing today are part of a continuing programme of tax reform — a programme which has 
strengthened work incentives and improved the efficiency of the economy”.763 And, “In deciding where to 
look for additional revenue, I have been guided by a number of principles: first, that, where possible, money 
should be raised in a way that will not damage the working of the economy; secondly, that in general this 
means that reducing the value of allowances and broadening the tax base is preferable to increasing marginal 
tax rates; thirdly, that taxation should support social, health and environmental objectives”.764 Overall taxes 
were raised – increasing revenue significantly in later years. It is clear from the above comments that the 
slowdown had caused the worsening public finances and action to rectify this is then correlated with the 
slowdown itself. Many of the revenue raisers will therefore be classified as endogenous, deficit reduction.  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
I first discuss measures dealing with the deficit and to fund support for the economy. Various allowances 
were not indexed. The Chancellor argued “With inflation down to levels not seen for a generation, I propose 
for the year ahead to freeze the personal allowances, the married couples’ and related allowances, the basic 
rate limit and the income limit for age-related allowances. The threshold for inheritance tax, the capital gains 
tax exempt amount and the earnings limits for tax relief on pension contributions will also remain 
unchanged”.765 Being enacted immediately I classify these as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
From 6th April 1994 the married couples’ allowance was to be restricted as was mortgage interest 
relief. The latter was restricted as “mortgage interest relief is expected to cost the Exchequer £4.3 billion next 
year alone”766 but deferred as “the housing market remains fragile”.767 Although a social objective was also 
given for the restriction of married couples’ allowance (“There is no good reason why an allowance intended 
to recognise the responsibilities of marriage should give least to those on low incomes”768), this measure is 
clearly signposted in the revenue raising section of the speech. I therefore classify these changes as 
endogenous, deficit reduction. 
National Insurance contributions were to be increased from 6th April 1994. Benefits had been 
increased in the autumn and a Treasury grant was issued to finance this. However, “my right hon. Friend the 
Secretary of State for Social Security and I propose to place the finances of the National Insurance fund on a 
firmer footing”.769 This is a future tax rise to offset previous spending decisions and so I classify this as 
exogenous, deficit consolidation.  
Reforms to the taxation of dividends were to provide a boost to cash flow in the short term and, by 
restricting tax credits on dividends “will raise £900 million extra revenue for the Exchequer from 1995–96 
onwards”.770 This boosted firms’ cash flow in the short-run but liabilities changed from 6th April 1993. I 
therefore still classify this as endogenous, deficit reduction, even if the Exchequer did not feel the benefit 
until later. 
On green taxes, the Chancellor announced “Individual countries should… take their own measures 
to give people the right signals to encourage the efficient use of energy. Today, I shall propose measures 
designed to do just that, and to raise revenue at the same time”.771 VAT was to be charged on domestic fuel 
and power from 1st April 1994. For the reasons discussed previously, this measure is classified endogenous, 
deficit reduction. 
The major change on Excise Duty was the announcement that fuel duties would increase in real 
terms in future Budgets. The Chancellor said “The largest contribution to the growth in United Kingdom 
carbon dioxide emissions in the coming years is expected to come from the transport sector. I therefore 
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propose to make clear today the Government’s long-term intention on road fuel duty”.772 Assigning a ‘full 
year’ gain to this proposal is very difficult as the tax increases each year and I treat each year as a new 
implementation. Being intended to reduce the deficit in later years I classify this as exogenous, deficit 
consolidation. 
There were also some remissions. Below I consider their specific motivation. However, all these 
remissions required offsetting in order to tighten the fiscal stance overall. I therefore assign an alternative 
classification of endogenous, deficit reduction for all the exogenous remissions. On personal income tax the 
lower rate band was increased from 6th April 1993. Lamont argued “the restrictions [in allowances] I have 
introduced will also allow me to make further progress in getting income tax rates down… I will have 
delivered on our promise of a 20p rate in the first Budget of the Parliament, and I will have done so by a 
sensible and fair reform of the tax system”.773 In addition, from 6th April 1994 the band was to be widened 
further and “year by year, we will make our progress towards our objective: a 20p basic rate of tax for 
everyone”.774 Over the previous 14 years the Government made lower income taxes a priority for the long-
term economic performance. I take the above statements as a restatement of this goal and classify the 
changes as exogenous, long-run. 
The Stamp Duty threshold was doubled from 16th March 1993 as “I am fully aware that, despite 
some encouraging signs of increasing activity, the housing market remains fragile…. With mortgage interest 
rates at their lowest level for decades, this reduction in Stamp Duty should provide a further stimulus to the 
housing market”.775 I therefore classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
The final remission was made in the Autumn Statement 1992. To stimulate the car industry car tax 
was abolished from 12th November 1992: “The motor industry lies at the heart of British manufacturing. In 
recent years it has seen a renaissance, with large increases in inward investment. However, the recession has 
brought a more difficult climate. I have considered what might best be done to help… I have decided 
nevertheless to continue with the tax reform begun in my last Budget and to abolish car tax altogether”.776 I 
therefore categorise this as endogenous, demand management being to stimulate car purchases. 
These changes accounted for over 80 of the increases and 85 per cent of the cuts. 
 
1993 (B): Budget 16th March 1993 
Chancellor: Kenneth Clarke; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The budget deficit in 1993 hit nearly 8 per cent of GDP but output growth did begin to pick up through 1993 
– overall it was just over 2.2 per cent. Unemployment had also fallen by about 130,000 since March.  By 
November the 12-month inflation rate was only about 2 per cent and the current account was moving back 
from its huge deficit, although still about -2 per cent. The second Budget of 1993 was planned: the 
Government had decided the roll together the Autumn Statements and the March Budget into a single event. 
It was to stay this way until the Conservatives left office in 1997. Kenneth Clarke replaced Norman Lamont 
in June, heavily criticising Prime Minister Major in his resignation speech.777 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The new Chancellor focused on the budget deficit: “The overriding need is to place the public finances on a 
sound footing. That is the immediate task of the Government, and it is the main theme of my Budget 
today”.778 Clarke praised Lamont’s deficit reduction measures from March but argued “In my judgment, we 
now need to go further… the Budget must sort out the problem of public borrowing once and for all”.779 
There was a clear belief that sound public finances were needed to ensure long-term prosperity: the 
Chancellor explained that his first priority on becoming Chancellor was to sustain the economic recovery 
“and to create the right climate for growth and for jobs. I have been determined to take no risks with 
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inflation”.780 But, he noted, to achieve these objectives the task of this Budget must be to deal with the public 
finances. In introducing his tax measures the Chancellor explained “My task is simple. I need to raise 
revenue, but to do so in a way which does least damage to the economy”.781 The ultimate cause of the 
worsening deficit was, however, contemporaneous – too little growth and insufficient fiscal tightening. Many 
of the measures below are therefore categorised as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
 
Budget Tax Measures 
Following the previous statements, the Chancellor ran through all the revenue raising measures. On personal 
income tax, allowances were frozen and the basic rate limit was unchanged on 6th April 1994. There was also 
a reduction in the married couples’ allowance: “given the need to raise extra revenue, I propose to reduce the 
rate of relief further, to 15 per cent from April 1995” and “I propose to take a similar approach to mortgage 
interest relief”.782 The freezing of allowances and thresholds was immediate so I classify these as 
endogenous, deficit reduction. The changes to the married couples’ allowance and mortgage interest relief 
were for the year starting 6th April 1995. I classify these as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
On indirect consumption taxes the Government’s policy “has always been to shift the burden of 
taxation, over time, from income to spending… In line with this policy, even in a very difficult year, I have 
been able to avoid any increase in income tax rates. But to do this I have had to raise further revenue from 
indirect taxation”.783 Following this statement Vehicle Excise Duty on cars increased from 1st December 
1993; duty on wines and ciders from 1st January 1994; tobacco duties from 30th November 1993; and fuel 
duties from 30th November 1993; I categorise all these as endogenous, deficit reduction.  
The rise in fuel duty included the confirmation of the 3 per cent real escalator announced in March 
1993, classified as exogenous, deficit consolidation. The commitment was then increased to 5 per cent. 
Clarke noted that in March this was for environmental reasons and he strengthened this commitment “This 
will complete Britain's strategy for meeting our Rio commitment”.784 A similar escalator was also introduced 
for tobacco (“I believe that the approach we are adopting in Britain is the most effective way to reduce 
smoking”785), increasing duties by 3 per cent real each year in the future. The previous year I had taken the 
statements at face value. However, given the strength of the statements about deficit reduction, I will 
continue to categorise these as exogenous, deficit consolidation when they are confirmed in the future. 
The tax base was also extended with an insurance premium tax (“I have decided to tackle one sector 
of this industry which is exempt from VAT”786) and an air passenger duty (“air travel is under-taxed 
compared to other sectors of the economy”787) from 1st October 1994. Both measures were listed with the 
revenue raisers and I classify these as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
There were two sizable remissions. First, the Government decided to stop reimbursements to firms 
for statutory sick pay from April 1995. But “to ensure that business as a whole does not lose”788 employers 
National Insurance contributions were reduced from 6th April 1995. This is endogenous, spending-driven. 
Second, there were changes to the foreign income dividend scheme from 1st July 1994 “to help reinforce 
Britain's place as Europe's most attractive location for international business”.789 I classify this as exogenous, 
long-run. However, as this remission required offsetting I provide an alternative classification of 
endogenous, deficit reduction. 
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the increases and over 75 per cent of the cuts. 
 
1994: Budget 29th November 1994 
Chancellor: Kenneth Clarke; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
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Context 
The first three quarters of 1994 saw strong output growth between 1 and 1.5 per cent quarter on quarter. 
Unemployment had fallen by over 200,000 since the previous November and the 12-month inflation rate was 
around 2 per cent, having edged up slightly. The public sector deficit had peaked in 1993 and was to fall over 
the next few years. The outlook facing the Chancellor in November 1994 was therefore one of the most 
optimistic since the late 1980s. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The favourable conditions were reflected in the tone of the speech. The successes from hard policy choices 
were emphasised but there was to be no let-up: “We must not now throw away the gains that have been made 
by turning to some short-term dash for yet faster growth. Growth will be sustained only if we keep the lid on 
inflation, get public borrowing down further, and push ahead with measures which strengthen the industrial 
economy”.790 The previous year’s measures were credited with the improvement in the public finances “the 
public spending cuts and the tax increases that I announced last year remain, of course, quite essential to the 
strategy of achieving economic recovery”.791 Overall the Budget did not seek to raise large amounts of tax: 
“Happily, in this year’s Budget, I have no need to raise revenue overall in order to secure the public 
finances”.792 But the task was also to improve the longer term performance of the economy. The three 
priorities were to keep the economy on track; to use the economy wisely to create more jobs and prevent a 
deprived underclass; and to “strengthen the economy in the longer term”.793 The Chancellor did, at various 
points note that unemployment was far too high and proposed measures to help. Excluding the confirmation 
of the duty escalators – announced the previous year, the 1994 Budget provided for a modest aggregate 
remission of taxation. The tax changes were therefore largely exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
In the field of personal income taxes, the personal allowance, the threshold for the higher rate tax and the 
income limit for the age-related allowance were indexed. But the Chancellor argued “I have been able to 
provide some additional help in two important areas. First, I want to do a little bit more for pensioners”794 
and the age related personal allowances increased by more than indexation. Secondly, the 20p lower income 
tax band was widened “One in five of all taxpayers will now only pay tax at the lowest rate of 20p”.795 The 
former is a social objective and I classify this as exogenous, ideological. The latter follows many years of 
income tax reform to get marginal rates down to 20 per cent. I continue with previous categorisations of this 
goal as exogenous, long-run. 
There was a tax remission on National Insurance contributions specifically “to encourage employers 
to look more favourably on people who have been out of work for some time”.796 There was to be an 
employer N.I.C. rebate for the long-term unemployed from 6th April 1996. In addition, from 6th April 1995, 
there was a reduction in the lower rates of employer N.I.C.s as “it must make sense to keep on cutting the 
burden on employers who create jobs and in particular on those employers who provide jobs for less skilled 
people”.797 Given the high level of unemployment at the time, and that these measures were designed to 
tackle it, I classify these as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
Some income tax measures sought to raise savings and the supply of capital to businesses. Firstly, 
Venture Capital Trusts were introduced from 6th April 1995 as “one important way in which we can help 
small businesses is by encouraging the venture capital industry… I believe that venture capital trusts will 
make a successful contribution to filling a gap in our enterprise economy by encouraging more people to 
become venture capitalists”.798 Secondly, TESSAs were extended from 6th April 1995 as “higher savings also 
have an important role to play in helping sustain growth, by providing additional resources for 
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investment”.799 In addition – and justified in the same way – Personal Equity Plans (PEPs) were extended 
from the same date. I classify these measures as exogenous, long-run. 
However, there were also some sizable tax increases. Firstly, there were several anti-avoidance and 
loophole closing measures for V.A.T. relating to land and property, the restriction of VAT recovery on share 
issues and prevention of abuse of de minimis limits from 30th November and 1st December 1994. The 
Chancellor announced “I am delighted that there now appears to be a wide political consensus in the House 
on the need to close loopholes and to prevent the artificial avoidance of taxation”.800 Being to 
contemporaneously offset the remissions I classify them in the same way: exogenous, long-run.  
Secondly, the fuel duty increase of 5 per cent in real terms, announced in the previous year, was 
confirmed as “It is an essential part of the plans that I set out last year to deliver healthy public finances as 
quickly as possible”.801 This justifies the previous categorisation as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
Thirdly, the differential between diesel and unleaded petrol “is becoming difficult to justify in 
economic, health or environmental terms”802 and therefore they were taxed at the same rate from 29th 
November 1994. I focus more on the first comments “economic” rather than the latter given the overall 
budget objectives and categorise this as offsetting the other exogenous, long-run remissions. 
Finally, the tobacco escalator increase of 3 per cent in real terms was confirmed. In the previous year 
this was categorised for future years as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
These major changes accounted for over 70 per cent of the cuts and of the increases. 
 
1995: Budget 28th November 1995 
Chancellor: Kenneth Clarke; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
By November 1995 unemployment had fallen by nearly 700,000 from its peak, although it remained above 2 
million. Real output growth was strong in 1994 at 4.3 per cent, slowing in 1995 to just over 3 per cent. The 
12-month inflation rate was fluctuating around 3 per cent during 1995 and the current account deficit 
remained around 1 per cent of GDP in 1994 and 1995. The budget deficit was now steady falling and would 
continue to do so year on year. In this speech the Chancellor noted “Few Chancellors have delivered their 
Budget against a background of such strong economic fundamentals”.803 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor argued that his Budget “keeps Britain on course to be the enterprise centre of Europe”, which 
involved “a Britain in which everyone can keep more of what they earn or save to spend as they choose, not 
as the state chooses”.804 The goals of low inflation, control of public spending and reductions in borrowing 
were reiterated, “And we believe in the policies of low taxation, which all countries must follow if they want 
to be world-class economic powers”.805 In short, this Budget continued the work of previous ones: budgetary 
control and supply-side reform. The path for borrowing was now acceptable and no major action was to be 
taken on the PSBR; spending and tax proposals were to be “broadly neutral” on the path of the PSBR.806  
Public expenditure was to be pushed below 40 per cent of GDP and “having carefully reviewed the latest 
projections for public borrowing in the light of those decisions, I have concluded that we can now return to 
the task of starting to cut taxes again.”807 Long-term economic performance again motivated the tax cutting 
agenda with further shifts from direct to indirect taxes being “the best way to encourage enterprise and 
investment and it is the best way to improve the long-term performance of the British economy”.808 The 
Budget provided some sizable remissions, the majority therefore being exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
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Major Budget Tax Measures 
The speech was broadly structured into indirect tax increases and direct tax cuts. As mentioned above, the 
Chancellor agued this was the way to improve long-term performance. The first of these packages introduced 
a Landfill Tax from 1st October 1996 “in order to enable me to reduce the tax on jobs [N.I.C.s]”.809 There 
was then to be a cut in the main rate of employers’ NICs from 6th April 1997. Given the comments about 
direct versus indirect taxation above, I classify this package as exogenous, long-run. 
The two duty escalators on fuel and tobacco were confirmed for this year, implemented on 28th 
November 1995. I stick with their original intention and classify these as exogenous, deficit consolidation.  
In turning to direct taxation the Chancellor argued “In the post-war era, when Britain went into 
comparative economic decline, Britain had high rates of taxation on income. Those rates damaged the 
economy and stifled prosperity”.810 The personal allowance was increased by more than indexation providing 
“an incentive to work to those at the bottom of the income scale”811; the higher rate threshold was raised by 
more than indexation to prevent more people paying higher rates of tax as their income grows; the 20 per 
cent band threshold was raised by more than indexation as “we have a clear and achievable goal for income 
tax — moving to a basic rate of 20 per cent as soon as we can”812 and to help this the rate of tax on all 
savings income for basic rate payers was reduced to 20 per cent and the basic rate was reduced to 24 per 
cent. Furthermore, the age related allowances were raised by more than indexation and the married couples’ 
allowance and the limit for age related allowances were indexed. Based on the above statements, this 
package of income tax cuts, effective from 6th April 1996, is classified as exogenous, long-run. 
The Inheritance Tax threshold was also increased above indexation from 6th April 1996 as “Many 
people who do not consider themselves rich work hard and save for their families throughout their whole 
lives. They pay their taxes when they work. They want to pass on their family capital without having it taxed 
again when they die. Many people want to pass on an inheritance to their children and their grandchildren to 
give them a better start in life than they had”.813 I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
The final major measure was a cut in the rate of N.I.C.s paid by the self-employed together with the 
removal of relief from Class 4 N.I.C.s. The FSBR explains “these changes will simplify self- assessment tax 
returns for the self-employed”.814 I take this at face value, classifying the change as exogenous, long-run. 
These changes accounted for over 90 per cent of the increases and over 80 per cent of the remissions.  
 
 
1996: Budget 26th November 1996 
Chancellor: Kenneth Clarke; Prime Minister: John Major (Conservative) 
 
Context 
The trends of the previous two years continued. Output growth was around 3 per cent in 1995 and 1996. 
Unemployment fell another 300,000 from the time of the previous Budget and the 12-month RPI inflation 
rate slowed in the middle of 1996 (but was picking up by November). There were further improvements in 
the budget deficit, falling to below 4 per cent of GDP in 1996. For another year the Chancellor’s prospects 
were good. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
Facing good economic performance the Chancellor’s tone was buoyant: “The British economy is today 
prosperous and successful”.815 Indeed, more of the same was needed: vigilance on inflation, a determination 
to reduce government borrowing and more of “this Government's commitment to raise the wealth-creating 
potential of the British economy, by improving incentives, reducing the role of the state and creating a 
climate for enterprise”.816 Specifically on borrowing, however, progress “has not been as fast as I expected. 
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The Budget therefore targets public sector borrowing again”.817 This reflected some shortfalls in tax revenue, 
particularly on V.A.T. The exploitation of loopholes was singled out and “I will propose a number of 
measures to stem tax leakage”.818  The Chancellor highlighted the need to secure the tax yield. In this 
Budget, “I am plugging some loopholes to raise revenue, I am ending some tax reliefs that have done their 
job to raise revenue and I am adjusting some indirect tax rates”.819 The overall motivation is therefore similar 
to previous years: tax rises to make progress on the deficit and supply-side reform. However, there is one 
comment which requires more discussion: “the reason why I am tightening fiscal policy now is to reduce the 
risk of having to tighten monetary policy excessively as I set policy to hit my inflation target”.820 This may 
seem like the closest resemblance to demand management for nearly two decades, but it appears to be linked 
more to the deficit than to too much demand (especially as unemployment was over 2 million). On balance I 
will classify the revenue raisers as deficit reduction rather than demand management. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The Chancellor argued that “special tax reliefs can be a powerful tool”821 but “we owe it to the ordinary 
taxpayer to keep each and every special tax relief under constant review to determine whether it is still 
justified, or whether it has now served its useful purpose”.822 Three sizable reliefs were reduced. Firstly, 
relief for profit-related pay was phased out starting from 1st January 1998 as “I can no longer justify the ever 
increasing cost”.823 Secondly, capital allowances for long-life assets were reduced from 26th November 1996. 
Thirdly, the 100 per cent Corporation Tax deduction for intangible costs of drilling most production oil wells 
was withdrawn from 26th November 1996. Following the above discussion, I classify these as endogenous, 
deficit reduction.  
For other revenue raisers the Chancellor turned to indirect taxes. The Insurance Premium Tax was 
increased from 1st April 1997 as “Insurance remains undertaxed for consumers compared with other services 
in this country”.824 As “Air travel has also been undertaxed”825 the Air Passenger Duty was also increased 
from 1st November 1997. Again, in light of the above comments, these are classified as endogenous, deficit 
reduction.  
A large portion of the increased revenue also came from confirming the fuel and tobacco escalator 
increases. However this year they were motivated differently, originally being for deficit reduction. The 5 
per cent real fuel duty rise “will encourage fuel efficiency and help to control harmful pollution” and on the 3 
per cent tobacco duty rise “I believe and accept that that is a fair and effective way to hammer home the 
message that smoking can seriously damage one's health”. However, given the overall objectives, I continue 
with the original exogenous, deficit consolidation classification.  
There were some sizable income tax remissions in line with the Government’s on-going supply-side 
reform philosophy: “low direct taxes are the most effective way to encourage enterprise and hard work”.826 
The personal allowance went up more than indexation, as did the age related allowances and the lower rate 
band. The basic rate limit, the married couples’ allowance and the income limit for age related allowances 
were all indexed as statutory indexation required. Finally, the basic rate of income tax was cut to 23 per cent. 
I classify all these as exogenous, long-run. However, these remissions had to be offset to raise taxes overall 
and I therefore provide an alternative classification of endogenous, deficit reduction. 
These changes account for nearly 80 per cent of increases and over 80 per cent of the cuts. 
 
1997: Budget 2nd July 1997 and Pre-Budget Report 25th November 1997 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
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Context 
The Labour Party came to power in May 1997 after 18 years in opposition, 18 years where the Conservatives 
had redefined the use of taxation policy: taxes should be cut to stimulate long-run growth and ensure sound 
public finances. During the 1990s the Labour Party came to embrace much of this philosophy. Furthermore, 
they accepted monetary policy as the key stabilisation instrument — making the Bank of England and 
monetary policy independent in May 1997. Labour’s inheritance was considerably better than the economy 
they had last managed in the late 1970s. The economy had been growing for 5 years – and GDP growth was 
just under 3 per cent in 1996. Retail price inflation was around 3 per cent. The claimant count was at its 
lowest since October 1980 at around 1.5 million. The current account was near balance in 1997 and the 
annual budget deficit appeared to be moving in the same direction.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The 1997 Budget — entitled “Equipping Britain for Our Long-Term Future” – was billed to improve long- 
term economic performance, employment and opportunity for all. The first tenet of policy was ensuring 
stability. Monetary policy was the principal short-term reactive instrument and much was made of stable, 
long-term fiscal policy. The ‘Golden Rule’ was introduced to ensure that, over the cycle, Government only 
borrowed to invest and that public finances were sustainable over the long-term. There was also a rule for the 
overall debt to GDP ratio and “To implement those rules, I am announcing today a five-year deficit reduction 
plan”.827 Much was made of this new long-term fiscal stance and the goal of deficit reduction. However, the 
Chancellor also argued for a tight fiscal stance as “our sustainable rate of growth is too low for growth to 
continue at its current pace without the risk of more inflation”.828 In fact the FSBR describes the environment 
as a “cyclical conjuncture”829 and emphasises that “Fiscal consolidation at a time of strengthening demand 
should help to encourage a more balanced recovery and help to offset some of the pressures on monetary 
policy”.830 Many Budget decisions were tax increases and whether or not these were endogenous is 
complicated by the emphasis on long-term growth: “raising the long-term growth rate of our economy is our 
major challenge”. Consequently, the main priorities were “to invest for the long-term, particularly in skills, 
to modernise the welfare state and to maximise opportunity for all — the modern route to economic 
success”.831 Indeed, many of the Budget measures were introduced as long-term reforms to boost 
performance, encourage stability or for social objectives. But, on balance, these measures appear to be 
endogenous, deficit reduction — designed to tighten policy when the economy was above trend. 
 
Objectives and Motivations given in the Pre-Budget Report 
The November 1997 PBR did not contain any major tax announcements (although some in Budget 1998 
were trailed). There were, however, some spending decisions, particularly supporting the Government’s 
social objectives. The PBR was generally a restatement of the Government’s policies. The Chancellor argued 
that the 1998 Budget would have to tackle three challenges: increasing the UK’s productivity, the 3.5 million 
workless households and economic stability”.832 There were also clearer statements that the tax rises in July 
1997 were to offset current economic risks, not just to sow the seeds for future long-term growth. The 
Chancellor claimed that the economy had been overheating: “When we came to power, the economy was 
already facing yet again the very pressures that have produced the boom-bust instability of the past”.833 He 
argued that “hard decisions have had to be made on both interest rates and deficit reduction and I am now 
more optimistic that we are on course to put the economy on track for stable and sustainable growth”.834 The 
Pre-Budget Report itself also noted “On some occasions, discretionary changes in fiscal policy may provide 
a useful support to monetary policy —for instance, the fiscal tightening in the July Budget is helping to 
offset some of the pressures on monetary policy”.835 In this sense fiscal policy was to play more of a role. I 
will classify many of the 1997 measures as endogenous, deficit reduction because of the specific focus on 
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bringing down the debt. I opt for this over demand management although, as presented here, they are closely 
related.  
 
Major 1997 Budget Tax Measures 
I initially deal with the revenue raisers. First, the Chancellor claimed “I will not allow house prices to get out 
of control and put at risk the sustainability of the recovery… I have therefore decided that it is right to take 
two measures aimed at stability in the housing market”.836 Mortgage interest relief was restricted from 6th 
April 1998. Stamp duty was also increased on properties over £250,000 from 8th July 1997. These measures 
were designed to cool down the housing market. I therefore classify them as endogenous, demand 
management. 
Secondly, there was a windfall on the profits of private utilities for the four years following 
privatisation. It was to be paid on 1st December 1997 and 1998. The date of privatisation varies by company 
and it is difficult to identify retrospective implementation dates. I therefore use the dates for payment, 
treating this as levies on each date (both being reversed the following quarter).  This was specifically 
motivated as “our reform of the welfare state — with the programme to move the unemployed from welfare 
to work — is funded by a new and one-off windfall tax on the excess profits of the privatised utilities”.837 I 
therefore categorise this as endogenous, spending-driven. 
Thirdly, the payment of tax credits for both pension funds and on dividends were abolished from 2nd 
July 1997. Some were maintained until 6th April 1999 for Personal Equity Plan holders, non-tax payers and 
charities. To deal with this dual implementation I use the 1998/99 revenue change as an approximation of the 
‘full year’ cost of the first change and the difference between the 1998/99 and 1999/00 revenue yields as the 
gain from the second change.  It was claimed that this system was not the “best way of encouraging 
investment for the long-term”. But there were presumably other possible reforms and this raised nearly 50 
per cent of the total revenue. Based on the overall Budget objectives, the overarching purpose of these 
measures appears to be to maintain a tight fiscal stance. I classify these as endogenous, deficit reduction.  
Finally, the 5 per cent fuel duty escalator was confirmed by the new Government, but the 
commitment was extended to a 6 per cent real increase from 2nd July 1997 “In line with the environmental 
objectives that I have set out”.838 However, in light of the overall deficit reduction plan and the comments 
about tightening fiscal policy, for this year I classify these changes as endogenous, deficit reduction.  
I now turn to the major tax cuts. The main rate of Corporation Tax was cut from 33 to 31 per cent 
from 1st April 1997: “This is a long-term commitment which will increase both inward investment and 
domestic investment to the benefit of the whole country”.839 I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
In addition, the small companies’ rate was cut from 23 to 21 per cent. The Chancellor noted “new jobs are 
more likely to come from a large number of small businesses than from a small number of large businesses. 
The route to success is not for the Government to try to pick winners, but to create an environment in which 
more firms have more chances, by their own efforts, to succeed”.840 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The Labour Party had opposed the Conservative’s V.A.T. on fuel and power and in this Budget the 
rate was reduced from 8 to 5 per cent from 1st September 1997. The Chancellor argued: “the principle of 
fairness in taxation will guide all my Budget decisions. I can announce today that at this, the first 
opportunity, the Government will honour their pledge to cut value-added tax on fuel and power. To help to 
pay for that, we will withdraw tax relief for private medical insurance for the over-60s [from 2nd July 
1997]”.841 I classify both the cut in V.A.T. and the offsetting removal of relief as exogenous, ideological. To 
cut fuel bills further, the gas levy was reduced to zero from 6th April 1998. The Chancellor argued “To cut 
fuel bills further, I intend to make a further tax cut. The gas levy imposed by the previous Government has 
pushed prices for domestic consumers higher than they would otherwise be…Eighteen and a half million 
domestic customers will benefit from the change”.842 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Finally, following a World Trade Organisation agreement in March 1997, the Information 
Technology Agreement took effect from 1st July 1997. This change cut import duties. I classify this as 
exogenous, external. 
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As the overall objective appears to be a fiscal tightening, I provide an alternative classification of 
endogenous, deficit reduction for the exogenous remissions in case the tax increases were designed to offset 
them. 
These changes account for nearly 90 per cent of the cuts and over 90 per cent of the total tax rises. 
 
1998: Budget 17th March 1998 and Pre-Budget Report 3rd November 1998 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Real output growth was 3.3 per cent in 1997 and unemployment fell a further 190,000 between July 1997 
and March 1998. Inflation, however, had edged up to just over 3 per cent in 1997 and in March 1998 the 
retail price index was nearly 3.5 per cent higher than in the previous March. Interest rates had been raised 5 
times to 7.25 per cent in November 1997 and they were to peak at 7.5 per cent in June 1998. However, by 
the time of the Pre-Budget Report in November, there were concerns about the world economic downturn — 
with the effects of the East Asian financial crisis now being felt. The PBR noted “prospects for the world 
economy have deteriorated over the last six months following the crisis in East Asia and Russia and recent 
turbulence in Latin America and other emerging markets”.843 The IMF revised down its forecast for world 
growth from 4 per cent to 2.5 per cent. The PBR also notes “slower world growth therefore makes it 
inevitable that growth in the UK next year will be lower than expected at the time of the March Budget”.844  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The 1998 Budget continued the focus on economic stability. This required vigilance “at home in the face of 
inflationary pressures”845 but also “prudence in fiscal policy”.846 Brown noted “The five-year deficit 
reduction plan that I put in place last July is not only on track, but is being achieved more quickly than 
expected…[but] at this stage of the cycle it is important to come down on the side of caution, my Budget will 
lock in this fiscal tightening for 1998–99”.847 The FSBR notes a positive output gap848, although signals a 
slowing of both demand and growth over the coming year. Fiscal policy was therefore kept tight to prevent 
over-stimulating the economy. On one hand the tone is not one of new action, in several places it is noted 
“by 1997, the economy had largely used up its spare capacity and was growing at an unsustainable rate…the 
policy actions taken since last May have put the economy back on track for sustainable growth”.849 On the 
other hand, there were sizable tax rises as policy was kept tight. Later Budgets reflect on this period as one 
where fiscal policy was kept tight as the economy was above trend. The Budget also emphasised reform to 
raise productivity: “Stability and prudence are merely the preconditions for success — the platform from 
which success can be built. It is time now to show similar ambition and determination in the pursuit of long-
term increases in productivity”.850 On social objectives there were reforms to make work pay and promote 
employment and “fairness measures will help to support families with children, tackle child poverty, 
improve public services and the environment and ensure that people and companies pay a fair share of tax by 
tackling avoidance”.851  
The November PBR was bullish “the UK is better placed, because of the decisive action the 
Government has taken domestically and internationally, to steer a course of stability in an uncertain and 
unstable world”.852 The success of past fiscal tightening (including the March 1998 budget) was highlighted: 
the “tightening has continued throughout our second year... So, fiscal policy has played its full part with 
interest rate policy in tackling inflationary pressures”.853 However, there were to be no tax changes in the 
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PBR. There was discussion of future aspirations – largely supply-side reforms: “we now need to push ahead 
with modernisation in each of the following areas — improving productivity, expanding opportunity and 
investing in our future”.854 Concrete tax measures were not announced, although some changes were trailed 
and I discuss them in the next Budget.855 The lack of countercyclical action in November was not lost on the 
Conservative Opposition. In response to the Chancellor’s statement Francis Maude argued “he [the 
Chancellor] offers nothing serious to prevent higher unemployment and more business failures — not a 
single measure that will save a single job… For the Chancellor and the Prime Minister — who are smugly 
and arrogantly sitting there exchanging complacent grins — any talk of downturn is ‘idiotic hysteria’”.856 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures  
First I deal with the remissions, the most sizable of which was the abolition of the entry rate for employee 
NICs from April 1999. The FSBR argued “The NICs reform will improve work incentives and make it more 
attractive to employ those moving off welfare and into work”.857 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
As part of the Government’s “proposals to help businesses invest and grow. To encourage long-term 
investment, today we will put in place the company taxation reform that we started last year, by abolishing 
one tax in its entirety”. Advance Corporation Tax (A.C.T.) was abolished. The current system often led to 
surplus A.C.T. and overpayments “This distorted business decisions and led to inefficient investment”.858 
The removal of A.C.T. “will eliminate surplus A.C.T. for the future and reduce the complexity of the current 
system”. The system was to be replaced by one of quarterly instalments to be phased in from 1st July 1999. 
Looking at the revenue forecasts, this actually produces a revenue increase. However, given the motivation, I 
still categorise it as exogenous, long-run. In addition, there was to be a 1 per cent cut in the main Corporation 
Tax rate and the small companies’ rate from 1st April 1999 which provides “further tax reform to promote 
enterprise and encourage investment”.859 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The Budget also extended enhanced capital allowances for one year for investment in machinery or 
plant from 1st July 1998, “this will assist cash flow and encourage SMEs to invest and modernise”860 and 
“continuing our commitment to boosting long-term investment”.861 I categorise this as exogenous, long-run. 
There was also a freeze (cut against indexation) in V.E.D. This “further shifts the taxation of motor vehicles 
away from ownership and towards use”.862 I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological.  
Given the overall fiscal tightening, these remissions needed to be offset. I therefore assign an 
alternative classification of endogenous, deficit reduction to all these exogenous remissions. 
The major tax increases included cutting the married couples’ allowance from 6th April 1999. The 
Government increased benefits aimed at children in poverty and introduced the Working Families’ Tax 
Credit, these “measures to increase support for children will be partly funded by reducing the rate of relief on 
the Married Couple's Allowance”. I therefore classify this as endogenous, spending-driven. 
The rate of Stamp Duty was increased from 17th March 1998. This was described as part of the 
“Creating a Fairer Society” chapter of the EFSR which argued “This Budget will help make the United 
Kingdom a fairer country”.863 However, given the need to maintain a tight fiscal stance I take this as a 
secondary objective and categorise this as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
Finally, the two escalators on fuel and tobacco were confirmed. The fuel escalator date was brought 
forward to the 17th March 1998 and increased by 6 per cent in real terms as announced in July 1997. The 
Chancellor explained “There is agreement that only with the use of an escalator can emission levels be 
reduced by 2010 towards our environmental commitments”.864 In addition “To reflect concerns over local air 
quality, and to encourage the manufacture and use of ultra-low sulphur diesel” the duty on ultra-low diesel 
was increased by less than on ordinary diesel and the differential between diesel and unleaded petrol was 
widened. These changes were planned to occur in stages over the next few years and I include a new change 
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for each increase. The tax on super-unleaded petrol was also increased from 17th March 1998 and “this will 
give non-essential users an incentive to switch to less harmful fuels”.865 On tobacco “The Government 
maintains its commitment to protecting health by increasing the duties on tobacco by at least 5 per cent in 
real terms”. As such, tobacco duties were to rise on 1st November 1998. The original intention of these 
escalators was to tackle the deficit and, given the desired tight fiscal stance this year, I take the above 
motives as secondary. I opt for the endogenous, deficit reduction classification for the fuel increases as they 
were brought forward. I opt for the exogenous, deficit consolidation classification for the tobacco increases 
as they went ahead as previously announced. 
These changes account for over 90 per cent of the cuts and nearly 85 per cent of the increases. 
 
1999: Budget 9th March 1999 and Pre-Budget Report 1st November 1999 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
Context 
Labour had previously committed itself to the previous administration’s spending plans for two years. This 
attempt to earn financial credibility partly lay behind the tighter fiscal stances in 1997 and 1998. However, as 
I have mentioned above, statements made by Labour in the first year imply it also reflected a view that 
growth was above trend. Over the previous year world growth had slowed and in March 1999 UK growth 
was also forecast by the Treasury to slow to 1 - 1½ per cent in 1999, rebounding to 2¼ - 2¾ per cent in 2000. 
These estimates were revised upwards in November. The fall in unemployment had slowed – perhaps due to 
the slowing growth, although in 1999 it was the lowest for nearly 20 years.  Inflation was also within the new 
target range. The March Budget reported also a surplus on the current budget in 1998/9. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives in March 1999 
Having until now been wedded to Conservative spending plans, in 1999 the Government more vigorously set 
about its programme to raise long-term economic growth, improve public services and target support on the 
poorest. The tone of the March and November Budgets was notably more relaxed on the macroeconomic 
conditions, giving the impression that stability was largely on track without the need for significant 
corrective measures. The March Budget argued, rather confusingly, that “the Budget both continues to lock 
in the fiscal tightening and can provide discretionary support – some £6 billion – to the economy during the 
below trend phase of the cycle”.866 A glance at the list of discretionary measures clarifies this claim. Firstly, 
the £6 billion was over 3 years. Secondly, what pushed the net balance into negative was largely spending 
commitments: introduction of the Children’s Tax Credit, other spending on families and children and 
payments to pensioners (nearly £4 billion in 2001/02). Once we also exclude tax rises for specific spending 
commitments and the previously announced escalators, the Budget tax measures are largely neutral. Thus, 
whilst the Chancellor noted “I am determined to continue locking in this fiscal tightening for the years to 
come so that we continue to meet our fiscal rules and so deliver sound public finances. I have had to offset 
the impact of slower world growth on corporate tax revenues and lower indirect tax revenues”,867 the 
majority of the March Budget concentrates on the key themes of promoting enterprise, making progress on 
the environment, helping families and the elderly, making work pay, helping people back into work and 
modernising public services. This marks a change in emphasis from strict fiscal control towards more 
spending and long-term reform for improving economic performance. In fact, the March 2000 Budget notes 
that 1997-98 saw the fiscal tightening and Budget 1999 “locked in that tightening” 868 – the language implies 
that Budget 1999 did not continue with further discretionary tightening. Furthermore, the Chancellor argued: 
“in a better deal for Britain that puts work, enterprise and families first, this Budget will cut tax rates and at 
the same time boost public investment”.869 Many of the tax cuts are for exogenous, long-run or ideological 
purposes. The tax rises – with the already mentioned exceptions – then largely pay for these.  
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The November Pre-Budget Report 
This change in emphasis continued in the November PBR. The successes of macroeconomic policy decisions 
were emphasised and the growth forecasts were revised upwards.  There was no discussion of fortifying the 
budget against a slowdown in receipts; nor was there a discussion of discretionary action to support the 
economy. Furthermore, “the British economy is clearly on track to meet our fiscal rules”.870 The aim of the 
Budgets were now to target long-term growth: “In the past, as figures for surpluses and deficits were 
reported, Budget debates too complacently focused on dividing up the national wealth. Today, in a 
competitive global economy, Budgets must meet the long-term challenge of helping to expand the national 
wealth. Indeed, living standards can continue to rise only if Britain continues modernising. Therefore, on the 
foundation of monetary and fiscal reform, we must build a pro-investment, pro-competition, pro-enterprise 
Britain to meet our first ambition to raise our productivity to the world’s best”.871 As was common for PBRs 
at this time, there were to be relatively few Budget measures – although these were for exogenous reasons. 
 
Major 1999 Tax Measures 
Employer’s N.I.C.s were reduced by 0.5 per cent from 6th April 2001. This offset the introduction of the 
Climate Change Levy which came into effect from the same date. The package “will ensure that the 
introduction of the levy entails no increase in the burden of tax on business as a whole. This shift of the tax 
burden from employment to environment should promote employment opportunities and the efficient use of 
energy”.872 This is exogenous and part long-run, part ideological. I classify it as exogenous, long-run as its 
focus is more on business and employment performance than on environmental measures. These two 
measures offset each other in terms of revenue. 
The consumption tax escalators were again confirmed. The planned car fuel scale rise is not 
motivated so I continue with the original classification. The fuel duty escalator is also simply confirmed for 
9th March 1999 and I maintain the classifications as exogenous, deficit consolidation. There is confirmation 
that the tobacco duty escalator is to be used to pay for spending. The Chancellor announced a package of 
support for the elderly “a better deal for the elderly that makes the typical pensioner household £240 pounds 
a year better off… To help pay for this, from today excise duty on tobacco will rise by the normal escalator, 
5 per cent above inflation”.873 This year I therefore classify the change as endogenous, spending-driven. 
There were two big cuts in income tax in March 1999. Firstly, a new 10 per cent rate was introduced 
from 6th April 1999 “to put work first in the tax and benefit system… The new 10p band will help to ease the 
poverty trap whereby people on low pay are discouraged from climbing the earnings ladder”.874 However – 
characteristically leaving the announcement until the very end of the speech – the Chancellor went further, 
“in fact, to reward work and ensure that working families are better off”875 the basic rate was reduced to 22 
per cent from 6th April 2000. I classify both these measures as exogenous, ideological. 
There were two sizable remissions on National Insurance. Firstly, the threshold above which 
employees pay N.I.C.s was aligned with the single person’s tax allowance; “it will be particularly valuable to 
the low paid, many of whom currently earn too little to pay income tax, but still have to pay National 
Insurance contributions. This move will take around 900,000 people out of N.I.C.s altogether, of whom 
560,000 will be women, and will significantly improve work incentives”.876 I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological. Secondly, the National Insurance Upper Earnings Limit was raised as part of the National 
Insurance reforms. Little is said about this although it is mentioned as helping those who want to work and to 
make work pay.877 However, against the indexed base this raises revenue – implying that the limit was not 
fully indexed. As this appears to help pay for other exogenous, ideological changes, I classify it accordingly. 
There were a number of other income tax reforms. Firstly the married couples’ allowance was 
abolished from 6th April 2000 in favour of a new Children’s Tax Credit; the EFSR argued “The MCA does 
not serve its purpose in recognising marriage because it is possible for twice the normal level of allowances 
to be paid in the year a married couple with children separate”.878 Being a shift from an income tax 
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allowance to expenditure it is correlated with changes in spending, therefore endogenous, spending-driven 
(although an ideological change). Secondly, mortgage interest relief was abolished from 6th April 2000 “to 
improve the functioning of the housing market and to contribute to the long-term stability of the 
economy”.879 I classify this as exogenous, long-run as this appears to offset other exogenous measures.  
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the cuts and 70 per cent of the increases in 1999.  
 
2000: Budget 21st March 2000 and Pre-Budget Report 8th November 2000 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Real output growth was 3.5 per cent in 1999 and unemployment fell towards 1 million through 2000. The 
12- month inflation rate in March 2000 was around 2.5 per cent, although it edged up to just over 3 per cent 
by the November PBR. The Budget was in surplus and the Treasury’s growth forecasts were again revised 
upwards for 2000, assuming the economy would grow between 2¾ and 3¼ per cent in 2000. In summary, the 
prospects in 2000 looked promising. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
Long-term expansion and fairness were the themes in 2000. The Chancellor argued that, having made tough 
decisions on inflation and debt, the Government had achieved stability, strong growth, low inflation, falling 
unemployment and low interest rates. Both in March and in November 2000 the Government repeated its 
adherence to the new fiscal rules. There was to be no large scale fiscal loosening. In March Brown 
explained: “I have decided to lock in a greater fiscal tightening next year and the year after than we promised 
in last year's Budget and pre-Budget report”.880 In practice this meant continuing with budget surpluses – 
though the net effect of all the discretionary policy decisions in the Budget in March and November was 
expansionary.  
What were these policy decisions?  The Government turned its sights to its long-term objectives. In 
March the Chancellor argued the next steps could now be taken towards “a Britain of opportunity and 
security not just for a few but for all: with stability locked in and enterprise growing, we can meet our 
prosperity goal — to close the productivity gap; with 800,000 more people in jobs and the work ethic being 
restored in every community, our full employment goal — employment opportunity for all; with 50,000 
more students already and standards rising, our education goal — 50 per cent of young people in higher 
education by 2010; with 800,000 children already lifted out of poverty and Britain's civic society renewing 
itself, we can meet our anti-poverty goal — to halve child poverty by 2010, on the way to ending it by 
2020”.881 The November PBR was, in places, more workmanlike but reiterated this theme: “This hard won 
and newly won stability now gives Britain an opportunity that we can either seize or squander. It is the 
opportunity to achieve high levels of productivity growth, and so to ensure long-term prosperity not just for 
some, but for all…The risk for Britain is to repeat the 1980s mistake of taking economic strength for granted 
when we still have a large productivity gap with our competitors, and trying to run the economy at a capacity 
not yet achieved”.882 Supply-side and social reforms were therefore central to the Government’s economic 
policy and, as such, the Budget measures were largely exogenous and I confirm this below. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures in March 2000 
There were a number of major remissions, the first of which was a new all-employee share plan from 6th 
April 2000 “to support firms' own efforts to foster a more enterprising and productive relationship with their 
employees”.883 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Secondly, there was reform of Capital Gains Tax from 6th April 2000. The original taper was 
designed “to create incentives for long-term investment in assets generating sustained growth, with particular 
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support for entrepreneurial investment”884 and the reforms took this further.885 I classify this as exogenous, 
long-run. 
Thirdly, first year capital allowances for SMEs were modified from 1st April 2000: “To encourage all 
SMEs, manufacturing and services, companies and unincorporated, to invest from their own resources in 
capital stock, the Government introduced enhanced capital allowances for SMEs' plant and machinery 
investment in July 1997”886 and this year these were made permanent. I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Fourthly, there was a reduction in employer National Insurance contributions by 0.1 per cent from 6th 
April 2002 ensuring that “revenues from the aggregates levy will be recycled through a further reduction in 
the rate of employer National Insurance contributions”.887 Policies to cut employers N.I.C.s were noted as 
having “reduced the NICs burden on employers”.888 I categorise this change as exogenous, long-run. 
Fifthly, a graduated V.E.D. system for new cars was introduced from 1st March 2001: “The 
graduated V.E.D. system will therefore encourage the purchase of: new cars as opposed to older cars; cars 
with lower carbon dioxide emissions and better fuel efficiency; and cars using fuels and technology which 
are better for local air quality”.889 Being for environmental objectives, I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological. 
Sixthly, there was an increase in the threshold for reduced V.E.D. rates from 1st March 2001 which 
“will provide an incentive for motorists to make their next second-hand car purchase a smaller, more 
environmentally-friendly model”.890 I also classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
There were also a number of major tax increases. The first of these was the introduction of the 
Aggregates Levy from 1st April 2002 which “will ensure that the environmental impacts of aggregates 
production not already addressed by regulation are more fully reflected in prices, encouraging a shift in 
demand away from virgin aggregate towards alternative materials such as recycled aggregate”.891 I classify 
this as exogenous, ideological. 
Secondly, rates for Stamp Duty were introduced from 28th March 2000. The EFSR noted “The 
Government is committed to addressing unfairness in the taxation system. Measures in Budget 2000 to help 
promote a fair and efficient tax system include: an increase in the rates of stamp duty”.892 I categorise this as 
exogenous, ideological. 
Thirdly, a package of anti-avoidance measures was implemented from 21st March 2000. These were 
introduced by arguing “Tax-driven schemes, devices and structures, if allowed to flourish unchecked, not 
only cause ordinary taxpayers to have to make good the resultant loss of revenue but can also give one 
business an unfair competitive advantage over another”.893 I classify these as exogenous, ideological. 
Fourthly, there were changes to double taxation relief from 6th April 2000 and 1st June 2000 as it is 
“important that the UK tax system is competitive in the global arena, ensuring that the UK is seen as a 
productive place for businesses to operate, and a favourable base from which to invest abroad”.894 Without a 
way to split the revenue change over the two dates, I use the former date. I classify this as exogenous, long-
run. 
Fifthly, there were changes to the taxation of insurance companies and Lloyd’s from 1st January 
2000 and 2001. An Inland Revenue press release explains “The Government considers that the current 
treatment of both general insurance companies and Lloyd's members needs reform”.895 The details are 
somewhat technical and contained in the press release. I classify this as a long-term reform to the tax system 
and exogenous, long-run. 
Sixthly, the 5 per cent real increase in tobacco duty from 21st March 2000 was confirmed as “The 
Government believes that there is a strong health case for year-on-year real terms increases in the price of 
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cigarettes and tobacco…This [increase] will release extra resources which will be included in the extra £2 
billion for the National Health Service in 2000-01”.896 I classify this as endogenous, spending-driven. 
Finally, there was an increase in car fuel scales, as announced in 1998, from 6th April 2000. In 1998 
when this escalator was introduced it was categorised as aiding deficit reduction. Given this implementation 
is several years later I classify this as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
 
Major November Tax Measures (and other changes in 2000) 
Firstly there were changes to unapproved share options from 6th April 1999 and 19th May 2001 as “The rapid 
growth in the stock market since April 1999 has led to concerns by companies with volatile share prices that 
their exposure to an unpredictable NICs liability could endanger their investment strategies and damage their 
future growth by deterring investors”.897 This follows measures already enacted from 19th May 2001. I 
classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus being to support growth. 
Secondly, the ISA limit was extended for 5 years from 6th April 2001 as “Individual Savings 
Accounts (ISAs) were introduced in April 1999 to encourage tax-free saving, particularly among lower-
income savers” and “To build on the success of ISAs”.898 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Thirdly, there was a one year nominal freeze in all fuel duties from 7th March 2001. The Chancellor 
explained: “At the time of the November 1999 Pre-Budget Report, the price of oil was around $22 a barrel. 
By the time of Budget 2000, it had risen to $30 a barrel. As a result, the Chancellor froze fuel duty in real 
terms in Budget 2000. The price since Budget 2000 has averaged over $28 a barrel….Taking account of 
these factors, and of the other measures being taken to tackle climate change, the Government has decided to 
freeze duties on petrol, diesel, other road fuels, and non-road fuel oils (such as red diesel) in cash terms in 
Budget 2001”.899 This must also be set against the fuel protests that occurred in the UK during 2000. This 
change followed lengthy political pressure after oil price increases. While correlated with oil prices, it 
appears more political and I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Fourthly, Stamp Duty exemptions were granted from 6th April 2001. “This will bring benefits to both 
households and enterprises in these areas and will encourage the refurbishment and return to use of existing 
properties as well as new developments. This measure will help stimulate this poorly performing segment of 
the property market, attracting enterprise and business into local communities”.900 I classify the change as 
exogenous, long-run. 
Finally, tax relief was granted for residential conversions from 7th March 2001. Bringing “vacant and 
under-utilised properties back into use will help relieve pressure on greenfield development and provide a 
more diversified use of land at the heart of our towns and cities”.901 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
These changes made up over 90 per cent of the PBR tax remissions (with no tax increases). 
 
2001 (A): Budget 7th March 2001 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth in 2000 was nearly 4 per cent902 and strong growth continued into the first quarter of 2001. Slowing 
growth in the United States and Japan was identified as a downside risk in March and the Treasury estimated 
that output growth would be between 2¼ and 2¾ per cent in 2001 and for the following two years. 
Unemployment fell below 1 million in February 2001 and continued downwards. Inflation was on target 
with retail prices being 2.3 per cent higher in March 2001 than 12 months earlier.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The longer-term emphasis continued: “stability built in the first years will be our foundation for building 
opportunity and prosperity for all in the years to come… We know as a nation that, after a generation of 
under-investment in both industry and our public services, the ambitions that we have for our country — 
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high productivity and full employment, education opportunity for all and an end to child poverty, a modern 
NHS and modernised public services — can only be realised if we make the choice to invest for the long-
term”.903 The Chancellor noted the slowdown in the U.S. and Japan but the EFSR noted: “policy is well 
placed to respond proactively given sound public finances and low inflation”. The Budget did not, however, 
claim to provide discretionary short term fiscal support; the tone was long-term: “we lock in stability for the 
long-term and, by striking the right balance between long-term investments and affordable tax cuts, we not 
only boost enterprise and savings, but meet the needs of not just some but all Britain's families”.904 The 
EFSR summarises the March discretionary fiscal changes as “targeted tax cuts for productivity, work, 
savings and families… and an additional £2 1/3 billion over the next three years to boost education and 
health, and to tackle drugs and crime”.905 As such, the 2001 Budget measures were all exogenous. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
There was a package of consumption tax cuts to improve environmental incentives. Firstly, there were cuts 
from 7th March 2001 in the duty rate for ultra-low sulphur petrol and diesel: “Ultra-low sulphur petrol 
(ULSP) offers environmental benefits over ordinary unleaded petrol when used in modern cars fitted with 
three-way catalytic converters… ULSD provides particulate emission savings from existing diesel vehicles 
and allows the use of advanced emission-abatement technology such as particulate traps, which reduce 
emissions by up to 90 per cent”.906 Secondly, following consultation since the PBR 2000, there was to be 
reform of the V.E.D. system for lorries from 1st December 2001 “to reflect better the environmental and track 
costs of different lorries. The Government’s proposals have been warmly welcomed by the industry”.907 
Thirdly, there were cuts to V.E.D. for vehicles with small engine sizes from 1st July 2001. There was to be a 
rebate for cars purchased after 1st November 2000 and “this will mean that around a third of existing cars in 
total will qualify for the lower rate of V.E.D. for smaller engine cars”.908 I classify all these environmental 
incentives as exogenous, ideological. I treat 1st July 2001 as the implementation date. I then use the extra cost 
in the current year to determine the approximate size of the rebate. It is stated that the rebate would be paid 
in July and I treat this as a levy paid on 1st July 2001 – removing it the following quarter. 
On income tax, the 10 per cent starting rate band was increased above indexation from 6th April 
2001. Justifying this the Chancellor argued “To achieve our goal of full employment, I have previously cut 
the basic rate of income tax and I have introduced a 10p tax rate… To reward savers, pensioners and hard-
working families, my aim now and in the next Parliament is to ensure that more of savers', pensioners' and 
working people's incomes, now taxed at the 22p rate, should be taxed at the lower 10p rate”.909 I take the 
statement at face value and classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
There were also a few small tax increases. First, the two escalators were confirmed: the Landfill Tax 
and car fuel scales increased from 6th April 2001. These are not mentioned in the speech but I stick with their 
original classifications from previous years. The car fuel scales were for deficit reduction, the Landfill tax —
having a deferred start date — was exogenous, ideological. Given that that year’s confirmation is many years 
after the original announcement, I classify the car fuel escalator as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
Secondly, a measure was introduced from 7th March 2001 “to close a loophole in the Controlled Foreign 
Companies provisions”. I classify this as exogenous, long-run. Thirdly, there were changes to the treatment 
of insurance policies from 6th April 2002 “to clarify and simplify the tax treatment of transfers of shares in 
life insurance products”.910 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
These changes account for nearly 80 per cent of the cuts and 100 per cent of the increases. 
 
2001 (B): Pre-Budget Report 27st November 2001 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
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Context 
In 2001, growth slowed and unemployment starting rising towards the end of the year. Inflation fell through 
2001 and in November retail prices were only 1 per cent higher than 12 months earlier. The Bank of England 
had kept interest rates at 6 per cent since February 2000 but started cutting from February 2001 to 3.75 per 
cent by the end of 2001. Of course, the major shock in 2001 was the terrorist attacks of September 11th but 
growth had slowed even before then. The PBR noted that “The world economy has slowed more sharply this 
year than at any time over the past two decades” and “The events of 11 September in the US have further 
weakened demand, delayed the global recovery and intensified the risks to global growth”.911 The Treasury’s 
UK growth forecast was downgraded to 2¼ per cent for 2001. 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
The PBR opens: “While no country can fully insulate itself from the slowdown in the world economy, the 
macroeconomic framework the Government has put in place has allowed monetary policy to respond pro-
actively to the downturn while enabling fiscal policy to support monetary policy”.912 In terms of fiscal policy 
the objective was “to allow the automatic stabilisers to play their role in smoothing the path of the 
economy”.913 In his speech the Chancellor argued “interest rates have been cut seven times in nine months…. 
With public spending and public investment increasing this year, our fiscal policy is — at the right time of 
the economic cycle — complementing and supporting monetary policy”.914 Discretionary action in the PBR 
continued long-term reforms already in progress: “far from deferring our enterprise agenda — this is exactly 
the right time to press ahead with supply-side reforms to encourage new investment and higher 
productivity”.915 In short “The Pre-Budget Report describes the next steps in the Government’s strategy for 
meeting its long-term goals — combining a stronger, more enterprising economy with a fairer, more just 
society”.916 The measures were therefore all exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
 
Major PBR Tax Measures 
There were a number of changes to provide long-term support to business; I therefore classify all these as 
exogenous, long-run. Firstly, there were changes to the Capital Gains Tax business assets taper relief from 6th 
April 2002 “to promote a stable and attractive environment for enterprise and investment across the 
economy, supporting business in a period of slower global growth”.917 
Secondly, there was the removal of the Crown’s preferential right to recover unpaid taxes from 7th 
November 2002 as “A modern and flexible bankruptcy regime which reduces the cost of financial failure and 
enhances the prospects for rescue of insolvent companies can therefore play an important role in stimulating 
enterprise and entrepreneurship”.918 
Thirdly, the limit for the Enterprise Management Initiative was increased from 1st January 2002 — 
“The change will be of particular help to small, dynamic manufacturing enterprises, which are more likely to 
have assets in excess of the current limit”.919 
Fourthly, a flat rate scheme of VAT for small businesses was implemented from 25th April 2002 “to 
allow small and newly-registered businesses to manage their entry into the VAT system, reduce the 
administrative burden of VAT and improve their cash flow”.920 
The only tax increase was to “to counter avoidance schemes involving premiums and discounts on 
currency contracts, convertible, exchangeable, and asset-linked securities, reset bonds and relevant 
discounted securities”.921 This had multiple implementation dates: 26th July 2001, 19th December 2001 and 
26th March 2002. The yield over the forecast years in the FSBR is roughly constant, so I assign this to the 
first date. I classify this change as exogenous, ideological, being to counter avoidance. 
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2002 (A): Budget 17th April 2002 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Output growth slowed in 2001 to 2.5 per cent, reflecting the world economic downturn, although there was 
some pickup in the first quarter of 2002. Unemployment, which had risen slightly near the end of 2001, 
started falling again from January 2002, although modestly. Inflation remained low — in April 2002 the 12- 
month inflation rates was 1.5 per cent. The Treasury’s growth forecast for 2002 was optimistic — 2 to 2½ 
per cent — compared with G7 GDP growth of 1½ per cent.922 The slowdown had, however, affected the 
public finances, largely through a fall in receipts, although there remained a budget surplus.923 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The 2002 Budget maintained the previous long-term view. The Chancellor argued: “our task is to address, 
through reform, three major long-term challenges: the challenge of enterprise, with new incentives to raise 
investment and to reward entrepreneurship; the challenge of family prosperity for all… the challenge of 
renewing our public services, with, for a reformed NHS, a secure long-term financial foundation”924 Despite 
the slowdown’s effects on the public finances, there was to be more public expenditure – particularly on the 
National Health Service (NHS), reflecting the Government’s long-term goals. £4 billion (0.4 per cent of 
GDP) was to be added to ‘Department Expenditure Limits’ in 2003-04. The Government also took some 
action to “ensure sound public finances over the medium-term”.925 This appears to have been for funding 
extra spending and meeting the long-term fiscal goals, not to offset any slowdown induced loss of revenue. 
Importantly, there is no discussion of a demand stimulus or an attempt to balance the budget, offsetting the 
budgetary effects of the recession. The Budget’s overall objectives were therefore longer-term, for example: 
“our first long-term challenge is, through higher productivity and investment and a stronger national 
consensus on the importance of enterprise, to build a more prosperous Britain”926 and while some changes 
were clearly spending-driven, most were exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
There was a freeze in personal allowances and National Insurance thresholds from 6th April 2003: “Given its 
other priorities, and the need to meet its strict fiscal rules, the Government is raising National Insurance 
contributions (N.I.C.s) from April 2003, and freezing the personal allowance for those aged under 65 in 
2003-04, so that it can deliver over five years the 7.4 per cent annual real growth in spending planned for the 
NHS”.927 The November 2002 PBR reiterated this: “As announced in Budget 2002, to deliver the largest ever 
sustained increase in NHS spending, while meeting other priorities and ensuring sound public finances over 
the medium term, the income tax personal allowance for those aged under 65 and the National Insurance 
contributions (N.I.C.s) threshold will be frozen in 2003-04”.928 I therefore classify these tax increases as 
endogenous, spending-driven. 
On introducing a tax avoidance package the EFSR explains: “The Government is committed to 
creating a modern and fair tax system which encourages work, saving and investment, raises sufficient 
revenue to pay for investment in public services, and in which everyone – households and businesses alike – 
pays their fair share….loopholes, which give scope for avoidance, must be closed so that the burden of tax 
does not fall unfairly on compliant taxpayers”.929 Given the overall Budget’s focus on public services, I take 
this statement to imply these measures may well have been endogenous, spending-driven. Indeed, in later 
years the anti-avoidance measures are more closely tied to providing revenue for public services. 
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Turning to the remissions, firstly there was a cut in the small companies’ rate of Corporation Tax to 
19 per cent and starting rate to 0 per cent from 1st April 2002. The Chancellor argued “This Budget seeks to 
build from this a culture of entrepreneurship in every community… And to send out the strongest signal 
about the importance that we attach to small businesses and the creation of wealth I propose to reduce the 
10p starting rate of corporation tax…from l0p to zero… this is now the most favourable Corporation Tax 
regime for small companies in any of the advanced industrial countries”.930 I therefore classify this as 
exogenous, long-run. Secondly, the taxation of intellectual property was reformed and exemptions were 
granted for gains of substantial shareholdings from 1st April 2002 “to build a corporate tax regime which 
recognises the realities of the modern business environment and competes with the best in the world”.931 I 
classify this as exogenous, long-run. Thirdly, a R&D tax credit was introduced from 1st April 2002 as “By 
international standards, levels of innovation in the U.K. have historically been low…Budget 2000 introduced 
an R&D tax credit for small and medium-sized companies… and is now introducing an R&D tax credit for 
large companies”.932 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. Fourthly, fuel duties were frozen from 17th April 
2002. In his speech the Chancellor argued “I said in the 2000 pre-Budget report that I would respond to rises 
in oil prices and, given the high and volatile oil price”.933 I will classify this as endogenous, demand 
management, being to affect fuel consumption.  
These changes account for over 80 per cent of increases and over 70 per cent of the cuts. 
 
 
2002 (B): Pre-Budget Report 27st November 2002 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
GDP growth slowed to 2.1 per cent in 2002 and, while unemployment fell, it was only about 20,000 lower in 
December than in January. The PBR was upfront about the global position: “The United States, Japan, much 
of Europe and Latin America — have been or are in recession after what has been the sharpest slowdown in 
global economic activity for almost 30 years”.934 The U.K.’s GDP growth forecasts were revised down to 1.6 
per cent for 2002 and 2.5 to 3 per cent for 2003.935 The PBR notes: “the recovery appears to have less 
momentum than anticipated earlier in the year, and prospects for the world economy seem weaker than at the 
time of the Budget”.936 The projections for the current budget and net borrowing were also “temporarily 
weaker than projected at the time of the Budget”.937 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
The PBR acknowledged the effect of the further slowdown on the finances, although seemed relaxed about 
allowing the automatic stabilisers to work: “An alternative approach has been put: that, instead of our 
holding firm to this long-term course, this stage of the economic cycle would be the time to cut spending and 
borrowing. I have examined such an approach. It would lead directly to depressed demand, rising 
unemployment, and the old familiar boom-and-bust approach”.938 There was not to be a discretionary fiscal 
stimulus – the PBR estimated that the majority of the changes to the budget position were accounted for by 
automatic stabilisers.939 Nor was there to be any major tightening to offset the effect on the public finances of 
the slowdown: “the automatic stabilisers are operating freely, as a cyclical shortfall in receipts this year and 
over the next two years helps to support monetary policy in maintaining economic stability while the 
economy is below trend. In the medium term, the public finances return towards the Budget 2002 profile as 
the economy returns to trend”.940 Once again, the rhetoric was long-term: “As Britain meets the challenges of 
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the wider global economy, the pre-Budget report will also outline further labour market, capital market and 
product market reforms to improve British science, skills and enterprise, and I will outline proposals for 
continuing public service reform and tax and benefit modernisation showing that, both in Britain and abroad, 
strong economies and fair societies advance together… If stability is the precondition for economic progress, 
enterprise is its driving force”.941 The policy decisions were again grouped into: meeting the productivity 
challenge, increasing employment opportunity for all, building a fairer society, delivering high quality public 
services and protecting the environment. The measures were thus a mix of exogenous changes and measures 
to fund public services. 
 
November Tax Measures (and others before Budget 2003) 
There were a number of exogenous reforms. Firstly, changes were made to the taxation of share schemes 
from 1st January 2003. The PBR explains “to maintain and build upon the U.K.’s position as an 
internationally competitive location for business, and to make further progress in removing tax distortions to 
business decision making, the Government has recently consulted on further reform of the corporation tax 
system… In the meantime, [this change is] to enable and encourage companies to offer equity remuneration 
schemes to their employees... removing existing complexity and duplication in the tax treatment of these 
schemes”.942 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Secondly, a V.A.T. exemption for services provided by state regulated welfare agencies was granted 
from 31 January 2003. The FSBR 2003 explains that this was to make it “consistent with the V.A.T. 
treatment of similar services provided by charities and public bodies”.943 I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological. 
Thirdly, North Sea Royalty was abolished from 1st January 2003. The PBR explains “This decision 
recognises the important contribution that mature fields can make to the future of the North Sea and will 
deliver a significant boost to companies investing in these fields”.944 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Fourthly, the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme was reformed from 1st April 2002. While the system 
achieved many community and environmental objectives “there is less evidence that the LTCS has delivered 
a step change towards more sustainable waste management, and it has also been criticised for its 
administrative complexity and for failing to deliver value for money for the tax which is forgone…. The 
Government has therefore decided to reform the LTCS”.945 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
There was also a sizable package of anti-avoidance measures as “A modern and fair tax system 
encourages work and saving, keeps pace with developments in business practice and the global economy and 
raises sufficient revenue to fund the Government’s objective of establishing world-class public services. To 
ensure that the burden of tax does not fall unfairly on compliant taxpayers, loopholes giving scope for 
avoidance must be closed”.946 The set of measures included tackling abuse of Employee Benefit Trusts from 
1st November 2002; “artificially accelerated capital allowances with effect from 27 November 2002”947; 
closing loopholes in derivatives contracts from 30th September 2002; anti-avoidance measures for Controlled 
Foreign Companies (CFC) from 27th November 2002 and CFC measures for Northern Ireland from 11th 
October 2002; measures aimed at dealing with VAT avoidance from 27th November 2002.948 Given the 
statement about financing public services – a statement which becomes clearer in relation to anti-avoidance 
measures in later Budgets – I classify these measures as endogenous, spending-driven. 
These changes account for nearly 100 per cent of both the tax increases and remissions. 
 
2003 (A): Budget 9th April 2003 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
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Growth was weak in 2002 at 2.1 per cent. This reflected sluggish world growth prospects — the G7 growth 
forecast for 2003 was 1¾ per cent. Unemployment fell in the 12 months to April 2003 but only by about 
20,000. Furthermore, the war in Iraq was producing additional economic uncertainty.949 The global 
slowdown and the extra defence commitments continued to exert pressure on the public finances and a £3 
billion contingency fund had to be assigned to Iraq expenditure. The 2002-3 estimated out-turn for the public 
sector current budget was double the deficit forecast in the 2002 PBR.950 Inflation, however, remained low 
and on target; the 12 month inflation rate had edged up but stood at around 3 per cent in April.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The themes in 2003 followed previous years with the majority of the Budget documents devoted to tackling 
long-term challenges and goals: “The Budget sets out the next steps in the Government's programme of 
economic reform to build a stronger, more enterprising economy based on dynamic and flexible markets and 
underpinned by fairness and social justice”.951 There were measures “to promote enterprise, innovation and 
skills, and support to help people find and succeed in work… further steps to advance flexibility and fairness 
together…[and] reforms to tackle avoidance and advance fairness in the tax system, to ensure that everyone 
contributes fairly to the public services from which they benefit”.952 The Chancellor argued in his speech 
“Having reformed the economy since 1997, the Budget marks the next stage; it is to achieve, in our time, a 
more flexible, more enterprising, full employment Britain: a Britain of economic strength and social 
justice”.953 There was also the usual emphasis on productivity, with the Chancellor arguing that “despite the 
progress made, Britain and the rest of Europe still have a productivity gap… our Budget reforms will learn 
from American innovation, competition and enterprise”.954 On the use of fiscal policy, again automatic 
stabilisers were a crucial support to monetary policy: “In the short term, the operation of the automatic 
stabilisers means that fiscal policy is supporting monetary policy in maintaining economic stability as the 
economy remains below trend”955 but there was no action to stimulate the economy or significantly tighten 
policy in response to short term changes in the public finances. As in the previous year, there were sizable 
remissions to support long-term goals - these will largely be classified as exogenous – and a major anti-
avoidance package to help fund public services.  
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The 2003 Budget’s major changes were more numerous and smaller in size in usual. The remissions were: 
• Improvements to the R&D tax credit from 9th March 2003 as “Innovation is an increasingly 
important source of productivity growth”.956 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Reform of North Sea infrastructure taxation from 1st January 2004 which was “the result of 
constructive dialogue between the Government and industry, who have made it clear that the benefits 
of the change will be passed on to infrastructure users”.957 This measure is therefore designed to 
support business and the industry in general; I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Changes to policyholder rate and apportionment of profits for life companies from 1st January 2003, 
6th April 2003, 6th April 2004. These help “to simplify and rationalise the taxation of life insurance 
companies”.958 The 2003-4 cost is £25 million and the 2004-5 cost is £40 million. I therefore assign 
£25m to 1st January 2003 and £15m (the difference) to 6th April 2004. There is no simple way of 
splitting the cost across the two 2003 dates. I classify these changes as exogenous, long-run. 
• Introduction of gross profits tax for bingo (abolishing bingo duty) from 4th August 2003. The EFSR 
explains “This will benefit players, through higher prizes or lower prices, and bingo clubs, by 
promoting increased participation in bingo”.959 I classify this change as exogenous, ideological. 
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• Revalorise beer and wine, freeze other rates from 13th April 2003 “To increase fairness in the alcohol 
duty regime”.960 Little further justification is given. I therefore classify this as a political decision – 
being a remission against indexation – and designate it exogenous, ideological. 
• Introduce a new duty rate for bioethanol from January 2005 “to offset the additional production costs 
of bioethanol and allow the UK to benefit from the reduction in greenhouse gases and local pollution 
that it can offer”.961 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
• Freeze air passenger duties from 9th March 2003. Discussions with industry on the most effective 
means of taxing aviation were mentioned but little justification is given. I therefore classify this as a 
political objective and exogenous, ideological. 
• 100 per cent first year capital allowances for ICT were introduced from 1st April 2003 as part of the 
“steps the Government is taking to strengthen the drivers of productivity growth”.962 I classify this as 
exogenous, long-run. 
 
The increases were: 
• A much discussed compliance and anti-avoidance package. The EFSR repeats the comments made 
in previous Budgets about public service funding. Furthermore, in the introduction, the EFSR 
announces “reforms to tackle avoidance and advance fairness in the tax system, to ensure that 
everyone contributes fairly to the public services from which they benefit”.963 The anti-avoidance 
measures included: avoidance related equity remuneration from 9th April 2003 and 10th July 2003 – I 
assign this to the first date as there is no way to split the yield; loopholes in chargeable gains rules, 
capital gains tax, loan relationships and avoidance involving sale and repurchase agreements, all 
from 6th April 2003; avoidance of income tax through relevant discounted securities from 27th March 
2003. Furthermore, the Government “is applying its approach to tackling tobacco and other excise 
fraud”.964 This involved two measures, the first from 10th April 1003 and 10th July 2003, the second 
from 10thApril 2003 and 16th April 2003. Without a good way to split the yield I use the 10th April 
2003 for both. I classify this package as endogenous, spending-driven. Excluding this package, 
remaining policy changes provide a net remission, mostly for long-run or ideological purposes. 
• The Landfill tax was increased from 6th April 2005 “to minimise the amount of waste generated and 
to develop more sustainable waste management techniques”.965 I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological. 
• Changes to the company car tax from 6th April 2005 which improved on previous measures. The 
EFSR explains “The Government’s long-term goal is to support the switch to a low-carbon 
economy, including zero emissions transport.... Since April 2002 the system of company car taxation 
has been based on carbon dioxide emissions”.966 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
• Increases in the duty on rebated oils by 1p above revalorisation from 9th April 2003 as “Duty 
incentives have been effective in encouraging an early switch to environmentally-friendly road fuels, 
but rebated gas oil and fuel oil continue to contribute to local air quality problems”.967 I classify this 
as exogenous, ideological. 
• Confirmation of the Landfill Tax escalator increase from 1st April 2003. I stick with the original 
classification as exogenous, ideological. 
 
These changes account for nearly 80 per cent of the increases and over 70 per cent of the cuts. 
 
2003 (B): Pre-Budget Report 10th December 2003 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
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Context 
By December 2003 the economic prospects had improved — between the first and third quarters of 2003  
real GDP grew by 1.7 per cent and the fall in unemployment picked up pace again. The EFSR argued “While 
risks remain there are now clear signs that world economic activity is strengthening”968 The Treasury’s 
growth forecasts were in line with those from April969 but the public finance estimates were slightly weaker – 
reflecting weaker tax receipts: “Projections for the current budget and net borrowing are now weaker, 
reflecting the changed pattern of growth compared with Budget 2003”.970 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
Supply-side reform continued in the PBR: “the Government is determined to build prosperity by promoting a 
wider and deeper entrepreneurial culture across the whole country, and to increase the flexibility of the 
labour market to build full employment in every region. Flexibility must be matched with fairness, so that 
everyone has the opportunity to fulfil their potential in the economy”.971 Again, the role of fiscal policy was 
seen as a combination of long-term discipline with automatic stabilisers, not discretionary stimuli or short 
term consolidations: “the Government’s fiscal policy objectives are: over the medium term, to ensure sound 
public finances and that spending and taxation impact fairly within and between generations; and over the 
short term, to support monetary policy and, in particular, to allow the automatic stabilisers to help smooth the 
path of the economy”.972  The PBR was again largely made up of exogenous, long-run or ideological policy 
changes with some measures raising revenue to fund public service expenditure. 
 
Major November Tax Measures (and others before Budget 2004) 
 
First I deal with the tax remissions, these were: 
• Improvements to the VAT flat-rate scheme from 1st January 2004 as part of the “[next] steps the 
Government is taking to strengthen the drivers of productivity growth”.973 I classify this as 
exogenous, long-run. 
• Improvements to the R&D tax credit schemes from 1st April 2004 as “The Government is committed 
to ensuring that the tax credits are soundly based, internationally competitive and will deliver a real 
incentive for new R&D”.974 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Increases in the thresholds defining SMEs for capital allowances from 30th January 2004 “providing 
a cash flow benefit for smaller firms investing in plant and machinery of nearly £400 million over 
the next three years”. Being to support business, I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Corporation Tax reform: the extension of relief for management expenses from 1st April 2004 as part 
of the Government’s response to “consultation on reform of the Corporation Tax system aimed at 
removing tax distortions, assisting business decision-making and ensuring that the UK remains an 
attractive place for business to locate”. I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Bringing medium term products into ISAs from 6th April 2005 “to help remove unnecessary barriers 
between different forms of pooled investment”. This falls under the heading of “promoting saving 
and asset ownership”. I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
• Changes to V.A.T. treatment of cultural bodies from 1st June 2004. Certain cultural bodies were to be 
required to exempt admission charges from 1st June 2004 “giving many attractions scope to reduce 
their admission charges”.975 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
• Exempting sub-contracted fund management services from V.A.T. from 1st August 2003. Little is 
said of this measure. However, being to help business, I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
 
The major tax increases were: 
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• Reforms were made to the Construction Industry Scheme (CIS) from 6th April 2006 which would 
“reduce the regulatory burden on the industry, improve compliance, help to get the status of workers 
right, and replace the present cards, certificates and vouchers with an Inland Revenue verification 
service and monthly returns”. I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
• Again, there was a package of anti-avoidance measures, explained in the following way: “Tax 
avoidance and evasion distort the incentives that the tax system aims to deliver and unfairly shift a 
greater tax burden onto honest and compliant taxpayers. They also reduce the revenue available to 
the Government for delivering its objective of providing world-class public services”.976 I therefore 
classify these as endogenous, spending-driven. The measures included, firstly, modernising the 
taxation of trusts from 10th December 2003, 6th April 2004, 6th April 2005. Without a way of splitting 
the yield from the first two, I assign both to 10th December 2003. I use the difference in the yield 
from the 2004-5, 2005-6 to split up this composite and the latter measure. Secondly, a package 
containing measures on life policies, introduced from 3rd March 2004; on abusive grouping for 
V.A.T. from 1st August 2004; on the assignment of bad debts for V.A.T. from 11th December 2003; 
on partial exemption special methods for V.A.T. from 1st January 2004; and on tackling alcohol 
fraud from 1st October 2006.  
 
These changes account for 100 per cent of the remissions and nearly 90 per cent of the increases. 
 
2004 (A): Budget 17th March 2004 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
Context 
The U.K. had weathered the global downturn, being the only G7 economy not to have experienced at least 
one quarterly contraction in the previous three years.977 Growth picked up in 2003 at 2.9 per cent; inflation 
remained low — the 12-month rate to March 2004 was 1.1 per cent (CPI) - and unemployment had fallen by 
another 60,000. The Chancellor reported to the House of Commons that this was now the longest sustained 
period of economic growth for more than 200 years.978 The outlook was also good. Global demand was 
strengthening and the Treasury forecast growth between 3 and 3½ per cent in 2004 and 2005.979 
 
Overall Budget Objectives  
The usual comments were once again made about allowing the automatic stabilisers to work.980 The Budget 
claimed that the fiscal rules were on track to be met over the cycle. There was to be no discretionary fiscal 
stimulus – indeed the effect of the Budget measures was largely neutral.981 The estimated deficit was slightly 
higher than forecast, but there was to be no balancing of the budget. The Chancellor argued “Rigidly 
balancing the budget year on year means that fiscal policy could not support monetary policy over the cycle 
and, even in low debt countries, the debt to GDP ratio would fall year on year even when it is obvious that 
more investment is important to the long-term strength of the economy”.982 Discretionary policy was again 
focused on the long-term: “Within this disciplined framework, Budget 2004 shows the Government can meet 
its public spending commitments and announces further decisions to create a Britain of stability and 
strength”.983 The goals were familiar: raising productivity growth by promoting enterprise, flexibility, 
science, innovation and skills; providing employment opportunity for all by promoting a flexible labour 
market; fairness, tackling child and pensioner poverty; world class public services; and the environment.984 
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While the discretionary changes were largely neutral985 overall, tax increases offset spending commitments. 
Again the Budget was a mix of exogenous tax changes and those to finance extra expenditure. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
I first deal with the tax cuts. On the consumption tax side there was a decision to postpone revalorisation of 
fuel duties until 1st September 2004. Revalorisation was the default each year and so this represented a 
temporary tax cut; the new policy action was postponement. A differential was also introduced between 
sulphur-free and other main road fuels, so in part this action was environmental. However, the postponement 
is not explicitly discussed. In July 2004 the implementation was postponed until the PBR and the December 
2004 PBR, while discussing fiscal projections, notes that this took account of “a continuation of the freeze on 
the main road fuel duties, in response to the sustained volatility in the oil market”.986 I therefore classify this 
deferment in the same way as the one in 2003, endogenous, demand management. 
Turning to other duties, there was a freeze on Vehicle Excise Duty. The environmental merits of the 
Government’s reform of V.E.D. are discussed, but then it is simply announced that V.E.D. rates are to be 
frozen.987 As in previous years, I assume it was a politically motivated remission and without any obvious 
correlation with current conditions I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
Spirits Duty was also frozen until the end of the Parliament. There was to be a new alcohol fraud 
strategy and the introduction of tax stamps from 2006-07. However, “in order to minimise and offset the 
compliance costs to the legitimate trade”, the duty on spirits was frozen “helping to absorb the costs 
associated with tax stamps”.988 I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run, being to support the industry. 
Another measure to help business was the recycling of Landfill Tax revenues. This followed the 
Budget 2003 announcement that “increases in the standard rate of landfill tax would be introduced in a way 
that is revenue neutral to business as a whole and to local government. Since the 2003 Pre-Budget Report, 
the Government has published research on the recycling options and has consulted stakeholders on these”.989 
The FSBR includes the cost of this tax remission beginning in 2006-07; I therefore assign the 
implementation date as 6th April 2006. As part of the Landfill Tax package I classify it, together with 
previous justifications for the tax, as exogenous, ideological. 
Finally, improvements were to be made to Venture Capital Trusts, including a temporary increase in 
the level of income tax relief for two years as “Venture capital is the seed bed of future enterprise”,990 along 
with the measures to stimulate productivity growth. I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
The major revenue raiser was, again, a package of anti-avoidance and loophole-closing measures. In 
the introduction the EFSR argued that these would promote “fairness in the tax system by ensuring that 
everyone contributes to the extra investment in public services”991 and later argued “A tax system in which 
everyone pays or claims what is due forms the basis for the Government’s objectives of stable public 
finances and world-class public services. Tax avoidance and evasion undermine these objectives”.992 
Included in this ‘package’ were changes to finance leasing and life companies from 17th March 2004 and the 
payment of V.A.T. on commercial buildings from 18th March 2004. There was also an increase in rebated 
oils duty from 1st September 2004 “which will, when combined with the ongoing impact of other strategy 
measures, further reduce the potential for oils fraud and reinforce the approach to tackling it".993 
Furthermore, a minimum rate for distributed profits was introduced from 1st April 2004 “to address a trend to 
tax-induced incorporation by the self-employed, and to ensure low rates of corporation tax are focused on 
those businesses adopting the corporate legal form in order to invest in, and grow their business”.994 Based 
on the above statements, I classify this group of changes as endogenous, spending-driven. 
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The Landfill Tax escalator was again confirmed from 1st April 2004. There appears no reason to 
deviate from the original classification of exogenous, ideological as it “encourages efforts to minimise the 
amount of waste generated and to develop more sustainable waste management techniques”.995 
 
2004 (B): Pre-Budget Report 2nd December 2004 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
The economic prospects looked strong: growth in 2004 was 3 per cent and unemployment had fallen another 
55,000 since March. Inflation was low at 1.7 per cent (CPI), having edged up over the year – though this 
may have reflected the large rise in oil prices. Growth was now forecast at 3 to 3½ per cent for 2005. 
 
Overall Objectives and Motivation 
Little had changed in tone since March. The emphasis on automatic stabilisers was reiterated in the EFSR - 
often word for word, with it being argued that “fiscal policy supported monetary policy as the economy 
moved below trend: between 2000-01 and 2003-04”.996 As explained previously, this was not a discretionary 
stimulus. Expenditure increases were announced in the 2004 Spending Review for the years 2005-06 to 
2007-08 and the vision was again longer-term: “The measures that I now announce for this pre-Budget report 
are informed by the Treasury’s assessment, published today, of long-term global economic challenges to 
2015. To succeed in the global economy, Britain should build on our strengths — our stability, our scientific 
genius and our world-class universities and our global reach — with a concerted national mission to invest 
long-term and establish world leadership in science, education and skills, and enterprise”.997 There were also 
the familiar themes of opportunity for all; fairness and support for families, children and pensioners; 
delivering high quality public services; and protecting the environment. The discretionary measures were 
negative overall, though this was mainly due to extra spending commitments.998 On the tax side there was a 
net increase but this appears, in part, to have been designed to finance the expenditure commitments. The 
PBR was therefore a familiar mix of exogenous, long-run and ideological changes and some spending-driven 
ones. 
 
Major PBR Tax Measures 
First I deal with the remissions, the most significant of which was a continued freeze in fuel duties “in 
response to the continued volatility in the oil market”.999 I therefore classify this as endogenous, demand 
management. In addition, the differential between rebated oils and main road fuels — which was deferred in 
July 2004 to the PBR — was now to be implemented as “part of a package of measures that aim to reduce 
further oils fraud in the U.K.”.1000 Following previous years, I classify this as exogenous, ideological. The tax 
series also includes a correction for the postponed revalorisation of fuel duties announced in March and to be 
originally implemented on 1st September 2004. 
Turning to the tax increases, there was reform of the Company Car Tax diesel supplement from 1st 
June 2006. This was a waiver for cars meeting certain emissions standards, however “Euro IV emissions 
standards will become mandatory for all new diesel cars registered from 1 January 2006”1001 and so the 
waiver was to be removed.  I therefore classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
There was also reform of the taxation of leasing from 19th July 2004. The PBR explains “As part of 
the Government’s continuing commitment to modernise the Corporation Tax system, it has considered the 
tax treatment of leased plant and machinery… Leasing is an important source of finance for small 
businesses, who typically use shorter leases”.1002 I therefore classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
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Finally, there was another package of anti-avoidance measures. A now familiar justification was 
given: “A modern and fair tax system encourages work and saving, keeps pace with developments in 
business practices and the global economy and provides the foundation for the Government’s objective of 
building world-class public services”.1003 Consequently changes were made relating to: capital gains options 
from 2nd December 2004; remuneration from 2nd December 2004; tax reliefs for film production from 2nd 
December 2004; life insurance companies from 1st January 2005; Controlled Foreign Companies from 2nd 
December 2004 and 31st May 2005. The yield in 2004-05 is zero and so there is no easy way to split up the 
later yields across these dates. I therefore assign the latest year yield to the first implementation date and 
double tax relief from 2nd December 2004 and 16th March 2005 — although for the same reasons just 
mentioned I assign the yield to the first date. Changes were also made to: V.A.T. input tax rules from 3rd 
December 2004; and loans and financial instruments from 2nd December 2004 and 10th February 2005 but in 
this case I used the first date for reasons discussed before. As in previous years I classify these changes as 
endogenous, spending-driven. 
 
2005 (A): Budget 16th March 2005 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth in 2004 was nearly 3 per cent and unemployment was 50,000 lower than the previous March.1004 
Inflation was near target - the CPI was 1.9 per cent higher in March 2005 than 12 months earlier. The 
Treasury expected growth of between 3 and 3½ per cent in 2005 falling back to 2½ - 3 per cent in 2006. The 
risk to global output of higher oil prices seemed to have diminished since the PBR 2004.1005 Finally, the 
public sector net borrowing for 2004-5 was very close to that forecast at the PBR and Budget 2004. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The usual role for the automatic stabilisers was emphasised and the effect of the discretionary changes was 
largely neutral, although higher spending was partly offset by increased taxes.1006 Discretionary fiscal policy 
was therefore neither tightened to close the deficit nor loosened to stimulate the economy. The Chancellor 
argued his Budget met his fiscal rules and was defiant: “Those in this House who have forecast recession and 
those who have called our public spending plans unaffordable have been consistently wrong”.1007 The 
Budget’s goals were both longer term and familiar. The Chancellor began his argument stating “Facing a 
future of intense global competition, Britain must be prepared and be equipped: long-term prosperity secured 
only if we make the right decisions to be world leaders in science, enterprise and education; family 
prosperity secured only if we also match a strong economy with investments to help parents balance work 
and family life, to give every child the best possible start in life, and to deliver a fair deal for pensioners”.1008 
Many of the policy decisions were on spending: on schools and education, on Child Tax Credits, for 
pensioners and the disabled and on-going military commitments. However, the normal emphasis on raising 
productivity and its growth, providing employment for all, fairness, world-class public services and tackling 
the environmental challenge remained.1009 This was a familiar Labour Budget focusing on social objectives 
and the delivery of long-term economic growth. The tax measures were again a mix of exogenous long-run 
and ideological changes, with some tax increases to meet long-term spending commitments; as in previous 
years the spending remissions were largely offset by a tax avoidance package. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Firstly, I deal with the major tax remissions. The Stamp Duty Land Tax threshold was increased from 17th 
March 2005 “With both our economy and public finances strong, I can afford tax cuts for hard-working 
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families. For home buyers, I propose to set a new threshold for stamp duty from midnight tonight”.1010  It is, 
of course, worth bearing in mind that the General Election followed the March Budget in May 2005. I 
classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
The Chancellor argued that ISAs had been a considerable success: “The household savings ratio is 
now 5.6 per cent — four times that of the USA and Canada — and 16 million people now have individual 
savings accounts. The decision that I have to make is whether to extend the tax-free advantages for the first 
£7,000 of savings in ISAs. I propose to extend that exemption for the whole of the next five years”.1011 The 
original extension to £7,000 was for a social objective and, given this statement, I continue with the 
exogenous, ideological classification. 
The inheritance tax threshold was to rise by more than indexation in each of the three years starting 
6th April 2005, 2006 and 2007. I use the difference between the three revenue costs over these three years in 
the FSBR to approximate the cost of each change. This was “To provide a fair and targeted inheritance tax 
system, with certainty for families”.1012 I therefore classify it as exogenous, ideological. 
Fuel duties were to be revalorised from 1st September 2005. However, given that revalorisation was 
the default, this registers as a temporary tax cut in the FSBR revenue tables. I therefore assign the 
discretionary policy implementation – ‘the freeze’ – to Budget day with an end date of 1st September 2005. 
The deferment is justified in the EFSR: “Owing to the sustained volatility in the oil market, the changes in 
rates will be deferred”.1013 I classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
There were also changes to V.E.D. from 1st April 2005 which “will align V.E.D. lettering with the 
new energy efficiency labelling scheme to be introduced by industry into car showrooms later this year, 
ahead of E.U. proposals for such labels. This will help consumers to make fully-informed vehicle choices”. 
As this relates to earlier environmental reforms and help for consumers, I classify this as exogenous, 
ideological. 
I now turn to the major tax increases. The commercial disadvantaged areas relief for Stamp Duty 
Land Tax was ended from 16th March 2005 which “will better target support to drive forward local enterprise 
development and business regeneration”. I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
Another anti-avoidance package was introduced. The EFSR argues “For the tax system to be 
effective, everyone needs to pay their fair share of taxes and receive the tax credits they are entitled to. Tax 
avoidance and tax or tax credit fraud undermine the ability of the tax system to deliver its objectives, 
imposing significant costs on society. The Government has always made clear its determination to ensure 
that the tax system is fair and is seen to be fair”.1014 Consequently there were changes relating to: Gapital 
Gains, Stamp Duty Land Tax, financial products, double taxation relief, intangible assets and avoidance 
through arbitrage, all from 16th March 2005 except the SDLT changes which were from 17th March 2005. As 
in previous years, and because the anti-avoidance increases largely offset the spending increases (and given 
the previous year’s comments), I classify these measures as endogenous, spending-driven.  
There were also reforms to the North Sea Corporation Tax regime but these changed the payments 
profile and not liabilities. In his speech the Chancellor said “I am aligning the timing of oil companies' 
Corporation Tax payments more closely with petroleum revenue tax”.1015 I therefore exclude this change. 
Finally, the Landfill Tax escalator was confirmed from 1st April 2005 and I continue with the 
original classification of this as exogenous, ideological for environmental reasons. 
The changes account for over 90 per cent of the increases and nearly 90 per cent of the remissions. 
 
2005 (B): Pre-Budget Report 5th December 2005 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth slowed to 2.2 per cent in 2005 and the claimant count was nearly 80,000 higher in December than in 
March. The PBR noted that “World growth in 2005, while still robust, is judged to have moderated 
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compared with 2004, due to a combination of high oil and petroleum product prices, structural difficulties 
adjusting to higher energy prices and other shocks, and cyclical slowdowns following above potential growth 
in some economies”.1016 The U.K.’s growth forecast was reduced significantly to 1¾ per cent for 2005 and 
below trend in 2006.1017 On the public finances, the budget deficit was now to be over 3 per cent of GDP in 
20051018 and the PBR noted the role of the slowdown in this.1019 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
PBR 2005 was titled “Britain meeting the global challenge: Enterprise, fairness and responsibility” and again 
focused on longer term challenges, despite the cyclical pressures. The same six long-term goals were 
reiterated as they had been in the previous Budgets and the Chancellor argued “the task of this pre-Budget 
report is to meet and master global economic challenges and to make the critical decisions to secure Britain's 
long-term economic future. The theme of this report is that by combining our enterprise with investments in 
skills and science, in infrastructure and in housing, at every point matching investment with reform, Britain 
can lead in the world's most wealth-generating and dynamic sectors... With fiscal discipline, and by matching 
investment with reform in welfare and in public services, we can combine a strong economy with 
opportunity and security for all”.1020 The stabilising role of automatic stabilisers was reiterated and these 
were shown to be responsible for most of the changes in the deficit, with discretionary measures providing 
some discretionary tightening.1021 The Budget measures were mostly tax increases, with a few discretionary 
spending remissions for pensioners. Whilst this raised a sizable amount of revenue, there is little overall 
discussion of a major fiscal tightening although the PBR does note: “In 2005-06 and 2006-07 there is 
expected to be a modest tightening in the impact of fiscal policy with the effect of the tighter fiscal stance 
just outweighing the effect of the automatic stabilisers”.1022  I therefore categorise measures which are 
obviously revenue raisers as endogenous, deficit reduction. I provide an alternative classification of 
endogenous, deficit reduction for the other exogenous measures. 
 
Major December Tax Changes 
The biggest remission was a freeze in the main fuel duties “In response to the continuing volatility in 
the oil market”.1023 This followed a postponement of the Budget 2005 rise for September 2005 and I include 
a correction for this in the series. The PBR announcement postponed the decision until Budget 2006. As in 
previous years I classify this as endogenous, demand management as it is to affect the affordability of fuel. 
The V.A.T. threshold was also increased – initially planned for the 1st April 2006 but the actual 
implementation was on 1st April 2007 due to requiring E.U. approval. I use the latter date. This measure was 
“to help small businesses with cash flow difficulties and reduce administrative burdens”.1024 This change is 
not described as offsetting the current slowdown and I classify it as exogenous, long-run. 
The major tax rise was on North Sea oil, from 1st January 2006. The PBR argued “In striking the 
right balance between producers and consumers, the North Sea oil taxation regime needs to promote 
investment and ensure fairness for taxpayers. In response to the recent significant rises in oil prices which are 
now expected to be sustained in the coming years, the Government will, with effect from 1 January 2006, 
increase the rate of supplementary charge to 20 per cent to maintain this balance”.1025 This change is 
therefore endogenous; I classify it as deficit reduction as it aims to raise revenue. 
There were a number of further anti-avoidance measures. The PBR explains “For the tax system to 
be effective, everyone needs to pay their fair share of taxes and receive the tax credits they are entitled to. 
Tax avoidance and tax or tax credit fraud undermine the ability of the tax system to deliver its objectives, 
imposing significant costs on society”.1026 Consequently measures were introduced on: financial avoidance 
using stock lending arrangements from 5th December 2005, life assurance companies from 29th September 
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2005, corporate intangible assets, corporate capital losses, capital gains and tobacco smuggling all from 5th 
December 2005. Finally, there were increases in rebated oil duty to tackle fraud from 6th December 2005. I 
classify all these as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
Finally, the Government also tackled tax-motivated incorporation from 1st June 2006 as “The zero 
per cent and minimum rates of Corporation Tax were introduced to encourage small companies to retain and 
reinvest their profits for growth. However, many self-employed and employed people are being advised to 
incorporate simply to reduce their tax and NICs liability”. I classify this change as endogenous, deficit 
reduction. 
These changes account for over 90 per cent of the remissions and for the increases in the 2005 PBR. 
 
2006 (A): Budget 22rd March 2006 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth had slowed in 2005, although it picked up in the first quarter of 2006. The claimant count continued 
to rise until October 2006 but was still below 1 million and inflation remained close to the target 2 per cent. 
The EFSR notes the strengthening of the economy and the Treasury forecast growth for 2006 of 2 - 2½ per 
cent, rising above trend in 2007 and 2008.1027 The effect of the slowdown on the budget deficit was also 
noted. 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The overview in the 2006 Budget focuses on long-term spending objectives and on tax, “further measures to 
boost productivity and growth, to build on the UK’s position as a leading location for inward investment, 
advance the science and innovation ten-year framework, and to reduce further the burden of regulation on 
business; steps to tackle the global challenge of climate change… measures to modernise the tax system, and 
to tackle tax fraud and avoidance… and defers the inflation-based increase in main road fuel duties”.1028 In 
addition to the usual six long-term themes, there were also extra funds for education (and some for the 
police) – a key theme in this Budget. In conclusion the Chancellor declared “Excellence in education, my 
priority; more investment and reform, not less; a strong and strengthening economy; this is a Budget for 
Britain's future”.1029 Standard comments were made about the role of automatic stabilisers. The EFSR 
estimated that the 2006 discretionary measures were, in the aggregate, largely neutral1030 and it does not seem 
these changes were to offset any cyclical movements in the budget deficit. Discretionary policy was again 
not being used to either stimulate or consolidate. However, a tax avoidance and fraud package offset some of 
the spending decisions. The remaining decisions were largely neutral and mostly exogenous. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
Firstly I deal with the remissions. The scope of R&D tax credits was extended from 6th April 2006 as “only 
companies with up to 250 employees can qualify for higher relief under R&D tax credits…the Government 
has noted evidence of lower levels of innovation among companies with 250-500 employees. In the light of 
the recommendations of the Cox Review, the Government wishes to better support for R&D investment in 
growing firms”.1031 I classify this as exogenous long-run. 
The threshold for Stamp Duty Land Tax was raised from 23rd March 2006 “to promote opportunity 
and fairness”.1032 This follows the previous year’s increase to help first-time buyers and those on low 
incomes. I classify this as exogenous, ideological. 
There was a freeze on duty on spirits, cider and sparkling wine and revalorisation of beer and wine 
from 26th March 2006. As revalorisation was the default, the Budget’s policy decisions table shows this as a 
tax cut. Again little is said of this, only “The Government remains committed to creating a fairer balance of 
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taxation on different alcoholic drinks”.1033 As last year, I classify this as exogenous, ideological. There was 
also a freeze on Air Passenger Duty as “decisions on APD rates need to be considered in the context of wider 
social and economic factors, particularly the current volatile oil market”. I classify this as endogenous, 
demand management. 
The biggest tax remission was the deferral of the revalorisation of fuel duty to 1st September 2006 
“because of continuing oil market volatility”.1034 As revalorisation was the default, this is a temporary tax cut 
from 22nd March 2006. I classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
There were changes to group relief in Corporation Tax from 1st April 2006 as “The Government is 
determined to maintain the overall competitiveness of the UK business tax system and will continue its 
constructive dialogue with business on international tax issues”.1035 I classify this exogenous, long-run. 
Turning to the increases, there was another package of anti-avoidance measures. The EFSR argues 
“tax fraud and avoidance distort markets and add no value to the UK economy. They are also unfair on the 
majority who do pay their fair share and can undermine the funding of public services”.1036 Consequently 
there were measures to tackle avoidance relating to: financial productions from 22nd March 2006, C.G.T. 
from 22nd March 2006, employment-related securities from 2nd December 2004, V.A.T. from 1st September 
2006 and changes to rebated oils to tackle fraud from 1st April 2007. Further measures also sought to tackle 
V.A.T. fraud from 1st June 2007 “In order to strengthen further the Government’s strategy to combat V.A.T. 
fraud…Missing Trader Intra-Community (MTIC) fraud is an EU-wide, criminal attack on the V.A.T. 
system”.1037 I therefore classify all these as endogenous, spending-driven. The duty differential for rebated 
oils was maintained following the fuel duty rise on 1st September 2006 as “Maintenance of the differential 
between main and rebated fuel duty rates supports the Oils Strategy to tackle fraud”. I classify this with the 
anti-avoidance package. 
The Government was to create Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) from 1st January 2007 “to 
improve the efficiency of both the commercial and residential property investment markets by providing 
liquid and publicly available investment vehicles”.1038 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
There were changes to North Sea Oil taxation from 1st July 2006 which “will remove or refine rules 
that are distorting the tax system and ensure a level playing field for all North Sea oil companies”.1039 I 
classify this exogenous, long-run. 
Finally, the Landfill Tax escalator increase was confirmed from 1st April 2006. I continue with its 
original justification from 1999 as exogenous, ideological. 
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the remissions and nearly 80 per cent of the increases. 
 
2006 (B): Pre-Budget Report 6th December 2006 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth in 2006 was stronger at 2.9 per cent and the PBR notes the improvement since March.1040 
Unemployment was also now falling again. However, the consumer price index had edged up to 3 per cent in 
December, the higher point of the target band. Public sector net borrowing had turned out higher than 
forecast – partly due to higher than expected inflation1041 and the expected borrowing outturn for 2006-7 was 
2.8 per cent of GDP.1042 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
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From the outset the PBR 2006 emphasises the long-term global challenges and opportunities facing Britain: 
rapid changes in technology, globalisation, terrorism, world poverty and the environment. The theme in 2006 
was ‘investing in Britain’s potential’ – the PBR’s title. Competing in the new age of globalisation and the 
need to invest in education and knowledge were placed centre stage. As in March, education was emphasised 
and the Chancellor concluded “Stability is our foundation, education our No. 1 priority — education first 
now and into the future”.1043 In planning for the long-term challenges, the Chancellor rejected balancing the 
budget: “One choice for Britain would be to adopt a balanced budget policy, but to achieve that by cutting 
back on essential investment in schools and infrastructure would in my view weaken us for the global 
challenges ahead”.1044 Rather, “The 2006 Pre-Budget Report projections for the public finances show that the 
Government is meeting its strict fiscal rules”,1045 in other words, no balanced budget today but still balance 
over the cycle. The role of automatic stabilisers was unchanged. The highlighted discretionary policy 
changes were: an increase in Air Passenger Duty, further expenditure on schools and action to modernise the 
tax system, protect revenue and tackle avoidance.1046 Most of these were tax increases and overwhelmingly 
offset the remissions, including the extra spending for schools. It seems need for fiscal fortification was, to 
some extent, recognised and the PBR shows that the discretionary measures did tighten policy – introducing 
some discord between the Chancellor’s statements and the PBR detail. I continue to classify the anti-
avoidance measures as endogenous, spending-driven. I will take the other changes at face value but will 
provide an alternative classification of endogenous, deficit driven for the other exogenous changes. 
 
Major PBR Tax Measures (and other changes before Budget 2007) 
I first deal with the revenue raisers. In the section on protecting tax revenues the PBR argues “A fair 
and modern tax system encourages work and saving, responds to business developments and globalisation 
and supports the provision of world-class public services… tax avoidance and tax fraud undermine the 
ability of the system to deliver its objectives, imposing significant costs on the rest of society”.1047 I continue 
with the classification of these measures as endogenous, spending-driven, though given the circumstances 
there is a case to be made that these are endogenous, deficit reduction – either way they are endogenous. The 
major changes were, firstly, changes for Managed Service Companies from 6th April 2007 and 6th August 
2007, responding “to evidence of significant growth in Managed Service Company (MSC) schemes which 
are used to avoid paying employed levels of tax and NICs”.1048 Without a way to split the yield, I assign it to 
the first date. Secondly, there were changes to the Controlled Foreign Companies rules following the 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) judgment in the Cadbury Schweppes case and to remove the public 
quotation exemption to prevent specific avoidance.1049  Thirdly, there were measures “to prevent avoidance 
of [Corporation] Tax using schemes involving financial products”1050, implemented on 6th December 2006, 
6th and 7th March 2007. I use the 2006-07 revenue figure for the first date and the difference between this and 
the most recent year as the effect for the latter measures, assigning them to the 6th March 2007.   
There were two further major revenue raisers. Firstly, Air Passenger Duty rates were to rise from 1st 
February 2007 as part of the “next stage in the Government’s strategy for tackling climate change both 
domestically and globally”.1051 I take this at face value and classify it as exogenous, ideological. Secondly an 
attempt was made “to simplify the tax treatment of general insurance reserves”1052 from 19th July 2007. I take 
this at face value and classify it as exogenous, long-run.  
There were five major remissions. First, transition arrangements for film tax reliefs were introduced 
“To ensure continuity in film tax relief during the transition to the new system”1053, which I classify as 
exogenous, ideological. Second, deduction rates for the new Construction Industry Scheme, which began on 
6th April 2007, were set. The new scheme was to “reduce regulatory burdens and help the construction 
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industry comply with its tax obligations”.1054 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. Third, there was an 
extension to the existing sunset clause of the Landlords’ Energy Saving Allowance from 6th April 2009 to 
2015 as part of the “next stage in the Government’s strategy for tackling climate change both domestically 
and globally”.1055 I classify this as exogenous, ideological. Fourthly, the travellers’ allowance from outside 
the EU was raised from 1st December 2008 following a “recent decision by EU Member States”.1056 I classify 
this as exogenous, external. Finally, there were reforms to life assurance companies’ taxation from 1st 
January 2007 “to amalgamate five business categories into one, simplify the rules applying on a transfer of 
insurance business and modernise the Crown option”.1057 I classify this as exogenous, long-run. 
These changes account for 95 per cent of the increases and 100 per cent of the remissions. 
 
2007 (A): Budget 21st March 2007 
Chancellor: Gordon Brown; Prime Minister: Tony Blair (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth had picked up in 2006 and “the world economy grew at a faster rate in 2006 than at any time since 
1990”.1058 Between December 2006 and March 2007 the claimant count fell by another 35,000 or 0.2 
percentage points. However, in March, the 12-month inflation rate moved outside the target range, hitting 3.1 
per cent, although it was to fall back a bit in the following months. In March the Treasury forecast “the small 
negative output gap is expected to have closed early in 2007 and growth is forecast to continue at close-to-
trend rates throughout the forecast horizon”.1059 Interestingly, the EFSR notes the large and rapid fluctuations 
in the value of financial assets in early 2007, though there is little sense of high risk.1060  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Chancellor argued “this Budget will set out the long-term reforms that we must now make to meet the 
global challenges ahead and to build a Britain of high aspiration and high achievement for the years to 
come”.1061 These were “reforms to simplify the tax system, to provide help for pensioners, support for 
families and make work pay”, a major package of reforms to the corporate tax system, further measures to 
tackle fraud and avoidance and steps to tackle climate change.1062 The Budget also set the expenditure 
envelope for the autumn spending review – increasing real total public spending by an average of 2 per cent 
per year.1063 Despite slightly higher than forecast borrowing: “Budget 2007 projections for the public 
finances show that the Government is meeting its strict fiscal rules”.1064 The role of the automatic stabilisers 
was emphasised and there was no discretionary stimulus or consolidation. The discretionary measures were 
focused on long-term objectives and were, in the aggregate, neutral on the fiscal stance.1065 However, 2007 
contained sizable tax reforms: some very significant remissions were offset by other increases. I discuss the 
measures in detail below and they were largely exogenous, long-run or ideological. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The most significant reform was a cut in the basic rate of income tax to 20 pence1066 from 6th April 2008. At 
the same time, the starting rate of income tax – the 10p rate – was removed altogether for non-savings 
income. The net effect of this was an income tax cut, although it obviously affected parts of the distribution 
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differently. The EFSR explains: “the Government will simplify the tax system by removing the starting rate 
and cutting the basic rate of income tax from 22 pence to 20 pence from April 2008, creating a simpler 
structure of two rates: a 20 pence basic rate and a 40 pence higher rate. This is the lowest basic or standard 
rate of income tax for over 75 years”.1067 In his speech the Chancellor, somewhat rhetorically, finished his 
speech “to reward work, to ensure working families are better off and to make the tax system fairer, I will 
from next April cut the basic rate of income tax from 22p to 20p, the lowest basic rate for 75 years. I 
commend this Budget to the House”.1068 In part these stem from a desire to lower income tax for the poorest 
– although this is clearly offset by the removal of the lower rate. It also seems to be playing to middle 
income tax payers (and this is how it was seen by the media). I classify the reforms as exogenous, 
ideological. In addition, there was an above-inflation increase in age-related allowances. The Chancellor 
explained: “I am also able today to take several hundred thousand of today’s pensioners out of income 
tax”.1069 I classify this in the same way as the other income tax changes.  
The other big change in personal taxation was a further alignment of the income tax and National 
Insurance thresholds, described as “part of the next stage of reform”,1070 building on the 2001 changes  
(categorised at the time as exogenous, ideological). The EFSR explains: “These reforms will mean that there 
are only two main rates of income tax, and that income tax and NICs rates will apply to the same bands of 
income”.1071 I classify these changes as I did in 2001. 
There were two major remissions for businesses. Firstly, the main rate of Corporation Tax was 
reduced to 28 per cent from 6th April 2008 “because our goal is and will continue to be the most competitive 
business tax regime of the major economies”.1072 Secondly, there was to be a new annual investment 
allowance (AIA) from 1st April 2008: “this will target support on all businesses that are investing for growth. 
The AIA will be particularly beneficial to small and medium-sized businesses”.1073 I classify both these 
changes as exogenous, long-run.  
Turning to the tax increases, general capital allowances for plant and machinery were reduced from 
25 per cent to 20 per cent from 6th April 2008. This was billed as part of a package of reforms to create “a 
simpler two-rate system of capital allowances… [with the reduction of the rate] bringing it closer into line 
with economic depreciation”.1074 I classify the change as exogenous, long-run. The net effect was a tax rise, 
very closely offsetting the Corporation Tax cut (although not discussed). Even if it were part of the 
Corporation Tax package, it would still be classified as exogenous, long-run. 
The final major increase was a ‘rationalisation’ of empty property relief from 1st April 2008 “in 
response to these recommendations [of Sir Michael Lyons’ Inquiry into Local Government Finance] and 
those of the Barker Review of Land Use Planning”.1075 I therefore classify this as a long-term reform to the 
tax system and exogenous, long-run. 
These changes account for nearly 80 per cent of the increases and over 90 per cent of the remissions. 
 
2007 (B): Pre-Budget Report 9th October 2007 
Chancellor: Alistair Darling; Prime Minister: Gordon Brown (Labour) 
 
Context 
Gordon Brown became Prime Minister in the summer of 2007 and Alistair Darling replaced him as 
Chancellor. Opening his statement the new Chancellor explained that “The background to this year’s report 
and spending review is a time of increased international economic uncertainty and a more fragile global 
environment which has already seen turbulence in America, Asia and Europe”1076 though the PBR still stated 
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that “In 2007, the UK economy has continued to perform strongly”.1077 Indeed, by October 2007 consumer 
price inflation was around target and claimant unemployment had fallen by 0.2 percentage points. However, 
“Growth in the G7 economies in 2007 is expected to slow to 2 per cent, due in particular to the ongoing 
slowdown in the US”.1078 The Treasury noted the future risks but still forecast 2 to 2½ per cent growth for 
2008. There was also an important political backdrop to the PBR. In the autumn of 2007 there was 
considerable speculation that Brown might call a General Election. Furthermore, just before the PBR the 
Conservative Party announced a series of new economic policies, cutting Inheritance Tax and clamping 
down on non-domiciles. 
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
The Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) accompanied the October PBR and there was considerable 
emphasis on specific spending decisions — although the overall envelope had been set in March. The 
Government also set out 30 Public Service Agreements (PSAs) to articulate the Government’s highest 
priorities. These were grouped under familiar long-term objectives.1079 The Chancellor noted: “I will set out 
how we will maintain that stability and strong economy, meet our international obligations, improve our 
public services and invest more in the highest standard of education and health care, and equip our country 
for the future as we meet these new global challenges”.1080 There was some recognition of the slowdown and 
the role of automatic stabilisers was emphasised – with higher than expected borrowing justified this way 
with “the public finances accommodating the impact of financial market disruption with borrowing 
increasing in 2007-08 and with modest discretionary fiscal loosening in 2007-08 and 2008-09 helping to 
smooth the path of the economy. From 2008-09 borrowing falls year on year, supported by discretionary 
fiscal tightening from 2009-10, the impact of which builds towards the end of the projection period”.1081 
However, the major ‘loosening’ was a cut in inheritance tax – which appeared electorally motivated (as well 
as tax increases on non-domiciles). The ‘future tightening’ was also largely offset by increased public 
investment in 2010-11. This implies the PBR was for long-term and political motives, not cyclical ones; on 
balance, the PBR was a mix of exogenous and spending-driven actions.  
 
Major PBR Tax Measures 
There was one major remission, a change to inheritance tax allowances for married couples and civil partners 
from 9th October 2007. The PBR explained: “The Government will therefore make the IHT system fairer by 
ensuring that if a person’s tax-free allowance is not used on their death, it can be transferred to their 
surviving spouse or civil partner, enabling every married couple or civil partnership to benefit from double 
the tax-free allowance – £600,000 this year – in addition to spouse relief. Furthermore, to ensure that people 
who have lost a spouse or civil partner prior to today can also benefit, the Government will extend this 
entitlement to the three million existing widows, widowers and bereaved civil partners”.1082 Being the only 
tax remission, this would seem an unusual choice for a discretionary stimulus – and there was no overall 
discussion of such a policy. The political dimension is also important. Philip Webster and Gary Duncan 
writing in The Times on the 10th October 2007 explained: “Alistair Darling raided the Conservative election 
locker yesterday, stealing proposals to exempt the vast majority of families from Inheritance Tax”. Other 
commentary echoed this feeling. It is also worth noting that, in the speech itself, the Chancellor directly 
discussed his versus the Conservative proposal, explaining that his approach allowed for more spending on 
public services.1083 The change therefore appears political and I classify it as exogenous, ideological.  
There were five major tax increases. Firstly, the residence and domicile taxation was ‘modernised’ as 
“reforms are required to make the current arrangement operate fairly”.1084 Interestingly, like the inheritance 
tax changes, this must also be set against the political backdrop. In his response the Shadow Chancellor 
George Osborne argued: “For 10 years, he [the Chancellor] could have reformed air passenger duty. For 10 
years, he did nothing on non-doms…Now, a week after we introduced our plans, the Prime Minister and the 
Chancellor scrabble around in a panic trying to think of something to say. The Prime Minister talks about 
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setting out his vision of the country, but he has to wait for us to tell him what it is”.1085 I therefore classify 
this change as exogenous, ideological. 
Secondly, Capital Gains Tax reform set a single 18 per cent rate from 6th April 2008 and “this will 
put the C.G.T. regime on a more sustainable footing and help investors plan for the long-term”.1086 The yield 
would build up over several years and nothing further is said. I err on the side of caution, assuming that it 
was to offset higher spending and classify this as endogenous, spending-driven. This is also alluded to in the 
speech: “I can tell the House that the changes that I propose to Capital Gains Tax also, taken together with 
the tax loopholes that I am closing, will ensure that those working in private equity pay a fairer share”.1087 
There was another package of anti-avoidance measures. The PBR noted “avoidance of tax by a 
minority leads to distortion in competitive markets, unfairness between individuals and pressure on the 
public finances”.1088 In previous years these measures have been classified as spending-driven and, given 
both this comment in the PBR and the increases in expenditure announced, the classification would again 
appear prudent. The changes were: the removal of the N.I.C.s exemption for holiday pay from 30th October 
2007 as “the Government has become aware that the exemption is now being used by employers outside 
construction solely to reduce their and their employees’ N.I.C.s liability, contrary to the original policy 
intention”;1089 action on ‘income shifting’ from 6th April 2008 as “The Government believes it is unfair that 
some individuals arrange their affairs to gain a tax advantage by shifting part of their income, from dividends 
or partnership profits, to another person who is subject to a lower rate of tax”;1090 measures tackling life 
insurance companies’ avoidance from 9th October 2007; measures to counter interest relief exploitation by 
individuals from 9th October 2007 and changes to Vehicle Excise Duty enforcement from 1st September 
2008. 
 Finally, Air Passenger Duty was replaced by Aviation Duty from 1st November 2009 “to send better 
environmental signals and ensure aviation makes a greater contribution to covering its environmental 
costs”.1091 This raised a considerable amount of revenue. As the primary motivation, I take this comment at 
face value and (given Osborne’s comments about political motives) treat it as exogenous, ideological. To 
deal with the possibility that this is also correlated with the other revenue raisers (to offset spending) I assign 
an alternative motivation of endogenous, spending-driven. 
These changes account for over 95 per cent of the remissions of the tax increases. 
 
2008 (A): Budget 12th March 2008 
Chancellor: Alistair Darling; Prime Minister: Gordon Brown (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth had slowed slightly in 2007 to 2.6 per cent, although the first quarter of 2008 was a respectable 0.7 
per cent. Unemployment continued to fall — in March 2008 the claimant count was over 110,000 less even 
than the previous PBR, standing at only 2.4 per cent. The EFSR claimed “The Budget reports that the 
economy is stable and resilient, and continuing to grow, and that the Government is meeting its strict fiscal 
rules for the public finances”.1092 However, over the previous year the world economy had been shocked by 
disruption in global financial markets triggered by the U.S. sub-prime mortgage market in July 2007. In the 
U.K. the Government was forced to nationalise failing bank Northern Rock. The Treasury’s forecasts did 
reflect this turbulence, with growth expected to slow to 1¾ to 2¼ per cent in 2008 before picking up again.  
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
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The March EFSR noted the previous PBR’s measures as “modest discretionary fiscal loosening in 2007-08 
and 2008-09, followed by fiscal policy tightening in the medium term”1093 although this was “to 
accommodate the impact of financial market disruption”1094 and, given the actual PBR measures, this may be 
more of a retrospective reflection. The public finances had been affected by this downturn in the economy 
but, reflecting on the past 11 years’ emphasis on automatic stabilisers, “This increase in borrowing supports 
economic stability, in line with one of the key purposes of the fiscal framework”.1095 However, it continued 
“The Government is also taking action in Budget 2008 to maintain sound public finances in the medium 
term”.1096 Consequently, of the discretionary measures the EFSR explains: “Budget changes are fiscally 
neutral in 2008-09 and 2009-10. As the economy returns to trend, discretionary tightening reduces the deficit 
in later years of the projection period”.1097 There was still the focus on the longer term and the Government 
published an analysis of long-term performance and strategic challenges alongside the Budget. The 
Chancellor explained “Even in today’s difficult and uncertain times, we are determined that we will not be 
diverted from our long-term aim: to equip our country for the challenges of the future, to confront climate 
change and to end child poverty in a generation”.1098 In short, there was no discretionary stimulus in the 
aggregate and policy was still focused on the familiar longer term objectives but there was to be some 
discretionary fiscal consolidation over the medium term to offset the effects of the current slowdown – in 
fact, the net effect of the tax changes was to raise revenue even in 2008-09. Many of the measures I therefore 
categorise as for deficit reduction. Measures with a deferred implementation date will be treated as future 
changes to offset current remissions and therefore exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The only major remission was a temporary deferment of the fuel duty increases from 1st October 
2008. The EFSR explains that this is “consistent with the Government’s overall stance of ensuring stability 
for the long-term, while maintaining responsiveness to short-term conditions”.1099 I therefore classify this as 
endogenous, demand management. However, this was coupled with the announcement that fuel duties would 
rise with inflation on 1st April 2009 and above-inflation from 1st April 2010. The inflation rise reflected the 
existing “policy that fuel duty rates should rise each year at least in line with inflation”1100 and is therefore 
excluded. However, I treat the above-inflation rise in 2010 as a separate announcement. Given the overall 
objectives discussed above — and for lack of a more detailed justification — I classify this as exogenous, 
deficit consolidation. There were consequential changes in the rebated oil duty as the Government had 
committed itself to a fixed differential. I classify this with the changes in fuel duty. 
I now turn to the major increases in revenue. Firstly, Excise Duty on alcohol w raised 6 per cent 
above inflation from 17th March 2008. It was then to be increased by 2 per cent above indexation in the 
subsequent years up to and including 2013. The EFSR explains “As incomes have risen, alcohol has become 
increasingly more affordable”.1101 The initial rise will be correlated with the other contemporaneous changes 
and so I classify this as endogenous, deficit reduction. I therefore use the 2008-09 figure in the tax series. 
The latter increases introduce another escalator. I will treat this as a new measure each year when confirmed 
and will assign the classification exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
The biofuels duty differential was to cease from 6th April 2010 “and the Renewable Transport Fuel 
Obligation will provide the total support for biofuels … The existing duty differential for biofuels has limited 
scope to recognise different biofuels, whereas the newer RTFO will provide a sharper environmental focus 
through its sustainability criteria”.1102 This does not appear part of the deficit consolidation plan; I therefore 
classify this as exogenous, ideological.  
There was also to be reform of the V.E.D. structure. This had two implementation dates: 1st April 
2009 and 1st April 2010. I use the change in yield between the dates to distinguish the two implementations. 
Environmental reasons were given for this change “V.E.D. will be restructured with new bands, based on 
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carbon dioxide so that people gain financially by choosing the car with the best environmental performance 
in a given group”.1103 However, these changes provide an increasing yield and, given the overall objectives in 
future years, I classify this as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
Finally, the Government announced a package of tax avoidance measures to be implemented from 
12th March 2008. These were introduced by arguing “Protecting tax revenues against fraud and artificial 
avoidance schemes is essential if the tax system is to support the Government’s objectives. The vast majority 
of taxpayers seek to contribute their fair share towards funding public services. However the minority who 
do not put pressure on the public finances and impose costs on others, that undermine fairness and economic 
performance”.1104 As in previous years, I classify these changes as endogenous, spending-driven. These were 
avoidance measures aimed at disguising interest, Controlled Foreign Companies, intangible assets, North Sea 
oil and gas, double taxation treatise, sideways loss relief and Stamp Duty Land Tax. Being contemporaneous, 
and given the overall Budget objectives, the other possible classification would have been endogenous, 
deficit reduction – but either way the change is still endogenous. 
These changes account for over 80 per cent of the increases and of the remissions. 
 
2008 (B): Pre-Budget Report 24th November 2008 
Chancellor: Alistair Darling; Prime Minister: Gordon Brown (Labour) 
 
Context 
The UK was in recession by November 2008: growth in the second and third quarters was negative and the 
Treasury’s March forecast appeared hopelessly off the mark. Unemployment had also been rising since 
March, being 3.4 per cent by the PBR. Inflation had also badly breached the target — the 12-month CPI rate 
was 4.1 per cent in November.  The Government had announced an increase in the income tax personal 
allowance by £600 in May 2008 delivering “support to the economy”.1105 The Treasury’s growth forecast 
was now for a fall of ¼ per cent (on a year earlier) in the second half of 2008, still leaving output up as a 
whole by ¾ per cent on a year earlier, with growth in 2009 forecast to be negative -1¼ to -3/4 per cent.1106  
 
Overall PBR Objectives 
Given the context, it is no surprise that the PBR 2008 was called ‘Facing global challenges: Supporting 
people through difficult times’. Indeed the PBR was to reverse 11 years of reliance on automatic stabilisers 
and monetary policy. With the Bank Rate headed towards zero this was a Budget with a significant 
discretionary fiscal stimulus – and in many places it is directly referred to as such. The Chancellor opened: 
“These are extraordinary, challenging times for the global economy, and they are having an impact on 
businesses and families right across the world. In these exceptional economic circumstances, I want to take 
fair and responsible steps to protect and support businesses and people now, while putting the public finances 
on the right path for the future. That is what I will do today… My central objective is to respond to the 
consequences of this global recession on our country, both now and in the future”.1107 The PBR summary 
explains that it “Announces discretionary fiscal policy to support the economy through these difficult times 
followed by a sustained fiscal consolidation from 2010-11”.1108 The net total of discretionary measures was 
also directly cited: “discretionary action of £16 billion will deliver a fiscal stimulus package of around 1 per 
cent of GDP in total in 2009-10”.1109 Even sections of the PBR reminiscent of the Government’s long-term 
objectives – such as “improving public services” or “helping people fairly” – are focused on the fiscal 
stimulus or the future consolidation.1110 I therefore classify all the cuts as stimulus measures. Many of the 
rises will then be exogenous, deficit consolidation, i.e. future tax rises to pay for current commitments.  
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Major PBR Tax Measures 
The centrepiece of the tax stimulus was the £7.8 billion (0.5 per cent of GDP) V.A.T. cut. The Chancellor 
argued “to prevent the recession from deepening, we also need to take action to put money into the economy 
immediately... I have decided that the best and fairest approach is a measure which will help everyone, 
including millions of households that pay no direct tax at all, and it is to deliver a much-needed extra 
injection of spending into the economy right now. I therefore propose to cut V.A.T.”.1111 I classify this as 
endogenous, demand management. 
The Government had, however, already taken action, announcing on 13th May 2008 a £600 increase 
in the personal allowance. In the PBR this was made permanent with a further rise above indexation from 6th 
April 2008. The EFSR motivates these changes as “The Government has already taken action to help people 
through the current global economic difficulties. Building on this, the Government announces further 
packages of targeted support, providing additional help to those who need it most now”.1112 I therefore 
classify this as endogenous, demand management. 
Now I turn to the future tax increases. There was an increase in the rates of alcohol and tobacco 
duties “to offset the effects of the temporary reduction in VAT, increasing alcohol and tobacco duties, 
maintaining these increases after December 2009 to support fiscal consolidation”.1113 There are two different 
changes: one endogenous change to offset the V.A.T fall (lessening the size of the stimulus), but the second 
action is exogenous – the decision to keep the duty at the higher rate when V.A.T. returns to normal, thus 
increasing alcohol prices. I split up the revenue yield into a temporary measure which reverses when the 
V.A.T. cut comes to an end and a rise on the same date. The temporary measure is endogenous, demand 
management – classified together with the V.A.T. cut. The longer term measure is exogenous, deficit 
consolidation. 
The other tax increases were less complicated. As discussed, from the outset the PBR “Announces 
discretionary fiscal policy to support the economy through these difficult times followed by a sustained fiscal 
consolidation from 2010-11 when the economy is expected to be recovering and able to support a reduction 
in borrowing”.1114 The measures listed under this comment are: a restriction of personal allowance to half for 
earnings over £100,000 and to zero from £140,000 from 6th April 2010; an additional higher income tax rate 
of 45 per cent above £150,000 from 6th April 2011; and an increase in the employee, employer and self-
employed rates of National Insurance contributions by 0.5 per cent from 6th April 2011. Given the clear 
statement of purpose and the deferred implementation, I classify these as exogenous, deficit consolidation. 
As part of the National Insurance changes, the N.I.C.s primary threshold was aligned with the 
personal allowance, also from 6th April 2011. As this reduced the revenue from NICs and was implemented 
on the same date, I classify it together with the overall N.I.C. package – the arithmetic effect will be to 
correctly reduce the yield raised from 6th April 2011. Furthermore, the PBR explains “This will ensure that 
the fiscal consolidation is broad based, without affecting those over state pension age, who do not pay 
N.I.C.s”.1115 I classify this as exogenous, deficit consolidation.  
These changes account for nearly 90 per cent of the consolidation and of the stimulus remissions. 
 
2009: Budget 22nd April 2009 
Chancellor: Alistair Darling; Prime Minister: Gordon Brown (Labour) 
 
Context 
Growth in 2008 was 0.6 per cent but by April 2009 GDP had been falling continuously for four quarters. In 
2009 the world economy was forecast to contract for the first time in the post-war period.1116 Unemployment 
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had risen by over 400,000 on the claimant count since the PBR alone. The inflation rate was now falling but 
by March 2009 the Bank Base Rate had hit 0.5 per cent and the Bank of England announced its Quantitative 
Easing programme. The U.K. growth forecasts were substantially revised down even since the PBR, with a 
forecast contraction of 3½ per cent for 2009 (but picking up again in 2010 and 2011). Public borrowing also 
became a key issue with public sector net borrowing forecast to top 12 per cent of GDP in 2009-10.1117 
 
Overall Budget Objectives 
The Government’s support package had a variety of features: a fiscal stimulus, a huge Quantitative Easing 
programme, the lowest interest rates since 1694 and financial interventions such as the Asset Protection 
Scheme. But the economy clearly remained in serious trouble. The EFSR opens “Building on the strategy set 
out at the 2008 Pre-Budget Report, the Budget announces targeted discretionary support for the economy 
through these difficult times, while continuing sustained fiscal consolidation from 2010-11”. This Budget 
therefore “announces further targeted support for those most affected by the downturn and to ensure a 
sustained and sustainable recovery”.1118 These measures included: further support to businesses and 
households hit hardest, further investment in infrastructure and measures to support a move to a low carbon 
economy.1119 Like the 2008 PBR, Budget 2009 was a combination of short-term discretionary stimulus and 
longer-term consolidation. Repeating the message from previous Labour Budgets, automatic stabilisers were 
allowed to work and the Chancellor explained: “Allowing borrowing to rise — protecting services, helping 
people and businesses — is the right thing to do”.1120 In a succinct comment, the Chancellor argued “We 
need to help people now. We need to maintain key public services now. We need to invest in the future, but 
we also need to make sure that we maintain public finances on a sustainable footing”. In conclusion, 
defending his approach, Darling declared “You can grow your way out of recession; you cannot cut your 
way out of it”.1121 The short term measures were mostly endogenous, the longer term ones were for fiscal 
consolidation. 
 
Major Budget Tax Measures 
The biggest remission was designed to help businesses. Capital allowances for new investment were 
increased to 40 per cent for one year from 6th April 2009. This was motivated as “a platform for growth as 
the UK emerges from the recession… a package of measures that will support the adjustment towards 
renewed economic growth and improve the UK’s competitiveness”.1122 The measure was framed in terms of 
long-term growth and falls under a section titled “Preparing for the Recovery: Encouraging Investment”.1123  
However, the catalyst was very much the downturn itself and I classify this as endogenous, supply stimulus. 
Other comments reinforce this view: “The Government is implementing targeted action that will support 
business investment and help the economic recovery”.1124 
The second measure was designed to help business through the downturn. In the 2008 PBR a one- 
year extension of trading loss carry-back for business from one to three years was granted. This was 
extended to two years from 24th November 2008 “to support more businesses through the downturn”.1125 I 
classify this, as in November 2008, as endogenous, demand management, being to offset the fall in demand. 
These two remissions made up over 80 per cent of the total. 
I now turn to the measures designed to raise revenue. The EFSR argued “Over the medium-term the 
Government’s fiscal policy objective is to ensure sound public finances and that spending and taxation 
impact fairly within and between generations. Building on the significant fiscal consolidation announced in 
the 2008 Pre-Budget Report, this Budget sets out tax and spending measures that reduce borrowing by £26½ 
billion by 2013-14”.1126 Four measures made up over 70 per cent of the increases. Three I classify as 
exogenous, deficit consolidation: firstly, there was an increase in the top rate of income tax to 50 per cent on 
incomes above £150,000 from 6th April 2010. Secondly, the income tax personal allowance was restricted for 
                                                     
1117
 EFSR 2009, table 1.1 
1118
 EFSR 2009, page 29 
1119
 EFSR 2009, page 29 
1120
 HC Deb 22 April 2009 c243 
1121
 HC Deb 22 April 2009 c250 
1122
 EFSR 2009, page 6 
1123
 EFSR 2009, page 76 
1124
 Ibid. 
1125
 EFSR 2009, page 73. 
1126
 EFSR 2009, page 3 
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those with incomes over £100,000 from 6th April 2011. Thirdly, tax relief on pension contributions for those 
with incomes over £150,000 was restricted, tapered down to 20 per cent from 6th April 2011.  
The fourth measure was a fuel duty increase of 2 pence per litre on 1st September 2009 and 1 pence 
per litre in real terms each year from 2010 to 2013. This introduced a new fuel duty escalator, with the usual 
problems of assigning a ‘full year’ cost. I therefore take the 2009-10 yield and assign it to 1st September 
2009. As in previous years, I treat each confirmed future increase as a new measure.  Given that 2009 is the 
final Budget I consider, the later revenue estimates are not included in the data series. As the first 
implementation date is ‘close’ to the announcement, and in 2009 growth was negative, I classify this change 
as endogenous, deficit reduction. 
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